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Multiple cores from the Arctic were analyzed by XRF methods to determine the western 
Arctic lithostratigraphy as expressed in its geochemistry.  In general, glacial and 
interglacial events have distinctly different chemistry.  During glacial events, the 
sediments have elevated Ti, Fe, Rb, and Zr concentrations and depressed Sr and Mn 
concentrations.  The opposite is true of the brown layers, where Ti, Fe, Rb and Zr are 
lower with higher levels of Mn and Sr.  These data indicate that there are 18 chemically 
unique lithologic units (LUs) that exist among MIS-1 to MIS-16 age sediments.  Isopach 
maps indicate two general depositional patterns appear to have existed during the late 
Quaternary.  The first pattern is defined as a glacial depositional pattern based on 
sediment thicknesses present in Clark et al. (1980) SLUs F, H, J, and L.  This pattern has 
the thickest deposits located on parts of the Northwind-Alpha Ridges as well as within 
the Makarov Basin.  The second pattern is associated with interglacial deposits and is 
based on sediment thicknesses present in SLUs G, I, and K.  The interglacial pattern is 
characterized by much thinner deposits especially for the central Arctic region.  Based on 
the isopach sediment patterns, the potential source areas of the sediments deposited 
during the glacial and interglacial periods are slightly different.  During glacial stages, a 
 iv 
 
strong Canadian source area is suggested.  During interglacial stages a Canadian source 
area exists for deposits in the Canadian Basin, and a potential mixture of Canadian and 
Russian source areas for sediments located along the Trans-Polar Drift between the 
Mendeleev-Lomonosov Ridges.  Stratigraphic correlations indicate that the western 
Arctic, central Lomonosov Ridge, and eastern Arctic are geochemically different 
suggesting different sources for each area.  Analysis of the coarse ice-rafted fraction 
(>250 μm) from strata associated with MIS-16 (LU-17) indicates a Canadian source for 
the carbonate grains in this unit.  However, statistical analysis of these grains in four 
cores supports the existence of a modified Beaufort Gyre circulation system existed 
during this period, similar to that identified by Bischof and Darby (1997). 
 v 
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 The Arctic has played a major role in the evolution and modulation of the Earth’s climate 
since at least the late Cenozoic (Aagaard et al., 1997).  Due to rising atmospheric temperatures, 
glacial and sea ice are currently melting at accelerated rates (Serreze et al., 2007).  These 
changes in ice volume are anticipated to impact the Earth’s climate due to both negative and 
positive feedback-enhanced climate warming processes.  Regardless of the causes, the Arctic 
Ocean is predicted to be seasonally ice-free in 100 years or less due to increasing rates of sea ice 
melting (Overpeck et al., 2005; Yamamoto-Kawai et al., 2008; Comiso et al., 2002).  The 
specific impacts of these changes are still unknown but past climatic changes of a similar nature 
need to be examined to better predict these issues.  This suggests that the key to understanding 
recent climate changes should be viewed in the context of changes that occurred in the past.   
 The history of previous climatic fluctuations in the Arctic has likewise not been 
adequately resolved (Polyak et al., 2009).  However, the cause and effect of these historic 
perturbations are anticipated to be represented in the paleoclimatic proxies that exist within or 
implied by the Arctic’s lithostratigraphy (Darby et al., 2005).  Unfortunately, the needed Pan-
Arctic stratigraphic framework has not yet been established even for the late Quaternary.  This is 
especially true for some parts of the Arctic, like the western Arctic Ocean where harsh weather 
and ice covered conditions have historically made it difficult to obtain enough long cores to 
develop the needed stratigraphy.   
 Fortunately, within the last 10 years several sufficiently long cores have been collected 
from across the Arctic Ocean.  These include those collected during the 2005 Healy-Oden Trans 
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Arctic Expedition (HOTRAX).  These longer and higher resolution cores help to provide the 
basis for the needed stratigraphic framework and are supported by other cores collected from 
several key areas including those from the T-3 ice island (late 1960’s and early 1970’s).   
SPECIFIC AIMS OF STUDY 
The stratigraphy and paleoceanography of the Arctic Ocean has not been adequately 
defined even for the Pleistocene.  One major issue affecting the Pan-Arctic stratigraphy is the 
general lack of easily correlatable units between different geographic areas.  As such, one aim of 
this study will be to refine the Arctic lithostratigraphic system within the Late Quaternary (i.e., 
the last 700 ka).  This refinement will be based on developing criteria to correlate the 
lithostratigraphic data and reproducible variations in these data using multiple lines of evidence.  
These lines of evidence will include elemental content of the sediment, lithology, magnetic 
susceptibility, and bulk density data.  Dated records, such as those associated with 
paleomagnetics, foraminifera distributions, amino acid racemization, and 
14
C, where available, 
will be used to support the lithologic correlations and provide stratigraphic control, at least in the 
latest Pleistocene.   Once defined, lithostratigraphic units and correlation of those units will then 
be tested using multivariate tools such as Multivariate Analysis of Variance (MANOVA) and 
factor analyses to determine the significance of the potential correlations. 
After the lithostratigraphy is developed correlatable units will be further evaluated to 
delineate aspects of the paleoceanographic conditions that existed during their deposition.  These 
paleoceanographic conditions will be supported by various proxies such as sediment lithology 
(i.e. color and size data), lithic unit thicknesses, and Fe-oxide provenance information.  These 
data will then be used to delineate potential ice circulation patterns and sediment provenance 
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issues that occurred during their deposition.  Further paleoceanographic evaluation will also be 
conducted on a single lithostratigraphic unit that is present across the western Arctic.  This unit is 
associated with the first occurrence of significant calcium levels (i.e. MIS-16).  These additional 
paleoceanographic analyses will focus on using the distribution pattern of the ice rafted detritus 
(IRD) as well as the sediment bulk elemental composition to better delineate the ice drift 




2.0 PART 1 - LITHOSTRATIGRAPHY 
BACKGROUND 
Although numerous attempts have been made at developing lithostratigraphic 
correlations within western and eastern parts of the Arctic Ocean, a Pan-Arctic stratigraphic 
model has yet to be resolved (Clark et al., 1980; Sellén et al., 2008; Polyak et al., 2009; Stein et 
al., 2010b).  Multiple correlation problems exist that are related to issues such as variability in 
correlation proxies  across the Arctic, revisions and/or significant changes to age models, 
bioturbation, dissolution of fossil material, and local digenetic changes to the sediment 
(Backman et al., 2004; Channell and Xuan, 2009; Polyak et al., 2009; Rowan et al., 2009).   
In general, the best stratigraphic correlations thus far exist with closely spaced cores 
where multiple lines of evidence are used to develop a composite stratigraphy (O’Regan et al., 
2008a and 2008b).  However, the quality of these correlations often varies with depth as slight 
changes in the sedimentation rates hinder some lithostratigraphic correlations.  Currently the 
most up-to-date and best-constrained age models have been developed for the Late Quaternary 
near the Northwind Ridge in the western Arctic (Cronin et al., submitted, Best, et al., submitted) 
and in the eastern part of the Arctic Ocean including those in the central Lomonosov Ridge 
(Jakobsson et al., 2000; 2001; Backman et al., 2004; O’Regan et al., 2008a).  Well constrained 
stratigraphies also exist for other parts of the western Arctic Ocean (Polyak et al., 2009; Adler et 
al., 2009; Stein et al., 2010a) especially for cores with high sedimentation rates, within close 
geographic proximity to each other, and under similar depositional conditions (Clark et al., 1980; 
Stein et al., 2010b). 
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 The sedimentary deposits across the Arctic Ocean generally consist of cyclic glacial-
marine sedimentary layers that vary from brown to gray in color, are silt and clay rich, and the 
strata can vary in thickness from < 5 cm to > 40 cm (Polyak et al., 2009).  The gray layers are 
nearly abiotic, while the brown layers can be faunal-rich and often are highly bioturbated.  The 
gray and brown sediments are believed to have been deposited under glacial and interglacial 
conditions, respectively (Phillips and Grantz, 1997; Jakobsson et al., 2000; Darby et al., 2006).  
However, similar lithologic conditions can exist in both glacial and interglacial conditions as 
well as the intervening interstadial and stadial periods, respectively. 
Sedimentary units in the center of the western Arctic have historically been identified as 
predominantly thinner than those existing along some marginal areas like the outer shelf and 
slope areas of Alaska (Polyak et al., 2009).  Due to the lower sedimentation rates within the 
central areas, where ice cover is more persistent, sedimentary units thicken toward the margins 
(Polyak et al., 2009; O’Regan et al., 2008b).  Overall the differences in the sediment rates are 
attributed to several factors including, 1) variations in the IRD depletion rates in ice at distances 
from entrainment areas, 2) the volume of sediment laden ice traversing an area, 3) the intensity 
of melting ice above the depositional area, and 4) the velocity of the ice as it migrated through 
and out of the Arctic (Phillips and Grantz, 2001; Darby et al., 2002; Council et al., 2011).  
Sediments in the Arctic Ocean contain variable amounts of coarse IRD (i.e. lithic grains 
usually defined as either >63 μm or >250 μm).  Pleistocene glacial sediments have been noted to 
contain elevated concentrations of coarse IRD (>250 μm) exceeding 300 grains/cm
3
 (Darby et 
al., 2002).  High influx of IRD during these periods is attributed to ice-sheet disintegration 
(Phillips and Grants, 1997; Darby et al., 2002).  However, much lower sedimentation rates and 
even hiatuses have also been noted during periods of intense glaciations such as the last glacial 
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maximum (Polyak et al., 2009).  During those periods, the movements of icebergs are believed to 
have been restricted by extensive ice-shelves or extremely thick layers of sea ice (Bischof and 
Darby, 1997; Phillips and Grantz, 2001). 
IRD concentrations are also low during interglacial intervals where the >63μm is usually 
<1% of the total sediment in the central Arctic (Darby et al., 2006).  These smaller coarse IRD 
concentrations are believed to be the result of the much smaller number of icebergs existing in 
the Arctic Ocean during these warmer intervals and the general fine-grained nature of sea ice 
sediment (Darby 2003; Darby et al., 2011). 
 Layers of Arctic sediment enriched in IRD often exist near the top or bottom of the 
glacial intervals and may extend into the finer grained interglacial layers (Phillips and Grantz, 
2001; Darby et al., 2006).  Although sea ice and particularly anchor ice has been identified as 
capable of incorporating/transporting coarse-grained sediments, higher concentrations of IRD 
(especially the sediment fraction >250 μm) are usually attributed to entrainment within ice bergs 
that are much more common during glacial/deglacial events (Reimnitz et al., 1998; Darby et al., 
1997; Darby et al., 2006; Darby et al., 2011).   
During interglacial intervals, sea ice is the dominant sediment transport mode in the 
Arctic Ocean.  Sea ice entrainment occurs by suspension freezing, anchor ice formation, or 
shore-fast ice (Reimnitz et al., 1987; Dethleff et al., 1998; Divine et al., 2004).  The dominant 
modes of dirty ice in the central Arctic are anchor ice and ice formed by suspension freezing 
(Darby et al., 2011).  Suspension freezing occurs when fine-grained sediment is suspended by 
currents in open water during freeze-up, such as in coastal polynyas, and ice crystals form near 
the bottom due to strong advective mixing by waves or Langmuire cells.  These ice crystals then 
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rafts the suspended sediment to the surface where slush ice forms that inhibits further 
entrainment.  Higher concentrations of dirty ice are thought to be due to anchor ice where ice 
forms in depths up to 50 m (similar to suspension freezing) but attaches to the bottom probably 
via seed crystals or permafrost.  Once the ice attains a thickness to overcome the anchor it lifts 
off with its sediment attached (Darby et al., 2011; Dethleff et al., 2009; Kempema and Dethleff, 
2006; Eicken, 2004; Reimnitz et al., 1993).   
Sediments in Arctic near shore environments are derived from a number of processes 
including melt-out from sea ice and icebergs as well as coastal erosion, currents such as long-
shore drift, wind, sea-ice rafted, and fluvial input (Reimnitz et al., 1998; Bogen and Bønsnes, 
2003; Darby et al., 2009a).  Once the sediment is ice entrained, the sea ice is then transported by 
the predominant surface currents that exist, such as the Beaufort Gyre and the Transpolar Drift 
(Aagarad and Carmichael, 1989; Rigor et al., 2002; Darby, 2003).   
During glacial periods the dominant sediment sources are associated with icebergs with 
lesser amounts of sea ice entrainment from unglaciated areas (Darby et al., 1989; 2006).  This 
decrease in sea ice sediment during glacial intervals is primarily due to the presence of large ice 
sheets in northern Canada and the drop in sea level that eliminates the shelves as entrainment 
areas and restricts the zone of shallow water to a narrow band along the present-day outer shelf. 
Other sediment transport mechanisms include turbidity currents, nepheloid transport and 
aeolian transport processes (Fahl and Nöthig, 2007; Hunkins et al., 1969; Darby, 1971; Darby et 
al., 1989).  Turbidites are a very common sedimentary structure in the Arctic Abyssal Plains and 
are attributed to erosion, transported and deposited by density flows (Campbell and Clark, 1977; 
Grantz et al., 1996; Wegner, 2003).  The importance of turbidites as a sediment transport process 
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is believe to be significant only within deep basins such as the Canada Abyssal Plain (Grantz et 
al., 1996; Kristoffersen et al., 2004). 
All of the cores used in this study are from ridges that are not reached by turbidity flows 
from distal source areas.  Although a few of the cores used in the study are affected by flow 
structures from more local source areas, these intervals occurred in sediments older than those 
studied.   
Deposits associated with nepheloid transport are also probably a very common 
phenomenon and are attributed to mid-oceanic currents that may occur during both glacial and 
interglacial conditions (van der Loeff et al., 2002; Nørgaard-Pedersen et al., 2007; Adler et al., 
2009).  Studies suggest that both turbidity currents and nepheloid transport process can result in 
the movement of significant amounts of finer grained sediments (Wegner, 2003; Fahl and 
Nöthig, 2007; Darby, 2009a), but the depositional impact of nepheloid transport within the 
central Arctic Ocean is still not well understood. 
In the case of aeolian transport, its impact upon Arctic sedimentation is generally 
considered to be minor (Darby et al., 1974; Mullen et al., 1972; Stein and Macdonald, 2004).  
Reasons for this include source areas that are of limited geographic extent, widespread 
permafrost, and the lack of sustained dry climatic conditions across suitable source areas 
(Mountney and Russell 2006).  However, aeolian deposits have been documented to be locally a 
significant sedimentary process, especially nearer shore (Lewkowicz, 1998; Darby et al., 1989).   
Based on snow samples from pack ice in the western central Arctic, Darby et al (1974) 
estimated the aeolian flux at 3.3 to 14 μg/cm
2
 yr.  Assuming all of this material reached the 
Arctic seafloor, the Modern aeolian input would result in only 0.02 to 0.09 mm/ky, a minor 
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fraction of sediment even during an interglacial period (Stein, 2008).  Further, Shevchenko and 
Lisitzin (2004) estimated that a sizable fraction of the average aeolian input (i.e. 30%) was fine 
grain particulate carbon, a material that could be removed from the sediment through microbial 
oxidation followed by a buildup of carbon dioxide in the water column and that gas ultimately 
being released into the atmosphere (Semiletov et al., 2012). 
Although a number of potential transport processes exist for sediment within the Arctic 
Ocean, most appear to be either localized processes or a minor process occurring across a large 
geographic area.  As such, the dominant mode of sediment transport seaward of the shelf areas is 
believed to be by ice, especially for sediments on elevated ridge areas, where all of the cores are 
located for this study.  
Sediment Provenance 
 Few bulk sedimentary parameters such as elemental concentrations, IRD, or 
mineralogical composition can be traced to a specific source area and changes in the 
concentration of these parameters often only provide circumstantial evidence as to their 
provenance.  For example, although carbonate grains can occur in both the eastern and western 
Arctic sediments, elevated concentrations of these grains (>5%) or significant increases in 
calcium levels (>10,000 ppm) in bulk mineralogy are usually attributed to Canadian source areas 
(Volt, 1997; Phillips and Grantz, 2001; Darby et al., 2002; Ortiz et al., 2007; Polyak et al., 2009).  
This same type of logic is used with elevated smectite concentrations (>20%) which are 
attributed to the Kara and western Laptev Sea sources (Müller and Stein, 2000; Schoster et al., 
2000; Viscosi-Shirley et al., 2003).  But even the presence of smectite might not provide a 
definitive provenance or define a source area such as the western Laptev Sea area unless the 
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concentrations are well above 30% because of elevated smectite values exist in several other 
circum-Arctic areas (Darby et al., 2011). 
 In general, variations in the elemental bulk chemistry of Arctic sediments do not provide 
definitive source information as do some other provenance tools.  The main reason for this is that 
the same elements can result from several sediment components each with multiple source areas.  
For example, variations in rubidium and strontium levels present in bulk glacial sediments may 
be related to resuspension of shelf sediments derived from fluvial sources (and/or discharges 
associated with catastrophic proglacial lake releases) whereas increases in zirconium levels may 
be related to various Eurasian sources (Ortiz et al., 2007).  In other cases, different processes can 
account for the presence of an element and each process may also have similar concentrations 
(e.g. biogenic precipitation versus chemical precipitation of barium; Nümberg, 1996; Eagle 
Gonneea and Paytan, 2006).  Even with these limitations, studies based on multivariate analyses 
of bulk chemical data suggest that the chemistry of an Arctic deposit still retains information at 
least related to its regional source areas (Hölemann et al., 1999; Schoster et al., 2000; Henning 
and Harris, 2001; Viscosi-Shirley et al., 2003; Martinez et al., 2009). 
 Variations in the chemistry of sediments can also be affected by biological processes that 
mix together different age sediments, each with a potentially unique provenance.  These 
bioturbation processes are common in the Arctic especially in sediments attributed to interglacial 
conditions.   
 Biological mixing depths are generally less than 5 to 10 cm deep (Baskaran and Naidu, 
1995; Clough et al., 1997; Aldahan et al., 2000; Darby et al., 2002).  Although the depth of 
bioturbation is shallow, its impact on mixing Arctic sediments can vary.  If the sedimentation 
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rate is low, bioturbation homogenizes source area information and blurs the lithostratigraphic 
signatures of sediment layers that may have been deposited over thousands of years.  Because 
sharp changes in sources have been found even when sedimentation rates are low (Darby and 
Zimmerman, 2008), the rate of bioturbation must also decrease when sedimentation rates drop.  
Although bioturbation impacts appear to be more pronounced on a fine scale or short duration 
events, their impact on larger stratigraphic units still appears to be manageable and does not 
appear to negate the ability of developing a Pan-Arctic lithostratigraphy based on the sediment’s 
bulk chemistry. 
 Diagenetic changes occur in Arctic sediments and these processes can significantly alter 
the elemental composition of the sediments.  These processes appear to occur at the continental 
margins and on ridges within the deepest parts of the central Arctic (Thompson et al., 1996; 
Gobeil et al., 1997; März et al., 2009).  Compositional changes have been identified as being 
spatially variable and having inconsistent impacts upon the group of redox sensitive elements 
(Mn, Ba, Cd, As, P, U, Co, Zn, Ba, Pb, etc.).  Diagenetic changes are often the result of complex 
interactions of oxygen and organic content within the upper few centimeters on the seafloor 
sediment and the overlying water (Thomson et al., 1996; Murdmaa et al., 2000).  Evaluating 
these changes is often difficult as the timing of the dissolution, migration, and re-precipitation 
can be either syndepositional or post depositional (Gobeil et al., 1997).  When the timing of the 
diagenetic alteration is contemporaneous with deposition and it is geographically extensive, the 
resulting chemical change may be useful in developing a lithostratigraphic correlation 
(Löwemark et al., 2008).  However, the opposite is true when the diagenetic alteration occurs 
long after deposition, regardless of its distribution (März et al., 2009).  In the latter case, the 
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redistribution of the diagenetic sensitive element(s) could not be used to develop a 
lithostratigraphic framework. 
 In some studies, the mobilization potential of select redox sensitive elements (such as 
barium and manganese) is believed to be minimal and variations in the concentration of those 
elements are presented as potential lithostratigraphic markers (Aldahan et al., 2000; Jakobosson 
et al., 2000; Polyak et al., 2009).  However, other  studies cast doubt that the concentration 
differences in sediments can unilaterally be used to define the lithostratigraphy between shelf 
and central Arctic ridges as different processes may operate in these two areas (März et al., 2009; 
Gebhardt et al., 2005; Grygar et al., 2007; Adler et al., 2009).     
 Given the potential impacts associated with diagenesis, the use of elemental composition 
data for correlation studies should first rely on those parameters that are in-sensitive or less 
sensitive to diagenetic alteration (März et al., 2011) such as titanium, rubidium and zirconium.  
However, some elements potentially impacted by diagenesis still appear to be applicable for 
stratigraphic correlations as they remain lithostratigraphically stable across large areas of the 
Arctic (i.e. calcium, manganese, and strontium, Polyak et al., 2009; Council and Polyak, 2011).  
Given these issues and the fact that curve matching is one common means of correlating cyclic 
elemental data, multiple independent lines of evidence must also be used with well-defined 
boundary conditions (e.g. multiple age dates) in order to identify and manage changes in 
diagenetically sensitive elements.  Without this approach, there is a great likelihood that a non-




Arctic Circulation Systems 
Two dominant surface currents operate in the Arctic Ocean that effect the drift of ice and 
are a direct response to wind patterns and atmospheric pressure gradients mainly related to 
variations in the Arctic oscillation (AO) index (Thompson and Wallace, 1998: Rigor et al., 
2002).  These two currents are the Beaufort Gyre (BG), which operates in the Canada Basin and 
the Transpolar Drift (TPD), which operates to the north of the BG in the eastern portion of the 
Arctic Ocean.  Depending on the location of the ice and the dominant regional atmospheric 
conditions, the sea ice either drifts in a general clockwise (anticyclonic) direction (i.e. the BG) or 
migrates in a more linear route from Russian source areas to the Fram Strait (i.e. the TPD).  
These currents merge near the Lomonosov Ridge and then move ice more quickly toward the 
Fram Strait and then into the Greenland Sea (Darby et al., 2011).   
Variations in the phase and strength of the AO index (positive or negative) cause 
significant differences to exist in the location of the two circulation systems (Morison et al., 
2012) as well as the migration rate of ice out of the central Arctic.  During a positive AO phase, 
the TPD circulation system intensifies and shifts farther eastward toward North America.  
Warmer and wetter air also occur during positive AO phases over the Russian Arctic and fluvial 
discharges increase in Siberia, at least during the Holocene (Stein, 2008),   When the TPD moves 
closer to North America, it drags ice out of the BG toward Fram Strait.  This causes an increase 
export of thicker ice from the Arctic to the Greenland Sea, mostly from the central BG.  During a 
negative AO phase, the BG circulation system expands and the Coriolis Force causes ice to 
build-up in the BG while the TPD moves more toward the Lomonosov Ridge.  These changes 
cause a net reduction of older BG ice exported from the Arctic (Rigor et al., 2002).  Although 
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shorter and longer term AO phase dominance appears to exist, the periodicity and length of the 
phase dominance has not yet been resolved (Dickerson et al., 2000; Darby and Bischof, 2004; 
Yurco et al., 2010).   
The existence of the BG and the TPD during the Pleistocene or during other epochs has 
not yet been resolved and several different circulation systems have been proposed for the pre-
Holocene Arctic Ocean.  These drift patterns are usually attributed to a combination of 
climatological forcing mechanisms, the presence/absence of thick ice-sheets across the Arctic 
Ocean and the impact of grounded ice on highs and ridges that could periodically deflect ice flow 
(Bischof and Darby, 1997; Polyak et al., 2007; Darby and Zimmerman, 2008). 
Based on various provenance studies on Arctic Ocean deposits, the distribution patterns 
of the sediments themselves have been used to identify potential pre-Holocene circulation 
systems that transported them (Phillips and Grantz, 2001; Darby et al., 2002; Spielhagen et al., 
2004).  For example, IRD data averaged over marine isotope stage (MIS) 2 was used by Phillips 
and Grantz (2001) to postulate that traditional BG and TPD systems were continuous from at 
least the late Pleistocene.  In another study, Haley, et al. (2008) suggested the TPD circulation 
system has been in existence but perhaps not continuous, since at least 14 Ma.  Other studies 
suggest these circulation systems were slightly modified periodically with ice flow being 
diverted northward around the Chukchi Borderland during Late Pleistocene glacial periods 
(Bischof and Darby, 1997).  Subsequent findings of ice grounded on this borderland provide an 
explanation for this alteration in the BG drift pattern (Polyak et al., 2007).  Recent modeling also 
suggests that icebergs were deflected northward around the Chukchi Borderland when ice was 
grounded there and thus caused the ice drift pattern of the BG to shift more northward toward the 
pole than occurs today (Engels, 2004; Jakobsson, et al 2004; Jakobsson et al., 2008; Stärz et al., 
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submitted).  In studies based on sediment thicknesses, paleoceanographic circulation systems in 
the western Arctic back through the first occurrence of elevated calcium (i.e. MIS-16)  appears to 
be in part similar to that of the Holocene (Council, et al., 2011).   However, the specific 
circulation systems that existed during these periods could not be determined. 
Previous Stratigraphic Correlations 
Some of the earliest Arctic lithostratigraphic analyses were conducted by the Russians in 
the 1950s.  These studies suggested the cyclic nature of the sediments may be related to their 
paleoceanographic depositional conditions (Belov and Lapina, 1961; 1970).  This was also noted 
in the correlation of strata from several cores that were collected from the Bering Strait prior to 
1962 (Ericson et al., 1964). 
The next major work associated with Arctic Ocean stratigraphic correlations was 
conducted on cores retrieved between 1962 and 1974 from the T-3 Ice Island.  Based on various 
sedimentological and fossil data, a consistent pattern of change was shown to exist in these cores 
that enabled the identification of 13 distinct lithostratigraphic units that are present over several 
hundred thousand square kilometers, but largely restricted to the Amerasian Basin west of the 
Lomonosov Ridge (Clark et al., 1980).  The resulting lithostratigraphic system was later applied 
by others to support correlating cores collected from across the western Arctic (Morris et al., 
1985; Scott et al., 1989; Poore et al., 1993; Ishman et al., 1996).   
Even though the age control for the T-3 cores was later modified based on 
interpretational revisions to the paleomagnetic inclination data, the Clark et al. (1980) 
lithostratigraphy still provides a basis to correlate the visual similarity of various features of 
cores from the central Arctic.  Unfortunately attempts to use this methodology to correlate 
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sediments from the western Arctic to those located on the Lomonosov Ridge and deposits 
located in the eastern Arctic have not been as successful (Jakobsson et al., 2000). 
Morris et al. (1985) evaluated the lithostratigraphy from several cores on or adjacent to 
the Lomonosov Ridge.  The results of these analyses indicated that there are 12 distinct shallow 
units related to Clark et al. (1980) units K, L, and M.  The identified 12 units were based on 
sediment color, texture, bioturbation, mineralogy, and foraminifera data.  However, the 
correlation between the Alpha Ridge and Lomonosov Ridge cores could not be resolved (Sellén 
et al., 2008) and suggests the western Arctic and the Lomonosov Ridge were deposited under 
different depositional conditions and/or from different source areas. 
Additional lithostratigraphic control was developed for several cores on the Lomonosov 
Ridge (i.e. PS2185-6, 96/12-1pc, and the ACEX core).  Although these cores indicated a strong 
localized lithostratigraphic correlation (Spielhagen et al 2004; O’Regan et al., 2008a) the 
framework developed by Clark et al. (1980) could not be extended from the western Arctic and 
correlated to these cores.  This led to the conclusion; a significant difference likely existed 
between the sedimentary regimes historically present in the Amerasian and Eurasian Basins 
(Sellén et al., 2008).   
A few chronologic controls (i.e. age defined lithologic units) have been used to anchor 
the Arctic lithostratigraphy.  These include the presence of calcareous fossils (datable by 
14
C up 
to 30 - 40 ka and amino acid racemization methods to approximately 150 ka), the occurrence of a 
distinct negative paleomagnetic excursion in MIS-7 (Darby et al., 2009b; Polyak et al., 2009), 
multiple lithologically distinct units (Clark et al., 1980), pink/whitish carbonate layers (Darby, 
1971; Jakobsson et al., 2000; 2001; Kaufman et al., 2008; Polyak et al., 2009; Adler et al., 2009) 
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and some index fossil assemblages (e.g. Polyak et al., 2004; Backman et al., 2004; Adler et al., 
2009). 
Due to the incomplete presence of these features across the Arctic, many studies often 
rely on age models that are developed using less definitive correlations based on wiggle matches 
of a limited number of parameters as opposed to correlation of stable age data or unique layers.  
The wiggle match method relies on matches in repetitive cyclic patterns present in various types 
of data (i.e. stable isotopes, mineralogy, textural data or various chemical parameters).  Given 
that continuous long term records are unlikely to exits at any core location in the Arctic where 
glacial hiatuses are common, the ability to develop unique correlations between cores where each 
has variable sedimentation rates is likely to be difficult (Schoster, 2005a, Backman et al 2004).  
This is further exacerbated by extreme spatial variability in these stratigraphic features due to 
depositional conditions where short term events may be present in one core, but missing in an 
adjacent core, and where cyclic variations in data types often changes the data quality with depth 
(Andrews, 2000; Darby and Zimmerman, 2008; Adler et al., 2009).   
This variability continues to result in slight changes even to well defined correlations 
such as units in the western Arctic (Clark et al., 1980;  Stein et al., 2010b) and cores located on 
the Lomonosov Ridge (i.e. PS2185-6, 96/12-1pc and the ACEX core, Backman et al., 2004; 
O’Regan et al., 2008a).  In the case where only a limited number of proxies are evaluated, 
problems related to the development of accurate chronostratigraphic relationships only increase 
(Backman et al., 2009).  As such, errors based on inaccurate correlations will occur and these 
errors reduce the utility of paleoceanographic interpretations based on them.  Only through the 
use of multiple lines of reproducible evidence that are present across large geographic areas and 
using multiple boundary conditions can better paleoceanographic interpretations be developed. 
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Even with the difficulty in extending western Arctic lithostratigraphic framework toward 
the eastern Arctic, carbonate sediments from Canadian sources have been noted on the 
Lomonosov Ridge and in the Fram Strait Area.  Whether or not these sediments are related to the 
numerous pinkish-white carbonate units recognizable by Darby (1971) and often used as 
lithostratigraphic markers to visually correlate deposits across the western Arctic, remains to be 
determined (Polyak et al., 2009).   
Nevertheless, transport of sediment from the western Arctic to the Fram Strait is 
supported by the identification of a re-occurring outfall zone of the western Arctic ice that 
appears to be located between northern Canada and the southern Lomonosov Ridge (Council et 
al., 2011).  If this outfall is correct, a correlatable eastern and western Arctic lithostratigraphy 
exists, but it only occurs along the northern Canadian and Greenland Shelf areas.  However, 
turbidites from the Greenland shelf into this area (Stein, 2008) could obscure the proposed 
western Arctic IRD signal.  Given this, the ability to correlate the similarity of IRD mineralogy 
and rock types identified in the western Arctic (Council et al., 2011) toward the Fram Strait 
might depend on the identification of these turbidite deposits or the use of cores along the drift 
pathway that lack turbidites.  Thus the inability to previously correlate the eastern and western 
Arctic Ocean lithostratigraphies is due in part to different depositional processes occurring in the 




Purpose of Study 
Non-unique solutions are commonly developed for the Pan-Arctic stratigraphy due to a 
general lack of definitive age controls and the cyclic variations in the data that are used to 
develop the correlations.  Given this, the purpose of this study will be to refine the Arctic 
stratigraphy and to identify chronologic consistent lithologies that are correlatable.  To do this, 
the Late Quaternary lithostratigraphy of the Arctic Ocean will be re-evaluated using X-ray 
Fluorescence (XRF) based elemental data generated from select cores collected during 
HOTRAX and earlier expeditions and comparisons of these data with other proxies.   
The XRF data are also supported with age controls, such as those associated with 
paleomagnetic, foraminifera distributions, amino acid racemization and 
14
C as well as 
lithostratigraphic marker units (i.e. PW-2, PW-1) developed by others (e.g. Flower, 1997; 
Schoster, 2005a; Darby et al., 2006; Kaufman et al., 2008; Polyak et al., 2009; Xuan et al., 2012; 
Stein et al., 2010a and 2010b).  The dated records and lithostratigraphic marker units provide 
control points that support more precise lithostratigraphic correlations between the cores 
evaluated.  The elemental fluctuations within the correlatable lithostratigraphic units are then 
evaluated by multivariate methods to evaluate the statistical significance of the correlations 
developed using the XRF generated data.  Paleoceanographic interpretations will then be made 




MATERIALS AND METHODOLOGIES 
Cores analyzed in this study included those collected from the T-3 ice island in the 1960s 
and 1970s, a core from the Northwind Ridge (P1-92AR-P39) collected during the 1993 USGS 
Polar Star cruise, and cores collected during the trans-Arctic leg of the 2005 HOTRAX.  The 
lithologies of these cores were logged by others.  The unpublished T-3 lithologic logs were 
developed at the University of Wisconsin at Madison in the 1970s and early 1980s (David Clark, 
personnel communication).  The lithologic description of the USGS core P1-92AR-P39 
(hereafter P39) was presented in Crawford (2010)  The lithologic logs for ten HOTRAX cores 
collected in 2005 during the third leg of that expedition (i.e. 06JPC, 09JPC, 10JPC, 11JPC, 
12JPC, 13JPC, 14JPC, 15TC, 17JPC, and 20JPC) were developed by L. Polyak (HOTRAX 
Cruise Report, 2005).   Unpublished lithologic logs for the cores FL-224, FL-421 and FL-530 are 
included in Appendix A.  Due to weather issues during the HOTRAX cruise, core 22JPC was not 
logged.  As such, no lithologic log exists for this core.  
Two additional cores were evaluated during this study to support stratigraphic 
correlations: P1-92AR-P25 (here after P25) and PS2185-6 (here after PS2185).  XRF elemental 
data on P25 was generated by L. Polyak and its stratigraphic information is included in Crawford 
(2010) and Yurco et al. (2010).  Data used on PS2185 is listed in Spielhagen et al. (2004) and 
Stein (2008). 
Table 1 is a summary of the locations (Figure 1), water depth and core length recovered 
for the cores used in this study.  All cores analyzed by XRF methods are located at the Byrd 




Table 1.  Core Location, Water Depth and Summary Information  









06JPC 800 m Mendeleev Ridge 78° 17.63‘ 176° 59.169‘ 1,210 cm / 1,204 cm 
09JPC 2,783 m Mendeleev Ridge 79° 35.61‘ 172° 27.66‘ 1,540 cm / 744 cm 
10JPC 1,865 m Mendeleev Ridge 81° 13.56‘ 177° 11.61‘ 1,272 m / 235 cm 
11JPC 2,644 m Alpha Ridge 83° 08.62‘ 174° 32.23‘ 1,019 cm / 264 cm 
12JPC 1,585 m Alpha Ridge 83° 17.47‘ 171° 57.46‘ 1,186 cm / 234 cm 
13JPC 1,400 m Alpha Ridge 84° 18.34‘ 160° 40.75‘ 1,200 cm / 365 cm 
14JPC 1,856 m Alpha Ridge 84° 18.20‘ 149° 02.04‘ 1,133 cm / 235 cm 
15TC 2,047 m Alpha Ridge 83° 57.01‘ 143° 10.97‘ 192 cm / 188 cm 
17JPC 1,741 m Alpha Ridge 85° 07.63’ 154° 46.70‘ 1,212 cm / 358 cm 
20JPC 2,654 m Lomonosov Ridge 88° 48.36‘ 163° 34.78‘ 1,058 cm / 897 cm 
22JPC 798 m Yermak Plateau 80° 29.39‘ 007° 46.14‘ 1,331 cm / 1,309 cm 
FL-224 3,467 m Nautilus Basin 80° 27.74‘ 158° 48.81‘ 554 cm / 321 cm 
FL-421 2,238 m Alpha Ridge 84° 48.11‘ 123° 43.15‘ 418 cm / 352 cm 
FL-530 1,985 m Alpha Ridge 84° 49.7‘ 99° 30.6‘ 345 cm / 301 cm 
P25 1,625 m Northwind Ridge 74° 49.1‘ 157° 21.9‘ 562.5 cm / 562.5 cm 
P39 1,470 m Northwind Ridge 75° 50.7‘ 156° 01.9‘ 687 cm / 684 cm 
PS2185 1,051 m Lomonosov  Ridge 87° 32.20‘ 144° 55.60‘ 
East 
810 cm / NA 
Length Recovered/Analyzed – Length recovered during HOTRAX Expedition/cm XRF analyzed this study 
NA – Not applicable 
X-Ray Fluorescence Analyses 
Innov-X Alpha Series 4000 XRF hand held instruments were used during this study to 
conduct geochemical analyses on the fifteen Arctic cores.  Three different XRF instruments were 
used between 2008 and 2011, each featuring a 10-40 kV, 10-50µA, X-ray tube, W anode, 
coupled with a SiPiN diode detector <230 eV, FWHM resolution at 5.95 keV Mn K-alpha line.  
Each analyzer had a 170 mm
2
 aperture window, was powered by a 110-volt power supply and 
was manually triggered. 
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Figure 1.  Map of the Arctic Ocean showing Study Core Locations
 
Base map - Arctic Ocean Bathymetric Map (IBCAO) 
The Innov-X software coupled to the XRF instrument included a Light Element Analysis 
Program (LEAP) that integrated the concentration of the lighter elements with those associated 
with heavier elements analyzed during the Innov-X standard soil mode.  This results in the 




The list of elements analyzed from 2008 to 2011 varied slightly via the different 
configurations of the XRF instruments used during this study.  However, thirteen elements were 
consistently identified in the cores at concentrations well above the applicable machine detection 
limits.  The remaining elements analyzed were impacted by the Innov-X Alpha Series machine 
detection limits and were often entirely below these limits.  As such, the slight difference in the 
configurations of the three different XRF units (i.e. the list of elements analyzed by each 
instrument) was not considered a significant impact to this study.   
Each XRF handheld Alpha instrument used a Hewlett-Packard iPAQ personal data 
assistant (PDA) for data storage equipped with an Intel 400 megahertz (MHz) StrongArm 
processor operating Microsoft Windows® CE.  During each analysis, the XRF was programmed 
to analyze each sample for 60 seconds in the soil mode and 60 seconds in the LEAP mode.  As 
the elements analyzed in the two modes overlapped, Innov-X software combines the element 
lists in the two modes into one list and stored the data in the iPAQ PDA memory.  Upon 
completion of each day’s analyses, data stored in the iPAQ was downloaded onto a laptop PC 
and saved in an Excel spreadsheet. 
Sampling methods used during this study were modified from the methods designed by 
Innov-X.  Specifically the XRFs were placed in a cradle designed to be manually moved across 
sections of split cores of various diameters.  Via this method, the pressure exerted on the core 
remained the same for each measurement taken.  The cradle allowed the XRF to be easily moved 
along the core length at identifiable units of measurement (via the attached cm-based scale), that 
ranged in this study from <0.5 cm to 8 cm.  XRF measurements were made in each core section 
at observable variations in core lithology and color.   
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Prior to conducting the XRF analyses, each core section was removed from its protective 
plastic cover and allowed to reach ambient temperatures.  These sections were then scraped 
clean, as needed, to ensure a flat surface existed across the core face.  Next the core was covered 
with a thin plastic film.  Due to identified variations in the X-ray attenuation potential of various 
plastics, Saran
TM
 wrap from a single manufacturing batch was used through all of the analyses 
conducted.  Prior to analyzing the core, care was also made to ensure no condensate existed on 
the core face as water attenuates the X-rays generated by the Alpha XRF instrument and reduces 
the sensitivity of the XRF measurements of lighter atomic weight elements. 
Before performing any analytical tests on the cores, the XRF instrument required an 
internal standardization check be conducted.  This included analyzing a steel clip constructed of 
a known alloy so that comparisons could be made on various elements in the steel versus the 
concentrations anticipated by the manufacture.  After the XRF passed the calibration check, at 
least two National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) standards were analyzed and 
the results recorded.   
During the core analyses, the XRF was run using both LEAP and Soil mode settings with 
the XRF instrument being held in the sample cradle with the aperture window pointing 
downward.  The XRF was slowly lowered into the sample cradle and onto the core face until it 
came into contact with the Saran
TM
 wrap.   Care was taken to ensure the XRF instrument was 
gently placed onto the core surface and was not pushed into the slightly plastic clays associated 
with the cores.  After the XRF had been positioned, visual observations were made to ensure the 
XRF was placed completely flush against the core, was not partially covering any void spaces 
and was at the pre-defined sample depth determined just prior to the start of the analyses.  Only 
if the XRF was properly positioned on the core was it manually activated.  After approximately 
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three minutes, the XRF had completed its analyses, the XRF in the cradle was repositioned along 
the core and the next measurement conducted.   
Sample data generated during the XRF analyses were recorded in laboratory note books.  
These data included core depth, time of analyses and any issues that could indicate a problem 
existed with the data accuracy (e.g. analysis of a large IRD).  
After every four hours of operation, the XRF software required another calibration check 
be conducted with the steel clip using the same methods used at the beginning of each day 
(additional information concerning the calibration check is provided below).  After completing 
these calibration checks the NIST standards were usually re-run.  At the end of each day of 
analyses the NIST standards were always re-run prior to shutting the XRF unit off and 
downloading the data generated during the day.  Data generated from the XRF analyses are 
included in Appendix B. 
Pre-existing Data 
Pre-existing data associated with the bulk density and magnetic susceptibility was 
generated by others using various methods and was incorporated into this study.  Core P39 was 
analyzed by a Geotek Multi-Sensor Logger to measure the gamma ray attenuated porosity 
evaluation (GRAPE) bulk density.  The ten HOTRAX cores were logged for bulk density and 
magnetic susceptibility using a multisensor core logger.  However, neither bulk density nor 
magnetic susceptibility was measured in the three T-3 cores evaluated during this study.  The 
bulk density and magnetic susceptibility data used during this study are included in Appendix C.  
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High resolution photographs of the cores at Ohio State University were generated prior to 
the XRF analyses by L. Polyak and others.  Multiple photographs were made of each core 
section and then combined using Photoshop (v. CS5.1).  Various data from P25, 06JPC and 
PS2185 were generated by Crawford (2010), Yurco et al. (2010), Cronin et al. (submitted), 
Spielhagen et al. (2004) and Stein (2008). 
Isopach Maps 
The isopach data set included over 250 cores including the 13 cores analyzed as part of 
this dissertation, 237 cores collected from the T-3 ice island during the 1960s and 1970s,  
GreenICE-10 core collected in 2004 from the GreenICE ice camp core, MWR-5 collected during 
the USCGC Polar Star Expedition to the Northwind Ridge in 1988, four cores (i.e. P21, P25, 
P27, and P39) collected during the USCGC Polar Star Expeditions between 1992 and 1993 to the 
Northwind Ridge, the “composite” core NP26 5/32 collected from the Russian ice camp 
‘Severnyj Polyus” in 1983, three cores recovered by RV “Polarstern” during the ARK-XIV/1a 
expedition in 1998 (i.e. PS51/030-1, PS51/034-4 and PS51/038-4) and four cores recovered by 
RV “Polarstern” during the ARK-XXIII/3 expedition in 2008 (PS72/392-5, PS72/396-5, 
PS72/399-4 and PS72/413-5). 
Isopach maps were developed based on Standard Lithologic Unit (SLU) thickness data 
(Clark et al., 1980).  The SLU data were compiled (Appendix D) and were then contoured using 
Surfer ® v.10 software using the default Kriging algorithm coupled with a linear variogram. The 
data sources for the Appendix D table include the following: 
 T-3 cores lithologic logs developed in the 1970s to 1980s (Darby 1971; Mackey, 1977; 
Minicucci, 1979; Clark et al., 1980).  
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 SLUs derived from HOTRAX logs using XRF data 
 SLUs derived from P25 and P39 using XRF data 
 SLUs derived from GreenIce core 10 using its age model (Nørgaard-Pedersen et al., 
2007) 
 SLUs derived from NP-26 using its age model (Polyak et al., 2004) 
 SLU data on PS72/392 to PS72/413 (Stein et al., 2010a) 
 SLU data on PS51/030-1 to PS52/038-4 (Jokat, 1999) 
 SLU data on NWR-5 (Poore et al., 1993) 
 SLU data on 88-4 and 88-5 (Phillips and Grantz, 1997) 
Data included in Appendix D was screened to remove SLUs potentially impacted by 
erosion. 
XRF DATA 
Multiple data were used to evaluate the lithostratigraphies within a core and between 
cores.  In order to increase the ease of visually evaluating common data trends (e.g. in phase, out 
of phase or other) in each core where the various data have different scales and units of measure 
(e.g. 1,000 to 200,000 ppm Ca and 6.3 to 118.5 10
-5
 SI for magnetic susceptibility) all data were 
transformed via the following standardization equation where each parameter was centered at 




The various depth sequential data were plotted as lines and were combined on a common graph 
per core where the y-axis was defined by Standard Deviation (SD) units and the x-axis was core 
depth. 
z = (x-µ)/s 
Where: 
z = the distance between the data parameter (e.g. Ca ppm) and the parameter 
mean in units of the standard deviation 
x = each data parameter 
μ = the mean of the data parameter in a core 
s = the standard deviation of the data parameter in a core 
The ultimate intent of this transformation process was to identify consistent trends present in the 
various data and those that existed between cores. 
XRF Quality Assurance/Quality Control 
The main objectives of this study’s QA/QC process centered on evaluating the precision 
and accuracy of the data generated from the various Innov-X Alpha XRF instruments used.  To 
meet these objectives, U.S. EPA XRF quality assurance project plan requirements were 
implemented that included the analyses of blanks, duplicates and standard reference materials 
(SRM) each day.    Only those data that were found to be free of sampling errors were used in 
this study (e.g. potential errors included XRF measurement over a partial void or over a large 
IRD and if the Alpha XRF instrument was inadvertently moved before x-ray analysis was 
complete) and these data are included in Appendix B. 
Three different Innov-X Alpha XRF instruments were used during this study all were 
generally configured the same by the manufacturer.  The first XRF instrument was supplied by 
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Kent State and was used during 2008 to analyze cores 06JPG, 10JPC, 11JPC, 14JPC, 15TC, 
20JPC, and 22JPC.  The second instrument was supplied by Innov-X and was used during 2009 
to analyze cores 09JPC, 12JPC, 13JPC, 17JPC, and P39.  The third instrument was again 
supplied by Innov-X and was used during May 2011 to analyze cores FL-224, FL-421, and FL-
530.  Slight differences in the XRF measurements from these three XRF instruments were noted 
and these differences are further discussed later in this dissertation.    
To help correlate the multiple lithostratigraphic units present in each core, XRF analyses 
was conducted at least twenty centimeters deeper in the core than the first occurrence of elevated 
calcium (i.e. LU-17 occurring in MIS-16, Cronin et al., submitted, XRF analysis depths as listed 
in Table 15).  The deepest XRF analysis depths are listed in Table 1.   Previous works (Darby, 
1971; Clark et al., 1980) have identified the first occurrence of elevated calcium to occur in 
Clark et al. (1980) SLU-F, a distinct reddish gray coarse-grained marker bed.  As such, at least 
parts of MIS-17 or older lithostratigraphy was consistently analyzed in each of the western 
Arctic cores. 
Calcium levels were generally low throughout most of two cores, 20JPC and 22JPC 
located on the Lomonosov Ridge and the Yermak Plateau, respectively. As such, an easily 
identified marker unit was not identified and required the analysis of the entire cores via the XRF 
methods identified above.  
During this study approximately 4,400 unique samples were measured for 28 to 30 
elements of which thirteen elements consistently provided measurements greater than the 
machine detection limits (as defined by the upper error range of the background sample 
measurement).  Those thirteen elements are K, Ca, Ti, Mn, Fe, Co, Zn, As, Rb, Sr, Zr, Ba, and 
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Pb.  Several of these elements periodically occurred below the machine detection limits (i.e. K, 
Co, Zn, As, Ba and Pb).  In those few cases U.S. EPA protocols were used and half the 
measurement specific detection limit (i.e. half of the upper error range of the background sample 
measurement) was recorded as the measured value. 
In order to meet U.S. EPA analytical requirements specified for hand-held XRF units, the 
following specific QA/QC activities were conducted:  
 An energy calibration check was performed at the beginning of each day, every 4 hours, 
after the instrument was shut off, and if the XRF instrument indicated an error 
reading/measurement.  During the calibration check, a manufacturer supplied steel target 
(i.e. steel clip) was used to determine whether the characteristic x-ray lines were shifting 
for a proprietary list of elements in the steel clip that at least included Fe, Mo, Cr, Ni and 
Mn (Innov-x Technical Support, personnel comment, 2012).  The calibration check had 
to meet the manufacturer’s specified calibration that included comparisons between 
factory settings and the element-specific spectra and peak spectra energies associated 
with the steel target before further elemental analyses could occur.   
 An instrument method blank was used at least at the beginning and end of each day to 
identify the detection limits of the equipment (as defined by the blank’s upper error range 
of the background sample measurement for the following elements; K at 324 ppm, Ca at 
144 ppm, Ti at 51 ppm, Mn at 14 ppm, Fe at 22 ppm, Co at 18 ppm, Zn at 7 ppm, As at 5 
ppm, Rb at 3 ppm, Sr at 3 ppm, Zr at 5 ppm, Ba at 19 ppm, and Pb at 3 ppm). 
 The accuracy of the XRFs was determined via the analysis of at least two NIST supplied 
SRMs each day.  The SRMs were analyzed at least at the beginning and end of the day.  
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The specific SRMs used during the study were supplied by Innov-x and varied through 
time due to manufacturer supply viability.  The NIST SRMs included 2781, 2709, 2709a, 
2710, 2711 and 2711a.  Comparisons were made between the SRM results and the 
Certificate of Analyses generated by NIST and indicated differences >20%.  The SRM 
comparisons were used as surrogates for the accuracy of the XRF data, daily as well as 
through time, and to compare the results generated by the different XRF instruments.  
Stability of the SRM results was made to evaluate the precision of the XRF data as well 
as that of the different XRF instruments used.  
 Duplicate/replicate samples were analyzed at a frequency equal to approximately 10% of 
the samples analyzed each day.  These samples occurred by taking at least two 
measurements on a core without moving or disturbing the XRF unit.  A precision test was 
then performed by calculating the % relative standard deviation (i.e. %RSD) between the 
two or more measurements using the following equation: 
%RSD = (SD/C)*100 
Where: 
SD = Standard deviation 





XRF data generated in 2008, 2009 and 2011 were rarely within the 95% confidence level 
of the NIST Certificate of Analyses for the various SRMs analyzed.  Nevertheless, comparisons 
of the SRM data indicated the XRF results were stable through time as well as the results from 
the various replicate analyses that were conducted each day (Figures 2 to 4).  Although this 
indicates the XRF results did not meet the accuracy criteria, they were nevertheless precise and 
the changes in the elemental concentrations within a core still reflected reproducible 
variations/trends in its lithostratigraphic chemistry.  These data were also used as an indication of 
the XRF lower detection limits for 2008 and 2009, where the %RSD was multiplied by the 
various average elemental concentrations in NIST 2702.  Per this method the lower detection 
limits in 2008 were K at 815 ppm, Ca at 132 ppm, Ti at 468 ppm, Mn at 80 ppm, Fe at 1,924 
ppm, Co at 118 ppm, Zn at 27 ppm, As at 8 ppm, Rb at 5 ppm, Sr at 3 ppm, Zr at 11 ppm, Ba at 
89 ppm, and Pb at 33 ppm.  In 2009 using the same NIST standard and methods the lower 
detection limits were K at 945 ppm, Ca at 281 ppm, Ti at 546 ppm, Mn at 97 ppm, Fe at 2,993 
ppm, Co at 102 ppm, Zn at 14 ppm, As at 6 ppm, Rb at 4 ppm, Sr at 3 ppm, Zr at 9, Ba at 96 
ppm, and Pb at 6 ppm.  Due to problems with the 2011 XRF (discussed below), the lower 
detection limit could not be identified. 
Slight differences were noted in the concentrations of the applicable SRMs measured by 
the different XRFs for the various elements of interest.  To limit this impact on the precision of 




XRF data generated during May 2011 was significantly elevated.  A review of the NIST 
2781 standard measurements from 2009 and May 2011 indicated a constant element specific 
increase in the concentrations during May 2011 (see Table 2).  Review of this QA/QC issue with 
Innov-X technical staff indicated the N-Sigma software settings had been altered by a previous 
XRF user and the software had inadvertently not been re-set by Innov-X prior to the Alpha 
instrument’s shipment off-site in May 2011. 
This software change resulted in the increase but stable modification to each elemental 
concentration (i.e. defined here as the element multiplier).  Although, each element multiplier 
was different and potentially identifiable/estimated by Innov-X, the accuracy of the co-variance 
of any corrected data could not be easily verified after a post hoc correction. As such, no post 
hoc corrections were made to the impacted data.  Nevertheless, changes in the uncorrected 
elemental concentrations for each of the impacted cores were still precise and could still be 
standardized to a common axis (i.e. the element mean centered at zero with +/- SD units) that 
could be correlatable to the other cores analyzed in 2008 and 2009.  This then allowed the 
fluctuations in the data to be used just like the other cores to evaluate the lithologic controlled 
variations in their chemistry.   
QA/QC Results 
The following summarizes the results of the QA/QC activities: 
 Each day the various XRF instruments underwent at least one calibration check and they 
always met the manufacturer’s specified calibration requirements.  As a fail-safe, 




 All elements, except for Fe and K, were consistently below the machine detection limits 
(as defined by the upper error range of the background sample measurement) for the SiO2 
blank during each day.  Further, in the limited number of times Fe and K were detected 
above these detection limits, they were only slightly above those limits.  This suggests 
low machine detection limits were maintained during all of the XRF 
measurements/analyses. 
 The results of the SRM analyzes were consistent as well as stable for each of the three 
XRF instruments.   Figures 2 to 4 illustrate the stability in the SRMs measurements 
through time (i.e. 154 days in 2008, 186 days in 2009 and 7 days in 2011) where no 
increasing or decreasing trends exit in the SRM data.  In addition, Tables 3 to 9 
summarize the average concentrations and standard deviations of the thirteen elements 
evaluated for the same period of time the analyses were conducted by the three XRF 
Alpha XRF instruments (i.e. 154 days in 2008, 186 days in 2009 and 7 days in 2011).  In 
the case of the SRM Pb results from 2008 (Figure 2), the increased variance observed 
was determined by Innov-X to be due to the SRM being near the instrument detection 
limits for that element and were not a true representation of the stability of the instrument 
measurements for that element. It should be noted per discussions with Innov-X technical 
staff  that some elements analyzed by the Alpha units, such as Co, Zn, As, Ba and Pb 
were normally prone to more variance than other elements such as Ca, Ti, Mn, Fe, Rb, Sr, 
and Zr.  
 Due to detection limit issues associated with several of the elements analyzed, half of the 
sample-specific detection limits were used as the measured value in the event that a less 
than a machine detection limit (<ND, as defined by the upper error range of the 
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background sample measurement) occurred.  As indicated before, this occurred 
infrequently for only half of the thirteen elements evaluated (i.e. K, Co, Zn, As, Ba and 
Pb).  In these few cases where half of the sample-specific detection limits was used as the 
measured value, an impact occurred to the RSD calculations and resulted in the RSD 
potentially being elevated for the affected elements.  In addition, as the frequency of 
<NDs increased with additional samples, so did the RSD values (Table 10). 





Figure 3.  2009 Results of SRM Data Stability 
 











Data collected during 2008 to 2011 was determined not to be accurate to the NIST 
identified confidence levels, but the values where nevertheless precise.  As such, transformation 
of the data, using the following standardizing algorithm, was used on the elemental 
concentrations from each core analyzed.   
z = (x-µ)/s 
Where: 
z = the distance between the data parameter (e.g. Ca ppm) and the parameter 
mean in units of the standard deviation 
x = each data parameter 
μ = the mean of the data parameter in a core 
s = the standard deviation of the data parameter in a core 
  
This method was implemented as a means to limit the accuracy problems associated with the 
various sampling events and still allow comparisons to be made between all of the cores 
analyzed that reflected lithostratigraphic controlled chemical variations and trends within them. 
DISCUSSION 
Lithostratigraphic Correlations 
Fluctuations in the elemental data indicate eighteen distinct lithostratigraphic units (LU) 
were identified in the thirteen western Arctic cores evaluated during this study.  These units were 
identified based on common trends within select XRF generated elemental data, bulk density and 
magnetic susceptibility measurements as well as variations in sediment color.  Each of the 
eighteen units appears to be defined by a unique set of parameters.   
Lithostratigraphic type sections of each LU were selected from the thirteen cores studied 
that best illustrate the applicable parameter trends.  In order to avoid confusion with other 
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lithostratigraphic numbering systems developed for the Arctic, the numbering system used in this 
study was developed starting with LU-1 for the youngest to LU-18 for the oldest unit identified.  
As such, future work can easily extend this numbering system to older units or subdivide a LU 
into smaller sub-units (such as LU-2a) as they are identified. 
No one core best illustrated all the attributes of the eighteen LUs identified.  As such, the 
cores that represented the average attribute conditions associated with each LU were selected as 
the LU type sections (Figures 5 to 11).    For instance 09JPC was selected as the representative 
core for six units (LU-1 to LU-5 and LU-9), 10JPC was selected as the representative core for 
one unit (LU-10), 11JPC was selected as the representative core for one unit (LU-13), 13JPC 
was selected as the representative core for six units (LU-6 to LU-8, LU-11, LU-12 and LU-14) 
and 14JPC was selected as the representative core for four units (LU-15 to LU-18).   
No type section LUs were selected from the high resolution core P39 due to the poor 
quality of its core photograph and selective sampling of the beginning and end of the 10 to 15 cm 
long core sections prior to the XRF measurements.  In addition, none of the T-3 cores were 
selected as LU type sections due in part to the desiccated nature of the 13 to 15 cm long core 
sections.  Further, coloring changes identified in the HOTRAX cores were not as pronounced in 
the T-3 cores suggesting prolong exposure of air since these cores were collected in the 1960s to 
1970s may have altered the original core lithologic coloring.   
The eighteen LUs identified in this study appear to share some attributes with the 
uppermost nine SLUs identified by Clark et al. (1980).  Table 11 illustrates the comparison 
between the eighteen LUs identified in this study to those associated with that earlier 
lithostratigraphic numbering system. 
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Table 11.  Comparison of LUs to Clark et al. (1980) SLUs  
XRF based Units Clark et al (1980) SLUs 
LU-1 Latest Unit M 
LU-2 Late Unit M 
LU-3 Late Unit M 
LU-4 Middle of Unit M 
LU-5 Middle of Unit M 
LU-6 Early Unit M 
LU-7 Early Unit M 
LU-8 Earliest Unit M (PW-2) 
LU-9 Late Unit L 
LU-10 Early to late Unit L 
LU-11 Unit K 
LU-12 Unit J (PW-1) 
LU-13 Late Unit I 
LU-14 Middle Unit I 
LU-15 Unit H & Middle to Late Unit G 
LU-16 Early Unit G 
LU-17 Unit F 
LU-18 ~ Mid to Late Unit E 
Criteria of Lithostratigraphic Type Sections 
Table 12 includes a summary of XRF elemental trends observed in the 18 LUs identified 
during this study. The data used to characterize each LU was transformed by standardization and 
the trends evaluated include changes in the elemental concentrations across several adjacent LUs 
within a single core as well as changes within multiple cores.  These trends appear to be 
consistently present in the 13 cores evaluated in the western Arctic Ocean.  However, elemental 
data of the LUs from these 13 cores could not be visually correlated to either 20JPC (Lomonosov 








The applicable criteria used to define unit LU-1 in 09JPC shows Mn and Sr 
concentrations increasing up section relative to the adjacent LU-2 (Figure 5).  Elemental 
concentrations indicate decreasing trends/lower values exist for Ti, Fe, Rb, Zr and the Rb/Zr 
ratio data.  Decreasing trends/values also exist with the bulk density and magnetic susceptibility 
data.   There is unusually no distinct trend in the Ca data.  The sediment color of this LU is 
predominantly brown. 
Figure 5. Lithostratigraphic Type Section for LU-1 to LU-5. SD scale: -3 to 5, x axis scale: 0 






Higher values exist with Ti, Fe, Rb and Rb/Sr ratio and lower Sr relative to adjacent LUs 
(09JPC, Figure 5).    Increasing trends also exist down section in the bulk density data toward the 
LU-1/2 boundary.   No trends were noted in the Ca, Mn, Zr or the magnetic susceptibility data.  
The sediment color of this LU is predominantly gray. 
LU-3 
LU-3 has higher values of Sr and Rb/Sr ratio relative to adjacent LUs and as well as 
decreasing trends/lower values of Ti, Fe, Rb and Zr (09JPC, Figure 5).   Decreasing 
values/trends up-section also exists in the bulk density and magnetic susceptibility.   No trends 
were noted in the Ca or Mn data.  The sediment color of this LU is predominantly brown. 
LU-4 
LU-4 has higher values of Ca, Ti, Fe, Rb, Sr, Zr and Rb/Sr ratio relative to adjacent LUs 
as well as decreasing up-section trends/lower values of Mn data (09JPC, Figure 5).   Increasing 
values/trends also exists in the bulk density and magnetic susceptibility.   The sediment color of 
this LU can include both brown and gray layers. 
LU-5 
LU-5 has higher values of Sr and Mn relative to adjacent LUs as well as decreasing 
trends/lower values of Ti, Fe, Rb, Zr and Rb/Sr ratio (09JPC, Figure 5).   Decreasing 
values/trends also exists in the bulk density and magnetic susceptibility.   No trends were noted 
in the Ca data from higher resolution cores (such as 09JPC), but may appear to be increasing in 
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cores with lower sedimentation rates.  The sediment color of this LU is predominantly brown but 
can be mottled gray-brown in cores with low sedimentation rates. 
Figure 6. Lithostratigraphic Type Section for LU-6 to LU-8. SD scale: -3 to 4, x axis scale: 0 
to 80 cm  
 
LU-6 
LU-6 has higher values of Ti, Sr and Zr relative to adjacent LUs as well as decreasing 
trends/lower values of Ca, Mn, Fe, Rb and Rb/Sr ratio (13JPC, Figure 6).   Increasing 
values/trends also exists in the bulk density, but decreasing trends exist with the magnetic 
susceptibility.   The sediment color of this LU is predominantly gray, but can include a more 





LU-7 has higher values of Ca, Sr and Mn relative to adjacent LUs as well as decreasing 
trends/lower values of Ti, Fe, Rb, Zr and Rb/Sr ratio (13JPC, Figure 6).   Decreasing 
values/trends also exists in the bulk density.   No trends were noted in the magnetic susceptibility 
data.   The sediment color of this LU is predominantly brown. 
LU-8 
LU-8 defines the carbonate layer PW-2 in Unit M of Clark et al (1980) and has higher 
values of Ca and Sr relative to adjacent LUs as well as decreasing trends/lower values of Ti, Mn, 
Fe, Rb, Zr and Rb/Sr ratio (13JPC, Figure 6).   Increasing values/trends also exists in the bulk 
density, but decreasing trends usually exist with the magnetic susceptibility.   The sediment color 
of this LU is predominantly a brown to pinkish white reflecting the high concentration of 
carbonates in the sediments of this LU. 
LU-9 
LU-9 has higher values of Sr and Mn relative to adjacent LUs as well as decreasing 
trends/lower values of Ca, Ti, Fe, Rb and Zr (09JPC, Figure 7).   Increasing Rb/Sr ratio data also 
usually occur within the middle portion of this unit.  Decreasing values/trends exists in the bulk 
density.   No trends in general were noted in the magnetic susceptibility.  The sediment color of 









LU-10 has higher values of Ti, Fe, Rb, Zr and Rb/Sr ratio relative to adjacent LUs as well 
as decreasing trends/lower values of Ca, Mn and Sr (10JPC, Figure 8).   Decreasing values/trends 
also exists in the bulk density and magnetic susceptibility.   However, an elevated spike often 
occurs with the bulk density data near the LU-9/10 boundary.  The sediment color of this LU is 









LU-11 has higher values of Ca, Mn and Sr relative to adjacent LUs as well as decreasing 
trends/lower values of Ti, Fe, Rb, Zr and Rb/Sr ratio (13JPC, Figure 9).   Decreasing 
values/trends also exists in the bulk density and magnetic susceptibility.   The sediment color of 




Figure 9. Lithostratigraphic Type Section for LU-11, LU-12 and LU-14, SD scale: -3 to 4, x 
axis scale: 80 to 170 cm  
 
LU-12 
LU-12 contains a white to light brown carbonate layer (often identified as PW-1 in Unit J 
of Clark et al 1980).  However, older LU-14 also contains a white to light grayish brown 
carbonate layer that is likewise identified as PW-1.  LU-12 is characterized by higher values of 
Ca and Sr relative to adjacent LUs as well as decreasing trends/lower values of Ti, Mn, Fe, Rb, 
Zr and Rb/Sr ratio (13JPC, Figure 9).   Increasing values/trends also exists in the bulk density, 
but decreasing trends usually exist with the magnetic susceptibility.   The sediment color of this 
LU is predominantly a brown to slightly pinkish white reflecting the higher concentration of 





LU-13 has higher values of Ti, Fe, Rb, Zr and Rb/Sr ratio relative to adjacent LUs as well 
as decreasing trends/lower values of Ca, Mn and Sr (11JPC, Figure 10).   Decreasing 
values/trends exist in the bulk density and magnetic susceptibility.  The sediment color of this 
LU is predominantly gray, but often contains less distinct brown layering intermixed with gray 
layering. 





LU-14 contains a white to light brown carbonate layer (sometimes identified as PW-1).  
However, younger LU-12 also contains a white to light grayish brown carbonate layer that is 
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likewise identified as PW-1.  LU-14 is characterized by higher values of Ca, Sr and parts of the 
Zr data relative to adjacent LUs as well as decreasing trends/lower values of Ti, Mn, Fe, Rb and 
Rb/Sr ratio (13JPC, Figure 9).   Increasing values/trends also exists in the bulk density, but 
decreasing values/trends exists in the magnetic susceptibility.   The sediment color of this LU is 
predominantly a gray with some brownish layering. 
LU-15 
LU-15 has higher values of Ti, Fe, Rb, Zr and Rb/Sr ratio relative to adjacent LUs as well 
as decreasing trends/lower values of Ca, Mn and Sr (14JPC, Figure 11).   Decreasing 
values/trends exist in the bulk density, but increasing trends exist with the magnetic 





Figure 11. Lithostratigraphic Type Section for LU-15 to LU-18. SD scale: -3 to 4, x axis 
scale: 80 to 160 cm 
 
LU-16 
LU-16 has higher values of Ti, Fe, Rb, Zr and Rb/Sr ratio relative to adjacent LUs as well 
as decreasing trends/lower values of Ca, Mn and Sr (14JPC, Figure 11).   Increasing 
values/trends exist in the magnetic susceptibility, but decreasing trends exist with the bulk 
density.  The sediment color of this LU is predominantly a gray. 
LU-17 
LU-17 defines the first coarse grained carbonate layer Unit F of Clark et al (1980) and 
has higher values of Ca across this LU as well as higher values of Zr near the boundaries with 
LU-16 and LU-18.  This LU has decreasing trends/lower values of Ti, Mn, Fe, Rb and Sr 
(14JPC, Figure 11).   Increasing values/trends also exists in the bulk density, but decreasing 
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trends usually exist with the magnetic susceptibility.   No trends were noted in the Rb/Sr ratio 
data.   The sediment color of this LU is predominantly a distinct reddish gray. 
LU-18 
LU-18 has higher values of Ti, Fe, Rb, Zr and Rb/Sr ratio relative to adjacent LUs as well 
as decreasing trends/lower values of Ca, Mn and Sr (14JPC, Figure 11).   Decreasing trends 
exists in the magnetic susceptibility.  No trends were generally noted in the bulk density.   The 
sediment color of this LU is predominantly gray. 
Interpretation of Lithostratigraphic Type Sections 
The lithostratigraphies of the cores analyzed during this study contain alternating brown 
and gray layers with the intensity of these colors varying within a core and between cores.  
Although this layering helps in the identification of the eighteen western Arctic LUs, not all of 
the brown and gray layers appear to be present in each core.  This is especially true between 
cores with very different sedimentation rates (e.g., 09JPC and 10JPC).  Further, as exemplified 
by 09JPC and 10JPC, the relative thicknesses of the layers can vary significantly even between 
cores in the same geographic area.  Care should be taken when identifying the eighteen LUs in 
other cores as brown and gray layers potentially useful to lithostratigraphic can be impacted by 
various issues in addition to sedimentation rates, such as bioturbation and alteration of 
diagenetically susceptible elements or compounds (Thomas et al., 1996),  Further, the primary 
features used to identify the LUs can also be altered by other processes such as thermal 
demagnetization of fine-grained iron magnetic remanence carriers (Channell and Xuan, 2009; 
Xuan and Channell, 2010) and the presence or absence of various elements in the gray-brown 
layers by various primary and secondary chemical/biological processes.  In each of these cases, 
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these processes can increase the difficulty in defining LU boundaries affected by those 
conditions. 
Nevertheless, the XRF derived elemental chemistry appears to follow similar patterns 
with respect to the color changes of the lithostratigraphies. For the pinkish-white to reddish gray 
layers that are attributed to glacial or iceberg discharge events (such as Unit F, PW-1 and PW-2, 
Clark et al., 1980), elevated Ca levels occur, with the concentration of almost all other elements 
decreasing, especially near and within the peak Ca concentrations.   For gray units (attributed to 
glacial events) higher concentrations of Ti, Fe and Rb occur.  Elevated concentrations of Zr 
occur especially at or near the boundaries of the adjacent units.  Gray units also have decreasing 
levels of Mn and Sr.   
The opposite is true of the brown layers that are attributed to warmer interglacial events.  
These layers have lower Ti, Fe, Rb and Zr concentrations and increasing concentrations of Mn 
and Sr.  In the case where a LU has both gray and brown layers, the general elemental 
concentrations tend to follow whichever colored layer dominants.   
Based on the dissimilarity of the chemistry of the three main sediment color groups, 
whitish, gray and brown, differences in the sediment source areas or mix of sediment source 
areas appears to be possible.  In the case of the whitish layer the sources are likely associated 
with areas with elevated calcium concentration that form the fine-grain and ground up limestone 
and/or dolomites.  Likewise the mix of potential source areas for the gray units is anticipated to 
collectively contain higher concentrations of Ti, Fe, Rb and Zr than the brown layer source areas.  
In the brown layers source areas, they are anticipated to collectively contain higher 
concentrations of Mn and Sr than the gray layers. 
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Although general trends exist with the color of the layers and their XRF geochemistry, 
the characteristics of each of the eighteen LUs appear to be unique.  However, the uniqueness of 
these characteristics is even more pronounced when they are compared between cores.  The 
reason for the potential similarity of some within-core-LUs appears to be related to the influence 
of lower depositional rates of some LUs and the apparent mixing of chemical signatures between 
older and younger strata.  This is only exacerbated when the XRF signal changed within the 
sampling interval of ≤1cm.  In these cases the XRF instrument recorded the average elemental 
values that were present across its 0.5 cm aperture widow.  As such, the XRF measurements that 
were recorded for a specific depth also included the chemical signatures present within the 
adjacent +/- 0.25 cm of sediment.   
Other potential reasons could exist for the cross-LU sediment mixing, such as 
bioturbation. However, the needed detail X-Ray analysis on a cm sampling interval to determine 
the depth specific impacts of biological mixing has not yet been conducted on the cores 
evaluated during this study.  Given this, the potential impacts associated with bioturbation can 
only be identified based on the lithologic descriptions of cores as well as the high resolution 
photographic documentation that exits on most of the cores. 
An example of the mixed LU signatures is illustrated in Figure 6.  Here, LU-5 (from 
13JPC) has significantly increasing Ca, Sr and Mn levels up-section, characteristics not generally 
identified for this unit.  However, the increase in Ca is probably the result of the low depositional 
rates occurring during LUs 1 to 5 and the elevated carbonate levels that appear to be associated 
with LU-5 but are potentially occurring in LU-4, a thinner unit not differentiated by the 13JPC 
XRF data.  In another example, some LUs appear to contain the same trends as other LUs.   For 
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example, the trends listed for LUs 8 and 12 appear to be the same as well as those in LUs 10 and 
13.   
LU-8 and LU-12 are associated with PW-2 and PW-1, respectively.  Slight, but consistent 
differences exist between the Sr levels in each of these two units.  In the case of LU-8, Sr 
decreases occur during the initial increase in Ca (i.e. Sr is out of phase with Ca levels) but and 
then quickly increases up-section.  In the case of LU-12, Sr increases and decreases in phase with 
the Ca levels.  These differences are best illustrated between a comparison of LU-8 in Figures 6, 
7 and 8 versus the Sr trends in LU-12 illustrated in Figures 8 and 9. 
The second set of similar LUs is LU-10 and LU-13.  Here the magnetic susceptibility is 
usually very high at the LU-10/11 boundary and then decreases significantly towards LU-9.  The 
magnetic susceptibility trends in LU-13 are opposite to that in LU-10 in that it is lower near the 
boundary between LU-13 and LU-14 and then generally increases during LU-13.  Another 
difference between these two LUs is the color, where LU-10 is considerably grayer than LU-13, 
which is intermixed gray with brown layering. 
In another example, the lithostratigraphic characteristics appear to be similar between 
LUs 7 and 9, LUs 11 and 13 and LUs 16 and 18.  In each of these three examples the LUs occur 
before and after a major carbonate depositional event.  These three sets of LUs are adjacent to 
lithostratigraphic markers identified by Clark et al. (1980) as PW-2, PW-1 and the first major 
occurrence of carbonate (i.e. Clark’s Unit F).  In the case of LU-7 and LU-9, the increase and 
decrease of elements Ca, Mn, Rb and Sr span across a larger lithologic interval defined by LU-7 
through LU-9.  This suggests a continuation of a single paleoceanographic condition may have 
existed before and after the major influx of carbonate material occurred.  
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It should also be noted that the large influx of an element (such as Ca in PW-2) would 
have required a reduction in the concentration of the other elements because of closure.  These 
same types of conditions may also have occurred during the other two earlier carbonate events 
likewise believed to be associated with glacial/deglacial conditions.  Given this, the similarity of 
XRF data trends before and after major glacial/deglacial events may only represent the effect that 
an element with an extremely high concentration has due to closure.   
Whether or not this process can also influence the layer color immediately adjacent to a 
major Ca event remains to be determined. Similar changes are noted in the layer colors before 
and after carbonate events LU-8 (PW-2) and LU-12 (PW-1) where a multicolored layer occurs 
before and a predominantly brown colored layer follows these glacial/deglacial events.  
However, these conditions do not exist with LU-17 (Unit F) where gray colored layers occur 
before and after this event.  Regardless of these conditions, the XRF elemental trends suggest 
each of the major Ca events is different.  
A final issue should be noted about the major Ca events where there is a potential for 
another pink white unit to occur earlier than LU-12 (PW-1).  In some cores LU-14 has a distinct 
light to pinkish color (e.g. in core 06JPC) due to elevated calcium levels present in it.  However, 
slight differences exist between the geochemistry of LU-12 and LU-14 (Table 12).  In this case 
the increase in ρ is usually considerably larger in LU-12 than in LU-14.  In addition, differences 
are noted in the Sr and Zr concentration trends of these two units.  However, one of these two 
LUs is unusually lighter in color and confusion between the two can lead to improper lithologic 
unit determination unless elemental data is used to properly differentiate between these two 
units.  Given the relatively close distance between these two units, the identification of LU-12 as 
PW-1 is probably somewhat arbitrary and it is possible the older unit may in fact have been 
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originally classified as PW-1 by Clark et al. (1980).  However, in this study, more cores had a 
distinct pinkish color in LU-12 than LU-14 and as a result LU-12 was consistently labeled as the 
PW-1 layer during this study. 
Multivariate and Statistical Analyses 
The uniqueness of the elemental composition of each LU is supported by Factor Analysis 
and MANOVA on the three major Ca events (LU-17/Unit-F, LU-12/PW-1 and LU-8/PW-2).  
The rational for using these two methods is that Factor Analysis is a grouping technique that is 
useful in summarizing the interrelationships or controlling parameters among the variables, 
without the bias from a priori knowledge.  This method also condenses the variance of the larger 
data into a few new variables that can highlight significant trends not readily discernible in any 
single variable.  Once any multivariate trends are identified, MANOVA is used to test their 
significance. 
Due to the increase potential variance related to the various Innov-X Alpha instruments 
used during the XRF analyses, data from only two instruments (XRF data collected during 2008 
and 2009 from cores P39, 06JPC, 09JPC, 10JPC, 11JPC, 12JPC, 13JPC, 14JPC, 15TC, and 
17JPC) was selected for the multivariate and statistical analyses.  As was done with the LU 
identifications, only seven elements (Ca, Ti, Mn, Fe, Rb, Sr, and Zr) were included in the Factor 
Analyses.  The other 6 elements (K, Co, Zn, As, Ba and Pb) were not included in the multivariate 
analyses due to increase levels of variance due in part to element specific samples with 
concentrations below machine detection limits, the analytical issues associated with their 
detection via the Innov-X XRF Alpha instrument and the potential impacts associated with 
diagenetic alterations.    
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 SPSS v.20 was used to run the Factor Analysis with Varimax Rotation on the 
standardized data set included in Appendix E.  The scores for the major factors (factors with 
eigenvalues greater than 1.0) were plotted and then reviewed to identify if any spatial trends 
existed. 
The results of the Factor Analysis indicate that the first two eigenvalues contained 
approximately 80% of the data variance (Table 13).  The first factor is defined by increasing Ti, 
Fe and Rb concentrations with less influence from Zr and by decreasing Ca concentrations.  The 
second factor is defined by increasing Mn and Sr concentrations with less influence from Ca and 
Zr concentrations (Table 14). 
A plot of the first two factor scores suggests differences exist between the seven elements 
analyzed in each of the three Ca units (Figure 12).  The relationships associated with factors 1 
are much less definitive than those associated with factor 2, and further review of these factor 
scores suggest distance from potential Canadian source areas may influence the data variance.  
Factor 2 scores appear to be related to chemical differences in the three Ca events, where LU-
17/Unit F appears dissimilar to LU-8/PW-2 and LU-12/PW-1 overlaps both LU-17/Unit F and 
LU-8/PW-2.  No other well defined relationships exist in the other factors. 
Table 13. Total Variance Defined by the First Four Eigenvalues 
Factors 
Eigenvalues 
Total % of Variance. Cumulative % 
1 3.759 53.694 53.694 
2 1.794 25.624 79.318 
3 .542 7.738 87.056 





Table 14.  Rotated Component Matrix - Unit F, PW-1 and PW-2 
Component Factor 1 Factor 2 
Ca -.691 .519 
Ti .930 -.117 
Mn .304 .785 
Fe .941 .136 
Rb .888 .049 
Sr -.179 .854 
Zr .649 -.584 
 
Figure 12. Plot of Factors 1 vs. Factor 2 – Unit F, PW-1 and PW-2 
Blue line indicates separation between Unit F and Unit PW-2 
 
The significance of the relationships identified in Factor Analyses was further evaluated 
through MANOVA.  As a first step, the normality of the data was tested prior to conducting the 
MANOVA using the Shapiro-Wilk test run on SPSS v.20.  The results of these tests indicated 
several of the elements had non-normal distributions even after various data transforms were 
used.  Due to the non-normal distribution of the XRF data, a series of randomized permutation 
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(non-parametric) MANOVAs were conducted using the R software environment.  The non-
parametric models are similar to more traditional MANOVA, but they have relaxed assumptions 
as to the normality requirements. 
The following hypotheses were tested: 
Null hypothesis (H0) that the vectors of mean concentrations (μ) of the three Ca units are 
equal  
Versus the alternative hypothesis (H1) that the vector of mean concentrations of the three 
Ca units are not equal 
Significance in the tests was determined by comparing the analysis of each of the units 
against 10,000 random permutations of the data for each model run independently.  Four 
different statistics were used to determine the significance of the analysis; Wilk’s Lambda, 
Lawley-Hotelling Trace, Pillai’s Trace and Roy’s Largest Root.   
The results of the permutational MANOVAs indicates a significant rejection of the null 
hypothesis (P<0.0001) for each of the four test statistics.  As such, the elemental compositions of 
each of the three Ca lithostratigraphic units evaluated are significantly different than the other 
two units. 
 
INTERCORE SITE CORRELATIONS 
As indicated before, LU correlations could not be made with 20JPC or 22JPC based on 
their lithologic characteristics and elemental data.  Reasons for the failure to correlate 20JPC and 
22JPC with the western Arctic Cores LUs are discussed later in this dissertation.  Nevertheless, 
the failure to correlate similar trends in the elemental data in these two cores to the western 
Arctic cores suggests different source areas or proportional mixtures of these source areas exist 
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within the cores in the east and west Arctic, as has been suggested by others (Sellén et al., 2008; 
Council et al., 2011).   
Most of the western Arctic cores do not include core to core XRF definable units 
associated with the first four LUs (Table 16).  The anticipated reasons for this are due to the 
initial XRF sample measurement usually occurring at a core depth of 3 to 6 cm, the frequency of 
sample collection of approximately 1 sample every 2.54 cm and lower sedimentation rates 
associated with these LUs in the cores from the center of the Amerasian Basin.  The first four 
LUs are probably still present in each core evaluated and multiple thin distinct layers are noted to 
be present in the upper 5 to 10 cm of each core via the high resolution core photographs, but the 
lower sedimentation rates coupled with potential mixing processes, such as bioturbation, has 
negated their potential identification using XRF methods.   
Recovery/Coring methods related to the jumbo piston core (JPC) have also been noted to 
have some impacts on the upper strata on select cores.  Although combining the various JPCs 
with either trigger cores (TC) or samples from the HOTRAX multi cores (MC) may have 
provided better core resolution for the first four LUs, the need for these core-specific data were 
not identified in time to conduct the necessary XRF measurements on the applicable TCs or 
MCs.  
Core to core correlations were developed based on the elemental trend data present in the 
various LUs (Figures 13, 14, and 15).  Higher sedimentation rates are often noted in cores 
located toward the coastal shelves versus those located more toward the center of the western 
Arctic (Polyak et al., 2009; Darby et al., 2009a; Tables 15 and 16).  For example, core locations 
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P39 and 09JPC the average sediment thickness through LU-18 is 491 cm versus the average 
sediment thickness of 182 cm for the 10 cores located more in the central western Arctic.   
Although a large decrease is noted in the individual LU sedimentation rates of cores from 
coastal areas versus the same units in cores located further toward the center of the western 
Arctic, there does not appear to be a continuing rate of decrease in the sedimentation rates for all 
thirteen cores analyzed from south to north.  In fact, several of the cores located on the northern 
portion of the Alpha Ridge have either consistent to increasing sedimentation rates versus cores 
located to the south along parts of the Mendeleev Ridge (Table 16).  These conditions are 
slightly contrary to the findings of previous studies (Polyak et al., 2009; Phillips and Grantz, 
2001) which suggested a consistent decrease in the sedimentation rate (>90%) across the entire 
western Arctic from the Alaska shelf toward the Makarov basin flank of Lomonosov Ridge.  
The cause of the variation in the LU sedimentation rates is not immediately clear.  
Nevertheless, the variation in LU sedimentation rates suggests three or more possible causes: 1) 
potential differences in source areas of the sediments in the various cores, 2) temporal and 
geographic variation that existed in the circulation systems operating in the western Arctic, 3) 
winnowing or elevated deposition controlled by local environmental conditions, and/or other 
condition(s) that cause at least two different types of depositional rates to exist, one nearer shore 
and another present at greater distances from the near shore areas. The XRF based LU 
correlations presented in Tables 15 and 16 also indicate that large variations exists in the depth 
and thicknesses of the LUs located across the western Arctic, especially in cores present along 
the trends of general circulation systems that may have existed during the deposition of the 
various LUs (i.e. BG, TPD and/or climate based modifications to these drift / systems, Bischof 
and Darby, 1997).  The variations in the LU sedimentation rates illustrated in Figures 13 to 15 
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are in part based on the various issues impacting the release of sediment from sea ice as 
discussed earlier.  However, the lithostratigraphic correlations also suggest more complexity may 
exist in the Arctic circulation systems than can be explained by simplified systems dominated by 
either a clockwise pattern associated with the BG or the more linear transport pattern of the TPD.   
Given all of these issues, further analyses of the regional lithostratigraphic characteristics 
were conducted based on isopach maps using the information present in a much larger number of 
cores than just those evaluated by XRF methods.  Although these same type of analyses were 
conducted earlier (Clark et al., 1980), that study used a small subset of the available T-3 cores 
and only those cores located in the central part of the western Arctic   The isopach assessment 
conducted here is based on a network of hundreds of cores located across a much larger 
geographic area than previously used (Appendix D).  For this assessment, isopach data from the 
T-3 cores (using the selection methods discussed earlier) were combined with lithostratigraphic 
information from other published cores that collectively provides more insight into the multi-
dimensional paleoceanographic conditions than could be identified via the limited number of 










Figure 13.  Lithostratigraphic Correlations Core P39, 06JPC, 09JPC and 10JPC 












Western Arctic Isopach Maps 
Most of the non-T-3/HOTRAX lithostratigraphic data used to develop the isopach maps 
were previously published and these data could not be re-evaluated for sediment thickness 
accuracy as the SLUs were defined in part on visual methods and these cores were not accessible 
during this study.  Further, in the case of the T-3 cores, located at The Ohio State University, 
they are now mostly dry with brown and gray layer coloring that has likely changed since they 
were collected.  These changes in the T-3 cores have again negated the ability to review some of 
its lithostratigraphic data that was generated decades ago.  However, three of the T-3 cores (FL-
224, FL-421 and FL-530) were also analyzed by XRF methods that provide an independent 
means of evaluating the accuracy of the Clark et al (1980) methods used to define the various 
SLUs.   
A comparison of the two logging methods indicates a very good correlation (~3 cm+/-) 
exists between the thicknesses of the various SLUs identified using Clark et al. (1980) methods 
versus the LUs identified by XRF techniques for two of the cores, FL-224 and FL-421.  
However, significant differences existed between the depths and thicknesses of Clark’s SLUs 
and LUs within core FL-530, a core analyzed/logged after the Clark et al. (1980) study (David 
Clark, personnel correspondence, June 2010).  A detail comparison of the XRF elemental data 
from the FL-530 core and the lithologic information listed on its corresponding log from the 
1980s was then conducted (Appendix A).  This comparison suggests the main inconsistencies 
between the two logging methods occurred between SLUs G to L.  The primary reason for these 
inconsistencies appears to be related to the misidentification of a thick pink-white layer in SLU-
K.  Per the FL-530 lithologic log, the pink-white layer identified as PW-1 in SLU-J was 
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considerably thinner (i.e. 1.9 cm thick) than the pink-white layer in the corresponding SLU-K 
(i.e. 8 cm thick).  The XRF based elemental signature of the thicker pink-white layer was 
identical to that of PW-1 (corresponding to LU-12) in the twelve other western Arctic cores 
evaluated.  Given this problem, the thicknesses and depths of multiple Clark SLUs in the log for 
FL-530 are likely in error and not consistent with the other T-3 cores.  
 Further review of other T-3 cores logged during this same interval indicates that the thick 
PW-1 layer was also consistently placed in SLU-K.  Given that the depths and thickness of the 
Clark SLUs logged at this time could only be re-evaluated in one core (i.e. FL-530); all cores 
logged with FL-530 were removed from the isopach data set to eliminate the potential impacts 
that the logging errors/inconsistencies might have on the isopach maps.  This resulted in the 
elimination of approximately 50 core locations from the isopach data set.  Even with the 
approximately 20% loss in data, a good spatial distribution of the remaining core locations still 
exists in the western Arctic and isopach maps for SLUs F to L were constructed to identify the 
sediment distribution patterns and the corresponding paleoceanographic conditions inferred by 























Based on isopach maps of the SLU thicknesses across the central Arctic, the inferred 
sediment distribution patterns provide additional insight into the paleoceanographic conditions 
existing during each of the SLUs evaluated.  As part of the delineation process the predominantly 
brown to gray colors identified by Clark et al (1980) for each SLU are assumed to correspond to 
either interglacial or glacial/deglacial periods respectively (Phillips and Grantz, 2001; Darby et 
al., 2006).  As such, the depositional patterns illustrated by the seven isopach maps (Figures 16 
and 17) appear to reflect two distinct sediment distribution models (defined here as glacial and 
interglacial).  These models also appear to reflect the dominant sediment laden ice pathways 
from different source areas as ice from these areas drifted across the western Arctic.   
The first patterns define the glacial conditions during SLUs F, H, J and L (Figure 16).  
Assuming differences in the thickness of these deposits can reflect the sources of the sediment, 
the thickest deposits are located closer to potential Canadian source areas and a decrease in the 
thickness of the deposits exits west of the Northwind Ridge toward Siberia.      
The sediment thicknesses as well as the depositional patterns of the sediments during the 
glacial SLUs suggest this type of circulation system was not uniform through time, but varied in 
its intensity.  For example the isopach map with the thinnest of the four glacial unit, SLU-H, has 
sediment deposits broadly draped across most of the Canadian Basin area, but does not have the 
same well defined patterns like in SLUs F and J.  In addition, SLUs F and L have substantial 
lobe-like deposits located north of Ellesmere Island   In the case of these two SLUs, thicker 
glacial deposits exist across parts of the Alaskan and Canadian side of the western Arctic, with 
distinctly linear sedimentary deposits occurring north of Ellesmere Island, the potential drift path 
of ice as it migrated out of the western Arctic on its way toward Fram Strait and the Greenland 
Sea.  Further, the SLU-L deposits north of Ellesmere Island are tens of centimeters thicker than 
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the adjacent deposits and are located within a relatively thin linear zone approximately 120 km 
wide. 
Overall, the sediment distribution pattern occurring during the four glacial SLUs suggests 
the existence of a BG type or similar circulation system exited during their deposition.  During 
these periods the glacial or deglacial ice appears to have migrated in a clockwise pattern across 
the central Arctic Ocean toward the Canadian shelf area north of Ellesmere Island.   
The second depositional pattern illustrated by the isopach maps appear during interglacial 
SLUs G, I and K.  These patterns again illustrate sediments of varying thickness exist within the 
Canadian Basin Area.  However, sediment thicknesses decrease westward from the Canadian 
Basin area, only to increase along the Mendeleev and Alpha Ridges.  The sediment then 
decreases again towards Siberia (Figures 17).  The zone of thicker sediments on the Mendeleev 
and Alpha Ridges extends towards the Lomonosov Ridge, with thinner deposits east and west of 
this in an arc-like linear zone. 
Some of the interglacial sediments present in the SLUs G, I and K isopach maps appear 
to be deposited along the pathway similar to that followed by the modern TPD circulation 
system.  As with the glacial outfall zone north of Ellesmere Island, the interglacial sediments 
also appear to follow a similar track.  However, the interglacial maximum sediment thickness 
trend appears to be located farther north along the Lomonosov Ridge than the glacial isopach 
maps indicate. 
Based on the sediment patterns illustrated in the isopach maps, the potential source areas 
of the sediments deposited during the glacial and interglacial periods appear to be slightly 
different.  In the case of glacial stages the location of the thickest sediments suggests a general 
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Canadian source area due to the thickening toward Canada.  During the interglacial stages the 
sediment thicknesses suggest Alaskan and Canadian source areas for deposits in the Canadian 
Basin, and a potential mixture of Alaskan/Canadian and Russian source areas for sediments 
located along the Mendeleev to Lomonosov Ridges. 
The significance of the thicker sediments occurring in zones north of  Ellesmere Island 
during both the glacial and interglacial stages does not suggests universal thinning of glacial and 
interglacial deposits occurred across the western Arctic as has been proposed.  Although higher 
sedimentation rates do exist in cores closer to shelves and comparatively lower levels of 
sedimentation existed toward the Lomonosov Ridge (Figures 16 and 17),  this decrease is only 
30 - 40%, a value considerably higher than the order of magnitude decrease reported by others 
for this area  (Phillips and Grantz, 2001; Polyak et al 2009). 
The maximum deposition or outfall zones identified by the isopach maps during glacial 
periods, suggests the sediment load was not depleted from the ice as it migrated across the 
central Arctic.  Although the exact mechanisms associated with the deposition of the thicker 
sediments in the outfall zone cannot be determined from the isopach map data alone (or the 
limited geographic distribution of the 250 core locations), lower melting rates of the icebergs 
across most of the western Arctic during these time periods is one potential hypothesis.  This 
change in melt rates suggests changes in the temperature of the water existed from the surface to 
the ~800 m keel depths over parts of is migration route.  As such, this also suggests 1) a decrease 
in the influx of warmer Atlantic waters may have occurred during the glacial events or 2) the 
warmer Atlantic waters were located at deeper depths than during warmer interglacial periods as 
most sediment is contained in the lower reaches of icebergs (O’Regan, 2011).  
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A change in the influx of warmer Atlantic waters during glacial periods has been 
proposed by others.  For example, Figure 18 (O’Regan, 2011) illustrates potential changes of the 
halocline associated with the warmer Atlantic waters entering the Arctic during 
interglacial/interstadial and glacial/stadial periods.  However, as O’Regan (2011) also noted the 
potential increase in the depth of the halocline during either of these periods could be related to 
significant increases in the inflow of freshwater into the Arctic a likely condition during 
deglacial periods. 
Figure  18.  Variations in the Depth of the Warmer Atlantic Waters Halocline during 
Interglacial/Interstadial and Glacial/Stadial Periods (O’Regan, 2011) 
 
The occurrence of thicker sediments along the Mendeleev and Lomonosov Ridges, with 
thinner deposits located between this area and the Canadian Basin might also reflect variation in 
the dominant types of ice (glacial versus sea ice) transporting sediment during interglacial 
conditions.  In this case, the dominant form of ice is anticipated to be thinner sea ice.  If correct, 
the sediment within the Canadian Basin may have been transported via a surface circulation 
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system similar to that of the Modern BG.  Thicker sediments located along Mendeleev and 
Lomonosov Ridges appears to be influenced by both nearby Russian source areas with 
potentially some influence from sediment laden sea ice from Canadian sources.  As warmer air 
temperatures are anticipated to exit with a greater influence of warmer Atlantic waters during 
interglacial periods, the potential for faster melting rates also existed.  Thus, more IRD should 
accumulate during interglacial periods per unit time in the central Arctic, especially along drift 
paths. 
Although general differences appear to occur between the glacial and interglacial models 
the trends in some isopach maps are somewhat less distinct (such as in SLUs G and H).  This 
potentially suggests different, weaker or more variable BG and TPD currents existed during 
some SLUs or a mixing of the two dominant depositional patterns occurred during these two 
SLUs where lesser amounts of stadial and interstadial deposition existed during a predominantly 
glacial or interglacial period.  Other conditions may have also impacted the sediment 
thicknesses.  These include iceberg deglaciation pulses during interglacial time periods as well as 
localized influences associated with winnowing and deposition were fine-grain sediments eroded 
from bathymetrically higher areas and were then transported to bathymetrically lower areas.  
Nevertheless, a need exists to better identify the time dependent paleoceanographic conditions 
existing in the Arctic and the determination of the marine isotope stages associated with the 
various LUs has merit.  
LITHOSTRATIGRAPHY AND AGE MODELS 
A stratigraphic (chronological) framework for the cores analyzed in this study is 
necessary to identify potential differences in the dominant climatic conditions existing during the 
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deposition of the various LUs, to aid in identifying regional changes in paleoceanographic 
conditions and to identify variation in sediment source areas as well as depositional 
conditions/issues through time and the impact of these issues between the eastern and western 
Arctic Ocean.  The chronologic framework used herein is based on age models from select cores 
that were developed by others (as discusses below).  To increase the accuracy of the correlated 
age models, variations/patterns in the various data (including elemental data) from the dated 
cores were matched to the corresponding variations/patterns in the XRF generated data using the 
same methods used to correlate the western Arctic lithostratigraphy.  These correlations were 
also supported by the presence of unique lithologic strata (PW-2/LU-8, PW-1/LU-12, and Unit 
F/LU-17), distinct variations in lithologic colors (gray and brown layers) and paleomagnetic data 
where available.  Although the age models used to correlate the various cores include several that 
are extremely stable and have been developed with multiple independent proxies, caution should 
nevertheless be used as these models continue to evolve as more data is collected and these 
changes impact the paleoceanographic interpretations used to develop them as well as others, 
such as in this study, that rely on those age models (Stein, 2008). 
Due to the various depositional settings and paleoceanographic conditions of areas 
associated with this study, age models from three different parts of the Arctic were used.  These 
areas include the western Arctic (for the thirteen cores P39 to FL-530), those applicable to the 
central Lomonosov Ridge (20JPC) and the Arctic Ocean outfall area of the Fram Strait/Yermak 
Plateau (22JPC).  Age models from two cores were correlated to the other western Arctic cores 
(P25 and 06JPC), whereas age models from one core was used for the Lomonosov Ridge 




Western Arctic Age Models 
No one well developed age model was identified for cores from the western Arctic ridges 
that could be transferred to all eighteen LUs.  As such overlapping age models were used from 
various studies to develop a composite that identified potential MIS ages for each of the LUs 
identified.  
The western Arctic chronologic frame work is based on a combination of the 
lithostratigraphy and age models for several cores investigated in recent studies (Adler et al., 
2009; Polyak et al., 2009; Yurco et al., 2010; Crawford, 2010; Cronin et al., submitted). In 
particular, core P25 from the Northwind Ridge was selected due to its elevated sedimentation 
rates and geochemical (i.e. XRF) data on its lithostratigraphic units (Polyak et al., 2009; Yurco et 
al., 2010; Crawford, 2010).  Due to higher sedimentation rates of some stratigraphic units, P25 
only extends down to the middle of MIS-7.  Its age model and its lithostratigraphy were therefore 
combined with those of 06JPC from the Mendeleev Ridge (Cronin et al., submitted) to extend 
the western Arctic age model to the MIS-16/17 boundary. 
The age models for both P25 and 06JPC are based on various data including 
14
C and 
amino acid racemization dates, paleomagnetic data, foraminifera and ostracode assemblages, 
color variation in lithologic layers and unique lithologic strata commonly used as 
lithostratigraphic markers (i.e., Unit F, PW-1, and PW-2).  This combined age model of both 
cores was then used to correlate and date LU-1 to LU-17 present in 09JPC as well as the LUs 




P25 Age Model 
The P25 age model for MIS-1 to MIS-7 (LU-1 to LU-11; Clark et al., 1980 SLUs M to 
K) was developed by Yurco et al. (2010) and was revised by Crawford (2010).  This age model 
is based on lithology and 
14
C data to define MIS-1 and MIS-2 strata with the MIS-1/2 boundary 
defined at 53 cm.  The MIS-1 strata are brown coarser grained sediments with increased 
concentrations of planktonic foraminifera while the MIS-2 strata are fine-grained, grey laminated 
sediments that are interpreted to be mostly glacioturbidites.  The MIS-2/3 boundary occurs at 79 
cm with the increase in MIS-3 coarse-grained sediment.  MIS-3 strata are based on lithology as 
well as 
14
C and amino acid racemization ages.  The boundary between MIS-3 and MIS-4 occurs 
at 243 cm prior to the occurrence of a negative paleomagnetic inclination.  MIS-4 strata are 
defined by fine-grained, grey laminated sediments interpreted to be mostly glacioturbidites that 
occur between 243 and 286 cm.  Sediments deposited during MIS-5 are based on foraminifera 
assemblages and lithology, with MIS-5a, MIS-5c and MIS-5e being defined by high contents of 
N. incompta and T. quinqueloba occurring at 281 – 357 cm, 381 – 420 cm and 430 – 480 cm, 
respectively.  PW-2 occurs at approximately 450 cm and the boundary of MIS-5/6 is identified as 
occurring at the beginning of a brown unit at 464 cm.  MIS-6 strata are defined on lithology with 
the MIS-6/7 boundary occurring at 503 cm.  A prominent magnetic inclination drop occurs in 
MIS-7 near the base of the core at approximately 550 cm. 
The P25 MIS-1 to MIS-7 age model is also expressed in the XRF data, which was used to 
develop ages for LUs 1 to 11 (Figure 19).  The only major difference between the two was the 
existence of 3 LUs existing in both MIS-3 and MIS-5.  In the case of MIS-5, the strata associated 
with MIS-5a to MIS-5c/d define LU-7 with PW-2 and the strata immediately preceding PW-2 
(i.e. MIS-5e) defining the other two LUs (LU-8 and LU-9).  It should be noted that the 
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boundaries of MIS-4 likely coincided with LU-6.  However, the XRF sample frequency for 200 
to 270 cm was limited and the LU-5/LU-6 boundary cannot be accurately defined in P25 based 
on the limited XRF data available for that interval.  
Figure 19.  Age Model for Western Arctic Cores for MISs 1 to 7 (LUs 1 to 11), Adapted 
from Yurco et al. (2010) and Crawford (2010) for P25 
 
06JPC Age Model 
The age model for core 06JPC extends from MIS-5 through MIS-16 (LU-7 through LU-
17/18; Cronin et al., submitted).  The 06JPC age model is based in part on 
14
C and paleomagnetic 
data, mineralogy, and cyclic changes in sediment physical properties including color.  Other data 
included sediment size, prominent lithologic marker units (i.e. PW-2, PW-1 and Unit-F), as well 
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as considerable data related to foraminifera and ostracode assemblages.  The following specific 
rational was used to correlate 06JPC strata to the applicable MISs (Figure 20): 
1. Ages were based in part on the presence of key pink-white layers that included PW-2 
near the bottom of MIS-5 (probably MIS-5d) and PW-1 in MIS-8.  These layers were 
identified at 25 and 105 cm respectively.  
2. A radiocarbon age of 36 ka existed at 0-1 cm and corresponds to MIS-3. 
3. Alternating brown and gray layers with cyclic IRD and calcareous microfossils are used 
to support the age model down to MIS-13. 
4. Various foraminifera were used to identify stratigraphic markers and included the benthic 
foraminifera Bulimina aculeate that was identified in 6 - 12 cm.  As such, this unit was 
assigned an age of MIS-5a.  Plankic foraminifera Turborotalita egelida was identified 
within 175 - 206 cm and this unit was assigned an age of MIS-11. 
5. Ostracode Pterygocythereis vanniewenhuisei was identified within 177- 204 cm and 222 
- 232 cm.  These units were dated between MIS-11 and MIS-13 respectively. 
6. Based on the lower limit of calcareous microfossils, 250 cm was identified as the MIS-
15/16 boundary (Best et al., submitted). 





Figure 20.  Age Model for Western Arctic Cores for MISs 5 to 16 (LUs 10 to 17), Adapted 
from Cronin et al. (submitted) 
 
Using the combined age models for P25 and 06JPC, as well as select XRF elemental data 
from these two cores, a composite of core to core physical and chemical properties are created 
with their stratigraphic information that can be applied to the LUs identified in the other western 
Arctic cores (Figure 21).  The identified age model is presented in Table 17.  Based on this age 
model, the LUs identified in this study appear to be deposited either during portions of different 
glacial or interglacial periods, with the exception of LU-14 to LU-16 which combines the XRF 
signature of both glacial and interglacial conditions. As such, the lithostratigraphies of the LUs 
do not appear to correlate well to the paleoceanographic conditions defined by MIS-8 to MIS-15.  
However, a fairly good correlation exists between the various data trends present in MIS-1 to 
MIS-7 as well as those in MIS-16.  
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Through this process, the XRF signature for the eighteen LUs not only provides a means 
to support lithostratigraphic correlations with other cores but also appears to represent a potential 
age proxy for select MISs for the western Arctic.  However, care should be taken in the event of 
erosional contacts or differences in sedimentation rates beyond those already identified, as these 
conditions have the potential to blur the XRF correlations and increase the level of difficulty in 
dating additional core sediments using these methods alone without additional proxies or 
supporting evidence. 
Table 17.  XRF defined MISs for LUs in Western Arctic Ocean  
LU No. MIS Ages 
1 MIS-1 
2 MIS-2 
3 MIS-3 (est. MIS-3a) 
4 MIS-3 (est. MIS-3b) 
5 MIS-3 (est. MIS-3c) 
6 MIS-4 
7 MIS-5 (est. MIS-5a to 5c) 
8 MIS-5 (est. MIS-5d) 





14 MIS-8 to late MIS-9 
15 Mid MIS-9 to MIS-13 
16 MIS-14 & MIS-15 
17 MIS-16 





Figure 21.  Stratigraphic Correlation Cores P25, 09JPC and 06JPC 
(LU/MIS numbers in red, XRF Ca data in black, Mn data in brown.  All data plotted as 






Lomonosov Ridge Age Model 
Well defined age models exist for multiple cores located in the center of the Lomonosov 
Ridge near 20JPC from MIS-1 through at least MIS-7.  These include age models for 96/12-1PC, 
PS2185 and the ACEX core.  Of these three cores, published XRF data only exists for kastenlot 
core PS2185 (Schoster, 2005b) collected during the 1991 Polarstern expedition, ARK-VIII/3 
(Fütterer, 1992).  
The cyclic and undisturbed lithologic changes that exist in PS2185 have been used since 
the early 1990s to represent key paleoclimatic changes that occurred across the Lomonosov 
Ridge.  Since its collection multiple different age models have been developed for PS2185 and 
the most up to date age model for MIS-1 to MIS-7 as well as revisions to the model are outlined 
in Stein (2008).  
The age model used in this dissertation for PS2185 has been correlated to the applicable 
strata of the composite ACEX core (Sellén et al., 2010) using magnetic susceptibility and bulk 
density.  This core has also been correlated to the nearby 7.22 m core 96/12-1PC (Jakobsson et 
al., 2001) using lithostratigraphy, grain size, magnetic susceptibility and microfaunal distribution 
patterns.  Although these stratigraphic correlations suggests a higher sedimentation rate occurred 
in the vicinity of these three cores relative to those in the western Arctic, considerable variation 
in the sedimentation rate exists in the Lomonosov Ridge in the area of these cores.  For example, 
a 2:1 increase in the sedimentation rate is noted between ACEX and 96/12-1 at least though 




Figure 22.  ACEX Age Model Correlation to 20JPC, adapted from Sellén et al. (2010) 
 
The primary data used to correlate 20JPC to PS2185 are the XRF elemental 
concentrations as well as the density and magnetic susceptibility measurements from the two 
cores.  However, the XRF measurements from core PS2185 were collected at an averaged 
spacing of 1 measurement every 9.7 cm of core depth, considerably lower than the XRF sample 
frequency of 20JPC (1 measurement per every 2.7 cm).  Nevertheless, the considerable lower 
sample frequency of PS2185 still appears to reflect the major XRF trends and changes within the 
major chronostratigraphic layers both cores share in common.  As such, the XRF data from both 
cores appears to allow the transfer of the PS2185 age model to 20JPC via the same correlation 
methods used between P25, 06JPC and the western Arctic cores. 
The age model correlated from PS2185 to 20JPC is defined by multiple proxies including 




C data as well as 
nannofossil age constraints.  Although the PS2185 age model has been in existence since the 
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early 1990s and has been revised many times since then, the depths associated with MIS-1 to 
MIS-7 have changed little since the mid-2000s (Stein, 2008).      
PS2185 Age Model 
The PS2185 age model for MIS-1 to MIS-7 is based in part on the age model for core 
96/12-1pc using its lithostratigraphic colors, nannofossil data, 
14
C dates, and revision of 
published 
10
Be and paleomagnetic data (Spielhagen et al., 1997; 2004; Jakobsson et al., 2000). 
The key to the PS2185 age model is the presence of coccolithophores G. muellerae and 
E. huxleyi occurring during MIS-5 at depths of 181 - 183 cm (MIS-5a), 205 – 217 cm (MIS-5c), 
and 229 - 245 cm (MIS-5e).  The MIS-5 date for sediments located at 145 - 245 cm is also 
supported by a planktonic foraminifera maxima as well as increases in 
10
Be levels.  Traces of the 
coccolithophores are present at 310 cm in the same interval as increases in 
10
Be levels and are 
identified as the MIS-6/7 boundary.  This boundary is further supported by the negative 
paleomagnetic excursion at 360 cm that is assumed to be the Pringle Falls event that occurred in 
MIS-7.5.  Slight revisions to this age model were based on the identification of elevated MnO2 
levels typical of MIS-3 between approximately 20 to 95 cm and MIS-7/8 boundary at 
approximately 375 cm (Stein, 2008).  
The PS2185 MIS-1 to MIS-7 age model is also independently supported by its XRF data 
as well as the density and magnetic susceptibility measurements (Figures 22 and 23).  The XRF 
patterns present in PS2185 appear to match those in 20JPC even though the stratigraphic 
correlations developed for 20JPC and other Lomonosov Ridge cores suggested 20JPC has a 
more complicated stratigraphy than other cores in this area (Sellén et al., 2010).  However, the 
Sellén et al. (2010) study was based on single parameter matching of density and magnetic 
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susceptibility while the correlations used in the present study are based on multiple overlapping 
elemental trends as well as those indicated by density and magnetic susceptibility and 
paleomagnetic data.  
Correlation of the data between the two cores was accomplished using fluctuations in the 
individual elements as well as variations in ratios such as Rb/Sr and Mn/Rb.  Although 
individual elements supported the correlations, the two ratios appear to best represent correlative 
sediments present in both PS2185 and 20JPC.  The only exception to this is a Ca spike that 
occurred during MIS-5 in both cores (Figure 23).  Based primarily on the match of XRF patterns 
as well as changes in the density and magnetic susceptibility, indicates a correlation between the 
two cores exists allowing the PS2185 age model to be transferred to 20JPC.  
Based on this transferred age model, the sedimentation rate for MIS-1 to MIS-7 in 20JPC 
is less than that of the ACEX core, but nevertheless higher than that of either PS2185 or 96/12-
1pc.  This age model is also supported by the occurrence of the magnetic intensity event in 
20JPC at approximately 400 cm compared to this same event in PS2185 at approximately 360 
cm and at 270 cm in 96/12-1 (Xuan et al., 2012, Jakobsson et al., 2000).  Although 
paleomagnetic changes in Arctic sediments are affected by many processes that may negatively 
influence its uses as a simple chronostratigraphic tool (i.e. greater variability in the magnetic 
field with time because inclination is so close to 90 degrees and diagenesis), large scale changes 
such as the MIS-7.5 Pringle Falls event appears to nevertheless continue to provide a convenient 
and independent means of lithostratigraphic correlation in the Arctic (Kaufman et al., 2008; 
Channel and Xuan, 2009; Xaun et al., 2012).   
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The commonality of the XRF patterns associated with 20JPC and PS2185 suggest not 
only a similar source of the sediment and/or glacial verses interglacial / interstadial depositional 
conditions at both locations, but potentially across a much larger area as defined by the ACEX 
composite core and other correlated cores using other methods (Sellén et al., 2010).  
Furthermore, like the western Arctic, the use of XRF patterns in sediment at the Lomonosov 
Ridge, suggests it might be useful as an age model proxy.  However, different elements and/or 
ratio of elements used as dating proxies strongly suggests different source areas and/or 
paleoceanographic conditions existed for the sediment deposited in the western Arctic versus at 




Figure 23.  Stratigraphic Correlation Cores PS2185 and 20JPC 
(MIS numbers in red, standardized XRF calcium data in black, Rb/Sr  ratios in dark red 
and Mn/Rb ratios in  orange) 
 
Yermak Plateau Age Model 
The age model for the Yermak Plateau (MIS-1 to the MIS-5/6 boundary) has been 
developed using paleomagnetic data supplemented by, stable isotopes, 
14
C dating, and sediment 
texture in core 22JPC (Xuan et al., 2012). Unpublished data (Xuan, personal communication) 
suggests that the age model can be extended to MIS-11 (Figure 24). 
The 22JPC age model is primarily based on variations in the size of the fine-grained 
magnetic particles in the sediment approximated by a paleomagnetic parameter Karm/k (Xuan et 
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al., 2012).  The Karm/k curve of 22JPC strongly resembles the global benthic oxygen isotope 
record, where larger Karm/k values occur during interglacial periods with higher sea level.  
These variations in magnetic particle size were interpreted to reflect sea-level controlled 
variations in the bottom-current velocity, possibly combined with changes in the provenance of 












Stratigraphic Correlation of Western and Eastern Arctic Cores 
Based on the three age models developed, 1) the western Arctic cores including 09JPC, 
2) central Lomonosov Ridge for core 20JPC and 3) eastern Arctic for core 22JPC, a stratigraphic 
correlation across these three areas can be made at least from MIS-1 to MIS-7 (Figure 25).  
However, the correlation identified in Figure 25 does not highlight the differences that exist 
between the elemental data within the chronostratigraphic units of the three areas of the Arctic.  
As such, the differences in the trends from a single stage (i.e., MIS-6) from the three cores are 
further reviewed to highlight differences in their elemental content (Table 18, Figures 26 to 28).  
These elemental differences suggest that unique combinations of source areas and/or 
depositional conditions existed for each of these three areas. 
Figure 25.  Stratigraphic Correlation Cores 09JPC, 20JPC and 22JPC 
(MIS numbers in red, standardized XRF calcium data in black, density data dashed & 







Figure 26.  XRF Elemental Data for 09JPC – MIS 6. SD scale: -3 to 5, x axis scale: 230 to 
330 cm 
 






Figure 28.  XRF Elemental Data for 22JPC – MIS 6. SD scale: -3 to 4, x axis scale: 500 to 
800 cm 
 
MIS 6 is identified in 09JPC as between 254 to 303 cm, in 20JPC between 510 to 680 
cm, and in 22JPC as between 555 to 773 cm (Figures 26 to 28).  Few elemental trends are 
consistent between these three cores and collectively the trends do not remain constant 
throughout the MIS-6 period (Table 18).  As indicated earlier, the reasons for the differences in 
the elemental data from the three areas are anticipated to be a combination of differences in the 
circulation system as well as differences in the chemistry of the source area(s) and/or other 
regional depositional conditions potentially present, but different at the three core locations 
Although the exact source or sources of these sediments could not be determined during 
this study, chemical differences are clearly evident in one parameter, Ca.  A plot of all Ca (ppm) 
data from MIS-1 to MIS-6/7 for select cores analyzed by Factor Analysis and MANOVA (for 
Ca, Ti, Mn, Fe, Rb, Sr, and Zr) suggest common source areas exist for the western Arctic cores 
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that are somewhat different from that of the eastern Arctic core 22JPC, but significantly different 
to that of 20JPC located on the Lomonosov Ridge (Figure 29).    
Figure 29.  XRF-based Calcium Concentrations of Cores Analyzed in 2008 from MIS-1 to 
MIS-6/7 Boundary 
 
Although there is no indication of a specific sediment source area(s) for each core, 
previous studies suggest the elevated carbonates in the western Arctic are from Canadian source 
areas (Bischof and Darby, 1997 and 1999; Darby and Bischof, 2004; Stein, 2008).  However, 
Canadian carbonates have not been generally identified as a major source area for sediment on 
the Lomonosov Ridge due to the dominant circulation pattern affecting this area (i.e. TPD).  
Specifically, the TPD transports sediment to this ridge from Russian sources that are usually 
devoid of carbonates (Vogt, 1997).  Yet carbonate grains from Canadian sources periodically 
have been identified on the Lomonosov Ridge and in the eastern Arctic (i.e. Amundsen Basin) 
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with carbonate levels periodically approaching >15% (Stein, 2008).  However, overall, the 
impact of these Canadian sources in the eastern Arctic has never been considered as significant. 
It is interesting to note that the carbonate grains identified on the Lomonosov Ridge and 
in the eastern Arctic were attributed to Canadian source areas (Stein, 2008).  However, the exact 
mechanism associated with their transport from the western Arctic to this area is not well 
defined, but assumed to be related to periodic deglaciation and the migration of large numbers of 
sediment laden icebergs toward Fram Strait with some icebergs migrating across the central 
Lomonosov Ridge on their way out of the Arctic Ocean.   
Although limited numbers of carbonate grains have been detected in sediments far north 
of Greenland or toward the north Atlantic, previous hypotheses suggests only a limited amount 
of carbonates survived transport across the western Arctic before crossing the Lomonosov Ridge 
as most of the sediment laden ice melted before it migrated out of the western Arctic.  This 
hypothesis appears to be in conflict with the data generated during this study as well as by the 
occurrence of thick deposits of sediments containing elevated levels of carbonates found in the 
Green Ice cores.  In the Green Ice cores both abundant detrital as well as fine-grain carbonates 
have been identified (Nørgaard-Pederson et al., 2007).  But in the Green Ice cores the transport 
mode proposed for the two different sizes of carbonates may partially be different than the 
sediments evaluated during this study especially for those deposited north of Ellesmere Island.  
In the case of the Green Ice IRD, they are probably associated with glacial ice that survived 
transport across the western Arctic as it migrated toward the Fram Strait along the Canadian and 
Greenland shelf areas, whereas the finer-grained carbonates were transported in part by 
nepheloid flows from both local (i.e. Ellesmere Island) and potentially more distal carbonate 
source areas (Nørgaard-Pederson et al., 2007).  Although only a subset of the potential T-3 cores 
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used to developed the isopach maps were analyzed for carbonate content (Darby et al., 1989), 
most of the carbonates in the T-3 cores are in the <63µm fraction. This could explain the low 
number of coarse clasts of carbonate in some cores located on the Lomonosov Ridge as well as 
in the eastern Arctic.  
The Ca data coupled with the results from the Isopach maps suggest the ice migration 
route from the western Arctic during glacial and interglacial periods appear to be in a zone along 
the Canadian Shelf, between Ellesmere Island and the Lomonosov Ridge.  Currently this area of 
the Arctic still has thick sea ice and few studies have successfully collected core samples through 
it.  Although studies indicate carbonate laden ice completed the transport route from the western 
Arctic toward the eastern Arctic, at least through MIS-7, the majority of these carbonates may 
have been associated with the finer fraction (Darby et al., 1989; Nørgaard-Pederson et al., 2007).  
This suggests the Ca concentrations identified in 22JPC during MIS-1 to MIS-6/7 (Figure 29) 
might be a combination of higher Ca levels present in the western Arctic and sediment from 
other source areas with lower Ca concentration, such as that present in the Lomonosov Ridge 
that are attributed to Russian sources.  Thus, carbonates from western Arctic sources may have 
been transported toward the Fram Strait, but the general lack of carbonate IRD in the Fram Strait 
sediment is due in part to the carbonates occurring primarily in the fine-size fraction.  
Overall these data indicate the sediment present north of Ellesmere Island and the 
northern Greenland coast were likely transported from local (i.e. Canadian) source areas and 
along a preferential migration route that was located closer to Greenland than the central 
Lomonosov Ridge core sites.  Unfortunately, the mechanism that caused this preferential 
migration route to exist during both glacial as well as interglacial periods remains to be 
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identified.  Nevertheless, the Ca data as well as the isopach maps suggest the ice migration route 
from the western Arctic does not generally occur across the central Lomonosov Ridge. 
SEDIMENT PROVENANCE AND DISTRIBUTION PATHWAYS  
As indicated earlier, a non-unique set of solutions are likely to exist when using the bulk 
chemistry of sediments to determine their provenance.  However, the elemental composition of 
the core sediments as well as trends within these data can provide additional insight as to these 
source area(s), or exclude the dominance of other sources. 
Uniquely defined source areas based on the elemental composition of bulk sediment (i.e. 
Ca, Ti, Mn, Fe, Ti, Sr, and Rb) is limited even for Modern/Holocene sediments.  Nevertheless, 
some previous studies provide some indications as to potential regional source areas for these 
elements.  For example, the occurrences of sediment with highly elevated Ca levels are likely to 
have originated from areas rich in carbonate rocks (Bischof et al., 1996; Bischof, 2000; Phillips 
and Grantz, 2001; Darby and Bischof, 2004; Stein, 2008; Polyak et al., 2009).  Extensive 
calcium-rich source areas have been identified in the western Arctic (e.g. Canadian Arctic 
Archipelago region), but these rock types are largely absent in eastern Arctic and Siberian source 
areas.  In addition, the occurrences of elevated Mn levels are noted to occur in sediments 
deposited during interglacial periods based on their brown color with the Mn resulting from 
Russian fluvial sources (Löwemark et al., 2008).  However, data generated during this 
dissertation suggests reduced Mn levels as well as an absence in brown colored sediments are 
common in glacial sediments.  This suggests Russian source areas for elevated Mn existed 
during interglacial periods, but are not as dominant during glacial periods regardless of the 
oxidation state of this element.  Another element occurring in higher concentration with Mn is 
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Sr.  In this case high Sr levels have been identified to exist in the Siberian-Arctic Shelf areas and 
have been identified as being derived from immature sandstones present in the New Siberian 
Island area (Viscosi-Shirley et al., 2003).  Other source areas in this region, such as the shallow 
portions of the Laptev Sea also have elevated Sr levels similar to the concentrations identified in 
the western Arctic cores (Eisenhauer et al., 1999).  As such, various areas along the Russian 
Arctic may have been the source areas for the elevated Mn and Sr sediments identified during 
interglacial periods. 
In the case of elevated Ti, Fe, Rb, and Zr levels that are noted to occur during glacial 
periods, resuspension of shelf sediments containing these elements may have occurred that 
suggests the importance of Russian fluvial as well as costal erosional areas during interglacial 
periods as their potential sources (Ortiz et al., 2007).  Studies suggest that these elements are 
more likely associated with finer grained sediment and are likely to be associated with 
siliciclastic sediment sources (Henning and Harris, 2001; Eisenhauer et al., 1999).  As such, the 
likely distal provenance of these sediments are probably  associated with areas of claystone to 
sandstone formations outcropping along the Russian Arctic coast or entrainment of suspended 
sediments deposited from fluvial systems draining into the Arctic (Henning and Harris, 2001; 
Eisenhauer et al., 1999).  However, these same types of source areas exist in the Canadian and 
Alaskan Arctic (Bischof et al., 1996).  Therefore, the existence of trends in these elements does 
not suggest unique source areas can be identified based solely on the elemental chemistry of bulk 
Arctic sediments. 
Radiogenic Nd and Pb isotopic signatures for glacial and interglacial sediments in the 
central Arctic support alternating Canadian and Russian source areas.  In the case of interglacial 
sediments associated with 12 multi-cores (MT) and 12 trigger cores (TC) that were collected 
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adjacent to HOTRAX core 12JPC, these sediments are characterized by higher Pb isotopic ratios 
and lower Nd isotopic ratios that suggest an increasing importance of the Mackenzie River 
source area during warmer periods (Fagel et al., 2011).  During glacial stages sediments with 
lower Pb ratios suggest an increase in the importance of the Lena River source area (Fagel et al., 
2011).  However, care should be taken with these interpretations as isotopic data was not 
available for all potential source areas. In addition, variations associated with a sediments 
geochemistry can also be related to the impact of glacial verses interglacial/interstadial ice berg 
pulses which can muddle the influence or signature of various sediment source areas.  
Variations in the combination of Russian and Canadian source areas were also identified 
in the chemical signature of select Fe grains (Darby and Bischof, 2004).  In this case, the location 
of the core P1-92-AR-P1 suggested changes in the phase of the Arctic Oscillation as a potential 
factor associated with a submillenial (~50-150 years) cyclic influx of Russian grains in the core 
sediment.  However, the isopach maps suggest the period of dominance of source areas can be 
much longer and suggests a single AO phase potentially dominates parts of or entire MISs.   
Whether or not the alternating chemistry of the bulk sediments can be tied to longer-term 
fluctuations in the AO remains to be determined. 
Overall the data collected during this and earlier studies suggest Canadian source areas 
dominated in the western Arctic during glacial periods and a mixture of Canadian and Russian 
source areas contributed sediment during interglacial periods (at least in the western Arctic).  
These climatic dependent source areas are consistent with the results of past studies (Bischof, 
2000; Bischof et al., 1996; 1997; Darby and Bischof, 2004), which were based on a variety of 
sedimentological proxies including iron oxide and IRD provenance data.  However, additional 
studies on the provenance of the sediments in a wider distribution of cores are needed to better 
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define the drift patterns of the sediment laden ice across both the western and eastern Arctic.  
Although the exact source areas for the glacial and interglacial sediments cannot be defined at 
this point, differences in the chemistry of these sediments appear to be definable with elevated 
Mn and Sr occurring during interglacial stages and elevated Rb, Ti, Fe and Zr during glacial 





3.0 PART 2 - PALEOCEANOGRAPHY OF MIS-16  
WESTERN ARCTIC OCEAN 
INTRODUCTION 
Arctic sediments are generally fine-grained silts and clays with minor amounts of sand 
(i.e., IRD <20%).  Within the western Arctic the coarsest IRD (>250 μm) are often dominated by 
quartz, carbonate materials and fragments of multi-colored crystalline rocks such as gneisses 
(Bischof and Darby, 1997).  Clastic sedimentary rocks and cherts are usually a minor 
component.  In the eastern Arctic, the IRD also have multiple source areas, but these are 
different from those of the western Arctic and commonly include sediments with elevated levels 
of mafic igneous and sedimentary rock fragments such as sandstones, shale and coal (Stein and 
Korolev, 1994; Bischof, 2000; Viscosi-Shirley et al., 2003).  The differences in the suites of 
these IRD minerals strongly indicate IRD provenance information exists within the sediments 
and evaluation of these mineralogical distributions can be used to identify dominant source areas 
(Bischof et al., 1996).   
Analyses of IRD within SLU correlated strata (Clark et al., 1980) have been used to 
identify the distribution patterns of Arctic sediments from sources to depositional areas (Bischof 
et al., 1996; Bischof and Darby 1997; Bischof, 2000).  Although these patterns may be impacted 
by SLUs deposited over longer periods of time and are not completely correlatable to MIS ages.  
These patterns strongly indicate a linkage exists between these sediments, the ice drift pathways 
and the factors impacting upon these drift patterns during the lithostratigraphic periods studied.  
Furthermore, these methods have also helped identify the paleoceanographic changes that have 
occurred in the western Arctic surface circulation patterns that suggest changes in these patterns 
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occurred in the past than those existing in the Modern western Arctic (Bischof and Darby, 1997; 
Darby and Bischof, 2004).  
Although provenance studies based on IRD or mineralogy analyses (i.e. >250 μm lithic 
grains or clay mineralogy) have great utility, these types of analyses alone cannot always define 
specific source areas.  Other provenance techniques, such as the geochemical fingerprinting of 
detrital iron oxide minerals (hereafter Fe grains) have greater utility and have been used to 
determine more precise sources (Darby and Bischof, 1996; Darby, 2003).  For example, the 
geochemistry of Fe grains can be used to identify primary and secondary source areas of 
sediments as well as the co-mingling of multiple unique Canadian and Russian source areas in a 
single deposit, something these other analysis cannot do.  However, analysis of Fe grains on the 
same cores analyzed during this study here have only partially been completed for two of the 
cores (09JPC and 22JPC; Darby, unpublished data). 
Although not as definitive as provenance studies based on Fe grains, suites of different 
minerals still appear to provide a relatively quick means to identify different geographically large 
source areas and provide information as to the transport processes that acted upon the sediments.  
For example, IRD sources in the western Arctic appear to be mostly from the carbonate-rich 
North American sources with variable, but generally less input from Russian sources (Bischof 
and Darby, 1997; Darby and Bischof, 2004).  The importance of Russian and European source 
areas appears to be higher in the eastern Arctic Ocean and to dominate in the Fram Strait area 
(Phillips and Grantz, 2001; Darby et al., 2001; Darby and Bischof, 2004; Bischof, 2000).  These 
observations have also been confirmed by the results of Fe grain geochemical matches to source 
areas (Darby and Bischof, 1996; Darby et al., 2001; Darby, 2003; Darby and Zimmerman, 2008).   
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 Earlier studies using both Fe grains and IRD analyses have been conducted on sediments 
in the western Arctic (Darby and Bischof, 2004).  The result of these studies suggest variations in 
geographically distant sources are likely cyclic and these cycles are potentially related to 
paleoclimatic changes such as millennial-scale cycles in the AO phase.  However, the scope of 
the Darby and Bischof (2004) study was limited as it was conducted on the sediment in a single 
core.  Nevertheless, the results of this study indicate a need to evaluate these relationships 
further, especially on older sediments deposited over a large geographic region. 
Purpose of Study 
Due to problems in defining the Arctic lithostratigraphy, the identification of 
paleoceanographic conditions has generally been limited to the interpretation of isolated cores.  
Such limitations did not allow the delineation of the regional and larger scale paleoceanographic 
conditions based on core to core correlations.  However, based on the results of Part 1 of this 
dissertation, stratigraphic correlations of the western Arctic are now possible based on the 
elemental trends of XRF data. Thus, the purpose of this part of the dissertation is to resolve 
paleoceanographic conditions as well as potential source areas associated with sediments 
deposited in a single chronostratigraphic unit located across the western Arctic using multiple 
core locations. 
For this study, the LUs selected for IRD analysis included MIS-16 (LU-17) and adjacent 
units (e.g. LUs 16 to 18).  As part of this evaluation, the petrographic and mineralogic 
composition of rock and mineral fragments in the >250 μm IRD were identified.  These data 
were then compared to the previously established lithic composition of circum-Arctic source 
areas to assess the relative contribution from these sources (Bischof et al., 1996; Bischof and 
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Darby, 1997; Bischof, 2000).  In addition, potential ice drift patterns from source areas to 
depositional areas were identified.   
SAMPLES AND METHODOLOGIES 
>250 µm IRD Lithic Grains 
A geographically disperse set of cores were selected to further evaluate potential 
paleoceanographic forces acting on the western Arctic before, during and after MIS-16.  For this 
study cores P39, 06JPC, 15TC and FL-530 were selected for IRD analyses.  The selection of 
MIS-16 sediments for analysis was based in part on its unique features associated with the first 
occurrence of elevated calcium across the western Arctic as well as having both a distinct 
reddish gray color and an elemental signature that changed well before and after the main influx 
of Ca occurred.  The interval of samples and sample depths selected for analysis were based in 
part on the results of the XRF analyses so that the lithologic intervals sampled were well 
constrained.   
During this study 107 sediment samples were collected and analyzed for their lithic 
counts.  Sediment samples were collected at different sample frequencies in the four cores based 
in part on the different thicknesses of the lithostratigraphic units present in each core.  Due to 
higher sedimentation rates occurring in P39 and 06JPC samples were collected every 4 cm 
versus cores with lower sedimentation rates, (i.e. 15TC and FL-530) where samples were 
potentially collected every centimeter.   
All sediment samples were size separated at Byrd Polar Research Center and 
approximately 1 cm
3
 samples were split at >63 µm and >250 µm intervals.  Only the >250 µm 
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fraction was prepared for petrographic analysis to evaluated its IRD content.  As part of this 
evaluation a representative sub-split of the >250 µm fraction was collected that was estimated to 
include approximately 400 grains.  These grains were placed on a counting tray located on a 
movable stage under a microscope at 40X to 90X magnification.  All of the grains on the 
counting tray were photographed using a Nikon D5000 camera.  
The mineralogy of 104 to 801 grains per sample interval were identified depending on  
available grain numbers, for an average of 449 grains counted per sample at an average sample 
frequency of 1 IRD sample every 2.95 cm of core depth.  IRD classification groupings included 
color, mineralogy and rock types.  Mineralogy includes carbonates, cherts, quartz, and various 
colored minerals.  Rock types included claystones, siltstones, sandstones, metamorphic and 
igneous rock types.  IRD data generated during this study are included in Appendix F. 
Various biological and precipitate components were also counted and included shells, 
calcareous and agglutinated foraminifera and weakly cemented grains that have the appearance 
of cemented warm borrows.  These grains are assumed to be diagenetic precipitates.  In general, 
the influences of the biological and diagenetically precipitated grains are minor and the grain 
count data are not modified by their removal.  However, in the case of 06JPC the impacts of 
these diagenetic grains are significant in the units deposited immediately before and after LU-17.   
Because of this, the grain count data from 06JPC was evaluated both for corrected (i.e. 
elimination of the precipitate grains) and uncorrected (inclusion of precipitate grains). 
Pre-Existing Data  
Lithologic data from pre-existing sources were used during this study.  This included IRD 
size data (L. Polyak, personal communication).  Magnetic susceptibility and density data 
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generated during the HOTRAX cruise (D. Darby, personal communication).  Data generated by 
others on P39 included lithologic descriptions and sediment density (L. Polyak, personal 
communication). 
The T-3 core data was generated at the University of Wisconsin-Madison during the 
1960s to 1980s and archived at the Byrd Polar Research Center and the U.S. Polar Rock 
Repository, both at The Ohio State University.  T-3 data used in this study primarily include 
older lithologic descriptive information and unit thicknesses using the criteria in Clark et al. 
(1980).   
High resolution photographs of the cores at Ohio State University were generated prior to 
the XRF analyses by L. Polyak and others for 06JPC and 15TC.  Multiple photographs were 
made of each core section and then combined using Photoshop (v. CS5.1).  Lower resolution 
photographs of P39 were obtained from the USGS.  Due to desiccation and long exposure to air 
since its collection, high resolution photographs of FL-530 provided little additional information 
beyond that present in its lithologic log and were not used.  
LITHOSTRATIGRAPHY OF CORES 
Unit-17 (MIS-16) has elevated Ca levels, an increase in bulk density and significant 
reductions in Sr, Rb, and other elements during this unit compared to units younger and older 
(Table 15 and 16, Figure 13 and 15).  Although Ca concentrations in LU-17 are higher than the 
adjacent LUs, the levels are significantly lower than those associated with LUs 8 and 12 (i.e., 
PW-2 and PW-1, respectively).  Furthermore, the differences in the XRF based chemistry of 
these three units are supported by the MANOVA analysis conducted in Part 1 that indicates these 
intervals are significantly different based on the seven elements analyzed.  Although differences 
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in the geochemistry are in part related to provenance issues, these differences can also be 
affected by the glacial verses interglacial/interstadial settings where iceberg discharges can 
strongly the influence the geochemistry of the applicable sediments associated with these events.    
Nevertheless, the Sr levels in LU-17 are lower than the adjacent LUs, and start to 
decrease in LU-18 well before other elements (Figures 30 to 33).  This pronounced decrease in 
Sr concentrations prior to the decreases in the other elements was used as a key geochemical 
attribute to define LU-18.  Sr concentrations remain low well after most other elements begin to 
increase, just after the Ca peak in LU-17 near the boundary of LU-16/17.  Sr increases 
throughout most of LU-16 and into LU-15.  These post LU-17 trends in Sr were also used as a 
key geochemical attribute to identify LU-16.   
The initiation of the decrease in Sr levels as well as the prolonged increase in this element 
during the post LU-17 period is different from most other elemental fluctuations in the western 
Arctic.  Most elemental fluctuations occur completely within a LU and their changes from high 
to low concentrations and back again do not transcend multiple adjacent LUs even after a major 
influx of Ca.  Thus the environmental conditions associated with the LU-17 geochemistry were 
not limited to this unit, but continued well before and after the influx of the Ca.  The XRF 
analyses of cores within the western Arctic suggest identical conditions in the four cores studied 
for IRD analysis.  Thus, the changing Sr concentrations occurring before and after LU-17 
occurred regionally.  To determine if these chemical changes are also reflected in the lithic IRD 




Figure 30.  XRF Data with LUs identified for P39. SD scale: -4 to 4, x axis scale: 320 to 410 
cm 
 




Figure 32.  XRF Data with LUs identified for 15TC. SD scale: -3 to 4, x axis scale: 134 to 
155 cm 
 
Figure 33.  XRF Data with LUs identified for FL-530. SD scale: -3 to 3, x axis scale: 155 to 




Precise age data (i.e. intra MIS dates associated with MIS-15 to MIS-17) does not exist 
for the sediment analyzed before, during, and/or after LU-17.  Nevertheless, based on the age 
model developed in Part 1 above, LU-17 is assumed to have been deposed during MIS-16.  The 
units deposited immediately before and after LU-17 are assumed to have been deposited during 
MIS-15 and MIS-17, respectively.  However, it should be noted that the timing of deposition of 
the samples for these three units may not be completely syndepositional in each of the four cores 
evaluated and the sediments can only be assumed to have been deposited sometime during the 
applicable time periods.  As such, trends identified in the lithostratigraphic data are averages of 
the general paleoceanographic conditions that existed during longer periods of time (i.e. LU-16 
to LU-18 for MIS-15 to MIS-17).   
WESTERN ARCTIC IRD SIZE DATA LUs 16 to 18 
As indicated before, the sample frequency used on each core varied.  The number and 
frequency of samples selected for IRD analyses were identified before completion of the 
lithostratigraphic correlations in Part 1 of this dissertation and were based on preliminary XRF 
data and the apparent visually distinct features of LU-17 (i.e. sand rich red-gray colored 
sediment).  However, based on the IRD results, not all the post-deglacial sediments were 
sampled in 15TC and samples associated with the very end of the deglacial event were not 
collected.  Nevertheless the failure to collect these few samples in one core is not anticipated to 
be a significant issue for this study.  
The maximum weight percent for the >63 µm and >250 µm fractions are similar between 
LU-16 to LU-18 and suggests that changes in the size distribution are approximately the same 
across a large portion of the western Arctic during these time periods.  The maximum >63 µm 
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and >250 µm weight percentages are around 35% and 15%, respectively.  This is approximately 
twice the >250 µm weight percentage observed in SLU-F (MIS-16) in FL-561 located nearer the 
Canadian shelf (Bischof et al., 1996).   Nevertheless, these data overall suggest large 
concentrations of sediment laden ice existed and were migrating across the western Arctic 
toward the Lomonosov Ridge during these intervals.    
Individual trends within the weight percentage data exist in the four cores analyzed.  In 
the case of P39, lower levels of >63 µm and >250 µm occur in LU-18 and then a significant 
increase in the >63 µm occurred at the beginning of LU-17.  After the initial sediment size 
increase, the weight percent of this size fraction decreased throughout LUs 17 and 16 to a low in 
the IRD sediment size distribution near the LU-15/16 boundary.  A similar trend is observed in 
06JPC where the same significant increase in IRD occurred near the LU-17/18 boundary and 
then decreased toward the boundary between LU-15 and LU-16.  As in P39, the IRD size 
distribution around the LU-15/16 boundary is comparable to the levels observed during LU-18.  
However, in the case of P39, the IRD weight percent observed in LU-18 and at the end of LU-16 
are approximately 15% and 5% for the >63 µm and >250 µm size fractions, respectively.  The 
pre-LU-17 and post-LU-17 weight percentages were considerable lower at approximately 5% 




Figure 34.  P39 Weights % >63 µm and >250 µm Split Fractions  
 
 




Figure 36.  15TC Weights % >63 µm and >250 µm Split Fractions  
 
Figure 37.  FL-530 Weights % >63 µm and >250 µm Split Fractions  
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For trigger core 15TC, the sharp increase in the >63 µm and >250 µm size 
fractions occurs at the boundary between LU-17 and LU-18 and decreased thereafter 
from levels of approximately 35% to 10% for the >63 µm and >250 µm size fractions, 
respectively.  The concentrations of the coarser grained sediments continued to decrease 
in LU-17 so that by LU-16 these levels were 5% and >1% for the >63 µm and >250 µm 
size fractions.  However, the decrease in the sediment size levels to those observed prior 
to the deglacial event (i.e. those sediments in LU-18) largely occurred by the LU-16/17 
boundary. As with P39 and 06JPC, the decrease in sediment size data in 15TC was 
asymmetric with finer-grained sediments occurring up-section (i.e. LU-16). 
The sediment distribution data for FL-530 is different from the other three cores.  
In this core the same sharp increase in the >63 µm and >250 µm size fractions occurred 
at the boundary shared between LU-17/18.  As with the other cores, the >63 µm and 
>250 µm size fractions increased from levels as low as 5% and 2% in LU-18 to levels up 
to 35% and >10%, respectively in LU-17.  However, the change in size toward finer-
grained sediment did not occur until well within LU-15.  In addition, the weight 
percentages throughout LU-16 and LU-17 remained elevated until they decreased well 
after the LU-15/16 boundary. 
Overall the variations observed with the weight percent data in and around LU-17 
suggest an initial influx of coarse-grained sediment occurred at the boundary separating 
LU-17 and 18.  This increase in coarse-grained sediment continued throughout LU-17 
and potentially into parts of LU-16 and LU-15.  The reason for the different depositional 
conditions observed in the four cores cannot be discerned from the weight percent data 
alone, but is likely related to, 1) variations in the ice melt-out rate and the ice sediment 
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concentration as well as velocity of sediment-laden ice migrating over the different core 
locations, 2) localized winnowing/depositional and 3) bioturbation occurring in LUs 16 
and 15.  In addition, FL-530 is located near the western Arctic outfall zone between the 
Lomonosov Ridge and Ellesmere Island.  As such, the elevated IRD levels present in FL-
530 might, in part, be associated with the differences in the glacial and interglacial 
migration routes of ice out of the western Arctic as suggested by the isopach maps.  
WESTERN ARCTIC IRD MINEROLOGY  
The trends observed within the XRF elemental data and in the weight percent 
variations of the >63 µm and >250 µm fractions are not necessarily observed within the 
IRD mineralogy data (Figures 38 to 41).  The primary reasons for the differences 
between the XRF elemental data appears to be related to both texture (percentage of clay 
and silt) and to a lesser extent, the coarse IRD.  Although increases in Ca concentration 
are likely to coincide during increasing numbers of detrital carbonate grains, this increase 
can also be influenced by higher concentrations of finer-grained carbonates in the core 
sediments (Darby et al., 1989; Nørgaard-Pederson et al., 2007). 
The IRD data from LU-18 to post LU-16 indicates the dominate IRD are quartz 
and colored minerals.  However, no definitive quartz trends were observed in the four 
cores in the LUs where lithics were counted.  This lack of a quartz trend across LU-16 to 
LU-18 is contrary to the results identified in core FL-561 by Bischof et al. (1996).  In that 
study, quartz and carbonate levels were noted to be out of phase with each other, a trend 
not easily identified in the four cores of this study. 
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The most dominant difference between LU-17 and the other LUs for the four 
cores evaluated was the elevated levels of carbonate grains in this unit.  In general, 
carbonate grains increase just before the LU-17/18 boundary and then decreases in LU-17 
to a lower concentration at the LU-16/17 boundary.  However, different trends in the 
carbonate grains occur in LU-17.  In P39 and FL-530, the trend continues to increase 
toward the middle of the unit whereas in 06JPC and 15TC the carbonate levels decrease 
up-section.  Unlike the other three cores, elevated levels of carbonate grains in 06JPC 
exist throughout LU-16 and into LU-15.  In this case, the reason may be due to elevated 
bioturbation in these LUs, a fact supported by the HOTRAX 06JPC log that indicated the 
LU-15/16 boundary is bioturbated, while this boundary in the other three cores are noted 
in their various logs to be sharp with limited bioturbation.  Increasing levels of chert are 
also noted to occur within LU-17 somewhat in phase with the increase in carbonate 
grains.  Whether or not this indicates a similar regional provenance for the cherts and 
carbonates lithics requires further investigation.   
The other major trend in the lithic counts across the intervals LU-16 to LU-18 is 
the decrease in the sum of the claystones, siltstones and sandstones (CS-SS) during the 
increase in carbonate grains.  In all four cores the concentration of CS-SS grains decrease 
in LU-18 coincident with the increase in the carbonate grains.  However, the number of 
CS-SS grains does not increase after the decrease in carbonate grains in all the cores at 
the same time.  In both P39 and 15TC the concentration of CS-SS grains appears to 
increase in LU-16, but not in 06JPC and FL-530. Given this, several different source 
areas of the CS-SS grains may have existed, each actively supplying IRD during the 
applicable periods of time.  This hypothesis is also supported by the sediment thickness 
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patterns present in the isopach maps.  In this case the location of the four cores during 
Unit F/MIS-16 suggest potentially different sediment source areas, where P39 and 15TC 
are closer to Canadian sources (supplied with sediments via the BG gyre) and 06JPC and 
FL-530 are located in areas potentially influenced more by both Canadian and Russian 
source areas (areas supplied with sediments by both BG and TPD circulation systems). 





Figure 39.  Changes in Main IRD Data Types for 06JPC 
  










Overall, in phase and out of phase relationships appear to be present in the IRD 
data from the four cores studied in the intervals between LU-18 and at least LU-16 that 
suggest trends in the IRD data exist.  In the case of chert grain percentages versus 
carbonate grain percentages (Figure 42) an increase in one parameter appears to indicate 
an increase in the other, except for low values of carbonate below 10%.  This suggests the 
two IRDs may have regionally similar source areas during LU-17 that were active at the 
same time and were likely deposited by ice-rafting in the same circulation system. 
A linear relationship also exists for CS-SS grain percentages versus quartz + 
colored mineral grain percentages, except for low values of CS-SS below 3% (Figure 43).  
Here an increase in CS-SS percentages results in a decrease in quartz + colored mineral 
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grain percentages.  Assuming that the parent or source rock of the quartz grains is in part 
sandstone, an increase in quartz grain could result in a decrease in the sandstone 
component of the CS-SS classification group due to closure if the more fragile CS-SS 
grains are degraded during IRD sample preparation or via changes in the grain 
percentages during initial transport/deposition along the coastlines prior to ice 
entrainment. 




Figure 43.  LU-17 Claystone/Siltstone/Sandstone% versus Quartz and Colored Min.  
 




Figure 45.  LU-17 Chert % versus Claystone/Siltstone/Sandstone % 
 
No relationships exist with carbonate grain percentages versus CS-SS grain 
percentages as well as chert grain percentages versus CS-SS grain percentages (Figures 
44 and 45).  The likely reason for this is the low number of CS-SS grains associated with 
LU-17.  During this LU, quartz, chert, and carbonate grains are the dominant 
classification groups and CS-SS grains in many samples were very low to absent.  
Although a similarity in the lithic count data appears to occur in each of the four cores, 
differences in the percentages of the four dominant parameters: carbonate grains, chert 
grains, CS-SS grains and quartz and colored mineral grains, is apparent (Figures 38 to 
41).   
The differences in the lithic count data are likely in part to be impacted by the 
circulation system present during their transport and deposition, source areas as well as 
the glacial/interglacial background conditions.  The circulation patterns in the central 
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Arctic were noted by Bischoff and Darby 1997 to be different from the BG at least into 
MIS-7 based on the IRD data they evaluated.  Using the IRD data analyzed in this study 
provides another opportunity to further evaluate the potential circulation system present 
in the western Arctic at least during MIS-16.  
The statistical tests used in this case center on evaluating the IRD populations 
associated with the LU-17 deglaciation event in the four cores analyzed.  Further, if the 
samples in the four cores are found to be statistically the same, then either a circulation 
system existed that was capable of mixing different sediment sources (e.g., similar to the 
Modern BG) or all of the sediments shared a common provenance regardless of the 
circulation system in existence during MIS-16.  However, in the event where the IRD 
populations are not the same in LU-17 for the four core locations, the circulation system 
did not mix different sources together, and multiple source areas must have existed that 
suggests a circulation system similar to that identified by Bischof and Darby (1997) also 
existed during LU-17.  
To evaluate these possible conditions MANOVAs was performed to test the 
similarity or differences of IRD data associated with MIS-16 (LU-17) from four cores 
P39, 06JPC, 15TC and FL-530.  Carbonate grains, chert grains, sum of claystone, 
siltstone and sandstone grains, and the sum of quartz and mineral grains were evaluated 
(Appendix G).  Biological and precipitate grains were not included in the MANOVA. 
The normality of the data was evaluated prior to conducting the MANOVAs using 
the Shapiro-Wilk test run on SPSS v.20.  The result of these analyses indicated that 
almost all of the data had significant non-normal distributions even after various data 
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transformations were employed.  Due to the non-normal distribution of the IRD data, a 
series of randomized permutation (non-parametric) MANOVAs were conducted. 
The following hypotheses were tested:  
Null hypothesis (H0): that the mean vectors of the IRD concentrations in the 
intervals evaluated for the four cores are equal  
 
Versus the alternative hypothesis (H1): that the mean vectors of the IRD 
concentrations in the intervals evaluated for the four cores are not equal 
Significance in the permutation tests was determined by comparing the analysis of 
each of the units against 10,000 random permutations of the data for each model run 
independently (T. Tarpey, personnel communication).  Four different statistics were used 
to determine the significance of the analysis; Wilk’s Lambda, Lawley-Hotelling Trace, 
Pillai’s Trace and Roy’s Largest Root.  The results of the permutational MANOVA 
indicates a significant rejection of the null hypothesis (P<0.0001) for each of the four test 
statistics.  Thus, the IRD data from LU-17 from four cores P39, 06JPC, 15TC and FL-
530 are significantly different and supports the paleoceanographic circulation system 




4.0  CONCLUSIONS 
Fifteen cores were analyzed by XRF methods to determine whether the 
geochemistry is different for various lithostratigraphic units.  In general, glacial and 
interglacial events have distinctly different chemistry based on the seven primary 
elements analyzed.  During glacial events, these strata have elevated Ti, Fe, Rb, and Zr 
concentrations, but lower Sr and Mn levels.  The opposite is true of the brown interglacial 
or interstadial layers, where Ti, Fe, Rb, and Zr have lower concentrations and higher 
levels of Mn and Sr.  Eighteen chemically unique LUs were identified in the western 
Arctic that existed between MIS-1 to MIS-16/17.  Statistically significant differences 
exist in selected marker beds and indicated the visually distinct strata associated with 
PW-2, PW-1, and Unit F are geochemically unique.  This suggests that different 
Canadian source areas were involved for each of these units, and/or variations in the 
geochemistry are related to differences associated with the elemental signature of glacial 
and interglacial settings.  
The results of the isopach maps indicate that two general depositional patterns 
likely existed during the late Quaternary.  The first pattern is defined as a glacial 
depositional pattern based on sediment thicknesses present in Clark’s SLUs F, H, J and L.  
This pattern has the thickest deposits located on parts of the Northwind and Alpha Ridges 
as well as within the Makarov Basin.  The second pattern is associated with interglacial 
deposits and is based on sediment thicknesses present in Clark’s SLUs G, I and K.  The 
interglacial pattern is characterized by much thinner deposits especially those in parts of 
the western Arctic region.  Based on the isopach sediment patterns, the potential source 
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areas of the sediments deposited during the glacial and interglacial periods are also 
slightly different.  During glacial stages, a Canadian source area is suggested.  During 
interglacial stages a Canadian source area exists for deposits in the Canadian Basin, and a 
potential mixture of Canadian and Russian source areas for sediments located along the 
path of the TPD from the Mendeleev to Lomonosov Ridges. 
Stratigraphic correlations were made across the Arctic based on the XRF data.  
These correlations indicate the western and eastern Arctic, were not directly correlatable 
and support the isopach maps results that suggest the migration of sediment laden ice 
migrated north of Ellesmere Island (since at least MIS-16) on its way to Fram Strait.  In 
addition much lower Ca levels were noted in strata from the Lomonosov Ridge than in 
the eastern and western Arctic sediments from MIS-1 to MIS-6/7.  This further supports a 
different source area(s) for eastern and western Arctic sediments.  However, elevated Ca 
occurred during MIS-5 that suggest some ice from the western Arctic could periodically 
drift further north and melt out in the eastern Arctic, especially during large deglacial 
events.   
IRD analysis of the strata associated with the first occurrence of elevated Ca 
indicates a Canadian source of the carbonate grains.  However, statistical analysis of 
these grains in four cores supports a modified BG circulation system, similar to that 
identified by (Bischof and Darby, 1997) where the sediment grains located across the 
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P39, 06JPC, 09JPC, 10JPC, 
11JPC, 12JPC, 13JPC, 14JPC, 
15TC, 17JPC, 20JPC, 22JPC, 
FL-224, FL-421 and FL-530 
 
Elemental Concentrations in ppm 




Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
06JPC 4 12916 7317 2796 829 31500 304 72 21 79 86 96 512 12
06JPC 8 12594 18964 2925 2156 29656 300 69 15 72 122 106 678 20
06JPC 10 10675 33266 2168 3267 22967 244 58 17 58 159 108 630 16
06JPC 12 12733 5823 3034 819 31576 331 67 23 84 104 123 622 12
06JPC 15 13750 4078 2956 1002 34666 476 77 23 82 85 99 832 15
06JPC 20 10955 39571 2177 1605 23360 165 48 20 50 141 80 481 4
06JPC 22 12277 68444 1826 1282 21051 227 39 18 51 122 84 443 11
06JPC 24 11035 89586 1359 692 14408 64 31 12 39 115 74 212 9
06JPC 26 12685 56384 1632 771 18628 222 30 10 55 86 90 320 13
06JPC 28 10271 23433 2173 1244 23308 287 53 20 70 133 117 456 10
06JPC 32 12136 24249 2704 1957 28023 356 65 16 66 162 97 637 17
06JPC 36 8685 17414 2419 1424 25222 305 60 21 66 160 102 409 13
06JPC 40 13306 5098 3323 608 31440 359 60 25 72 119 125 759 17
06JPC 44 13471 3109 3028 525 33824 459 85 17 88 88 101 736 13
06JPC 48 15005 4329 3015 699 34351 411 66 17 83 88 95 836 15
06JPC 52 14822 3015 3063 740 34876 457 79 16 85 85 94 685 19
06JPC 56 15766 3135 3214 470 34642 384 80 19 89 94 107 652 11
06JPC 59 13046 4502 3164 1115 33285 315 78 32 79 94 115 662 10
06JPC 60 14343 3970 3260 701 33579 382 57 25 78 101 115 745 19
06JPC 64 13503 13725 3422 1202 29529 192 67 15 68 128 122 590 17
06JPC 66 14765 55446 2393 1350 25506 333 58 18 59 154 98 574 14
06JPC 68 14708 39601 2885 1036 27039 216 64 18 64 123 94 506 12
06JPC 72 15024 38133 2569 1224 24942 248 56 21 57 114 115 569 4
06JPC 76 15946 48205 2774 2088 28883 352 72 17 68 141 96 575 19
06JPC 80 14617 34104 2553 1646 29603 313 74 25 74 125 89 523 14
06JPC 84 16173 20230 3065 1423 32752 360 86 21 80 105 93 660 12
06JPC 88 16439 75305 1996 1119 20887 226 44 21 53 109 88 404 9





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
06JPC 96 15654 13856 3475 1462 33660 472 62 21 76 108 108 723 12
06JPC 99 15148 37390 3317 2717 28437 295 57 16 66 154 112 612 15
06JPC 104 12784 108371 1650 2316 18509 71 32 17 47 140 73 382 12
06JPC 108 15422 62492 2289 738 19978 71 39 15 44 96 91 497 10
06JPC 112 17442 19392 3251 927 31739 295 72 19 77 91 109 765 19
06JPC 116 17847 44600 2506 627 22580 73 49 14 49 78 93 500 10
06JPC 120 18812 19846 3341 747 31339 320 61 20 82 105 130 682 13
06JPC 126 17219 85551 2299 984 21725 288 46 10 59 117 95 526 12
06JPC 130 19134 16550 3035 1307 30993 337 57 19 76 96 108 782 14
06JPC 132 18079 21801 3115 1073 29092 342 55 17 72 100 108 624 13
06JPC 136 14840 7365 3714 1424 34121 431 67 22 76 98 118 788 16
06JPC 140 15626 10077 3541 1559 33335 346 74 23 70 113 114 797 13
06JPC 142 15285 10194 3697 1281 32808 387 72 21 71 105 116 879 4
06JPC 144 16487 12290 3349 1344 32003 94 75 25 74 98 116 682 15
06JPC 148 17717 10067 3613 923 34157 454 65 18 79 96 113 696 14
06JPC 152 17836 3780 3071 684 35704 204 75 21 77 88 110 823 12
06JPC 155 15609 12958 3270 1930 31454 284 65 22 70 92 115 766 15
06JPC 156 16197 12837 3333 2168 32095 356 61 20 70 103 114 657 12
06JPC 157 16773 18410 3366 2018 31039 289 71 24 75 96 136 672 9
06JPC 160 15288 31690 2588 1397 26550 213 62 18 61 90 95 646 12
06JPC 164 16332 3820 3214 727 35494 503 68 19 86 88 102 861 13
06JPC 168 15488 3029 3316 602 35060 508 87 13 89 91 104 714 18
06JPC 172 15228 4531 3401 1065 33696 350 69 19 80 92 112 571 16
06JPC 174 15530 9957 3574 1971 34615 273 74 23 67 115 115 780 14
06JPC 176 16670 12137 3560 1846 33090 323 53 18 75 107 114 773 18
06JPC 180 14117 11653 3100 1570 31190 400 51 14 72 125 104 610 18
06JPC 182 15193 9592 3376 1434 33641 277 66 18 75 109 104 590 12





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
06JPC 188 13100 3240 3261 734 34424 516 68 18 85 88 105 576 11
06JPC 190 12164 14555 2968 2271 30159 278 67 21 67 128 105 759 10
06JPC 192.5 14290 16698 3328 2119 29873 271 60 18 65 125 112 664 11
06JPC 196 13493 14971 3085 2356 28547 274 49 17 64 127 108 684 13
06JPC 200 16065 8557 3342 1422 34727 328 78 19 77 108 108 823 14
06JPC 204 16112 4101 3317 588 34999 243 71 19 87 97 107 710 15
06JPC 208 16291 2703 3379 387 35816 397 76 13 85 89 110 716 14
06JPC 212 16248 2950 3252 496 36061 465 71 15 84 93 106 847 17
06JPC 216 15111 2826 3249 1743 35668 386 72 21 84 90 105 751 16
06JPC 220 15951 5585 3477 1799 35646 377 71 22 79 101 110 828 16
06JPC 224 15163 6619 3496 1523 33883 339 70 20 80 99 112 692 14
06JPC 228 13243 14887 3005 1231 28909 236 73 23 65 80 125 602 10
06JPC 232 15560 10176 3432 955 33052 313 64 19 71 78 113 670 12
06JPC 234 15733 24494 3053 379 27445 227 48 26 57 74 122 593 9
06JPC 236 15242 8983 3312 742 32411 278 66 21 80 76 108 632 11
06JPC 240 16101 11947 3235 424 31869 317 66 21 75 66 114 668 9
06JPC 244 14902 14975 2996 1587 30300 285 65 21 73 77 116 557 14
06JPC 246 13176 13916 3150 473 28326 278 49 29 60 73 125 528 11
06JPC 247 13170 15432 2712 2060 26466 239 46 20 57 74 125 654 12
06JPC 248 12960 16232 2773 887 26690 352 52 23 61 74 119 734 12
06JPC 248.5 13739 19653 2700 1157 26408 205 40 20 56 74 120 757 10
06JPC 249 12670 17578 2573 1046 25599 219 49 22 57 70 118 767 14
06JPC 249.5 13699 21928 2917 733 26100 180 53 21 58 70 115 553 12
06JPC 250.5 13899 26932 2807 666 24466 223 54 22 51 72 114 575 14
06JPC 251 13882 25511 2738 745 24074 77 56 19 55 67 120 641 10
06JPC 252 13646 25023 2615 418 22207 74 46 19 47 66 116 579 9
06JPC 253 12355 22366 2617 480 22918 207 54 24 56 66 116 513 4





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
06JPC 255 12914 13026 2609 818 18873 66 40 14 48 64 108 566 11
06JPC 256 15536 8611 3103 421 30803 282 65 22 71 71 109 792 11
06JPC 260 15772 5141 3279 527 33515 340 69 23 83 89 116 738 17
06JPC 264 16203 5996 3384 553 34045 432 65 22 84 93 122 729 11
06JPC 268 16762 5478 3672 809 34878 542 73 20 86 97 126 716 22
06JPC 280 16694 7451 3656 1260 33908 345 76 17 85 96 115 772 20
06JPC 284 16440 7331 3575 928 32573 357 69 20 75 94 126 758 16
06JPC 288 17696 4887 3699 657 34943 436 65 13 83 94 127 802 19
06JPC 292 16595 3329 3650 687 34863 361 66 19 84 93 119 709 9
06JPC 293 14652 2945 3351 914 34182 454 71 23 86 109 131 842 12
06JPC 298 12759 2975 3299 1390 34372 287 75 24 84 106 117 816 15
06JPC 300 15219 3209 3784 2125 36262 355 76 21 81 102 110 623 12
09JPC 2 13524 12819 2376 3890 28709 228 57 17 59 116 66 314 15
09JPC 4 11602 11947 1899 2829 24936 202 55 19 59 105 65 286 15
09JPC 6 12808 12840 2233 2596 28512 236 62 14 66 112 88 351 22
09JPC 8 12658 7444 2591 1120 29457 358 82 21 73 89 87 322 14
09JPC 10 10998 4860 2337 668 27286 317 84 19 76 77 92 300 14
09JPC 12 13427 8268 2881 975 30433 417 82 19 72 84 84 412 18
09JPC 14 12114 6400 2627 659 29534 380 68 25 75 75 81 356 14
09JPC 16 12724 3552 2528 917 32562 387 74 21 83 70 80 341 17
09JPC 18 13579 1722 2482 1173 33130 414 81 19 79 69 81 362 13
09JPC 20 13980 2471 2492 1253 33101 368 68 16 78 67 72 366 19
09JPC 22 13119 4810 2427 1740 32200 456 79 21 74 73 71 345 16
09JPC 25 4140 2584 833 1380 16797 242 52 16 60 75 72 136 19
09JPC 28 8586 9721 1800 1452 24388 324 56 20 60 89 85 265 12
09JPC 32 10049 5353 2616 727 28971 387 70 21 73 96 108 372 18
09JPC 34 6852 11104 1504 1422 22052 307 51 14 64 95 85 230 20





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
09JPC 38 7695 15562 1381 2227 20948 268 46 15 57 98 78 183 14
09JPC 39.1 14552 26955 2309 2955 27274 193 46 22 53 94 68 314 11
09JPC 41 12971 19329 2472 3621 28995 220 52 13 56 106 70 329 16
09JPC 42 7887 9813 1509 3647 23969 318 54 14 57 108 63 265 16
09JPC 44 6611 7515 1541 5229 23963 156 53 19 54 113 59 250 12
09JPC 48 7111 8742 1398 5480 23272 146 49 15 51 112 52 216 13
09JPC 52 4088 2958 991 3866 19609 242 47 15 51 93 55 188 10
09JPC 54 7590 6294 1573 4732 24121 182 47 13 49 93 56 221 14
09JPC 56 7830 3057 1576 2100 23254 353 55 19 58 93 72 276 13
09JPC 58 9813 2829 2586 1187 26507 308 48 23 62 111 106 312 13
09JPC 60.1 6898 2614 1819 361 21046 267 42 28 60 135 130 261 14
09JPC 64 12608 1634 2398 1279 32810 398 72 17 75 73 77 332 16
09JPC 68 12843 1500 2521 747 32170 292 56 15 77 63 71 306 14
09JPC 72 13859 2295 2486 682 33566 367 69 19 75 66 76 346 11
09JPC 76 7994 3958 1894 776 26025 322 62 20 67 105 87 196 14
09JPC 80 12828 5119 2626 1078 31139 455 68 18 69 79 81 310 16
09JPC 84 11211 3349 3123 532 25562 307 47 20 61 107 125 299 18
09JPC 88 12389 4514 2796 1545 31403 309 59 24 68 89 90 375 12
09JPC 92 10734 9197 2024 3093 29032 330 55 17 64 111 74 390 17
09JPC 96 7654 4280 1689 1577 25432 329 60 15 65 94 75 240 18
09JPC 98 9806 11016 2015 2784 26928 309 52 20 61 103 75 242 19
09JPC 100 12051 21774 2290 3543 27408 330 45 18 54 97 69 215 12
09JPC 101 13173 28671 2160 2836 27883 156 52 20 60 95 68 361 14
09JPC 102 14114 44493 1770 2358 24530 156 47 13 55 97 76 316 14
09JPC 103 9013 14770 1479 2519 21006 245 38 19 53 88 65 221 11
09JPC 104 11810 18908 1928 2504 24151 284 37 13 55 93 74 252 12
09JPC 105 14890 23615 2292 2559 29388 389 56 18 63 86 75 311 14





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
09JPC 107 15262 15629 2543 1900 29405 316 55 18 70 83 83 280 17
09JPC 108 13760 14322 2183 1814 29209 198 56 15 68 73 81 282 12
09JPC 110 13497 11157 2193 1342 29946 324 56 11 70 72 74 329 17
09JPC 112 14187 10050 2306 1300 29812 357 63 11 70 73 77 294 13
09JPC 116 14878 2825 2368 1005 33908 318 62 19 74 59 69 376 10
09JPC 120 9977 4060 2040 1702 27563 384 68 16 63 83 80 320 18
09JPC 122 13644 9329 2782 2541 31693 204 60 17 63 96 68 310 16
09JPC 127 14711 7937 2956 4416 34164 301 67 22 62 103 74 400 17
09JPC 129 12484 7263 2623 4126 31901 207 54 23 61 108 69 310 11
09JPC 131 13708 14707 2709 4555 32179 174 67 26 62 109 72 352 9
09JPC 135.1 10443 4734 2423 3068 29385 192 54 18 55 94 84 335 14
09JPC 139 13371 10529 2937 3848 31873 208 60 19 60 109 72 335 16
09JPC 143 14236 6142 3069 2260 32567 255 63 20 64 86 97 388 18
09JPC 147 14503 4115 3063 1881 33356 359 71 20 67 75 91 336 18
09JPC 151 17357 1698 3101 778 37885 358 76 23 82 68 81 398 7
09JPC 155 13905 3920 2762 1020 33963 304 72 17 79 73 78 310 14
09JPC 159.1 16326 3734 3092 1167 36779 372 72 20 73 74 86 393 14
09JPC 163 14015 6554 2911 4310 34184 354 72 19 69 101 74 336 20
09JPC 165.1 12145 7076 2463 5600 32265 286 62 26 64 104 71 366 9
09JPC 167 10494 7793 2173 6039 29215 208 61 21 55 120 63 225 16
09JPC 171 10301 12282 2074 6849 29092 225 51 20 52 114 57 331 13
09JPC 175 6751 6895 1702 4611 24902 171 44 20 54 101 61 212 9
09JPC 179 11810 8799 2380 4068 29905 247 56 19 58 92 64 275 10
09JPC 184.1 14490 7598 3038 1136 32201 334 66 20 73 85 91 326 11
09JPC 188 15512 6234 2964 1739 31002 324 55 18 69 108 104 363 14
09JPC 192 14494 5822 2647 2771 34590 373 70 20 75 74 86 366 16
09JPC 196 14958 6002 2805 3414 35707 367 69 27 68 75 70 369 13





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
09JPC 204 15012 3035 3136 1718 35175 330 65 26 74 86 100 419 15
09JPC 206 14596 2888 3117 2047 35120 411 70 31 72 80 87 399 15
09JPC 208 13151 3715 2705 2207 34061 409 62 25 72 76 87 364 17
09JPC 210 11206 11133 2753 1802 27093 168 54 20 57 109 103 284 13
09JPC 212 13484 16713 2420 2219 27957 254 57 16 59 107 82 362 16
09JPC 214 14417 27669 2584 2441 28843 261 54 20 60 120 78 339 13
09JPC 216 15375 45711 2159 2134 24472 144 39 15 55 116 81 237 17
09JPC 218 14430 54854 1815 1628 21338 282 39 15 55 107 81 231 16
09JPC 219 13346 52469 1640 1569 20381 225 44 13 47 96 68 242 17
09JPC 220 13714 66460 1517 1143 17459 134 30 8 42 81 64 174 10
09JPC 221 14300 90288 1159 725 13563 180 26 10 37 75 66 122 10
09JPC 222 13346 76181 1470 720 14294 107 30 6 40 78 76 113 16
09JPC 223 12667 65546 1292 680 14906 177 27 9 42 72 66 154 8
09JPC 224 13457 102714 1056 675 12439 98 35 5 25 78 36 126 10
09JPC 225 14984 59636 1654 1277 18858 210 43 8 44 85 60 201 14
09JPC 226 15961 31765 2301 2379 28889 307 55 20 65 107 75 323 14
09JPC 227 15400 20953 2540 2201 31316 259 57 26 67 107 75 323 10
09JPC 228 13480 16338 2363 1702 27982 357 41 13 65 101 78 314 18
09JPC 232 14212 9360 2837 2019 32042 323 67 18 69 85 86 294 14
09JPC 236 9057 9098 1739 1692 26244 359 52 21 62 73 68 236 9
09JPC 240.1 9928 7340 2241 2878 28789 350 60 20 64 106 79 288 14
09JPC 244 13812 10278 2591 3123 31248 416 53 20 60 104 88 365 10
09JPC 247.9 12628 10821 2712 3170 30962 335 50 24 66 110 78 277 11
09JPC 251.8 11971 8384 2331 2923 30111 207 67 17 62 113 90 332 16
09JPC 254 13235 6878 2601 1522 31991 403 63 20 73 97 96 325 16
09JPC 255.9 15149 4702 3023 1239 33851 387 71 19 72 95 101 396 15
09JPC 260 12062 4603 2869 625 30008 385 56 23 62 98 109 337 9





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
09JPC 268 11868 1496 2382 742 34099 422 68 23 81 66 75 369 12
09JPC 272 14841 2313 2671 911 35046 451 67 16 82 70 79 350 13
09JPC 276 15686 2676 2864 785 33647 336 68 22 76 75 82 337 12
09JPC 279 12134 2901 2797 580 28784 162 48 20 58 86 104 406 12
09JPC 284.2 16289 2872 3310 616 37036 313 67 14 79 79 87 428 17
09JPC 287.1 17130 3800 3254 620 36974 371 78 18 83 84 87 433 13
09JPC 291 16227 3490 3015 596 34812 202 66 19 81 80 89 421 16
09JPC 295 13535 3602 2561 1019 33825 270 72 16 80 77 95 380 14
09JPC 299 14969 2845 2675 1001 34242 289 70 21 81 75 82 402 15
09JPC 303 9696 3619 2702 2063 30658 329 56 25 71 87 96 332 14
09JPC 305 10966 4795 2526 2220 28822 309 54 19 68 94 80 304 18
09JPC 307.1 13036 13148 2441 2995 29386 202 59 23 65 111 81 300 14
09JPC 309 12991 23686 2023 2546 26796 173 56 21 61 118 74 297 14
09JPC 311 8791 9778 1756 1838 25155 307 64 18 66 90 89 224 12
09JPC 313 10655 19579 1893 2307 27792 157 55 20 54 88 59 312 11
09JPC 315 12693 19636 2153 2734 27983 294 54 17 62 97 68 282 19
09JPC 317.1 8970 12372 1783 2069 26706 183 50 11 63 81 69 231 18
09JPC 319 13109 20737 1973 1914 28083 243 50 15 64 83 73 287 15
09JPC 321 10851 7585 2227 2459 30541 310 63 24 69 87 75 334 14
09JPC 323.1 12844 6325 2686 3068 31546 276 65 20 65 98 76 334 19
09JPC 327 12742 10088 2174 2739 29702 203 53 19 61 91 74 315 21
09JPC 329 14867 12036 2613 2732 32544 275 73 20 69 98 88 393 13
09JPC 331 11925 11401 2603 2352 28732 198 65 20 58 100 97 304 14
09JPC 333 13822 10894 4880 1456 40539 568 64 32 53 133 99 474 11
09JPC 335 10996 4496 3152 490 27808 140 59 24 51 67 105 299 10
09JPC 339 13869 6202 2806 2385 32676 206 68 18 69 87 81 372 18
09JPC 343 10304 4738 2212 2989 30614 348 69 18 66 92 74 331 16





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
09JPC 351 13759 4659 2462 2174 33840 313 79 23 81 86 86 369 13
09JPC 355 14671 27538 1939 1482 22889 169 43 14 58 69 87 302 10
09JPC 357 14499 18433 2184 1711 28879 224 57 19 67 78 85 331 15
09JPC 359.1 11426 9034 2404 2075 30068 359 61 17 71 82 92 244 23
09JPC 363 13997 9175 3109 1624 29987 207 58 17 61 96 113 354 11
09JPC 367 15610 9216 2945 1274 34451 279 70 19 72 78 88 382 9
09JPC 369 16427 6824 2902 2370 34907 177 55 21 66 81 87 457 17
09JPC 371 16575 19324 2873 2506 30343 357 57 15 66 80 81 366 15
09JPC 373 13026 5542 2607 2967 31050 247 57 19 67 97 85 323 15
09JPC 375 10974 3837 2333 2788 30360 327 53 18 67 100 97 348 17
09JPC 377 15748 4627 3177 2911 33649 277 68 25 73 91 94 324 14
09JPC 379 16375 5116 2788 2777 33390 320 64 20 68 95 88 415 22
09JPC 383 13871 5304 2750 2154 33360 339 66 20 68 81 82 363 15
09JPC 387 13943 5493 2428 2884 32552 230 59 22 66 76 79 356 17
09JPC 391 11321 10922 2003 4531 27979 249 62 20 60 95 86 328 18
09JPC 393 10379 13311 1943 3177 25132 202 54 25 58 86 81 290 11
09JPC 395 8933 18471 1756 1577 19799 289 49 19 52 74 102 219 19
09JPC 397 12244 27516 2071 826 20219 131 42 23 46 71 101 238 6
09JPC 398.9 12929 41122 1987 741 18843 102 32 20 46 66 101 226 6
09JPC 401 12480 33777 1694 708 17780 198 39 19 57 68 110 194 8
09JPC 403 13757 19872 2284 1123 26781 177 60 17 72 82 96 315 16
09JPC 405 15116 12581 2905 1808 32464 309 62 22 72 86 102 374 12
09JPC 407 14764 17427 2442 2304 27914 288 60 15 64 78 88 289 20
09JPC 411 15684 7188 3264 1516 34372 349 75 20 76 92 101 392 17
09JPC 415 12983 6416 2586 2265 31701 274 56 21 74 83 96 401 14
09JPC 419 14638 27275 2550 1925 27069 227 52 19 60 86 91 263 15
09JPC 421 12712 72155 1504 1018 17817 238 36 13 49 79 76 193 9





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
09JPC 423 17876 80427 2016 797 18882 140 45 12 51 77 88 200 9
09JPC 424 18959 46743 2342 1068 23100 137 41 11 61 80 91 260 16
09JPC 424.9 23325 47537 2182 738 24164 204 38 14 65 82 95 293 12
09JPC 426 18922 23864 2933 1331 30001 278 60 18 65 84 101 334 13
09JPC 427 18350 13832 2862 1634 32234 354 66 18 72 86 96 432 15
09JPC 429 13109 13638 2041 1162 28628 399 50 30 64 81 86 352 11
09JPC 431 12212 12285 2153 1044 26256 268 50 21 66 77 99 334 13
09JPC 434 16567 5707 3264 2599 34560 345 76 16 69 86 95 381 21
09JPC 436 15609 4434 3329 3201 35324 293 66 24 70 94 87 371 17
09JPC 440 14884 3957 3086 2776 34742 357 71 17 73 85 90 385 15
09JPC 444 15083 2655 3236 1172 36685 339 78 16 79 83 95 461 14
09JPC 448 14037 6079 2956 2525 33925 321 58 20 67 91 92 402 17
09JPC 452 14442 5228 2933 2471 33189 203 63 15 65 81 91 389 23
09JPC 456 16295 8461 3006 1560 34210 266 61 18 71 89 99 417 15
09JPC 458 16027 7427 3052 1337 32701 324 57 16 72 85 101 338 12
09JPC 460 16278 6175 3043 1029 34425 243 70 20 73 84 103 354 11
09JPC 462 16210 7690 2826 1157 33802 346 69 17 76 80 98 386 12
09JPC 464 14535 7523 2942 2349 33598 300 64 20 66 90 90 361 16
09JPC 466 16023 10203 2969 3222 33802 229 65 22 67 90 95 409 14
09JPC 468 16218 11423 2929 2334 31382 274 55 25 70 86 95 347 11
09JPC 472 12129 35296 2085 594 22893 148 51 17 55 66 98 267 10
09JPC 474 16593 7922 3242 1056 33943 418 66 15 79 84 97 331 9
09JPC 476 14963 3442 3121 1018 34925 236 72 13 82 82 95 393 14
09JPC 478 12824 5884 2743 724 29097 220 62 21 67 71 102 360 11
09JPC 480 12927 6734 2424 2147 31727 330 54 15 66 85 82 443 20
09JPC 482 14464 5027 3054 2403 34393 293 61 18 72 90 89 369 19
09JPC 484 13731 6935 2833 2574 33988 273 59 16 67 85 86 385 19





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
09JPC 492 13032 3598 2889 3077 33895 261 52 18 69 88 88 347 17
09JPC 496 18725 2288 3152 1627 39449 238 82 18 77 84 103 458 12
09JPC 498 15608 1993 2898 996 36794 291 77 15 82 80 91 426 13
09JPC 500 16588 3161 3185 1221 36805 324 74 13 72 82 93 415 16
09JPC 502 15679 3555 2814 1705 34940 361 74 18 72 79 94 424 15
09JPC 504 11470 2446 2611 2603 32407 256 63 21 69 90 89 352 15
09JPC 507.9 17174 5832 2998 3172 34979 284 57 23 73 86 93 433 13
09JPC 510 14075 4459 2949 1947 33713 286 65 24 77 85 99 364 13
09JPC 512 16582 6009 3061 2058 35352 268 61 19 72 85 94 405 16
09JPC 514 17775 4563 3416 2031 37456 380 76 23 80 81 97 380 17
09JPC 516 16541 3658 2913 2223 35982 350 64 24 79 92 102 459 17
09JPC 518 15704 2693 3272 1864 35461 448 72 22 79 89 103 379 13
09JPC 520 18468 3850 3051 986 35859 422 70 16 79 87 106 424 8
09JPC 522 17843 3132 3444 849 35616 291 66 14 83 89 103 375 18
09JPC 524 14884 2745 3011 1052 34627 463 60 19 82 86 101 401 16
09JPC 526 16851 2160 3173 896 35411 384 64 17 81 93 103 420 13
09JPC 528 15079 2254 2977 1491 34102 351 62 15 75 82 87 358 10
09JPC 530 15613 2165 3010 1816 35460 247 79 17 83 84 98 371 14
09JPC 532 16924 3125 3290 2438 35269 264 61 20 75 94 100 358 20
09JPC 534 13962 3121 3088 2305 34334 261 69 21 74 91 97 309 9
09JPC 536 14812 2661 3108 1840 34451 199 60 18 73 87 103 332 15
09JPC 538 15366 3236 2922 1816 33685 272 74 21 78 88 103 393 14
09JPC 540 15217 5980 3140 1817 31607 380 62 24 70 79 99 357 13
09JPC 542 15009 9781 2971 1734 30548 282 58 20 68 70 109 342 14
09JPC 544 14957 10274 3152 1551 31256 273 58 21 69 67 106 339 18
09JPC 546 15803 14102 3068 1008 28646 222 47 15 64 69 104 332 15
09JPC 548 14973 9045 2738 1383 31041 284 64 24 68 73 102 452 10





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
09JPC 552.1 16311 9160 3134 1019 33286 230 57 23 71 68 101 399 15
09JPC 554 15079 15613 2813 1032 28080 29 58 23 56 68 111 355 9
09JPC 556.1 11471 11755 2657 671 25648 260 40 23 59 65 117 315 10
09JPC 558 14218 15006 2908 2026 26281 217 58 20 56 73 104 349 10
09JPC 560 13916 19021 2693 1166 25372 184 45 23 54 72 108 287 7
09JPC 562 13290 17870 2590 503 24853 227 55 19 50 63 115 338 11
09JPC 564 12316 22454 2367 604 22965 176 44 18 47 65 109 306 15
09JPC 566 13398 22535 2316 1258 24403 117 49 21 48 62 99 324 12
09JPC 568 14143 20819 2515 914 20942 129 40 13 47 61 103 320 10
09JPC 570 14661 8237 2883 439 27946 303 51 20 67 65 111 401 10
09JPC 571.9 16778 4788 3147 309 35121 252 72 25 77 76 107 397 8
09JPC 574 16376 5158 3218 336 35788 407 68 21 80 80 110 457 12
09JPC 576 15259 4633 3184 400 34899 303 53 18 72 74 108 411 14
09JPC 578 15246 3823 2769 454 33715 280 64 17 76 83 108 457 14
09JPC 579.9 15811 3398 3249 489 33848 335 64 17 79 85 115 369 13
09JPC 582 16546 3243 3624 1266 36582 357 80 20 76 86 106 378 18
09JPC 587.2 17954 4013 3567 2614 36996 306 68 26 74 82 97 413 14
09JPC 589 16185 6615 3118 1761 34288 252 52 19 74 81 101 466 13
09JPC 591 16204 4213 3386 1180 33797 273 47 14 72 75 104 354 14
09JPC 593 16458 3605 3431 793 34727 207 67 20 75 80 109 350 12
09JPC 595.1 16580 2569 3392 644 35910 344 72 15 78 80 109 393 19
09JPC 597 14271 1819 3309 1289 35556 319 70 18 72 82 101 364 16
09JPC 599.1 14670 1854 2949 2430 33635 350 72 18 75 86 90 363 11
09JPC 601 17254 2493 3533 1757 36361 467 65 21 79 84 93 390 12
10JPC 2 12683 18756 2563 2966 29140 274 60 24 70 122 84 604 17
10JPC 4 12888 29733 2404 2252 27922 284 59 21 65 128 106 592 13
10JPC 6 12652 61749 1753 2222 21002 74 45 18 53 165 86 524 15





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
10JPC 8 13589 31793 2263 4194 28116 85 65 20 51 168 77 721 15
10JPC 10 12905 13799 2859 3888 30162 277 72 23 57 136 87 630 15
10JPC 11 14046 18860 2786 3053 29837 259 63 25 70 150 92 603 13
10JPC 12 14920 21954 3110 2408 29249 264 64 29 61 170 104 625 16
10JPC 14 13011 12255 2858 1216 26885 286 53 34 62 145 156 648 11
10JPC 15 11277 6653 2518 1028 24486 270 57 29 58 123 114 580 9
10JPC 15.5 14293 6341 3251 888 26339 254 55 28 64 141 118 572 11
10JPC 16 14088 13839 3312 1369 27882 350 58 26 70 152 127 600 15
10JPC 18 14660 17266 2878 1926 30934 247 72 25 73 120 100 688 15
10JPC 20 13694 25977 2660 2495 28126 290 60 21 65 147 92 577 15
10JPC 22 12087 24812 2366 2100 27126 307 64 20 67 135 86 532 15
10JPC 24 14668 22265 2992 1821 28030 278 57 18 63 167 102 563 15
10JPC 26 11645 17324 2486 1790 24885 243 54 23 61 160 109 593 12
10JPC 28 11988 17664 2674 2327 22598 271 43 18 61 194 99 503 14
10JPC 29 13661 12290 3095 1832 28234 254 67 20 72 139 109 658 11
10JPC 30 13239 15069 2901 1891 28765 230 65 19 67 158 89 604 14
10JPC 32 12401 20742 2648 3883 26113 269 55 22 56 180 106 486 14
10JPC 34 12754 25075 2618 4593 27824 247 54 25 56 211 80 566 13
10JPC 36 14139 19796 2836 2710 29669 292 68 24 65 126 93 573 12
10JPC 37 14077 23018 2977 2421 28959 304 58 23 64 123 97 553 11
10JPC 38 11681 16272 2671 2021 28029 297 62 21 68 120 99 542 16
10JPC 39 14316 59897 1854 1405 22139 76 39 14 53 121 85 549 14
10JPC 40 13990 106258 1328 889 16083 141 36 13 40 104 73 369 11
10JPC 42 17472 54492 2470 1635 26517 81 48 18 60 145 91 613 14
10JPC 44 15049 70498 1962 1388 19530 173 38 12 50 123 77 331 9
10JPC 45 15650 41145 2369 1829 25539 286 63 22 58 148 94 545 10
10JPC 46 15226 21213 2885 2123 28618 174 63 21 64 149 120 605 14





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
10JPC 48 12838 11034 3119 1337 28948 259 63 20 69 123 105 509 15
10JPC 49 16136 17856 3067 2087 31483 334 72 21 64 152 100 639 14
10JPC 50 15425 15304 3004 2213 29271 317 65 21 68 153 116 668 11
10JPC 51 15272 11127 3046 1853 29696 234 70 26 67 155 115 638 10
10JPC 52 15628 7140 2952 1174 33024 321 67 20 83 114 111 740 16
10JPC 54 13965 4388 3261 699 32560 389 72 30 78 103 122 644 11
10JPC 55 14775 6351 3657 584 29489 300 63 25 65 123 141 598 9
10JPC 56 12217 4381 3012 469 27904 193 47 31 59 120 140 701 15
10JPC 58 14837 10344 3298 699 32704 366 74 18 83 90 96 575 15
10JPC 60 16433 4899 3128 662 34872 310 71 19 80 87 101 879 10
10JPC 62 8131 2070 1745 421 26030 433 71 24 80 88 100 625 13
10JPC 64 8940 2663 2254 514 27596 361 62 15 81 89 108 504 17
10JPC 65 14095 4557 3181 806 31751 211 66 24 76 112 120 768 10
10JPC 66 13873 7162 3224 1017 30742 343 60 26 72 118 116 653 10
10JPC 67 16470 23311 2981 2411 29665 318 54 23 63 128 97 510 17
10JPC 68 12326 9486 2529 1270 29296 323 76 19 79 114 104 600 15
10JPC 69 13165 18503 2745 2479 28655 302 59 21 69 132 102 567 14
10JPC 70 11009 19211 2044 2263 25592 279 57 18 58 162 87 544 13
10JPC 72 15292 19511 2717 3059 30500 390 71 22 66 127 103 706 16
10JPC 74 12483 10976 2733 2525 29045 320 73 16 74 136 101 527 21
10JPC 76 13538 13501 2933 2448 31308 289 69 17 68 119 110 645 15
10JPC 78.5 16743 18427 2682 1400 28295 337 69 20 68 129 114 648 10
10JPC 80 15567 16776 2876 2000 28903 302 61 22 75 112 113 756 13
10JPC 82 13524 12764 2764 1862 27124 451 56 27 70 109 125 555 15
10JPC 83 15522 12715 3284 2103 30942 283 64 29 70 111 125 613 13
10JPC 84 13807 11340 2882 2400 29710 243 47 23 70 112 109 619 14
10JPC 86 12167 16907 2502 1898 25366 287 63 22 70 99 114 568 17





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
10JPC 88 15008 25521 2488 1212 25833 282 52 22 70 88 105 642 9
10JPC 89 16958 16856 2805 913 28773 271 66 21 68 91 103 650 4
10JPC 93 14805 22835 2581 1557 26906 195 58 21 69 99 112 665 16
10JPC 95 14101 108510 1621 941 18071 70 33 18 45 112 74 392 4
10JPC 96 11102 116067 1218 474 13931 66 35 14 44 112 91 322 4
10JPC 97 12415 27871 2233 913 24771 285 45 19 69 93 104 510 10
10JPC 99 16650 25372 2516 748 26132 334 47 12 76 99 119 637 16
10JPC 101 11456 6174 2449 966 26357 371 57 23 75 98 113 493 11
10JPC 103 7973 6699 2116 1047 25319 310 56 17 77 95 115 494 12
10JPC 105 11146 7890 2722 1556 27705 434 65 22 71 105 114 561 11
10JPC 107 10312 6861 2450 1125 25026 324 47 21 71 100 115 557 12
10JPC 109 9312 8008 2229 1269 25273 261 55 17 69 102 117 541 15
10JPC 111 10700 7195 2419 1109 25466 380 55 17 70 97 113 575 15
10JPC 112 10708 12170 2430 769 21248 238 43 14 59 100 118 533 12
10JPC 113 11860 13296 2564 770 24091 354 58 17 67 98 118 578 11
10JPC 115 7519 1962 2086 653 25456 430 65 17 68 91 100 457 12
10JPC 117 6805 2999 1823 589 23589 393 64 19 70 85 109 375 15
10JPC 118 6956 10635 1758 343 20358 265 45 21 55 67 104 453 12
10JPC 119 9888 7374 2696 1114 25965 256 55 20 65 95 113 494 13
10JPC 120 11088 5975 2844 1418 28069 264 72 28 69 108 119 546 4
10JPC 121 12120 6317 2790 1779 29496 275 63 23 70 110 114 747 12
10JPC 123 10885 7778 2847 1649 27948 363 63 19 69 110 118 471 9
10JPC 125 10273 5245 2556 1280 28383 346 59 14 73 101 102 513 13
10JPC 127 6317 3888 1977 932 25107 409 59 13 74 109 108 525 17
10JPC 129 7994 4357 2442 1174 26235 455 55 15 68 102 107 436 14
10JPC 130 12103 12548 2932 2026 29148 274 60 24 66 125 108 578 13
10JPC 131 11684 10334 2948 1922 29257 223 48 19 68 113 108 597 12





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
10JPC 133 10168 5674 2645 1129 29051 289 71 17 76 103 112 578 11
10JPC 135 15029 7741 3212 986 31402 256 72 18 70 91 111 618 9
10JPC 137 10844 5341 2492 907 28131 401 60 15 72 98 113 679 14
10JPC 139 12644 3860 2884 798 31025 362 75 19 81 100 105 686 14
10JPC 141 13348 13727 2898 1311 26496 344 55 16 63 124 109 505 14
10JPC 143 13452 2814 3001 798 31246 321 59 15 76 96 109 681 20
10JPC 145 10752 2573 2596 905 29570 346 61 14 74 89 108 600 10
10JPC 147 8411 2398 2297 926 26859 342 72 19 75 99 118 489 17
10JPC 149 13590 3578 3074 1000 32011 448 62 23 79 106 118 737 17
10JPC 150 16546 5459 3625 1431 33530 237 68 21 78 104 115 652 14
10JPC 151 16029 3869 3294 1111 32342 317 64 22 77 102 126 725 12
10JPC 153 13722 4263 3020 1315 31478 396 64 24 71 102 118 788 15
10JPC 154 14470 6389 3036 1490 30935 248 54 16 73 94 112 765 17
10JPC 155 15086 8123 3005 1290 30649 431 60 25 69 92 111 737 10
10JPC 157 9766 6718 2515 966 28258 380 54 19 71 81 107 561 12
10JPC 159 8950 6480 2225 810 26214 353 56 23 71 80 108 613 13
10JPC 161 7570 4726 1995 646 25030 335 64 20 74 83 112 486 14
10JPC 163 14002 6074 2677 683 30619 327 65 20 77 75 101 747 13
10JPC 164 15478 6353 3150 816 32213 368 73 21 78 77 103 747 12
10JPC 165 11557 6767 2593 786 29854 375 78 23 73 76 107 683 10
10JPC 166 12643 17488 2539 1139 25331 248 61 24 56 74 109 710 12
10JPC 167 10635 20539 2092 528 21339 210 44 22 48 65 108 578 9
10JPC 168 8320 9628 1698 351 17107 62 29 19 46 60 116 536 4
10JPC 169 9822 3257 2582 893 28793 386 67 16 76 84 108 543 14
10JPC 170 16470 3490 3258 863 33051 406 66 19 81 88 118 766 14
10JPC 171 16900 3854 3526 653 33313 344 63 19 79 90 116 695 15
10JPC 173 10087 2683 2489 662 27658 406 55 19 76 93 110 565 15





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
10JPC 177 6387 2778 1955 665 25283 390 58 16 76 101 113 459 16
10JPC 179 9239 2557 2499 737 28031 531 55 15 73 92 112 531 14
10JPC 181 12300 2886 2926 711 30106 356 60 17 80 94 117 534 17
10JPC 182 12673 2744 2872 757 30729 393 61 24 78 97 125 585 10
10JPC 183 15910 3327 3160 936 32354 304 54 18 79 90 116 654 13
10JPC 185 14151 3207 3016 754 31605 487 64 21 76 98 114 669 13
10JPC 187 15497 3219 3269 1518 32206 330 56 20 76 96 123 817 19
10JPC 188 15427 3927 3242 1347 30601 241 62 25 78 108 137 642 18
10JPC 189 14792 3976 3203 1213 31247 375 58 19 76 98 130 719 15
10JPC 191 15567 4367 3401 1316 32499 319 66 22 75 103 120 564 15
10JPC 193 15585 3321 3386 942 32315 354 67 19 78 99 127 677 17
10JPC 194 15637 3800 3499 1062 31744 446 75 19 75 100 124 705 16
10JPC 195 15815 3529 3292 792 32655 224 64 15 85 103 121 737 18
10JPC 197 16643 3101 3414 914 33299 376 72 18 77 97 133 707 15
10JPC 198 16514 2581 3346 821 32479 400 62 13 79 92 111 776 12
10JPC 199 15701 3074 3569 1009 33028 306 66 17 78 106 133 761 16
10JPC 200 15610 3229 3572 1202 32908 355 69 16 81 104 121 699 21
10JPC 201 15669 3266 3351 1178 32552 339 67 19 76 109 121 692 9
10JPC 203 14812 2792 3111 1104 32928 336 82 15 74 97 110 788 20
10JPC 205 13995 2604 3161 1305 32162 293 69 20 77 97 115 732 8
10JPC 207 12605 2493 2906 1429 30567 442 69 19 73 97 112 701 13
10JPC 209 10977 2500 2882 1214 29193 423 64 26 75 101 124 533 9
10JPC 211 13779 2766 3239 1234 31521 293 55 22 69 101 121 658 12
10JPC 213 12782 3008 3071 1086 30184 350 63 19 66 92 114 642 16
10JPC 215 12042 3216 3132 908 29814 359 69 23 75 84 119 547 15
10JPC 217 11960 2489 2998 693 29402 369 68 20 73 89 110 473 12
10JPC 219 8208 3641 2426 588 24882 373 50 25 65 80 110 436 9





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
10JPC 223 15811 3021 3542 999 33604 407 67 18 83 91 114 663 17
10JPC 225 15890 2839 3437 804 33701 290 69 16 76 93 116 780 16
10JPC 228 15077 2727 3259 795 33517 384 74 22 78 97 115 808 12
10JPC 229 15862 2361 3257 518 33954 428 67 15 82 99 118 701 17
10JPC 231 15315 2572 3566 855 33740 380 64 19 74 94 111 658 15
10JPC 233 13777 2874 3160 1394 30865 403 71 17 76 106 127 736 13
10JPC 235 15426 3438 3461 2043 32826 328 75 22 71 114 125 701 15
11JPC 1 11262 9891 2991 825 23587 313 38 24 56 133 131 557 11
11JPC 2 11133 7626 2801 834 23577 199 52 29 56 138 147 597 4
11JPC 3 10273 4605 2688 419 23235 275 40 25 57 119 152 622 4
11JPC 4 12195 9349 2898 523 25177 257 56 23 59 127 139 699 13
11JPC 5 12619 6741 3190 627 26448 195 32 27 53 136 116 675 11
11JPC 6 12056 3374 3173 433 25793 285 39 29 59 127 152 593 11
11JPC 7 11808 2852 3102 331 22857 188 32 27 59 129 147 591 11
11JPC 8 10278 3156 2912 364 23290 210 41 21 57 119 138 629 11
11JPC 9 12639 5353 3106 527 25414 254 54 29 63 120 129 573 11
11JPC 10 12451 12795 2995 1063 25212 288 53 26 57 135 122 599 14
11JPC 11 14400 25939 2853 1909 27014 82 53 21 59 156 103 628 13
11JPC 12 14258 29382 2637 2108 25563 288 54 19 58 163 104 521 13
11JPC 13 13526 34464 2335 2077 24752 269 56 19 56 161 95 571 10
11JPC 14 13559 26109 2769 2663 26502 189 54 24 57 155 104 500 10
11JPC 15 13697 35929 2306 2640 25166 249 48 16 53 168 91 657 14
11JPC 16 11791 31677 2361 2400 23092 197 59 19 57 159 103 511 14
11JPC 17 12286 32134 2075 3018 23889 198 53 21 62 144 99 601 13
11JPC 18 13026 38219 2369 2933 24241 169 49 18 56 145 93 509 11
11JPC 19 12490 21517 2586 2081 26356 244 55 21 66 141 111 520 16
11JPC 20 11882 29166 2297 3074 23028 76 50 22 57 154 95 480 11





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
11JPC 22 12599 11180 2647 1413 28416 425 61 23 81 114 105 588 15
11JPC 23 14980 14901 2919 1339 30272 218 66 19 79 111 110 690 14
11JPC 24 15357 11577 2910 947 28974 169 62 20 71 122 110 601 12
11JPC 25 14831 16668 2964 1566 29330 298 59 21 69 138 110 681 16
11JPC 26 16538 21791 3013 1504 29428 257 65 21 66 151 112 640 15
11JPC 27 15216 6814 3237 669 31431 251 66 28 79 102 133 730 11
11JPC 28 13352 5150 3331 571 26139 268 50 25 62 126 132 527 10
11JPC 29 12711 4651 3687 454 27298 223 54 25 59 131 150 619 14
11JPC 30 9417 4074 2820 387 24139 217 44 28 57 126 153 546 8
11JPC 31 10304 4822 2949 439 23206 75 39 19 60 123 172 457 12
11JPC 32 11655 4725 3224 425 26204 263 58 18 60 116 138 641 13
11JPC 33 8193 4213 2656 434 23684 273 45 21 55 112 132 509 11
11JPC 34 6336 7985 1805 1430 20397 201 56 19 60 132 102 389 14
11JPC 35 8324 11072 1891 1665 23445 290 63 17 59 133 92 506 14
11JPC 36 10794 12591 2354 1841 26913 297 56 24 68 117 110 524 14
11JPC 37 12826 15603 2385 1844 26677 231 47 26 68 115 101 489 14
11JPC 38 13508 14567 2636 1813 28288 167 63 19 71 120 109 670 18
11JPC 39 10601 13031 2293 1611 25529 224 57 18 57 122 102 578 18
11JPC 40 11866 22312 2302 2030 25195 220 43 18 51 161 87 593 13
11JPC 41 12477 12000 2604 1519 28954 225 65 16 71 102 114 588 19
11JPC 42 12166 8233 2517 835 28602 255 66 19 74 93 115 592 13
11JPC 43 13924 13118 2655 1256 28439 232 57 20 67 110 97 616 14
11JPC 44 14898 14288 2901 1420 30059 300 69 26 72 97 108 578 9
11JPC 45 14084 12720 2712 725 28203 319 60 22 70 99 114 637 11
11JPC 46 13330 18346 2996 770 28281 237 69 17 73 96 112 511 16
11JPC 47 15478 10563 3187 863 31104 299 62 27 77 101 123 587 12
11JPC 48 16241 11818 2838 910 30530 230 62 28 84 99 131 740 4





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
11JPC 50 16592 8838 3139 548 30556 348 65 21 78 106 129 735 14
11JPC 51 15250 5958 3248 771 31399 345 59 18 80 106 127 712 16
11JPC 52 16266 5525 3270 701 32811 264 62 24 77 106 134 721 10
11JPC 53 14899 4159 3355 559 31036 321 66 23 79 108 125 536 13
11JPC 54 15909 4409 3380 898 32512 434 82 23 79 104 130 616 18
11JPC 55 11507 3657 2518 575 28130 414 67 23 77 101 122 685 11
11JPC 56 15728 4836 3294 855 31077 265 64 22 72 95 116 694 12
11JPC 57 12698 5033 2614 947 27263 400 61 19 68 97 121 577 14
11JPC 58 14075 7434 3216 1318 28761 361 55 17 74 100 119 491 18
11JPC 59 14577 10352 2829 1089 26810 189 72 20 67 96 137 507 11
11JPC 60 12881 13649 3014 830 24713 257 51 14 65 109 148 539 16
11JPC 61 13144 11843 2815 1000 26905 179 65 22 68 102 135 627 13
11JPC 62 15527 23544 3049 850 26909 276 44 23 62 97 121 625 15
11JPC 63 14754 25617 2819 661 27262 245 62 17 65 82 116 647 15
11JPC 64 15342 7354 3375 861 31340 399 65 21 76 102 120 648 15
11JPC 65 16120 4528 3312 592 33736 336 67 24 81 93 117 809 10
11JPC 66 16358 5774 3218 754 31226 230 68 17 76 91 118 717 16
11JPC 67 16063 4241 3280 520 32066 450 78 17 80 92 124 730 10
11JPC 68 13345 3201 3216 442 30539 313 79 19 76 105 129 601 16
11JPC 69 14237 3256 3393 612 30107 296 78 17 73 84 128 615 15
11JPC 71 15365 3094 3162 440 31723 303 70 14 72 90 109 780 14
11JPC 72 15042 2443 3152 456 32664 396 80 15 77 89 121 754 16
11JPC 73 13834 2887 3181 400 31143 338 68 19 76 92 114 567 15
11JPC 74 15037 3348 3231 796 30489 387 63 20 74 100 116 727 9
11JPC 75 11052 4447 2510 465 23748 248 48 16 74 124 140 480 12
11JPC 76 14859 4697 3090 530 31253 304 67 22 75 89 112 772 10
11JPC 77 12683 12850 2779 308 25284 77 50 16 59 69 104 584 13





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
11JPC 79 11209 29337 2096 369 20244 198 45 19 57 63 109 440 12
11JPC 80 12016 31613 2178 271 19615 215 42 21 57 69 125 518 12
11JPC 81 13546 16155 2971 526 24892 248 53 19 64 101 145 619 12
11JPC 82 13668 9440 2984 566 26560 271 51 21 66 105 129 754 12
11JPC 83 13546 15251 2866 480 25269 222 51 17 58 96 136 680 16
11JPC 84 10012 17379 2616 306 20157 170 45 17 51 90 157 437 11
11JPC 85 9775 13404 2455 488 20845 230 40 22 51 93 167 563 4
11JPC 86 11475 7333 2602 879 24974 271 60 20 64 107 138 599 8
11JPC 87 13486 6475 3057 1014 28536 319 68 14 73 112 136 664 21
11JPC 88 11775 7091 2798 863 26425 297 65 17 64 111 132 577 14
11JPC 89 13872 8881 3195 1009 27532 359 55 18 74 119 145 579 14
11JPC 90 14374 7974 3195 926 28528 285 55 18 72 107 129 663 12
11JPC 91 13757 9574 2856 1024 27308 314 61 19 66 109 138 640 16
11JPC 92 14213 6860 3127 808 27150 248 59 20 70 118 128 543 10
11JPC 93 11412 7345 2800 914 26445 188 56 15 68 118 123 588 18
11JPC 94 14649 6916 3051 971 29986 339 48 19 71 116 131 699 12
11JPC 95 14187 12358 3142 1097 26690 302 45 19 65 123 130 587 13
11JPC 96 14472 7815 3153 1241 29307 300 63 19 74 112 124 564 11
11JPC 97 14503 5425 3261 1154 29897 339 64 18 73 110 134 730 13
11JPC 98 15779 4862 3208 897 31008 292 62 18 83 108 149 761 16
11JPC 99 16118 4358 3499 727 31829 299 73 19 79 107 128 651 9
11JPC 100 16633 4229 3276 538 31577 275 63 23 76 111 145 782 4
11JPC 101 14342 4052 3038 750 30317 274 58 19 77 116 145 721 4
11JPC 102 15535 4267 3465 851 32177 330 70 23 71 104 129 582 10
11JPC 103 15585 3647 3083 662 31805 249 82 21 80 97 132 760 9
11JPC 104 14643 3721 3066 833 30476 227 68 18 76 108 129 621 12
11JPC 105 16142 4333 3195 799 32709 336 77 23 77 103 128 853 16





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
11JPC 107 14364 3953 2883 547 29421 359 60 16 76 106 130 672 17
11JPC 108 16624 3771 3334 766 32144 369 50 18 74 100 137 694 16
11JPC 109 15133 3894 3216 812 31867 324 76 21 76 102 125 731 14
11JPC 110 16703 4609 3202 836 32498 343 72 28 76 98 128 757 9
11JPC 111 14911 3825 3145 918 34867 290 66 23 72 106 145 808 17
11JPC 112 14807 3608 3231 811 30981 221 68 20 68 104 137 674 14
11JPC 113 16109 3693 3259 723 32116 224 64 14 74 102 133 769 16
11JPC 115 15204 4527 2985 721 30757 274 61 17 77 98 126 654 14
11JPC 116 14377 4259 3246 669 32321 440 72 30 74 95 117 549 16
11JPC 117 14382 3510 3347 646 31945 368 62 26 79 98 120 592 9
11JPC 118 12748 5069 3005 668 27454 262 57 25 67 101 136 524 13
11JPC 119 10699 4345 2239 612 21015 242 44 18 52 76 106 480 11
11JPC 120 15314 4850 3433 878 30752 373 77 19 75 102 126 645 16
11JPC 121 14771 5587 3110 688 29185 309 67 27 69 87 126 611 11
11JPC 122 12129 6123 3058 564 27467 189 59 17 65 90 133 452 14
11JPC 123 12654 8424 2680 631 25782 193 50 23 56 81 131 564 9
11JPC 124 8980 7637 2167 544 23637 269 61 23 61 76 128 553 9
11JPC 125 10002 8320 2139 551 23682 200 59 18 52 72 109 592 13
11JPC 126 13141 5671 2891 651 31216 410 73 27 70 94 121 678 12
11JPC 127 13054 3248 2903 672 33270 395 67 26 75 90 117 670 16
11JPC 128 13788 2666 3194 712 33598 303 68 24 78 90 114 706 11
11JPC 129 13902 2337 3228 538 35283 410 61 30 75 86 112 784 13
11JPC 130 13170 2544 2982 802 34516 425 69 28 70 90 119 691 17
11JPC 131 11236 2425 2740 601 30540 424 75 29 68 84 119 690 12
11JPC 132 12455 2170 2871 711 33125 485 70 21 74 97 121 711 13
11JPC 133 10856 2053 2834 609 32823 362 68 25 77 94 122 516 12
11JPC 134 10784 2126 2595 517 34479 441 83 35 72 97 114 696 4





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
11JPC 140 12455 2954 2598 629 31990 425 65 25 72 94 121 717 4
11JPC 141 10052 2806 2697 520 30885 414 71 17 78 97 133 558 11
11JPC 142 11186 2643 2572 632 29374 347 62 19 76 93 136 711 13
11JPC 143 13626 3438 3195 569 31426 290 72 21 84 105 126 721 13
11JPC 144 13789 2978 3102 637 30828 250 58 18 78 98 116 578 16
11JPC 145 14698 2994 3172 695 31170 372 71 22 78 98 120 544 11
11JPC 146 10763 2667 2537 506 27853 309 56 20 73 93 116 568 11
11JPC 147 12381 2687 2938 592 29460 361 64 18 81 101 122 542 17
11JPC 148 10937 2173 2352 473 27944 379 63 19 79 95 123 625 16
11JPC 149 11838 2567 2638 662 29609 316 71 19 81 95 123 610 10
11JPC 150 13256 2792 3049 500 30227 311 67 20 79 100 123 514 14
11JPC 151 15883 2817 3292 791 32430 477 74 19 83 100 136 638 12
11JPC 152 14193 2315 3319 428 31263 90 62 18 80 104 142 694 13
11JPC 153 13146 2016 2884 670 30439 315 73 15 75 103 129 519 16
11JPC 154 11049 2021 2448 532 29132 319 58 26 74 97 142 644 4
11JPC 155 13830 3187 2877 1120 56085 602 130 56 77 95 134 1078 14
11JPC 156 14444 3639 2904 1002 29149 364 55 17 78 116 139 877 15
11JPC 157 13864 3598 3031 930 30211 387 74 16 79 113 129 679 16
11JPC 158 14909 3904 3327 883 28944 210 56 21 75 112 131 592 12
11JPC 159 15381 5420 3344 779 29697 343 51 13 78 108 136 638 15
11JPC 160 12219 3547 2844 914 28448 358 60 19 73 103 126 639 14
11JPC 161 12303 4374 3010 877 28947 379 63 22 72 102 130 672 11
11JPC 162 10736 3998 2499 975 26566 308 57 21 71 97 122 633 13
11JPC 163 11882 4726 2691 874 25573 218 60 19 68 96 123 496 13
11JPC 164 14593 5507 3215 940 29073 293 59 23 75 98 125 720 4
11JPC 165 11937 4678 2640 764 26969 286 69 17 71 102 122 640 15
11JPC 166 10043 4626 2514 732 25003 275 58 18 67 100 135 463 9





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
11JPC 172 12371 5035 2721 680 26999 248 73 14 69 82 116 541 15
11JPC 176 13627 6149 2990 623 28794 83 61 15 70 81 109 575 10
11JPC 179 6847 4614 1730 523 22092 252 61 21 64 77 116 526 11
11JPC 180 12017 7487 2764 682 26893 228 63 21 63 82 120 595 12
11JPC 181 6894 6715 1672 594 20174 310 60 20 65 85 124 412 4
11JPC 182 7002 9770 1581 627 20258 289 49 22 57 74 118 533 13
11JPC 183 11833 19525 2209 427 21582 258 54 19 49 67 111 604 11
11JPC 184 11095 11634 2500 340 20497 188 39 19 57 67 105 538 12
11JPC 185 14574 3413 3174 505 31749 313 70 21 81 89 114 648 6
11JPC 186 14944 3532 3146 698 31271 367 80 17 76 87 112 705 12
11JPC 187 15867 4197 3151 687 31610 271 80 17 79 93 116 866 13
11JPC 188 13254 2759 2949 684 30343 300 60 18 80 95 116 586 10
11JPC 192 13423 2931 2921 562 29893 277 63 21 74 95 115 588 13
11JPC 196 8619 2528 2463 667 25819 346 56 19 71 92 126 412 14
11JPC 200 8950 2012 2210 555 26260 302 64 14 79 94 122 516 17
11JPC 204 13442 3224 2891 674 30387 379 54 20 76 98 120 592 12
11JPC 208 11963 2559 2556 810 29680 342 71 18 79 94 118 633 14
11JPC 212 11036 2404 2660 781 29920 368 63 16 83 96 119 604 16
11JPC 216 12468 2961 2606 764 30043 393 70 22 76 98 127 826 11
11JPC 220 10459 2185 2456 582 29014 433 75 17 78 99 115 624 18
11JPC 224 13819 2719 2981 821 30903 382 68 19 82 101 127 618 11
11JPC 228 12017 2775 2909 524 28607 429 64 17 74 97 121 624 14
11JPC 232 11235 2727 2713 812 28715 299 50 17 75 100 124 635 12
11JPC 236 12547 3008 2741 778 28714 239 67 20 76 98 124 587 13
11JPC 240 13019 2955 2991 616 29371 422 62 21 77 97 126 620 12
11JPC 244 11366 2124 2285 577 27842 300 62 13 81 95 134 695 19
11JPC 248 12936 3033 2887 776 29257 537 59 18 75 100 135 652 12





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
11JPC 256 13107 2724 3048 921 29010 216 53 20 70 108 128 598 11
11JPC 260 9139 2476 2538 764 26650 314 60 16 72 99 134 571 15
11JPC 264 10538 2625 2860 780 29512 379 69 15 79 102 130 567 19
12JPC 2 14925 33169 2659 2122 28409 343 65 21 63 137 93 327 19
12JPC 4 12421 47882 2002 1758 24052 233 56 22 57 165 85 298 11
12JPC 5 13870 96972 1901 2903 21218 153 46 19 44 201 73 213 13
12JPC 6 11951 69903 1549 3379 22164 194 38 23 45 194 78 297 10
12JPC 7 13975 57778 2364 2892 24985 234 55 24 56 167 92 283 7
12JPC 8 14074 20369 3356 1256 28050 182 54 32 55 134 125 335 9
12JPC 9 14041 5936 3503 594 28951 130 43 20 58 135 176 446 13
12JPC 10 13279 4109 3429 655 28159 172 56 26 55 133 123 357 14
12JPC 12 8059 2330 2434 296 24515 251 40 34 52 115 134 262 7
12JPC 14 10380 4428 2686 244 24177 251 42 26 57 145 141 328 10
12JPC 16 7405 5064 1906 415 20550 236 49 25 59 134 140 300 9
12JPC 18 9131 2800 2551 409 23515 203 52 26 55 132 128 263 7
12JPC 20 9649 2504 2725 338 22979 167 34 15 53 123 132 301 19
12JPC 22 11262 17366 2263 2151 27946 273 49 17 61 110 88 321 15
12JPC 24 6793 12322 1533 1720 24259 283 62 17 62 119 91 268 12
12JPC 26 8738 16971 1989 2695 23632 259 43 22 60 140 84 248 9
12JPC 28 12748 24306 2590 3124 26825 194 54 18 54 147 89 314 15
12JPC 30 10372 23663 2112 2425 25042 259 51 20 59 137 87 267 11
12JPC 32 7105 16120 1824 2372 19652 310 44 18 48 154 82 197 14
12JPC 33 13572 37937 2397 4451 25595 130 47 17 51 156 76 283 9
12JPC 34 11787 33283 2255 2474 25259 217 61 22 55 133 91 191 9
12JPC 35 16012 49249 2447 2149 26688 180 53 17 53 117 86 340 19
12JPC 36 15639 38279 2381 1687 27447 312 63 19 61 116 96 317 13
12JPC 37 12855 61806 1593 1183 19659 216 39 12 47 111 72 204 10





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
12JPC 39 10705 52071 1613 1300 20935 185 46 13 50 124 72 205 13
12JPC 40 12356 72018 1531 1262 20115 279 40 15 50 130 71 225 13
12JPC 41 13907 123364 1367 1245 17251 140 32 9 42 148 66 189 14
12JPC 42 7230 71112 729 875 13261 166 37 15 38 131 72 128 10
12JPC 43 11452 45998 1707 1510 22341 262 47 18 48 131 97 288 10
12JPC 44 8393 21136 1769 1343 21525 231 53 21 54 134 101 214 10
12JPC 46 10319 15963 2230 1110 23152 240 52 20 56 127 101 306 13
12JPC 48 9687 6926 2315 1002 26975 349 70 25 61 108 121 339 13
12JPC 50 8631 4465 2231 464 23811 226 52 22 54 117 124 291 13
12JPC 52 15886 3091 2955 549 34566 353 69 23 76 86 98 395 12
12JPC 52.5 15686 9796 3126 1136 32502 284 64 21 67 117 101 396 15
12JPC 54 12875 7182 3213 619 28269 219 55 18 60 113 127 333 10
12JPC 56 10288 4506 2927 465 24572 247 47 23 62 116 128 250 9
12JPC 58 14263 21453 2486 2462 28772 304 59 24 60 135 96 360 14
12JPC 60 13736 21300 2390 2217 28091 258 46 18 65 117 92 393 12
12JPC 62 15330 39440 2422 1722 27173 154 52 21 55 120 80 285 10
12JPC 64 8462 14052 1874 1421 24263 272 57 16 65 123 86 253 14
12JPC 66 13432 14059 2670 1854 29146 256 55 23 68 116 101 376 16
12JPC 68 11882 10669 2241 1014 27276 300 57 21 70 94 106 284 11
12JPC 70 15600 14990 2645 1428 29864 359 56 20 67 98 103 335 16
12JPC 72 9524 8793 2102 1719 25634 385 53 18 67 115 106 270 18
12JPC 74 11345 7525 2562 1818 27831 268 55 19 63 100 100 289 15
12JPC 76 13780 12477 2600 1389 27836 197 61 20 64 99 104 334 12
12JPC 78 16539 11887 2975 883 30761 306 57 24 74 94 117 344 11
12JPC 80 16757 15255 3002 1184 30431 264 57 18 72 94 103 347 12
12JPC 82 15711 15413 2721 1095 29142 240 60 18 70 93 107 347 14
12JPC 84 15381 16508 3172 1263 30393 222 59 20 64 100 104 277 11





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
12JPC 88 14486 19416 2391 899 27117 246 50 19 70 90 103 321 65
12JPC 90 9969 6469 2129 754 26656 334 54 20 75 99 121 285 17
12JPC 92 8942 2617 2338 762 26595 314 47 18 70 95 107 261 13
12JPC 94 9869 5952 2083 1415 25766 299 54 20 68 94 105 285 16
12JPC 96 16099 8075 3119 1727 32144 273 59 20 69 100 114 466 15
12JPC 98 15369 6859 3548 1620 32851 303 74 20 76 100 125 417 18
12JPC 100 12014 4805 2544 1246 30634 298 73 19 75 103 105 325 18
12JPC 102 8690 3276 1838 1018 26272 409 59 19 73 95 103 303 13
12JPC 104 12496 4351 2709 1112 29886 426 62 18 72 96 109 309 15
12JPC 106.1 7748 3914 2248 896 25399 352 51 21 65 93 125 264 15
12JPC 108 11717 8288 2631 1294 28944 361 46 24 65 91 111 324 9
12JPC 109 15982 16233 3077 968 31389 314 62 15 66 92 112 341 17
12JPC 110 16168 8256 3247 1237 33196 317 67 23 76 102 117 353 9
12JPC 111 17173 4987 3371 855 34613 326 76 17 70 90 109 414 9
12JPC 112 15575 3142 2884 829 32342 183 63 15 68 88 122 496 17
12JPC 113 15251 3555 3370 735 30233 295 56 17 56 77 142 403 17
12JPC 115 17854 8484 3430 685 33504 245 81 19 77 90 127 383 13
12JPC 116 15043 26633 2803 488 24892 204 50 14 54 68 116 304 12
12JPC 117.1 12294 35426 2262 252 21813 228 48 20 57 66 111 297 11
12JPC 118 11458 30144 1807 385 21726 161 37 17 50 71 121 330 12
12JPC 119 13075 5091 3202 674 29260 244 48 25 65 80 127 402 16
12JPC 120.1 16661 5475 3374 1305 34124 244 61 20 66 104 107 445 13
12JPC 121.1 15379 7299 3294 1258 32382 226 58 20 74 108 120 343 13
12JPC 123 13275 5898 2809 1459 29831 307 54 19 69 106 101 335 10
12JPC 125 12871 5067 2896 1183 31437 261 54 19 76 95 102 314 12
12JPC 127.1 13345 8135 2823 1280 31458 257 55 15 73 108 97 352 12
12JPC 129.1 14780 11800 2934 1685 30795 411 61 21 67 114 99 323 11





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
12JPC 133.1 11809 6109 2608 1127 26569 214 44 18 62 96 109 352 11
12JPC 135.1 11349 3262 2645 966 29429 268 71 21 69 98 119 332 12
12JPC 137 15264 5392 2819 1206 31706 218 61 20 66 92 96 405 11
12JPC 139 17609 4999 3282 1001 34332 275 72 13 73 95 109 438 18
12JPC 140 13440 3207 2897 937 31435 244 62 17 73 92 104 341 14
12JPC 142 11931 3417 2864 674 29998 380 70 19 75 91 107 323 9
12JPC 144 14623 3149 3073 1187 31575 422 65 14 72 97 108 391 15
12JPC 146 12977 2402 2634 1103 30818 296 64 21 70 92 104 411 8
12JPC 148 11705 2854 2501 1117 29624 333 59 14 66 100 115 349 11
12JPC 149 16870 3740 3505 1045 33683 344 69 21 76 100 121 378 11
12JPC 150 13133 2609 3032 1016 30743 286 68 18 71 93 108 333 14
12JPC 152 11326 2231 2687 744 30115 370 57 15 72 100 107 303 13
12JPC 153 11131 2372 2590 830 30027 251 60 17 71 96 102 295 17
12JPC 154 13673 2615 2855 852 30732 400 66 19 75 101 116 340 14
12JPC 155 15958 3147 3063 1050 32716 230 66 23 74 93 115 450 17
12JPC 156 16082 3544 3387 978 34138 302 69 17 75 95 120 349 16
12JPC 157 14610 4166 3050 986 32141 250 57 22 69 93 108 388 14
12JPC 158 13689 4575 3227 1046 31860 309 64 20 70 94 112 339 10
12JPC 159.5 16327 4890 3153 852 32126 229 74 20 70 91 111 356 18
12JPC 160 9284 3958 2271 808 27335 239 65 19 73 85 102 296 9
12JPC 161 13802 5622 3012 878 30796 257 66 19 71 91 109 332 15
12JPC 162 14771 5722 3330 815 32068 288 66 20 68 89 109 305 10
12JPC 163 17093 6935 3216 985 32932 327 76 22 69 88 113 472 15
12JPC 164 17357 6915 3597 774 34200 343 78 21 76 87 110 387 15
12JPC 165 16494 4774 3142 875 33370 206 63 19 76 84 112 454 11
12JPC 166 16535 5659 3448 807 32298 258 72 14 71 84 122 307 15
12JPC 167 16301 4965 3161 953 32338 239 74 20 71 81 116 399 15





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
12JPC 169 18047 3673 3197 703 34468 415 74 23 78 79 112 446 7
12JPC 170 14103 4386 2863 638 31907 369 68 18 71 82 105 374 12
12JPC 171.1 14793 7335 3266 652 31835 301 57 15 70 77 100 341 17
12JPC 172 16550 4238 3035 536 33118 357 71 19 71 81 109 383 14
12JPC 173 13717 15869 2661 965 26569 190 62 17 56 67 105 322 13
12JPC 174 11541 22396 2263 667 22475 177 42 19 47 68 103 294 9
12JPC 175 11058 18287 2181 500 21732 194 53 20 51 64 110 299 10
12JPC 176 11785 11451 2255 337 21397 177 51 21 54 62 100 372 8
12JPC 177 17368 2878 3177 675 33545 276 78 17 80 91 123 426 12
12JPC 178 12770 2892 2875 774 31095 390 60 16 73 93 113 393 13
12JPC 179 18170 2827 3550 552 34454 360 61 19 80 100 116 421 12
12JPC 180.1 10980 1889 2284 695 27554 277 56 15 76 90 116 314 11
12JPC 181 14006 2604 2647 889 31164 222 72 18 78 96 120 424 21
12JPC 182 16414 2989 3219 798 33274 291 81 17 81 90 128 439 18
12JPC 183 13843 2600 2894 807 31999 275 73 16 69 90 115 380 14
12JPC 184 16991 2578 3296 915 33897 313 61 18 75 95 114 390 16
12JPC 185 16882 3037 3367 827 33507 362 65 16 76 103 118 390 20
12JPC 186 15953 2931 3018 866 34069 248 61 17 75 97 113 419 15
12JPC 187 15758 3160 3262 787 33977 205 69 20 74 95 119 388 14
12JPC 188 13511 2821 2800 774 31381 243 60 18 80 98 119 356 11
12JPC 189 15077 3174 3106 887 32915 358 66 15 75 90 105 351 17
12JPC 190 16415 2805 3109 889 33463 377 67 18 74 94 115 386 19
12JPC 191 17133 2790 3225 756 34229 324 56 20 72 98 115 433 14
12JPC 192 17169 3265 3249 849 34121 155 60 20 68 94 112 426 14
12JPC 193 16628 2918 3166 901 34543 290 68 22 80 94 115 430 10
12JPC 194 15864 3034 3163 964 32409 273 56 18 75 91 108 345 15
12JPC 195 16877 2879 3146 595 33200 283 62 21 76 92 112 388 11





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
12JPC 197 18082 2584 3341 609 33515 294 63 20 77 96 116 391 10
12JPC 198 17754 3022 3402 543 34802 325 62 15 80 92 113 397 18
12JPC 199 16902 2798 3037 795 34003 282 57 19 76 94 117 458 14
12JPC 200 11632 1893 2364 819 29237 324 54 21 78 100 119 333 11
12JPC 201 16881 2098 3136 901 33355 228 59 24 77 88 114 377 8
12JPC 202 16582 2343 3259 976 32612 267 66 18 75 99 110 443 12
12JPC 203 16783 2716 3467 1365 34122 372 67 20 76 96 114 447 11
12JPC 204 14632 2622 3060 745 32063 448 64 19 73 96 116 411 12
12JPC 205 17285 3236 3642 1087 34130 176 63 21 72 97 117 421 14
12JPC 206 17512 3109 3630 1238 35159 226 73 20 80 91 111 417 14
12JPC 207 15559 3363 3120 891 32671 279 67 17 77 94 123 375 12
12JPC 208 16011 4372 3011 937 32797 242 65 20 71 89 106 385 9
12JPC 209 16459 3567 3061 1016 32935 275 61 13 76 90 115 431 14
12JPC 210 17803 3972 3330 1351 33286 228 58 17 73 104 115 442 15
12JPC 211 18502 3354 3532 778 34054 213 66 16 73 94 112 419 14
12JPC 212 18410 3096 3485 951 35146 311 56 19 74 92 123 459 9
12JPC 213 17664 3501 3726 896 34013 270 61 14 75 95 115 345 17
12JPC 214 16417 3010 3355 809 32440 280 58 20 71 95 114 358 12
12JPC 216 13462 2363 2955 759 31325 244 65 16 74 98 121 389 15
12JPC 218 15790 2959 3271 678 33045 372 70 20 76 93 117 381 18
12JPC 220.1 13728 2813 2854 838 30444 305 68 21 76 90 111 373 12
12JPC 222 16907 2193 3109 965 32261 368 65 16 72 90 109 423 10
12JPC 224 11761 2181 2720 963 29367 231 58 20 72 100 113 342 12
12JPC 226 14912 2629 3129 715 31823 307 61 19 74 99 103 365 12
12JPC 228 14162 2302 3094 779 32796 325 66 16 79 94 108 349 14
12JPC 230 12463 2057 2897 934 31516 351 58 12 75 96 112 363 21
12JPC 232 15989 2540 3458 1126 34317 327 56 19 75 95 108 414 12





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
13JPC 1 13103 78087 1787 1712 20910 202 52 24 55 169 81 220 12
13JPC 3 8972 49804 1429 3141 19667 233 48 20 42 180 66 224 13
13JPC 3.2 9866 54534 1518 3482 19295 168 46 20 41 184 73 225 11
13JPC 5 8687 36727 1970 2495 20997 243 44 22 46 154 85 209 18
13JPC 7 7104 36134 1528 1930 18642 218 49 24 49 141 96 211 10
13JPC 9 7624 10222 2086 684 22376 296 41 24 53 111 104 232 15
13JPC 11 5986 4577 1973 527 21455 316 45 23 53 106 140 247 11
13JPC 13 7268 1581 2218 402 22056 268 40 21 51 81 113 258 14
13JPC 15.5 6259 1261 2132 440 21482 249 38 19 56 102 130 226 9
13JPC 17 10465 2270 2740 463 24031 187 37 20 55 117 124 277 8
13JPC 19.2 7154 1467 2221 436 20134 244 35 21 53 114 127 231 13
13JPC 21.3 9044 1741 2530 415 23064 328 45 16 58 148 141 295 15
13JPC 23 7335 1475 2186 447 19840 316 44 15 52 144 124 222 12
13JPC 25 7994 1542 2391 217 21566 306 36 21 54 141 120 224 12
13JPC 27 8660 1447 2624 286 24627 482 53 23 62 124 140 294 17
13JPC 29 9507 1687 2981 212 23734 307 52 23 60 141 134 270 14
13JPC 31 9363 1619 2727 241 24136 288 60 21 58 144 138 339 15
13JPC 32.8 10217 2560 2696 348 24919 358 54 20 60 136 131 330 13
13JPC 35 8519 2261 2242 319 20907 298 45 26 54 108 127 234 9
13JPC 37.1 8168 2494 2366 242 20502 274 38 23 50 124 142 256 11
13JPC 39 7555 2255 2051 283 18727 202 42 19 49 120 134 256 8
13JPC 40.8 8515 8306 1954 1680 24137 355 63 16 61 104 83 290 19
13JPC 43 13327 19959 2537 2649 28198 370 57 21 62 120 90 299 12
13JPC 45 13246 24135 2417 2733 27782 277 62 25 62 119 85 300 9
13JPC 47.3 11747 19433 2223 2732 26791 289 53 22 62 134 78 263 17
13JPC 49 9810 18823 1818 2820 23680 229 57 18 58 135 80 261 17
13JPC 51 11678 33843 1913 2657 23234 285 50 17 55 138 84 246 16





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
13JPC 55 11022 27071 1881 3242 24163 329 55 18 52 140 77 273 10
13JPC 57 11163 30169 1997 2979 24250 279 48 20 56 123 75 252 15
13JPC 59.1 13103 68883 1819 1866 22497 276 49 18 50 127 72 257 13
13JPC 61 9876 70754 1143 1315 17654 218 42 15 44 144 73 212 8
13JPC 63.1 12615 118290 1194 1073 16593 137 36 9 39 132 62 161 15
13JPC 63.5 13591 137636 1285 1010 16301 237 45 10 41 138 66 164 17
13JPC 65.5 11218 38249 1797 2190 21113 250 44 16 49 124 77 228 14
13JPC 66 17402 56267 2692 2010 28737 332 62 26 58 138 104 292 17
13JPC 67 16872 30552 3153 2091 31620 295 62 25 58 138 101 351 17
13JPC 68 16186 21947 3152 2050 32016 337 56 25 67 138 111 328 12
13JPC 69 14893 18912 2928 1876 30816 246 59 25 60 136 107 377 15
13JPC 70 13858 13719 3020 1985 31113 325 63 30 58 135 106 314 14
13JPC 71 15590 13586 3259 1286 32051 404 68 29 65 104 109 385 14
13JPC 72 14564 10758 3025 1367 30693 243 73 27 64 121 101 363 8
13JPC 73 14070 6515 3448 850 30362 364 61 25 55 116 123 298 11
13JPC 74 9679 4634 2396 525 24433 343 54 29 62 109 133 255 10
13JPC 75 10031 3880 2547 491 24526 302 50 26 57 114 120 304 16
13JPC 76 12713 4279 3139 615 27987 302 56 25 62 110 122 321 14
13JPC 77 19562 6665 3473 629 36690 328 69 20 85 92 103 425 13
13JPC 78 17820 5334 3470 741 33101 394 62 20 75 108 115 363 15
13JPC 79 15342 4874 3763 469 30517 353 54 22 60 121 136 342 15
13JPC 80.2 13822 4816 3426 488 29666 308 55 26 58 109 125 317 14
13JPC 81.2 12227 5093 3086 544 28039 396 55 20 59 116 125 312 17
13JPC 82 17153 14261 3455 2314 33103 361 66 22 66 127 96 352 20
13JPC 83 13272 12613 2539 2184 29362 403 56 20 68 121 95 345 20
13JPC 84 16211 17251 2934 2525 31900 374 61 24 67 129 98 330 17
13JPC 85 16603 20245 2819 2403 31213 317 66 22 65 139 98 357 21





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
13JPC 87.2 14642 32830 2377 2453 28258 333 57 21 63 147 89 330 16
13JPC 88.1 14710 28952 2539 2250 27956 416 61 21 64 133 95 293 12
13JPC 88.8 15010 26110 2565 2910 29105 289 62 19 63 133 89 315 19
13JPC 90 14521 20107 2616 2172 28244 266 58 24 61 119 94 297 15
13JPC 91.3 17653 20823 2800 2125 30318 378 69 20 61 121 89 365 16
13JPC 92.4 17826 22757 2819 2622 31927 360 60 22 66 125 98 324 18
13JPC 93.2 15445 15057 2873 1833 30530 350 62 22 72 98 102 337 12
13JPC 94 16573 17206 2984 1939 30106 348 71 25 67 123 104 366 12
13JPC 95 16299 15932 2835 1872 30319 347 59 22 70 98 102 388 15
13JPC 96 17571 14417 3173 1931 31645 387 58 24 71 103 110 337 15
13JPC 97 17611 14418 3163 2183 33003 291 66 24 70 102 111 377 12
13JPC 98 17553 21022 2847 1726 28994 342 61 20 67 95 97 300 13
13JPC 99 17794 17073 3241 2001 31793 360 53 18 67 103 104 329 23
13JPC 100 16181 12313 2788 2970 31351 405 64 18 67 114 105 412 22
13JPC 101 18100 15523 3297 2460 32704 340 64 27 70 104 114 321 13
13JPC 102 16755 16537 3200 2139 30527 356 68 25 68 112 106 313 18
13JPC 102.9 13627 17554 2617 1683 27887 379 58 20 70 106 106 343 16
13JPC 104 15477 35297 2387 1751 27619 280 65 21 64 110 99 314 12
13JPC 105 13870 61192 1976 1498 22238 237 44 16 55 122 97 253 12
13JPC 105.8 14105 78526 1938 1350 20839 139 55 16 51 126 93 187 20
13JPC 107.3 14936 102814 1455 1166 19580 212 47 16 50 118 83 227 14
13JPC 108 14676 97226 1423 1108 18259 290 44 14 46 116 85 236 12
13JPC 109 10590 80630 1060 716 14975 184 37 18 46 116 77 151 5
13JPC 110 14078 87853 1654 1408 18859 227 42 21 46 112 88 187 9
13JPC 111 10875 38845 1624 812 20332 191 51 15 55 89 102 255 13
13JPC 112 16437 17715 2763 1096 29633 327 64 18 70 100 110 374 13
13JPC 113 18931 18358 3060 1485 31578 356 62 24 74 93 113 383 12





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
13JPC 115 15710 16225 2691 1598 29298 392 64 22 69 95 98 306 14
13JPC 116 17906 20313 3015 1499 29895 277 59 20 71 96 119 355 15
13JPC 117 18782 20429 3010 1901 32301 384 60 17 70 101 105 406 19
13JPC 118 18270 23799 2847 1658 31222 322 59 19 69 102 112 404 20
13JPC 119 19283 23337 2951 1416 30413 293 67 19 68 104 106 385 15
13JPC 120.3 19170 29900 2867 1167 30131 322 56 20 73 104 114 347 9
13JPC 121 19545 26864 3043 1535 31368 201 57 18 68 99 112 389 17
13JPC 122 19175 20687 3007 1246 30467 345 63 21 68 96 113 401 10
13JPC 123 16349 17395 2873 1019 29526 318 56 15 65 98 114 335 15
13JPC 124 19549 13317 3426 772 33221 360 56 19 80 102 125 412 12
13JPC 125 18970 9254 3529 1150 33807 336 71 22 75 103 114 437 14
13JPC 126 17985 9155 3126 988 31700 302 66 20 70 102 120 380 15
13JPC 127 17091 10215 3186 1548 32651 304 66 20 72 95 111 393 17
13JPC 128 18010 10510 3237 1583 33205 325 50 29 74 97 114 374 16
13JPC 129 17550 9958 3422 2176 34246 413 67 20 72 97 103 355 17
13JPC 130 16639 9753 2992 1754 31767 235 68 20 71 96 105 363 12
13JPC 131 17681 8933 3201 2022 34388 381 74 19 76 102 114 459 19
13JPC 132.1 17627 8592 3413 2105 35244 368 68 19 73 98 106 454 21
13JPC 133 16640 8581 3214 2270 33463 242 67 25 72 103 113 439 16
13JPC 134 17628 8875 3445 1678 33430 305 73 22 72 102 111 388 11
13JPC 135 18125 8846 3416 1512 34706 401 70 17 73 100 115 408 17
13JPC 136 17843 8529 3290 1488 33667 385 62 23 75 100 113 416 17
13JPC 137.1 17080 8174 2976 1410 32333 319 70 21 71 96 116 403 19
13JPC 138 18911 8788 3482 1224 34137 385 68 19 71 97 112 392 17
13JPC 139 17853 8749 3412 1324 33248 340 66 19 73 99 120 348 14
13JPC 140 17151 9650 3072 835 31684 327 54 21 76 94 116 384 13
13JPC 141.4 15186 9704 2895 1046 30270 368 57 14 65 97 109 396 15





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
13JPC 143 14856 12733 2748 1761 29535 220 63 21 65 98 104 358 17
13JPC 144 12188 18483 2088 1381 25565 310 47 23 61 90 118 330 10
13JPC 145 14156 18377 2664 1426 28420 317 54 18 62 89 105 345 12
13JPC 146.2 15983 13841 2891 1290 31999 355 58 23 74 89 108 436 10
13JPC 147 17381 19769 2943 1528 31088 321 60 21 68 90 108 384 10
13JPC 148.2 17699 16261 3134 1530 31281 370 59 20 69 93 109 374 18
13JPC 149 18150 14927 3235 1508 32362 373 64 18 71 94 112 350 18
13JPC 150 17903 5650 3500 942 34480 273 71 17 77 96 110 367 13
13JPC 151 17037 5359 3415 864 32830 394 62 16 74 98 117 324 19
13JPC 152 15664 4596 3251 586 30663 248 58 22 66 80 126 385 7
13JPC 153 14444 3018 2995 602 31799 347 70 16 77 91 121 380 13
13JPC 154 16952 2781 3588 607 34547 366 63 18 76 95 114 423 9
13JPC 155 17432 2954 3653 752 35596 261 63 11 77 95 117 440 19
13JPC 156.1 16470 7582 3133 692 31984 351 68 16 73 88 113 394 11
13JPC 157 16296 33391 2690 546 26994 320 53 17 64 82 103 327 14
13JPC 158 13507 37492 2376 365 21394 173 48 17 52 67 116 259 8
13JPC 159 14850 55194 2051 285 21182 199 43 15 47 65 104 247 9
13JPC 160 13519 16366 3098 734 26426 239 44 20 54 70 134 314 12
13JPC 161 14998 5099 3122 1455 31533 346 74 21 72 94 119 388 16
13JPC 162 16874 5769 3399 1527 34222 346 68 24 73 103 106 395 15
13JPC 163 10980 4565 2096 1282 26246 407 59 23 68 99 108 317 10
13JPC 164 15454 6955 3056 1772 32699 315 61 21 70 104 110 398 14
13JPC 165 17221 7203 3253 1633 33842 278 60 18 72 112 114 463 12
13JPC 166 17164 9214 3412 1934 34097 423 66 18 69 114 108 389 16
13JPC 167 17233 8198 3337 1813 34113 366 71 21 73 105 104 356 14
13JPC 168 17255 6217 3199 1528 35420 380 69 19 73 105 100 442 16
13JPC 169 19249 6456 3532 1122 36051 302 74 13 76 100 99 387 16





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
13JPC 171 17989 6352 3310 1526 35748 414 72 21 77 101 104 423 11
13JPC 171.8 18464 6421 3391 1245 35708 420 72 18 78 99 108 419 14
13JPC 173 18225 6530 3389 1638 35821 445 73 20 77 101 106 435 10
13JPC 174 16980 10352 3406 2080 34769 403 67 19 70 111 100 347 17
13JPC 175 15519 7136 3085 1677 33260 316 71 21 71 107 105 375 13
13JPC 177 15124 5973 3003 1431 33422 312 70 23 74 106 108 388 13
13JPC 179 10432 4704 2282 1553 30509 370 56 19 66 95 111 384 16
13JPC 181.2 13430 4107 2888 1476 33162 334 69 21 73 98 107 345 16
13JPC 183 12857 3716 2782 1290 32213 270 66 18 73 101 118 399 13
13JPC 185 15837 3875 3078 901 32195 352 63 15 74 91 110 422 13
13JPC 187 15936 3498 3062 850 33560 363 61 19 76 103 122 424 10
13JPC 189 14091 3126 2892 1009 31107 352 71 17 79 103 111 419 14
13JPC 191 13443 2740 2814 1231 32100 411 63 19 76 98 106 374 14
13JPC 193 14220 3188 2833 1029 33276 446 66 22 74 104 111 411 14
13JPC 195 12154 2424 2704 1001 30352 397 59 15 75 94 109 321 19
13JPC 197 15992 3254 3092 1212 33455 314 84 21 78 101 111 401 14
13JPC 197 17660 3398 3430 1564 35121 261 70 20 80 103 115 414 22
13JPC 199 13300 3308 3020 921 32115 378 66 18 76 101 112 351 16
13JPC 201 14943 6589 3015 1012 32432 402 68 23 72 90 113 384 16
13JPC 203 17149 6863 3223 922 32955 206 65 25 72 85 124 382 13
13JPC 205 15655 7046 2945 887 32385 254 61 22 73 91 113 450 16
13JPC 206 14854 6070 3105 717 31549 335 61 20 70 81 116 344 10
13JPC 207 16245 5521 3278 727 32404 339 71 16 72 79 107 348 13
13JPC 208 15390 7220 3002 711 31111 355 56 18 66 80 111 395 13
13JPC 209 15423 6493 3037 629 32082 232 62 9 69 82 114 395 21
13JPC 210 10408 3772 2263 559 26873 303 56 16 67 80 110 281 12
13JPC 211 16495 5255 3248 651 33800 415 71 19 75 80 108 379 13
13JPC 212 16590 4346 3055 626 33299 287 76 17 79 84 112 423 18




Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
13JPC 217 13311 25083 2296 846 24003 153 45 19 48 67 99 331 9
13JPC 219 12606 20739 2655 695 23615 189 56 17 42 59 83 276 11
13JPC 220 12435 17799 2583 359 20907 186 40 14 43 65 96 278 13
13JPC 221 13570 7372 2696 466 26208 184 40 16 57 68 105 421 8
13JPC 222 16492 3221 3326 336 34398 224 76 20 75 90 124 381 7
13JPC 223 17491 2692 3414 601 32783 284 69 17 75 97 128 391 15
13JPC 224 17055 2793 3361 558 33899 405 62 20 73 97 113 421 11
13JPC 225 17843 3253 3638 672 35884 245 63 22 78 100 123 428 9
13JPC 226 17645 3128 3419 660 34663 430 66 17 76 97 115 406 11
13JPC 227 17680 3438 3568 844 35495 238 74 15 74 98 110 411 22
13JPC 228 15240 2353 3265 561 33164 384 58 16 75 95 124 348 16
13JPC 229 17880 3118 3506 693 35029 426 62 23 74 96 109 398 15
13JPC 231 15736 2865 3252 795 33735 313 62 22 77 96 110 397 14
13JPC 233 14873 2824 3060 745 33799 340 62 21 73 92 110 359 14
13JPC 235 15197 2371 3254 787 33825 349 68 18 75 94 108 327 17
13JPC 237 14181 2440 3127 704 33429 282 72 17 74 93 109 357 17
13JPC 239 15116 2089 3146 1105 34085 320 64 20 77 95 114 368 15
13JPC 241 16117 2381 3171 1338 34653 342 64 24 77 96 118 420 10
13JPC 243.1 16840 3095 3456 1023 35230 480 69 18 75 103 114 332 16
13JPC 245 14658 3428 3131 1213 32738 380 64 18 76 98 123 314 16
13JPC 247 16242 3222 3720 1519 35016 228 61 19 71 91 113 350 14
13JPC 249 13910 2695 2850 761 33684 431 66 17 75 95 114 412 16
13JPC 250.9 15931 2797 3012 983 34321 310 75 23 79 104 116 409 14
13JPC 253 17635 3019 3307 754 34328 240 58 17 74 97 115 414 17
13JPC 255 15934 2384 3105 825 33786 268 68 15 73 97 111 428 15
13JPC 257 17621 2993 3929 1511 36569 344 67 20 73 98 115 411 13
13JPC 259 17330 2768 3452 1254 36250 354 73 24 77 94 109 449 14
13JPC 261 16704 2984 3479 1245 36143 503 62 21 77 101 115 436 11




Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
13JPC 265 17031 2509 3637 1352 36589 372 73 15 75 97 114 429 18
13JPC 267 17215 2497 3523 1031 35446 215 64 20 75 92 114 387 14
13JPC 269.2 15569 2308 3549 988 34618 266 62 17 76 93 109 364 14
13JPC 271 15755 2393 3268 1641 34153 368 66 19 77 94 109 396 16
13JPC 273 14382 2127 2998 934 33109 294 67 17 68 88 109 361 13
13JPC 275 16658 2834 3698 764 36065 314 70 16 74 86 111 356 18
13JPC 277 15509 2732 3237 944 34103 276 64 26 70 84 101 374 11
13JPC 279.1 13541 5749 3301 531 29536 357 65 28 61 67 128 395 11
13JPC 281 15967 2151 3206 684 33714 335 54 14 78 91 118 455 16
13JPC 283 17894 2525 3885 850 36021 308 67 17 79 93 110 402 14
13JPC 285.1 17388 2789 3505 843 36923 285 65 20 77 92 104 447 9
13JPC 287 15584 2150 2870 734 34893 293 71 15 71 93 107 462 17
13JPC 289 16995 2539 3212 1106 36519 324 75 15 75 96 111 504 19
13JPC 291 16951 2121 3679 837 36418 302 69 21 76 97 108 385 13
13JPC 293 18054 2259 3573 915 37113 343 73 16 80 90 108 415 14
13JPC 295 18482 3022 3645 1882 38700 273 70 18 75 92 103 536 19
13JPC 297 18307 2668 3748 1505 37458 314 71 22 77 99 119 453 14
13JPC 299 16757 2494 3611 1916 36149 369 67 23 79 102 108 387 15
14JPC 2 12701 137594 1466 1481 16136 65 36 19 39 195 67 331 9
14JPC 4 14651 76243 2322 1953 23115 313 56 18 58 174 89 572 19
14JPC 5 13426 75389 2050 1893 21199 75 43 27 47 197 86 469 4
14JPC 6 13121 26182 3072 2046 26910 313 57 28 54 156 119 601 11
14JPC 7 12829 11640 3452 1341 28607 83 50 37 63 139 136 587 4
14JPC 8 12733 4066 3205 480 27898 277 49 31 57 118 135 664 9
14JPC 10 12185 4858 3082 559 26000 258 38 22 52 102 109 549 9
14JPC 12 11793 3127 2814 893 24659 212 33 17 54 91 126 536 12
14JPC 14 12991 2577 3049 358 25831 229 46 18 58 105 134 645 9





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
14JPC 18 11590 2301 2942 529 24526 166 60 23 64 128 154 607 9
14JPC 20 13167 4224 3517 360 26964 290 50 26 60 123 143 569 9
14JPC 21 13506 3353 3511 199 27070 259 48 22 62 114 148 575 10
14JPC 22 12625 3049 3570 240 27170 249 43 24 60 121 143 634 12
14JPC 23 14320 5627 3145 457 27805 288 67 26 65 130 123 771 9
14JPC 24 12046 5170 3136 321 26199 320 52 23 58 128 138 614 15
14JPC 26 10807 10096 2885 218 23339 242 32 19 56 119 147 544 8
14JPC 28 11397 18936 2639 1886 24284 374 52 23 57 134 109 575 18
14JPC 29 12898 31467 2471 2181 26211 318 59 19 62 120 91 585 16
14JPC 30 14866 31500 2769 2301 27948 188 60 23 66 118 97 665 14
14JPC 31 14855 28589 2733 2558 26900 324 67 16 62 139 94 561 23
14JPC 32 14267 33961 2729 3890 27794 246 62 17 61 141 95 686 20
14JPC 34 13178 33124 2736 2668 26470 198 64 25 62 135 88 511 9
14JPC 36 12579 56735 2084 3453 23782 227 63 19 52 160 84 541 13
14JPC 38 13594 75699 2198 2058 21650 208 44 17 53 131 87 411 12
14JPC 40 12582 76249 1839 3585 21255 202 48 21 42 176 63 509 11
14JPC 41 15644 93650 2140 1854 22110 76 47 22 50 143 75 390 10
14JPC 42 14322 86113 2173 1334 22180 209 49 21 48 139 87 365 4
14JPC 44 13923 86242 2038 1334 22851 222 44 24 55 142 97 597 11
14JPC 46 13188 32901 2596 1647 26400 301 68 33 61 153 104 521 9
14JPC 48 14282 27558 2978 1482 27393 278 61 32 63 154 109 550 10
14JPC 49 14277 9385 3043 1008 30533 263 69 31 65 125 112 740 14
14JPC 50 14744 12104 3299 1097 30908 387 78 23 70 107 99 588 15
14JPC 51 14172 15261 2893 1639 29033 311 69 21 73 123 113 642 21
14JPC 52 16408 26654 2840 2605 29971 249 59 21 70 128 96 572 19
14JPC 53 16429 34932 2758 2270 28765 86 59 25 65 137 97 549 17
14JPC 54 16423 34425 2598 2408 28940 220 61 23 68 137 96 768 17





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
14JPC 58 15688 18221 2690 1984 29997 272 71 28 73 111 108 772 17
14JPC 60 15359 16427 2905 2554 30279 366 69 23 71 107 107 708 17
14JPC 62 16256 25509 3037 2046 29265 257 66 26 64 106 111 602 17
14JPC 64 15513 29441 2678 1363 24837 266 50 25 62 96 111 510 16
14JPC 66 15687 32922 2662 1009 26629 266 59 25 72 91 111 589 10
14JPC 68 15558 91154 1881 1152 21028 228 40 18 53 107 89 422 9
14JPC 70 15659 120845 1729 1157 19300 290 44 11 54 125 86 355 14
14JPC 71 14457 142893 1247 745 14833 69 34 16 41 116 60 301 4
14JPC 72 16028 53878 2289 974 22539 244 45 18 64 100 101 451 15
14JPC 74 15807 19428 2913 1055 28187 294 60 21 70 99 115 598 16
14JPC 76 16350 14229 3173 2144 31518 295 60 28 69 103 120 657 15
14JPC 78 15619 11493 3350 2009 32572 436 66 24 75 104 115 787 18
14JPC 80 14117 9458 2917 1064 30512 307 58 21 77 98 118 758 18
14JPC 82 16430 10411 3283 1068 31092 433 76 19 76 94 135 695 17
14JPC 84 15644 14417 3039 1427 30228 253 73 28 68 95 115 652   
14JPC 85.5 15254 25652 3078 1198 28678 254 41 21 65 84 102 527 10
14JPC 89 17117 5810 3545 782 33881 238 81 23 79 96 119 719 12
14JPC 91 12654 9000 3490 263 26097 182 42 23 57 78 149 636 15
14JPC 93 15737 5928 3621 545 34260 393 71 18 80 98 117 731 11
14JPC 94 15295 33276 2766 454 26447 230 55 17 58 82 106 639 11
14JPC 95 14420 53012 2622 285 21675 73 41 20 55 72 114 540 11
14JPC 96 14528 41176 2754 394 24205 168 47 20 57 75 130 596 11
14JPC 97 14379 14171 3177 262 25396 78 49 22 55 75 177 490 10
14JPC 98 15733 12987 3458 1961 32538 336 49 23 67 118 112 837 20
14JPC 99 15513 11625 3391 1712 31008 229 56 22 68 109 108 649 12
14JPC 101 15040 12496 2980 1947 32023 376 68 24 73 115 106 804 15
14JPC 103 15793 11234 3278 1831 33182 297 73 16 71 112 105 744 21





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
14JPC 107 15944 15445 3188 2264 31442 287 70 20 74 118 108 753 16
14JPC 109 16169 11920 3472 1605 32043 305 64 18 72 125 117 561 21
14JPC 111 16429 7746 3277 1146 33744 455 65 23 79 101 114 782 13
14JPC 113 16021 5929 3351 1381 33085 387 71 22 78 102 109 730 15
14JPC 115 15585 5235 3402 1452 33121 306 72 24 80 108 123 743 11
14JPC 117 15796 5548 3455 1622 33250 380 68 20 79 101 121 712 17
14JPC 119 14010 5636 2976 1432 31544 346 79 26 76 95 121 659 14
14JPC 121 12983 6387 3120 1076 31129 284 68 22 74 92 119 599 15
14JPC 123 12027 7909 2788 903 29144 322 70 24 71 84 120 602 12
14JPC 125 13513 7968 2992 1223 29377 344 69 23 69 87 121 726 14
14JPC 127 12156 7675 2911 981 28744 312 70 24 73 93 122 581 13
14JPC 128 15383 7300 3186 843 32000 302 79 22 73 82 116 681 4
14JPC 129 13864 5756 3106 818 31711 299 70 20 75 81 111 731 12
14JPC 130 13703 7897 2802 753 29854 384 70 27 64 79 114 774 12
14JPC 131 11953 14038 2647 815 25121 389 56 26 60 74 116 586 4
14JPC 132 10479 21736 2349 479 21693 186 46 23 50 70 116 469 4
14JPC 133 10647 26615 2072 440 19988 70 48 22 47 66 104 514 10
14JPC 134 9990 23178 2214 972 20418 234 44 22 46 65 107 436 9
14JPC 135 11030 23468 2164 909 21733 236 46 19 48 58 105 506 12
14JPC 136 11996 18390 2434 839 22326 70 45 18 49 65 105 543 9
14JPC 137 11848 19261 2503 657 21065 209 53 16 46 63 100 528 9
14JPC 138 10892 15948 1992 617 16784 63 44 13 44 62 109 573 11
14JPC 139 13554 7196 3108 367 27568 319 57 20 70 87 117 628 11
14JPC 140 15093 5112 3242 352 31908 340 55 31 80 85 120 563 11
14JPC 141 15582 3985 3276 317 32634 369 58 21 78 93 123 717 9
14JPC 143 15734 3655 3524 646 33226 327 66 23 78 96 124 606 15
14JPC 145 16240 3371 3321 1393 33048 390 69 21 84 106 122 733 14





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
14JPC 149 12726 3504 2966 904 29376 251 52 21 73 86 108 465 5
14JPC 151 13301 3124 2828 695 30738 272 63 20 73 89 103 639 10
14JPC 153 12111 2574 2515 1144 28439 231 56 18 65 83 98 693 5
14JPC 155 16203 3516 3347 1286 32224 336 67 23 82 102 127 637 14
14JPC 157 15178 4040 2936 996 31284 209 59 18 75 99 109 766 13
14JPC 159 15190 4591 3270 718 33186 389 68 27 76 96 125 772 11
14JPC 161 13274 3983 3076 1294 30701 381 74 23 75 99 116 633 15
14JPC 163 15634 4011 3327 917 32478 353 59 19 75 99 132 638 17
14JPC 165 16844 3820 3489 839 33706 94 67 18 82 95 123 737 14
14JPC 167 15733 3518 3660 957 33450 373 72 23 80 102 113 677 10
14JPC 168 17544 3611 3769 1501 34627 291 75 19 81 101 116 647 17
14JPC 169 16725 3777 3524 1139 34682 399 79 20 78 101 119 759 16
14JPC 171 16477 3481 3418 1016 34967 425 74 21 81 101 126 697 14
14JPC 175 15118 2819 3187 1721 32762 298 65 21 76 96 122 725 17
14JPC 179 15263 3612 3508 810 33717 378 77 19 80 91 117 614 14
14JPC 183 13453 3973 3167 853 31779 321 70 22 75 89 116 741 15
14JPC 187 13508 3204 3076 561 29592 281 66 25 69 77 113 681 10
14JPC 191 15770 3176 3357 1003 33240 296 66 19 79 100 116 734 10
14JPC 195 16380 2827 3485 782 35493 330 74 28 82 99 121 731 12
14JPC 199 16055 3110 3488 1332 34090 418 79 20 79 102 107 780 16
14JPC 203 14989 2759 3264 1518 33489 370 69 22 79 99 116 660 11
14JPC 207 16153 2683 3303 1216 33298 391 81 29 80 102 125 785 18
14JPC 211 15893 2938 3594 937 33372 320 75 25 78 99 127 667 12
14JPC 215 13471 2440 2759 878 30570 247 70 18 66 90 116 912 5
14JPC 219 15490 2933 3437 1166 34194 388 75 28 80 101 126 828 18
14JPC 223 16298 4119 3831 1269 35603 412 81 26 88 100 111 692 14
14JPC 227 16819 2992 3359 1655 34361 408 62 20 81 96 116 748 18





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
14JPC 235 16864 3142 3746 976 35049 393 76 20 85 107 127 650 15
15TC 1 11586 27154 2729 1009 22519 194 51 28 49 120 118 547 13
15TC 2 13768 39297 2314 2048 25178 265 60 25 58 137 85 566 16
15TC 3 12887 67097 1891 1848 20063 276 49 21 50 136 76 404 13
15TC 4 7427 23061 1410 1938 17033 227 42 25 50 146 85 391 13
15TC 5 6498 18836 1423 1904 16738 239 48 24 50 140 85 407 13
15TC 6 13335 27629 2568 2910 24948 219 65 30 53 163 95 593 12
15TC 7 7492 4993 2304 420 23031 328 50 37 53 125 129 464 14
15TC 8.25 10599 5588 2596 442 24592 305 56 37 58 121 128 563 12
15TC 9 9401 5878 2661 524 25724 240 58 38 62 125 137 652 12
15TC 10 11156 10238 2725 930 26277 338 58 28 65 118 119 554 17
15TC 11 8901 8868 2148 827 22506 287 62 34 60 133 118 537 12
15TC 12 9903 7633 2395 591 24005 333 49 33 61 129 145 532 9
15TC 13 5106 10212 1154 1346 14737 283 43 15 57 125 92 314 15
15TC 14 8173 20763 1524 1906 18471 279 52 22 53 145 89 415 11
15TC 15 12608 32837 2102 2672 25066 265 53 22 57 145 84 571 19
15TC 16 11024 32149 2121 2457 23362 312 55 24 55 139 82 497 15
15TC 17 11697 33721 2211 2782 24755 213 53 25 60 153 83 574 14
15TC 18 10977 32246 2379 2518 23208 338 43 25 58 147 84 339 14
15TC 19 5794 16068 1189 1784 15182 279 49 18 52 133 89 234 20
15TC 20 12839 33037 2486 3105 25216 202 63 27 60 141 91 495 17
15TC 21 10757 39844 1876 2240 21124 223 53 25 52 133 83 463 10
15TC 22 6650 14495 1554 1552 16486 182 39 19 53 124 87 302 16
15TC 23 8472 24875 1788 2683 20707 245 59 23 55 137 90 494 20
15TC 24 10598 31392 1795 2263 22905 180 62 30 57 138 85 553 11
15TC 25 12076 43720 2045 2154 23069 256 51 19 54 126 94 532 14
15TC 26 9790 47691 1606 1957 18951 239 49 17 52 141 78 379 11





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
15TC 28 3524 30960 579 972 10594 246 41 16 39 128 71 146 13
15TC 29 5118 42349 682 751 10041 187 28 18 40 133 65 140 9
15TC 30 5866 63948 821 859 11781 126 43 18 36 132 70 299 9
15TC 31 7871 75141 1019 1411 14587 136 37 16 42 124 73 284 14
15TC 32 4751 53008 542 796 10852 220 42 12 36 138 71 219 13
15TC 33 4068 47071 561 706 8757 162 32 17 35 119 65 144 9
15TC 34 7556 50608 1312 1119 16148 206 46 19 45 131 77 292 14
15TC 35 7286 77628 1009 924 12488 180 42 13 35 158 62 215 11
15TC 36 9848 33466 2161 1118 23165 184 54 23 55 129 98 387 12
15TC 37 9787 18824 2410 1189 24454 253 61 25 60 136 106 526 12
15TC 38 11730 16975 2540 1340 27267 380 47 28 58 117 113 623 16
15TC 39 4099 4321 900 446 12339 272 52 22 53 106 102 241 15
15TC 40 3703 6047 1029 813 17252 317 55 24 65 104 97 319 11
15TC 41 7219 10825 1744 1311 22402 327 67 25 65 130 97 424 15
15TC 42 2922 5363 747 988 13851 413 42 23 62 112 89 171 16
15TC 43 4656 8341 1166 1463 16770 253 43 20 58 127 83 260 15
15TC 44 7057 14037 1590 1999 19656 361 56 23 60 118 88 382 16
15TC 45 4303 9118 1070 1603 17177 314 50 21 56 115 85 331 15
15TC 46 8635 18306 1679 2067 22321 341 61 25 67 118 100 475 18
15TC 47 10811 21722 2206 2328 25411 288 62 24 66 135 96 532 15
15TC 48 4733 11800 1115 1453 17481 289 48 25 62 113 85 349 12
15TC 49 11870 27148 2180 2273 26080 254 66 25 66 126 86 568 21
15TC 50 8095 17857 1661 1808 21582 204 59 21 60 119 91 503 15
15TC 51 7292 11293 1566 1773 20808 334 61 18 57 112 92 501 17
15TC 52 9817 14905 1996 2236 24598 300 66 26 66 110 92 612 4
15TC 53 7178 9972 1638 1498 19173 349 60 21 62 94 100 302 12
15TC 54 7313 13339 1663 1349 18856 352 48 27 65 92 102 359 10





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
15TC 56 2101 4339 551 554 9397 332 49 13 59 83 94 44 14
15TC 57 3328 3904 734 1070 11223 353 49 14 60 99 97 177 20
15TC 58 3824 5089 807 1209 14247 370 56 20 61 101 93 258 15
15TC 59 10336 15517 2163 2147 24997 351 54 18 67 103 104 555 14
15TC 60 9015 8701 2029 2466 23329 320 62 21 65 100 97 470 14
15TC 61 2605 3143 679 855 9898 337 33 12 60 91 96 46 23
15TC 62 8773 10258 1993 2197 23162 295 56 27 68 102 101 455 14
15TC 63 9632 12225 1865 1466 22609 226 53 21 64 101 103 572 18
15TC 64 8831 11547 1897 2049 21623 365 52 23 62 102 102 455 10
15TC 65 3545 5337 778 828 11335 319 32 19 61 99 103 201 16
15TC 66 7544 13296 1614 1273 19302 288 39 22 59 98 107 424 11
15TC 67 11936 22152 2366 1445 23459 203 53 21 63 92 110 558 13
15TC 68 12638 28635 2388 1030 21815 74 49 25 59 86 115 464 13
15TC 69 9716 23555 1713 771 17287 215 40 21 52 75 114 389 12
15TC 70 10075 31177 1914 823 18014 155 42 19 53 79 116 294 4
15TC 71 3733 13789 794 365 10828 223 29 15 42 72 98 202 10
15TC 72 10422 26910 1990 623 20324 284 55 15 57 81 114 454 9
15TC 73 11471 41436 1855 1188 19355 151 45 17 48 88 90 396 9
15TC 74 4581 12849 1000 1129 14443 319 54 17 46 101 88 178 13
15TC 75 4146 10659 846 825 13210 339 37 14 56 90 100 177 15
15TC 76 3560 10492 594 428 9616 215 43 15 50 86 95 190 12
15TC 77 12527 46733 2197 885 21482 229 41 16 57 91 102 395 11
15TC 78 12505 34951 2426 755 22507 306 43 21 51 88 115 557 9
15TC 79 4060 7397 1412 429 16945 369 41 21 53 70 147 282 12
15TC 80 2219 5956 690 521 10655 336 30 20 53 81 90 143 9
15TC 81 8611 31700 1456 1370 18646 229 45 20 56 88 95 459 8
15TC 82 4830 21379 1036 1041 14567 254 31 15 50 86 87 240 10





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
15TC 84 7203 32430 1426 698 14241 190 38 12 41 83 109 272 11
15TC 85 1346 6074 181 238 5530 188 20 13 37 77 99 122 9
15TC 86 4939 44865 777 467 10193 177 26 14 37 86 105 116 4
15TC 87 4982 45964 591 314 7683 118 7 4 27 87 79 132 10
15TC 88 2583 25607 296 189 4542 90 17 4 34 91 73 38 12
15TC 89 6575 104010 473 250 8178 53 23 10 28 102 48 153 4
15TC 90 7687 104062 593 268 9050 54 20 9 27 113 80 133 4
15TC 90.5 8044 137521 662 178 8317 51 7 7 24 101 66 58 4
15TC 91 6281 99180 389 169 7289 110 19 4 27 105 55 116 4
15TC 92 9090 84948 859 298 11240 126 33 10 37 91 68 197 12
15TC 93 10175 18603 2252 1242 23232 274 45 15 64 92 118 505 14
15TC 94 8724 16064 2092 1017 22082 327 51 20 63 92 125 444 15
15TC 95 10226 9980 2610 1155 24070 247 54 19 64 84 120 464 13
15TC 96 10467 7999 2870 600 24198 272 41 20 54 72 134 435 17
15TC 97 7059 8219 1677 940 18633 313 48 21 61 86 130 371 12
15TC 99 6956 6683 1765 889 18829 197 55 21 54 74 124 428 14
15TC 100 6589 5923 1944 881 20076 245 46 20 61 82 132 396 13
15TC 101 4286 4295 1284 881 16476 346 47 19 60 80 111 287 14
15TC 102 6306 4501 1620 737 18308 319 49 23 57 73 136 420 13
15TC 103 3300 3233 1100 905 15489 298 38 24 58 77 107 272 15
15TC 104 9302 7554 2389 1790 25361 290 58 20 69 88 112 573 25
15TC 105 2746 3192 981 541 13586 282 40 15 54 77 118 283 13
15TC 106 7451 6070 2051 857 20667 334 42 25 59 78 123 474 9
15TC 107 4669 3516 1567 283 18033 316 37 23 59 69 139 431 10
15TC 108 6234 5823 1473 1004 17761 343 54 18 56 82 113 367 17
15TC 109 5292 5493 1591 863 18393 364 44 17 61 87 107 302 14
15TC 110 6461 6476 1551 1044 18672 327 48 19 60 86 109 318 16





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
15TC 112 4621 6352 1443 600 17607 288 45 21 59 83 122 308 13
15TC 113 2085 2295 580 360 8339 281 32 10 52 77 97 139 11
15TC 114 2137 2330 515 343 11370 407 39 10 60 88 113 231 13
15TC 115 7693 9042 2151 745 22583 212 54 21 62 89 127 464 11
15TC 116 9008 9312 2055 1000 24129 400 49 19 66 88 105 510 11
15TC 117 7629 10395 2022 952 21040 337 48 14 57 90 126 487 17
15TC 118 4759 5724 1100 668 13902 246 47 12 51 84 114 259 12
15TC 120 1279 1598 252 259 6384 343 32 15 51 79 101 34 9
15TC 121 7273 8727 1763 918 20010 232 58 20 60 91 117 406 16
15TC 122 5322 6829 1542 841 19913 265 45 16 62 86 115 502 12
15TC 123 7421 4804 1929 1430 24568 293 66 16 67 96 101 498 15
15TC 124 4575 3609 1164 814 17315 355 52 17 66 83 107 282 13
15TC 125 4941 7110 1250 645 15330 347 48 19 55 92 114 279 4
15TC 126 11861 14005 2332 871 25045 322 58 19 65 95 112 566 11
15TC 127 5987 8396 1700 798 16979 295 39 14 53 98 123 282 14
15TC 128 3436 2753 636 424 9230 300 42 4 45 85 104 194 16
15TC 129 9204 7354 1989 941 20341 181 42 21 66 88 118 457 13
15TC 130 11116 9401 2460 1232 25167 303 65 21 68 84 107 447 12
15TC 131 8880 7831 2192 699 22993 409 65 22 69 77 107 398 9
15TC 132 11692 9567 2610 886 27130 318 63 27 69 75 108 545 10
15TC 133 7489 6489 1754 973 21400 367 54 19 62 79 106 448 13
15TC 134 3988 3937 932 600 15045 387 48 21 59 74 102 292 16
15TC 135 12123 11461 2780 1132 27295 265 62 24 67 81 131 651 9
15TC 136 10555 12718 2423 806 22436 200 52 25 59 79 118 440 4
15TC 137 6629 9596 1564 454 14892 245 42 17 48 68 107 279 14
15TC 138 6090 10741 1415 509 15480 259 44 15 50 75 121 305 10
15TC 139 11398 12254 2628 880 23802 272 54 19 61 87 117 543 13





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
15TC 141 9163 22691 2033 476 16363 66 28 20 46 77 175 511 9
15TC 142 10695 23981 2172 731 20473 70 48 25 50 65 105 532 10
15TC 143 9546 25278 1986 501 17496 65 33 22 46 65 102 294 11
15TC 144 8988 21580 1683 360 18462 185 42 20 40 60 96 347 4
15TC 145 2840 7443 993 255 11896 247 33 17 42 58 113 170 8
15TC 146 9235 19133 1773 444 17786 182 48 16 44 60 92 439 9
15TC 147 8640 15200 1740 417 16776 234 36 23 47 61 101 420 9
15TC 148 7897 12241 1532 576 14165 221 21 16 46 94 91 449 8
15TC 149 13123 7022 2777 496 26830 265 62 24 70 79 117 674 4
15TC 150 14740 3885 2964 298 31364 396 66 30 80 81 115 773 4
15TC 151 15253 4550 3124 452 31793 313 62 21 81 92 110 742 14
15TC 152 13749 4222 2973 445 29693 354 72 26 80 92 112 657 13
15TC 153 15268 4354 3434 604 32116 377 73 21 79 98 113 658 14
15TC 154 15748 4658 3271 686 32031 386 66 18 84 99 118 725 16
15TC 155 12278 3691 2898 704 28914 399 60 21 77 90 114 556 14
15TC 156 15608 4536 3187 811 32651 360 73 24 83 97 118 680 18
15TC 157 7851 2780 2248 809 26853 377 65 23 78 92 121 481 13
15TC 158 11585 3182 2702 883 29728 345 65 22 79 92 118 660 14
15TC 159 9404 2499 2183 646 26123 241 70 17 78 94 117 461 15
15TC 160 5679 1527 1697 776 22889 528 63 19 71 93 116 470 16
15TC 161 8026 1926 2156 899 25948 434 67 27 75 92 115 479 9
15TC 162 7763 1972 2074 1018 26734 437 68 18 76 93 111 635 18
15TC 163 11351 2841 2663 1592 29653 339 80 24 77 95 111 584 16
15TC 164 4347 1546 1457 1217 21788 387 63 21 72 92 116 342 9
15TC 165 7658 2403 2032 1416 25972 387 68 19 73 92 113 493 20
15TC 166 5136 1767 1603 1171 22026 315 60 22 71 92 105 368 13
15TC 167 9342 2885 2129 1027 25237 301 53 19 72 94 115 535 17





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
15TC 169 9323 2931 2380 929 27567 352 54 25 75 89 109 529 12
15TC 170 15727 4537 3196 1132 32274 425 68 23 80 93 126 811 17
15TC 171 11213 3260 2574 936 28367 365 64 14 76 88 119 646 20
15TC 172 13732 4074 2767 1089 29721 309 54 25 81 100 126 697 13
15TC 173 9672 2494 2196 868 25159 307 59 21 74 96 116 477 19
15TC 174 10573 2920 2549 1534 28051 513 72 20 81 100 112 579 19
15TC 175 5329 1616 1465 971 21508 345 65 21 79 95 111 454 16
15TC 176 6186 1824 1721 795 22244 331 59 15 76 91 109 389 14
15TC 177 10837 2658 2821 1276 30209 374 57 21 74 97 113 527 8
15TC 178 9474 2551 2276 1414 26739 362 63 21 84 96 112 447 13
15TC 179 14435 3237 3391 1999 31801 394 73 23 76 108 127 615 13
15TC 180 11024 2314 2495 1604 28710 439 62 24 78 94 112 478 16
15TC 181 12983 2936 2841 1580 30545 296 67 21 75 96 118 640 14
15TC 182 15016 3489 3366 1249 32357 415 57 23 78 103 124 683 17
15TC 183 9136 2441 2109 1064 24130 341 66 21 75 95 111 490 14
15TC 184 8966 2282 2216 971 26023 397 70 21 70 88 119 515 19
15TC 185 10467 2753 2594 1099 28069 298 73 21 77 90 128 512 11
15TC 186 5548 2484 1730 624 22044 429 49 20 69 78 123 406 15
15TC 187 7175 2221 1849 567 22269 471 68 25 70 81 113 399 12
15TC 188 13198 3879 2773 783 29178 352 57 24 68 75 139 793 11
17JPC 1 14802 49985 2182 1920 25633 320 58 24 60 138 80 309 15
17JPC 2 13519 90642 1568 1615 19296 275 46 21 50 149 81 210 11
17JPC 3 13910 120965 1384 1671 16719 177 41 16 39 180 61 172 8
17JPC 4 12045 122964 1200 2314 15753 159 41 11 37 198 58 160 13
17JPC 5 12694 74398 1867 3570 20223 123 40 20 39 206 69 229 10
17JPC 6 13798 48249 2470 2785 24075 139 51 29 50 174 83 269 8
17JPC 8 10753 9438 2993 663 26421 429 60 31 56 120 130 322 11





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
17JPC 12 8995 3976 2470 448 24419 268 41 23 56 101 122 284 9
17JPC 14 8576 2062 2195 344 23526 401 51 24 57 112 145 313 8
17JPC 16 9079 2542 2448 381 22466 276 41 23 54 127 130 302 8
17JPC 18 8586 2208 2316 601 21945 285 35 22 54 135 146 275 14
17JPC 19 11793 2585 3024 617 24239 193 39 20 53 137 131 309 14
17JPC 20 9461 2111 2358 524 24793 363 60 18 63 115 120 314 16
17JPC 22 12574 3469 3198 370 24402 317 54 23 61 148 155 300 14
17JPC 24 13120 3486 3068 268 25458 272 43 24 59 125 147 346 13
17JPC 26 11707 2492 2866 240 22740 272 38 18 57 121 132 293 10
17JPC 28 9797 2580 2362 272 21407 248 39 17 54 118 134 287 11
17JPC 29.9 8527 2211 2394 241 21288 285 36 18 56 125 152 249 12
17JPC 32 14563 22972 2699 2558 28647 417 44 18 60 121 88 277 20
17JPC 34 10236 18961 1710 1864 24376 318 48 18 57 120 92 297 13
17JPC 36 11394 19257 2435 2715 27760 290 61 18 63 127 94 270 18
17JPC 38.1 6585 18706 1362 1770 17502 211 37 14 51 141 81 117 17
17JPC 40.4 11792 40011 1893 2744 23358 225 57 17 52 149 93 253 11
17JPC 41 14859 67025 2237 2774 24645 185 60 17 54 164 82 284 11
17JPC 42 15170 53985 2338 3729 25661 242 52 15 50 152 78 319 14
17JPC 43 14596 71217 2297 2553 24357 265 55 19 51 146 79 275 10
17JPC 44 15560 72581 2558 2016 25137 242 45 20 47 144 80 253 17
17JPC 46 13791 48867 2588 1831 27742 268 61 21 58 134 85 316 11
17JPC 48 14220 50945 2605 1685 26853 315 55 28 61 135 98 295 11
17JPC 49 16788 23121 3186 1908 31102 208 67 23 65 130 108 355 15
17JPC 50 15194 12721 3217 1551 31154 301 68 20 61 135 113 344 16
17JPC 52 9559 6450 2207 783 25296 334 48 31 60 116 130 341 14
17JPC 54 8739 5043 2251 736 26171 331 58 25 66 101 123 281 12
17JPC 56 7337 4575 1794 676 22682 221 58 19 64 112 119 270 12





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
17JPC 58 17230 17473 2745 2462 31693 289 63 25 62 135 100 374 16
17JPC 60 11376 13555 2185 2343 27993 361 57 20 65 123 92 289 22
17JPC 62 13641 19902 2565 2337 29835 300 59 23 63 122 97 288 16
17JPC 62.9 19106 25683 3148 2734 32965 301 70 24 71 127 99 344 17
17JPC 65 18581 17963 3187 2479 33924 333 78 23 72 115 96 408 14
17JPC 67 18146 18474 3150 1799 31569 312 62 27 72 107 107 317 11
17JPC 69 16646 14497 2909 1850 32327 337 64 23 73 113 105 391 18
17JPC 71 18792 11017 3386 2436 34519 337 81 23 72 105 108 373 15
17JPC 73 15931 9842 3064 1957 33012 220 57 25 71 96 108 378 12
17JPC 75 15050 11727 2910 1901 30224 262 56 23 70 107 117 329 19
17JPC 77 9465 12429 1998 852 22182 228 56 16 63 90 119 243 18
17JPC 78 17681 23449 2975 1136 28704 237 66 19 68 92 108 359 18
17JPC 79 18698 18461 3076 741 30650 371 65 20 76 97 123 349 14
17JPC 81 17861 13408 3286 1781 32447 294 63 19 75 99 107 329 15
17JPC 83 13250 16048 2183 1479 26866 289 64 18 65 95 107 308 15
17JPC 85 12181 17425 2232 1544 26324 338 60 19 67 98 94 278 12
17JPC 87 9142 19884 1546 862 21159 281 46 16 66 92 100 214 13
17JPC 89 14379 14711 2858 961 29619 314 67 21 76 106 119 306 12
17JPC 91 15940 6744 3163 1076 30773 293 56 19 80 103 119 346 20
17JPC 93 11545 6584 2291 1034 27110 347 52 19 71 94 111 328 15
17JPC 95 9339 5150 1984 1554 26455 321 61 20 66 91 106 323 16
17JPC 97 12451 5598 2470 1882 28952 377 68 21 73 100 107 306 14
17JPC 99 13183 5814 2630 1967 30233 320 62 23 70 93 104 363 16
17JPC 101 13337 5094 2704 1471 29832 291 65 21 76 96 113 286 14
17JPC 103 13807 4829 2560 1066 29689 328 69 23 67 97 108 315 13
17JPC 104.9 12738 4858 2694 760 28293 379 62 25 70 89 128 327 11
17JPC 107 11379 6323 2411 1104 27882 359 48 26 67 85 135 361 8





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
17JPC 109.2 14920 12235 2722 1885 30331 299 56 16 72 99 111 407 23
17JPC 110.2 14971 16577 2899 1468 29751 303 60 20 66 92 106 277 14
17JPC 111 14527 22382 2576 1142 26946 297 58 20 59 87 113 298 14
17JPC 112 16472 29885 2664 1013 28762 234 52 21 63 85 110 368 18
17JPC 112.1 14942 29368 2724 966 26312 216 50 18 57 79 99 280 10
17JPC 113 18243 19521 3224 1118 31324 255 68 22 73 90 107 361 16
17JPC 113.1 14837 18747 2921 820 28478 163 61 22 63 85 113 359 16
17JPC 114 16895 14033 3101 777 30975 363 62 17 71 95 121 397 19
17JPC 114.1 16634 9327 3232 758 31666 447 66 15 71 96 107 362 14
17JPC 115 16371 5487 3404 820 33181 289 60 15 76 96 120 428 12
17JPC 115.9 17992 3740 3839 848 35154 318 74 16 76 101 117 372 15
17JPC 117 16533 11774 3435 311 30771 253 62 32 65 92 149 410 10
17JPC 118 15474 8341 3692 364 29125 368 52 27 62 76 132 371 9
17JPC 118.8 19623 4394 4157 582 37210 367 78 17 79 97 119 401 15
17JPC 120 19691 5056 4024 591 37490 423 81 20 85 103 123 451 12
17JPC 121 19042 5701 3985 620 36891 387 67 19 78 103 126 424 17
17JPC 122 17542 24795 3359 581 30615 225 56 16 58 76 107 361 16
17JPC 123 17069 50135 2667 282 24545 162 46 19 54 76 114 296 10
17JPC 124 14970 58141 2596 313 23409 189 44 18 51 68 131 247 10
17JPC 125 15280 9335 3513 773 29500 162 50 22 57 65 150 334 14
17JPC 126 18279 8359 3771 1278 33286 336 55 22 72 93 135 444 12
17JPC 127.5 18840 7264 3783 1757 35741 318 68 21 74 114 123 391 15
17JPC 128.3 16433 8027 3283 1770 33190 302 60 16 66 96 93 413 15
17JPC 129 19183 9430 3786 1977 37823 445 67 24 74 120 117 441 13
17JPC 130 18354 9728 3662 1841 36394 326 66 22 78 121 120 443 17
17JPC 131 19758 10142 3787 1906 37305 307 60 25 73 121 105 457 14
17JPC 132 19803 9199 3350 1640 36334 424 70 24 71 115 107 453 14





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
17JPC 134 19062 9427 3728 1787 36634 432 66 18 74 117 107 383 15
17JPC 135 20395 10061 3784 2147 37897 329 63 21 76 115 102 420 14
17JPC 136 18784 9798 3446 1913 35837 305 67 19 78 116 107 440 15
17JPC 137 18623 8703 3697 1835 35659 384 62 19 74 124 117 355 16
17JPC 138 17818 11003 3675 2019 35307 300 72 19 73 128 110 414 18
17JPC 139 18948 10983 3706 1917 36427 342 71 23 76 120 100 365 12
17JPC 140 17121 11852 3362 2032 33738 299 63 22 72 120 106 393 12
17JPC 141 17873 6178 3536 1361 35220 309 70 18 74 94 111 380 13
17JPC 142 19457 5080 3561 1288 36816 206 66 18 74 96 109 394 16
17JPC 143 18774 6153 3623 1496 35280 320 69 20 70 108 113 401 14
17JPC 144 18930 6061 3532 1446 34349 294 66 19 74 108 118 392 15
17JPC 145 18586 4853 3597 1190 35546 309 69 23 76 107 123 412 14
17JPC 146 18455 5398 3386 1565 34979 312 69 20 73 102 111 432 19
17JPC 147 18722 5736 3317 1195 35202 244 66 21 73 101 107 480 10
17JPC 147.9 18215 4134 3485 1100 34648 396 68 19 75 102 118 396 14
17JPC 149 19034 4431 3665 1115 34915 286 67 23 74 106 116 383 12
17JPC 150 19212 3985 3743 1377 36381 315 66 20 78 102 112 393 15
17JPC 151 19258 3831 3724 1397 35982 358 62 23 79 99 110 393 11
17JPC 152 19009 4558 3855 1408 35682 311 67 19 77 101 116 372 13
17JPC 153 17015 5869 3381 995 31358 259 61 21 70 99 114 287 12
17JPC 154 17308 5470 3412 1072 32273 255 63 16 68 100 123 367 16
17JPC 155 17511 6028 3519 1025 34229 337 69 22 72 98 123 375 10
17JPC 156 18769 7088 3545 1003 33737 327 67 21 75 89 115 428 13
17JPC 157 17943 9173 3450 881 33351 351 63 17 70 85 116 364 16
17JPC 158 17728 7583 3533 952 33457 279 65 19 71 87 113 409 11
17JPC 159 17119 8060 3452 872 32111 290 65 17 71 87 117 358 16
17JPC 160 19062 7246 3619 1028 34890 418 72 19 73 96 109 416 12





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
17JPC 162 18219 7900 3454 809 32928 344 67 23 69 87 120 421 11
17JPC 163 17641 6876 3341 790 33252 331 65 20 73 92 112 441 14
17JPC 164 16957 7117 3415 744 33940 426 63 22 73 89 117 355 13
17JPC 165 16125 5150 3014 627 31774 378 78 20 74 84 111 399 9
17JPC 166 17629 6129 3493 679 33940 280 67 19 74 82 109 404 16
17JPC 167 17917 4804 3512 639 35023 309 72 18 81 85 107 399 16
17JPC 168 19619 4522 3544 590 35732 229 76 25 78 90 117 459 9
17JPC 169 17835 10071 3087 777 32582 357 70 24 73 81 121 444 12
17JPC 170 15632 14639 2986 851 28516 296 62 21 62 75 115 410 14
17JPC 171 15036 26632 2628 607 25240 143 54 18 52 73 110 382 14
17JPC 172 16180 21534 2932 598 28113 139 52 22 53 67 101 347 7
17JPC 173 14146 30816 2578 682 22609 192 52 19 50 66 98 314 10
17JPC 174 16843 20177 2953 709 28316 244 64 14 63 77 119 409 14
17JPC 175 14496 20638 2614 538 21119 224 53 15 53 65 110 304 14
17JPC 176 16369 3578 3374 446 32781 294 71 17 73 93 119 386 20
17JPC 177 18037 2829 3480 620 35452 386 67 23 81 103 129 415 14
17JPC 178 18100 3530 3610 525 34724 278 78 18 80 105 117 386 19
17JPC 179 17495 2824 3609 512 33169 418 62 14 82 102 126 382 18
17JPC 180 18962 3320 3503 727 34231 315 66 23 78 104 126 417 11
17JPC 181 18970 3576 3475 910 35068 376 73 20 80 109 128 468 20
17JPC 182 19996 3422 3728 750 36054 326 75 24 81 106 130 464 13
17JPC 183 19081 3198 3824 741 35033 346 69 19 82 109 129 350 12
17JPC 184 19470 3834 3882 845 35753 421 77 18 77 110 123 427 14
17JPC 185 20047 3693 3732 1231 36314 385 68 14 84 101 123 444 21
17JPC 186.2 19800 3222 3496 894 36189 399 66 18 83 106 120 477 17
17JPC 187.2 20472 3148 3847 962 37060 377 63 23 80 101 120 429 15
17JPC 188 19588 2802 3521 1136 35922 482 69 18 81 99 126 468 21





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
17JPC 190 19074 2795 3445 847 35308 255 66 21 83 101 130 454 16
17JPC 191 19912 3145 3704 888 36236 334 75 23 79 103 125 404 18
17JPC 192 21512 2969 3752 1060 37094 303 81 22 85 104 121 444 11
17JPC 193 19835 2740 3606 752 35984 284 68 17 82 100 120 393 16
17JPC 194.2 20805 3150 3697 908 37954 329 62 18 79 96 122 501 17
17JPC 196 13135 1955 2617 710 30500 415 69 20 80 106 123 335 18
17JPC 198 10181 1726 2220 894 27886 356 69 17 76 93 115 285 16
17JPC 200 12332 2136 2648 1220 30359 338 68 20 74 104 121 341 17
17JPC 202 12388 2378 2754 1275 29815 371 57 21 76 102 120 343 17
17JPC 204 11101 2330 2356 1064 29575 391 65 18 77 104 112 346 20
17JPC 206 13900 2921 2889 809 30484 353 64 19 72 95 115 326 13
17JPC 207 17457 3464 3378 1002 34202 330 61 14 76 98 113 404 17
17JPC 210 18957 3028 3700 1069 35588 216 60 19 73 93 126 388 14
17JPC 212 16376 3053 3220 776 33628 291 71 15 74 98 122 433 16
17JPC 214 16546 3649 3089 554 33254 184 64 16 72 97 116 435 16
17JPC 216 16429 2368 3495 949 35321 318 68 20 76 94 108 452 15
17JPC 218 16558 2570 3311 1113 35916 336 67 23 69 99 107 413 7
17JPC 220 15303 2768 3250 952 34631 311 63 14 77 93 110 405 20
17JPC 222 17408 2745 3523 1308 36112 255 71 14 68 90 100 432 17
17JPC 224 16235 2141 3297 1256 35154 258 65 21 68 93 107 409 10
17JPC 226 16789 2436 3438 1246 36021 322 53 15 74 100 121 453 18
17JPC 228 14180 1880 2742 1095 32658 339 62 16 75 92 108 466 12
20JPC 4 3228 854 1770 335 19351 318 46 22 54 80 126 370 4
20JPC 8 3240 728 1755 303 18130 252 43 16 51 72 110 346 9
20JPC 10 2018 575 1337 2414 15990 196 45 14 47 79 101 222 10
20JPC 12 1587 762 1234 1135 17582 216 47 11 48 71 120 336 10
20JPC 16 3228 972 1614 2024 19577 182 45 13 46 77 107 375 11
20JPC 18 2153 859 1746 148 18859 252 51 19 63 91 141 301 4





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
20JPC 20 3434 1062 2067 227 24697 459 48 21 60 93 115 574 12
20JPC 22 2875 1208 2343 218 28148 429 72 24 65 80 96 377 4
20JPC 24 2901 1377 2529 262 28546 435 62 18 64 91 105 398 12
20JPC 28 3438 1476 1950 427 18374 217 47 14 57 125 154 244 11
20JPC 32 1725 970 1623 608 24261 415 72 13 62 107 134 464 16
20JPC 36 1414 986 1617 593 23632 368 62 16 56 88 103 350 8
20JPC 40 1233 1064 1914 598 24010 389 55 4 57 126 138 317 12
20JPC 42 2138 1084 1329 994 14567 215 45 10 51 147 175 238 13
20JPC 44 3017 1256 1980 950 22378 185 67 10 50 128 151 363 9
20JPC 46 2080 1276 1635 538 19079 329 53 4 54 125 138 316 9
20JPC 48 1864 1113 1629 730 20559 399 54 9 50 130 122 315 4
20JPC 50 1493 772 1446 652 18900 388 60 9 54 117 121 257 10
20JPC 52 2028 1037 1999 750 20316 295 60 7 58 129 147 291 9
20JPC 56 2680 1173 1788 884 16444 208 47 4 56 145 143 355 8
20JPC 60 2286 1059 1732 1280 17359 209 45 4 53 130 123 372 9
20JPC 64 2500 967 1950 1277 17496 203 50 10 53 127 150 316 4
20JPC 68 2914 1168 1883 656 17993 198 55 8 57 111 130 384 12
20JPC 70 2652 916 1630 124 15443 365 46 4 54 106 121 271 10
20JPC 72 173 334 633 73 8127 317 46 3 57 105 137 139 9
20JPC 76 2673 777 1633 119 17324 327 48 13 56 112 135 351 13
20JPC 80 186 220 675 115 14217 451 56 19 56 96 103 225 12
20JPC 82 1944 904 1558 129 18703 300 54 16 52 110 115 335 14
20JPC 84 4357 1361 2304 133 23373 351 63 17 57 147 140 542 9
20JPC 86 4010 1501 2342 188 23101 335 60 16 59 151 155 449 9
20JPC 88 4138 1289 2257 196 23200 371 70 13 58 145 156 428 11
20JPC 92 4347 1223 2234 144 21129 368 53 13 61 150 130 408 11





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
20JPC 98 1870 996 1659 133 18479 432 60 21 60 136 133 369 10
20JPC 99 1923 979 1378 166 20899 398 54 27 69 102 115 398 10
20JPC 100 3084 1376 1716 143 19969 405 58 21 55 125 128 330 14
20JPC 104 2864 1357 1872 143 20077 268 46 15 51 117 122 434 14
20JPC 106 1152 684 1133 115 14213 235 52 18 55 116 143 233 4
20JPC 108 3628 1267 1820 197 19258 316 53 22 58 125 179 333 8
20JPC 112 1381 800 1023 111 11668 264 40 16 53 110 134 179 9
20JPC 114 2110 1174 1363 181 19460 355 62 18 62 120 138 439 16
20JPC 116 3695 1526 1833 279 27864 546 63 20 67 82 90 341 17
20JPC 120 3829 1505 1774 361 22920 416 46 16 68 94 108 374 12
20JPC 124 3804 1797 1914 1106 24309 325 67 20 67 92 111 397 12
20JPC 128 3692 1721 1858 2448 24253 413 84 16 71 86 100 306 15
20JPC 130 3944 1993 1734 1447 24572 350 62 19 75 86 106 438 11
20JPC 132 5106 1669 2074 1121 27167 382 75 17 74 87 99 386 18
20JPC 134 3400 1036 1735 2255 24542 463 68 26 63 88 96 425 15
20JPC 137 2786 1148 2157 240 24369 376 67 28 63 98 128 461 4
20JPC 138 2844 1224 2136 869 25905 525 67 27 59 93 119 481 17
20JPC 139 3353 1520 2120 1630 25215 389 59 19 65 91 105 450 18
20JPC 140 4147 1641 2131 4888 27691 435 72 23 64 95 96 375 22
20JPC 142 1856 1123 1482 926 21441 380 70 21 63 83 94 271 13
20JPC 146 4326 2822 1663 372 12958 115 41 10 54 169 132 351 10
20JPC 150 3905 1513 1737 998 20109 344 53 18 60 143 136 438 14
20JPC 154 3261 1861 1916 1253 17531 143 36 16 55 161 141 454 13
20JPC 158 2631 1172 1716 273 19972 313 41 20 52 134 162 406 12
20JPC 160.5 2428 1114 2048 821 25243 482 71 24 65 96 113 419 15
20JPC 162 5029 1673 2210 2085 26282 368 65 20 68 97 100 421 19
20JPC 166 4646 1930 2059 1034 24627 310 67 15 62 112 111 424 15





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
20JPC 174 2676 1337 1732 358 22906 385 74 20 64 95 100 392 4
20JPC 175 2076 1235 1899 698 23520 448 70 21 64 89 121 342 15
20JPC 176 2594 1065 1698 952 24008 471 51 21 62 91 105 350 15
20JPC 178 2937 1210 1709 2154 20558 336 65 16 55 121 118 444 15
20JPC 182 2630 970 1744 238 20052 236 50 18 55 127 140 447 12
20JPC 186 1968 1048 1627 269 18526 335 46 21 58 141 168 347 4
20JPC 190 5264 1628 2382 1915 20738 177 46 10 59 143 185 352 15
20JPC 191 2470 1104 1475 1504 16569 189 38 9 53 136 156 398 12
20JPC 192 4447 1482 2207 796 19814 210 49 11 57 137 173 371 12
20JPC 194 5054 1637 2322 584 20619 187 43 12 59 133 165 458 9
20JPC 198 3951 1911 2554 495 25370 285 62 14 54 126 145 471 12
20JPC 202 3843 1520 2354 670 24289 291 57 11 50 122 168 355 12
20JPC 206 2909 1212 2050 762 21446 372 57 14 56 130 168 329 9
20JPC 210 3032 1376 2116 2113 23083 284 51 14 55 127 142 409 4
20JPC 214 4018 1534 2186 1267 20462 277 52 9 55 138 150 422 10
20JPC 218 3212 1220 1749 767 18508 316 50 4 60 144 145 508 12
20JPC 222 5211 1647 2388 1087 21276 225 49 8 57 145 150 486 15
20JPC 224 4486 1540 2141 497 19186 187 48 16 58 145 153 415 4
20JPC 225 4883 1678 2502 509 25422 480 61 25 73 97 112 390 4
20JPC 226 4644 1648 2170 293 28544 298 52 23 73 91 111 548 12
20JPC 230 2900 1231 1580 235 28231 485 62 26 74 85 95 560 16
20JPC 234 5000 2046 2003 358 30141 517 68 21 70 87 95 457 15
20JPC 238 6808 7622 2070 434 26551 367 68 11 77 95 111 579 16
20JPC 240 5883 5404 1754 393 24320 335 70 14 74 99 113 493 14
20JPC 242 5902 4359 1902 595 25276 330 80 10 75 95 111 470 20
20JPC 246 3498 1797 1641 778 25421 404 61 17 74 88 96 439 15
20JPC 250 3687 1896 1924 315 28182 374 78 27 72 81 113 677 16





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
20JPC 256 2740 1174 1551 1230 23890 411 61 15 69 98 112 411 18
20JPC 257 2830 1626 1556 1015 22911 371 62 20 66 102 118 409 12
20JPC 258 6521 2136 2408 1274 28870 362 64 17 69 101 109 466 14
20JPC 262 3499 2497 2201 359 22851 279 65 16 58 103 155 300 12
20JPC 263 3244 2464 2022 238 21062 209 42 13 60 113 135 427 4
20JPC 266 4493 1571 2470 272 26160 207 57 21 66 94 123 391 4
20JPC 270 2485 1341 2007 348 24394 387 65 17 55 96 113 427 11
20JPC 272 1775 1222 1962 1468 23346 441 67 13 63 92 123 404 17
20JPC 274 1570 1217 1831 271 21319 302 59 12 59 109 147 277 10
20JPC 276.5 1224 1244 1591 598 19933 445 57 10 60 109 136 271 14
20JPC 278 2145 1738 2104 332 24374 376 63 16 54 108 135 328 4
20JPC 282 1297 910 1423 268 22499 358 62 15 56 91 126 347 11
20JPC 283 1379 2286 1556 339 23317 332 50 14 59 121 115 339 13
20JPC 284 2506 1031 1697 238 23464 376 63 18 58 88 121 359 4
20JPC 286 1787 941 1566 182 22074 393 60 16 60 95 122 449 8
20JPC 290 3621 1346 2207 168 25772 308 58 12 64 96 128 424 10
20JPC 294 3565 1204 2101 197 22279 372 73 8 70 93 128 503 11
20JPC 296 4979 1503 2286 237 22869 187 66 9 67 100 125 538 16
20JPC 297.5 4562 1325 2403 285 23315 240 67 4 61 86 137 499 15
20JPC 300 6052 1750 2554 365 19329 240 62 9 68 133 149 475 17
20JPC 302 5501 1799 2899 205 21070 377 70 11 73 100 123 380 4
20JPC 304 4953 2103 2835 221 26441 362 71 17 62 120 137 428 10
20JPC 306 4029 1594 2452 198 25590 401 64 10 64 113 140 459 16
20JPC 310 3928 1934 2233 291 24838 364 75 13 63 91 137 446 8
20JPC 314 2962 1768 2122 274 22613 272 46 17 63 116 141 446 13
20JPC 318 5136 1870 2165 239 29181 451 80 20 90 104 116 463 10
20JPC 320 3389 1903 2448 202 26467 292 61 16 62 111 130 500 11





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
20JPC 326 5210 2431 2715 227 27399 301 65 17 66 120 141 454 10
20JPC 330 6053 2623 3044 303 26840 302 62 17 64 133 145 375 4
20JPC 332 4273 1868 2468 279 24797 351 56 13 63 112 130 396 13
20JPC 333 4357 2022 2235 223 23771 328 57 15 65 131 132 406 11
20JPC 334 5729 2340 2535 1246 29042 322 58 13 73 107 107 557 20
20JPC 335 6386 2345 2383 1746 29573 328 73 21 74 107 111 556 17
20JPC 338 5275 1863 1907 5847 30220 360 81 20 78 109 97 583 16
20JPC 342 6326 2064 2286 3853 30469 262 71 17 82 106 105 616 17
20JPC 346 5552 1715 2159 3884 30274 304 74 22 80 101 103 556 13
20JPC 350 7429 2655 2153 2479 30341 329 81 21 75 90 99 534 13
20JPC 352 5899 1577 2190 3204 29200 366 61 26 75 93 96 516 15
20JPC 354 5372 1784 2367 3428 29835 294 70 26 71 92 108 514 17
20JPC 357 5061 1700 3194 762 28564 298 76 26 66 81 131 379 12
20JPC 358 5794 1978 2392 2630 30643 340 84 23 81 98 105 628 20
20JPC 360 4808 1980 2194 3091 27638 373 71 23 72 105 120 501 16
20JPC 362 4786 1875 2226 1097 26776 405 74 16 82 106 127 414 16
20JPC 366 7295 1745 2519 587 29700 426 94 17 90 102 133 461 18
20JPC 370 7299 1994 2474 1369 31529 356 86 21 84 104 120 618 21
20JPC 372 6216 2029 2455 1807 29595 342 85 25 78 100 106 491 11
20JPC 374 6500 2498 2393 2276 29414 420 85 18 79 99 109 488 18
20JPC 376 6367 2137 2416 3880 29446 271 72 24 72 113 115 638 13
20JPC 378 6506 2003 2311 2521 28387 362 71 27 71 111 121 590 12
20JPC 382 7050 2042 2394 1377 30063 391 72 19 78 109 126 528 14
20JPC 384 8168 2137 2765 887 31765 420 79 22 86 103 121 515 17
20JPC 386 5440 1838 2532 2461 28685 327 64 26 62 89 114 635 13
20JPC 387 5213 1999 2248 2101 26870 324 71 23 73 122 131 545 13
20JPC 390 7130 2549 2271 1452 28678 342 92 24 79 109 125 601 15
20JPC 392.5 7641 2432 2645 864 30038 447 73 15 85 109 134 551 20




Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
20JPC 398 7023 2299 2481 710 29655 509 72 20 79 108 135 593 21
20JPC 402 7035 2069 2789 730 30095 441 68 19 86 111 131 488 17
20JPC 406 5379 1712 2016 1151 28232 422 82 20 86 107 128 600 20
20JPC 408 4262 1470 2182 1418 27489 396 70 18 83 108 118 470 16
20JPC 410 5636 2128 2130 1998 27887 365 71 21 76 112 122 553 16
20JPC 412 4465 3271 2192 1846 27038 412 70 18 69 107 121 335 15
20JPC 416 4568 1626 1929 2131 27717 352 75 25 80 104 109 486 12
20JPC 420 5881 3970 2160 604 27655 391 74 18 82 108 137 508 14
20JPC 424 5430 1961 2233 434 27808 460 84 15 84 115 132 454 17
20JPC 428 6734 2224 2428 841 28319 398 89 19 83 115 133 498 15
20JPC 432 6687 2083 2474 417 26754 421 81 17 83 127 148 579 16
20JPC 433 8213 2247 2635 497 28928 334 77 16 83 113 147 532 19
20JPC 436 6685 1594 2444 532 28626 409 64 18 81 115 131 527 15
20JPC 440 5778 1824 2208 715 26945 363 72 17 86 114 136 500 19
20JPC 444 6881 1969 2518 1177 29930 388 82 17 86 109 119 529 20
20JPC 452 11615 2393 2977 4620 33496 295 57 18 70 87 92 588 19
20JPC 456 10587 1787 2024 680 33824 433 59 11 59 54 62 463 13
20JPC 458 9695 1551 1888 598 31989 430 47 11 59 54 55 382 10
20JPC 460 10640 1802 2105 373 32516 447 46 15 60 58 60 459 7
20JPC 464 13023 1742 3033 3886 37726 294 80 27 83 86 98 818 17
20JPC 468 11928 1857 3162 2121 31994 292 56 22 79 97 113 595 14
20JPC 472 11584 1702 2834 2379 35770 447 63 27 84 82 96 740 13
20JPC 474 11982 1748 2985 2359 36003 349 72 23 82 87 99 665 14
20JPC 476 12010 1738 2891 1995 34891 395 77 24 83 84 101 692 16
20JPC 480 12141 1856 3009 1658 35273 439 71 25 87 85 99 679 20
20JPC 484 14884 2009 3338 2356 38300 249 77 31 88 85 103 808 11
20JPC 488 15152 1751 3236 2020 37926 340 63 25 84 87 98 859 22





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
20JPC 496 12635 2503 3065 1789 33383 476 64 22 74 100 112 719 14
20JPC 498 10800 2184 3199 873 31653 490 71 24 81 98 117 531 15
20JPC 500 12829 2576 3272 1107 31676 454 67 24 78 104 123 711 10
20JPC 504 14177 3385 3480 1711 29739 384 67 17 82 120 138 580 14
20JPC 508 12595 3816 3247 674 20678 291 39 11 61 132 167 538 11
20JPC 512 10923 3558 3069 671 21739 169 61 13 57 128 187 489 4
20JPC 516 10539 4834 4065 706 16832 254 35 10 57 150 245 407 9
20JPC 520 12664 3921 3464 526 22044 288 45 10 67 138 180 524 10
20JPC 524 11292 3737 2869 719 19368 292 35 15 60 146 179 445 9
20JPC 528 11454 3663 2660 581 19883 164 43 11 63 136 164 554 11
20JPC 532 10800 3190 2667 486 20097 192 38 14 68 152 194 478 11
20JPC 536 11504 4485 2665 603 17046 166 33 9 57 148 204 441 9
20JPC 540 12332 4703 2840 466 16234 219 39 8 64 157 196 553 9
20JPC 544 11991 4161 2864 752 19133 272 46 14 67 158 215 541 10
20JPC 550 13409 4159 2662 343 18919 241 48 13 71 151 166 638 4
20JPC 552 12848 3733 3082 894 24926 267 56 20 78 118 141 425 13
20JPC 556 13642 3100 2936 1547 29430 432 60 21 78 108 124 639 17
20JPC 558 15978 2968 3658 739 32680 374 67 16 88 105 136 536 15
20JPC 560 16096 3041 3238 1264 33006 378 66 20 85 112 123 738 10
20JPC 564 15916 2972 3430 1760 32121 370 52 19 80 114 139 740 17
20JPC 566 16373 2665 3446 1699 33403 357 67 24 86 110 127 772 11
20JPC 568 15795 2607 3452 1814 33506 221 71 16 90 111 125 660 21
20JPC 569 16728 3005 3481 2444 33312 352 49 23 79 105 124 687 17
20JPC 572 14472 2479 3074 2108 30948 296 69 20 84 113 134 605 10
20JPC 576 13664 4574 2984 1710 29696 372 60 17 83 113 127 685 15
20JPC 578 14845 2887 3262 1688 32372 259 73 21 79 106 129 603 14
20JPC 580 13384 2961 3068 1866 30381 371 67 26 81 99 120 697 12





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
20JPC 588 14457 15073 3110 3419 27416 222 50 25 59 146 119 584 14
20JPC 592 11418 8825 2650 1946 28448 243 64 22 66 125 99 530 14
20JPC 595 12245 7202 2835 1742 29682 215 55 20 72 118 112 589 17
20JPC 596 12828 8993 2516 1902 28217 265 58 27 64 121 101 651 10
20JPC 598 8235 10267 2076 1548 21248 155 40 21 58 175 144 530 11
20JPC 600 11141 5396 3032 1155 25419 241 40 29 58 149 132 500 9
20JPC 602 10468 3361 2958 640 25353 218 41 24 56 134 134 607 14
20JPC 603 11705 2870 3414 1143 29553 328 54 31 61 128 140 691 12
20JPC 605 16395 2614 3679 1818 33792 322 62 21 81 112 122 552 14
20JPC 606 16318 2606 3320 2301 33725 297 63 22 77 107 126 786 15
20JPC 610 16234 2702 3415 1610 32957 471 57 17 79 113 133 713 14
20JPC 611.5 13434 3986 2226 1850 16210 66 31 9 64 170 190 475 10
20JPC 614 7565 3372 2779 2649 16091 159 68 15 64 148 304 623 9
20JPC 618 15560 3399 3332 1635 31467 291 74 20 79 112 130 634 9
20JPC 619 14691 2883 3337 3119 31495 352 61 22 76 109 129 618 15
20JPC 622 15756 3932 3072 2642 30877 239 62 23 75 109 119 681 14
20JPC 626 16783 2585 3455 732 32808 440 58 18 87 105 124 648 14
20JPC 630 14828 3730 3148 2539 30314 338 59 24 79 125 123 690 14
20JPC 634 14900 2880 3236 4032 30783 242 60 16 71 122 132 691 17
20JPC 638 15540 2670 3527 3679 32637 344 61 15 79 116 115 665 14
20JPC 642 14420 7318 3100 1767 31564 387 50 19 71 94 110 713 13
20JPC 646 16179 2840 3518 3381 32648 93 62 21 86 119 137 689 11
20JPC 650 15924 2634 3495 1331 32636 305 61 15 82 112 128 687 12
20JPC 653 15268 2815 3277 3397 32086 243 73 16 81 108 128 764 19
20JPC 654 14731 2243 3540 3381 30964 264 47 20 71 95 132 547 12
20JPC 658 15466 2603 3446 2364 32530 228 53 15 80 119 132 837 18
20JPC 660 16571 2667 3504 2723 33493 336 83 23 79 108 129 684 11





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
20JPC 666 15953 2640 3382 2414 31827 225 61 18 83 110 134 665 16
20JPC 668 15565 2481 3340 5531 31512 92 64 21 83 110 123 746 15
20JPC 670 15277 3368 3233 3123 31494 342 55 22 82 109 121 690 12
20JPC 672 12855 2815 3886 427 29305 87 63 21 62 114 156 576 12
20JPC 674 14462 2438 3605 1716 30664 272 47 22 73 112 134 680 16
20JPC 675 16254 2823 3517 4579 33161 270 64 17 77 110 121 744 17
20JPC 678 16026 2533 3336 3261 32911 265 53 15 81 106 123 732 15
20JPC 682 14977 2645 3325 3524 31165 255 65 20 83 110 117 707 10
20JPC 686 16030 2504 3395 1848 33086 325 62 17 84 110 144 817 14
20JPC 690 16121 2813 3475 1274 32172 292 67 17 80 112 132 635 16
20JPC 693 15362 2523 3275 3497 30900 192 54 17 84 113 123 724 12
20JPC 694 16055 2318 3323 1341 31558 344 66 19 86 111 134 606 10
20JPC 697 13535 1713 3529 1382 28112 239 63 23 58 68 152 655 9
20JPC 698 11433 1162 3084 3699 23284 247 42 20 50 57 171 540 10
20JPC 699 12080 1160 3479 2638 24666 204 44 20 57 59 171 573 4
20JPC 700 14998 2445 3318 5472 30337 265 60 16 81 116 135 628 16
20JPC 702 16928 2535 3425 3175 33781 326 73 22 86 110 135 785 13
20JPC 706 15504 2654 3644 1143 31356 352 53 19 75 104 132 646 4
20JPC 710 16238 2530 3272 3008 32899 194 70 19 82 107 125 864 13
20JPC 714 15938 2577 3513 589 32166 91 59 22 78 110 136 636 11
20JPC 715 15355 2720 3364 504 31172 377 62 19 81 114 132 624 11
20JPC 718 15264 2543 3317 418 30613 283 59 16 68 87 153 772 13
20JPC 719 13073 1532 3919 294 25503 223 49 20 63 72 191 594 12
20JPC 720 11844 1233 3830 642 23464 228 45 22 59 71 204 649 12
20JPC 721 12609 1509 3196 1234 24334 208 39 16 61 69 168 588 21
20JPC 722 15938 2588 3495 902 33186 93 63 21 81 109 136 839 11
20JPC 726 15620 2548 3426 469 30864 242 58 20 79 107 133 563 14





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
20JPC 734 15791 2669 3504 433 32446 330 76 19 86 117 142 782 15
20JPC 738 15428 2601 3678 397 32181 379 66 18 78 107 127 655 17
20JPC 742 15665 2834 3388 375 33098 364 69 17 79 102 128 712 16
20JPC 745 13508 27624 2378 423 22562 181 49 23 59 61 114 637 12
20JPC 746 13162 45991 2195 490 20892 158 40 21 56 58 119 524 9
20JPC 751 17675 2482 3261 424 34325 450 75 26 91 106 126 893 17
20JPC 755 15382 2644 3554 441 33154 391 54 28 78 96 124 777 16
20JPC 756 16120 2771 3513 466 34770 332 73 27 83 97 120 771 9
20JPC 759 17029 2512 3496 393 34421 450 62 18 86 106 130 701 18
20JPC 763 14044 2324 3274 420 31168 272 54 29 78 92 120 654 13
20JPC 766 15074 2880 3271 485 33749 335 60 24 76 99 133 764 10
20JPC 767 15325 2794 3618 452 32822 541 61 19 80 107 128 626 15
20JPC 769 15079 3176 3839 379 33986 398 73 18 81 103 129 597 18
20JPC 771 15730 2970 3611 422 34982 400 60 18 85 99 116 622 16
20JPC 774 16791 2585 3316 559 35189 342 57 21 81 94 111 717 16
20JPC 775 16049 2908 3603 621 35531 332 58 27 78 95 114 585 13
20JPC 779 13484 2635 3159 593 31730 328 76 25 78 109 131 642 16
20JPC 783 17171 2954 3464 454 32246 286 63 27 80 111 133 655 10
20JPC 787 14517 2728 3299 580 32581 288 62 26 70 102 118 688 14
20JPC 790 13078 2594 3208 2154 33308 233 75 23 75 99 120 802 22
20JPC 791 15063 3462 3744 645 32094 296 67 17 82 117 129 620 4
20JPC 795 16423 3030 3663 834 34813 264 69 13 82 105 132 807 18
20JPC 799 14062 2438 3400 1089 35574 375 67 18 82 92 113 655 16
20JPC 803 15398 2365 3412 1168 34472 362 66 18 82 104 130 698 19
20JPC 804 15666 2952 3635 720 34292 413 60 17 81 110 127 624 17
20JPC 807 13116 3244 3420 464 28278 302 61 16 73 125 165 620 10
20JPC 811 15731 2772 3633 1496 38395 406 72 25 81 90 111 789 15





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
20JPC 818 13371 3086 3143 443 30237 292 62 20 71 117 145 664 10
20JPC 819 14580 2747 3226 1682 33100 327 63 24 74 107 117 643 14
20JPC 823 12216 2485 2850 2026 31446 325 57 31 84 105 132 676 17
20JPC 826.5 13032 2664 3132 804 34339 454 56 24 79 99 114 717 11
20JPC 827 13380 2805 2947 2160 34540 486 67 26 77 98 112 744 20
20JPC 831 14257 3029 2828 2475 32547 258 71 24 80 109 124 832 16
20JPC 835 14698 2241 3180 1924 33271 472 62 19 81 107 123 633 18
20JPC 838 15385 2747 3314 3169 35228 407 65 21 80 100 113 740 15
20JPC 839 15320 2277 3273 3492 35116 301 76 23 82 101 124 750 19
20JPC 843 14271 2725 3061 1370 33493 276 72 27 80 110 128 772 16
20JPC 847 15079 2839 3238 1538 32240 415 56 25 84 115 131 656 12
20JPC 851 14867 2667 3430 1236 32520 350 67 18 83 110 129 637 14
20JPC 855 16739 2675 3244 1232 33034 316 67 21 84 108 134 748 17
20JPC 859 15542 2698 3550 1030 33668 292 69 23 82 111 128 828 13
20JPC 863 16403 2933 3467 1087 33311 414 68 22 84 110 151 695 17
20JPC 867 14815 2941 3518 892 31965 292 71 19 84 114 142 676 12
20JPC 871 15287 2857 3416 834 33035 346 62 21 86 116 131 779 17
20JPC 875 16017 3032 3560 1082 31666 245 62 18 82 117 142 562 19
20JPC 879 15447 2831 3636 1036 31303 431 62 15 81 131 148 645 16
20JPC 883 15720 2769 3232 463 32942 370 70 23 89 113 131 797 13
20JPC 887 15635 3001 3328 486 32250 248 67 20 80 109 122 696 13
20JPC 891 15541 3030 3304 1060 34233 419 69 22 90 112 126 728 25
20JPC 895 16488 3199 3094 1327 34403 276 68 25 85 109 116 832 18
20JPC 897 16137 2755 3303 2350 33744 381 65 24 81 108 119 843 18
22JPC 2 10798 3678 2367 2450 25005 236 40 13 57 88 83 611 11
22JPC 4 10655 3597 2468 1828 25550 239 41 12 60 88 84 524 11
22JPC 6 10211 3523 2564 2411 24814 249 38 16 58 86 79 511 10





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
22JPC 10 10266 3579 2367 5173 24242 144 39 12 54 85 78 540 9
22JPC 12 7915 2974 1870 7945 19918 143 36 10 52 83 71 330 9
22JPC 14 11613 3515 2671 2693 26063 284 40 11 60 78 81 513 11
22JPC 16 8411 3169 2049 1369 23353 191 38 8 59 84 86 546 16
22JPC 17 11419 3667 2587 1306 26508 287 42 14 61 88 86 567 9
22JPC 18 9539 3430 2370 1455 25402 302 38 11 59 89 84 535 12
22JPC 20 7046 3163 2013 576 26416 361 48 28 62 79 80 486 4
22JPC 22 7609 3031 2200 431 27016 375 35 34 67 83 88 482 13
22JPC 24 8028 3083 2083 439 26540 284 38 31 60 82 83 485 10
22JPC 26 7774 2862 1960 355 25295 239 38 16 58 81 83 558 12
22JPC 28 8481 2971 2240 307 23696 308 45 4 66 82 93 500 14
22JPC 30 11387 3625 2762 301 25390 187 49 13 63 79 88 517 15
22JPC 32 10309 3664 2487 557 28040 400 46 26 62 83 90 500 4
22JPC 34 8251 3023 2313 375 26803 355 39 23 64 80 93 471 13
22JPC 36 8776 3230 2203 411 27816 328 36 28 61 77 88 571 8
22JPC 38 10186 4054 2447 431 30587 364 38 26 63 80 95 724 11
22JPC 40 11618 4075 2646 340 25695 407 47 10 67 89 104 552 14
22JPC 42 10944 4080 2729 236 25234 276 45 4 67 84 105 542 13
22JPC 46 7633 2759 2008 242 22881 268 46 4 64 79 96 536 13
22JPC 50 3200 1685 1278 218 16873 218 44 4 59 86 97 304 16
22JPC 54 7002 2571 1902 270 21675 380 52 4 72 79 95 528 23
22JPC 58 7628 3090 2092 257 25127 304 45 4 70 84 94 512 13
22JPC 62 5769 2477 1711 350 25060 359 48 18 59 90 101 433 13
22JPC 63 11652 5001 3159 666 42932 509 38 55 59 95 92 542 10
22JPC 64 12038 5009 3080 637 38052 374 42 41 62 101 107 540 12
22JPC 65 12664 4719 2970 619 40994 395 49 48 60 98 109 649 4
22JPC 66 11804 4169 3139 524 33578 418 41 32 59 109 121 444 4





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
22JPC 70 10098 3790 2766 275 22653 212 53 7 67 100 116 548 4
22JPC 74 9445 2842 2622 287 24204 368 53 4 70 81 107 603 16
22JPC 78 9015 3057 2841 323 24292 319 44 4 69 88 106 466 13
22JPC 82 8699 3958 2695 466 23684 274 49 10 59 100 113 313 4
22JPC 86 8548 3992 2510 642 23941 372 57 8 66 108 123 517 13
22JPC 90 8528 3717 2415 348 22641 275 49 8 66 107 120 555 10
22JPC 94 11445 5311 2964 409 24103 203 52 4 69 105 118 476 15
22JPC 98 9635 8328 2688 511 23699 217 53 4 70 104 95 516 13
22JPC 99 15970 17940 3277 390 26525 309 60 4 74 105 103 606 21
22JPC 100 14592 16735 2967 361 25629 288 61 4 72 102 85 581 21
22JPC 101 16677 19289 2822 355 25810 322 54 4 73 104 88 557 16
22JPC 102 12834 17321 2192 409 23849 292 42 4 77 102 93 468 22
22JPC 104 13886 18028 2451 997 25848 359 49 8 75 99 85 396 11
22JPC 105 12639 17604 2203 460 25497 335 45 15 73 99 85 428 11
22JPC 106 17014 22259 2676 570 29719 255 42 20 76 99 94 478 4
22JPC 107 17166 21440 2899 654 30471 261 53 14 77 98 96 444 14
22JPC 108 16551 19470 2663 726 34668 323 48 22 71 91 91 418 19
22JPC 109 17022 18570 2679 1028 31241 243 49 16 74 92 110 488 11
22JPC 110 15223 15246 2586 939 33372 184 56 31 75 84 91 483 12
22JPC 112 10376 10269 2172 3056 31986 360 50 29 74 86 82 357 14
22JPC 114 9936 10481 2237 1870 30506 305 58 20 78 90 82 424 9
22JPC 116 8950 9205 1809 711 25472 331 49 17 76 94 74 398 9
22JPC 118 8248 8777 1602 648 25472 356 41 19 72 94 83 436 8
22JPC 120 9294 10159 1738 784 28905 479 41 27 73 92 81 457 18
22JPC 121 17455 17483 2767 970 36958 280 52 36 75 92 90 604 14
22JPC 122 17510 17296 2923 1051 36329 380 40 34 77 93 81 559 4
22JPC 123 14580 16624 2888 1206 35198 403 39 32 72 89 94 411 14





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
22JPC 125 17828 19849 2540 1208 27834 188 51 9 82 103 109 529 18
22JPC 126 17936 21073 2839 1100 26880 178 51 9 80 106 97 512 12
22JPC 127 17657 20986 2764 848 26072 351 43 11 81 109 94 478 13
22JPC 128 18680 21050 2855 848 27706 157 55 10 85 104 89 576 16
22JPC 130 17000 21002 2553 829 28196 321 51 12 83 107 93 447 9
22JPC 131 18335 21027 3032 749 27530 282 46 12 87 103 88 384 21
22JPC 132 19427 21609 3081 696 28583 432 56 9 85 105 84 462 16
22JPC 134 13339 14885 2410 503 25403 317 49 10 78 100 85 495 16
22JPC 136 11924 14442 2258 508 23654 308 50 6 80 100 82 436 15
22JPC 138 11357 14401 2195 407 22416 219 54 5 73 102 75 460 12
22JPC 142 10602 13501 2072 441 21737 220 48 4 71 110 83 431 12
22JPC 146 15840 15009 2405 499 25779 244 48 7 75 99 84 582 11
22JPC 150 12096 10303 2252 664 24844 256 49 9 75 84 91 375 15
22JPC 154 8843 6160 1898 551 23302 360 48 8 75 83 83 497 13
22JPC 156 10355 6199 2222 883 25417 268 64 17 68 78 82 466 11
22JPC 157 14511 7462 2892 917 25796 211 50 16 74 83 107 587 9
22JPC 158 12779 6011 2780 1201 24496 287 55 11 73 83 98 458 10
22JPC 159 14286 6272 3165 423 25754 271 41 4 66 77 113 418 16
22JPC 160 12456 2020 3619 269 32418 429 53 21 57 74 124 537 12
22JPC 161 12288 2473 3522 332 30371 267 61 21 61 84 133 596 10
22JPC 162 13611 3423 3584 545 27645 254 66 15 66 81 146 583 4
22JPC 163 13472 4977 3489 807 28768 266 71 10 67 87 124 505 13
22JPC 164 12657 4799 3279 831 30250 233 67 10 62 86 122 821 15
22JPC 165 12287 4942 3320 858 29991 298 72 10 62 88 131 606 12
22JPC 166 12528 4993 3400 703 27747 305 60 11 64 84 120 568 8
22JPC 167 15683 6180 3122 631 23781 203 55 11 75 86 133 693 13
22JPC 168 14024 5310 2943 433 22519 148 48 4 74 74 128 571 16





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
22JPC 170 13878 7388 2893 414 22763 379 63 10 77 90 130 531 12
22JPC 171 8359 9534 2079 465 22385 288 55 11 71 91 103 421 16
22JPC 172 6117 9068 1609 398 19787 296 50 4 73 105 80 378 14
22JPC 173 5814 8646 1400 725 18483 293 32 4 68 112 84 379 14
22JPC 174 10212 12700 1936 609 21272 266 49 4 76 110 81 370 15
22JPC 175 15660 18134 2552 418 25254 275 44 4 74 113 88 605 17
22JPC 176 11771 13394 2294 669 22925 314 56 4 76 113 82 456 12
22JPC 177 8460 9860 1943 570 22155 275 50 4 76 109 88 459 14
22JPC 178 11149 11821 2028 542 23512 328 48 8 78 108 93 486 12
22JPC 179 13201 13419 2460 641 24850 260 65 9 72 104 95 479 17
22JPC 180 15096 13420 2946 711 27022 195 52 4 74 102 91 566 11
22JPC 181 11127 8325 2303 529 23424 340 55 8 76 99 98 454 8
22JPC 182 9581 8088 2317 704 23119 351 54 8 75 96 95 463 14
22JPC 183 11874 7345 2488 701 25239 264 44 7 71 88 107 540 16
22JPC 186 13793 5905 3028 782 28538 332 46 13 73 90 111 455 12
22JPC 190 12850 4948 2746 681 29609 339 38 18 69 77 84 420 4
22JPC 194 13809 4666 2693 740 33830 442 61 26 72 82 88 572 17
22JPC 196 12949 4466 2797 599 31094 369 53 16 76 76 81 491 12
22JPC 198.2 10662 4289 2611 642 32291 390 46 29 73 79 89 439 4
22JPC 200 11191 4293 2682 784 34629 326 38 35 72 79 83 440 18
22JPC 202 8663 4104 2385 704 32019 378 44 35 73 82 86 439 14
22JPC 203 12300 5042 2661 754 37581 271 53 54 70 86 107 577 12
22JPC 204 12025 4877 2630 653 38359 386 48 42 67 76 83 502 14
22JPC 206 14107 5287 2847 656 30513 385 59 22 77 84 105 562 11
22JPC 208 14360 5695 2952 785 35139 323 51 40 73 81 96 492 17
22JPC 210 14247 6064 2929 2085 40319 312 57 56 70 81 92 584 11
22JPC 211 13688 5399 2918 2752 40971 350 56 65 70 85 84 554 5





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
22JPC 213 12778 4865 2896 737 31123 319 54 31 73 78 88 580 19
22JPC 214 13139 5033 3010 629 30205 415 52 19 75 79 95 528 13
22JPC 215 13393 4724 2982 625 29599 350 54 18 71 83 92 551 14
22JPC 216 12367 4151 2875 518 26223 290 60 8 82 83 91 469 13
22JPC 218 15171 5174 2926 518 29891 321 55 7 75 79 87 735 11
22JPC 219 15577 5565 2974 615 30450 246 54 12 74 79 84 642 18
22JPC 220 13840 4658 2951 550 33844 329 53 26 71 79 84 486 11
22JPC 221 11862 4711 2824 679 38381 365 52 34 65 74 85 441 17
22JPC 222 15379 5422 3258 557 31792 316 50 13 76 79 94 521 10
22JPC 223 14427 5053 3013 465 31042 389 50 15 75 81 90 474 4
22JPC 224 12610 4630 2889 498 32874 480 43 20 75 77 91 562 13
22JPC 226 12618 4637 2810 467 30915 321 44 20 72 79 88 507 15
22JPC 228 14361 5338 3089 439 31656 478 54 18 74 82 93 625 4
22JPC 230 9657 3924 2561 512 24818 318 61 8 75 81 85 555 13
22JPC 234 7098 2510 2062 368 21924 400 64 9 75 80 93 367 15
22JPC 236 6531 2743 1632 438 36252 549 37 65 64 75 86 395 4
22JPC 236.5 8970 3691 2195 818 39464 616 37 72 65 79 90 608 12
22JPC 237 10389 3918 2512 711 26684 326 54 25 68 80 94 459 14
22JPC 238 7672 3202 2038 548 28678 471 53 24 72 80 96 503 14
22JPC 240 11148 4314 2850 454 25777 313 52 9 70 84 106 508 12
22JPC 242 8566 3701 2466 503 23379 281 62 4 72 83 102 464 17
22JPC 244 12308 5331 3092 501 26352 265 53 8 73 85 103 535 13
22JPC 246 9164 5687 2269 423 23276 266 55 4 74 89 104 466 13
22JPC 248 10017 5595 2386 562 24217 287 54 4 73 84 97 559 16
22JPC 250 12498 7740 2742 486 25538 353 47 8 70 93 99 565 12
22JPC 251 14241 9539 2950 525 26441 209 48 4 76 90 105 567 18
22JPC 252 13435 9495 3005 595 26094 282 55 10 77 99 104 657 9





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
22JPC 254 12185 7891 2655 574 25483 268 54 4 75 102 102 498 18
22JPC 256 8875 4529 2391 711 23717 426 58 10 70 88 113 492 12
22JPC 258 15116 4906 3190 570 30231 392 57 9 75 94 106 652 22
22JPC 260 11684 3772 2657 582 30873 187 63 19 72 80 87 582 4
22JPC 262 12280 3863 2776 582 32905 478 54 23 76 78 85 533 11
22JPC 264 7272 2739 2120 735 38355 683 51 54 71 77 81 506 9
22JPC 266 10987 3812 2548 537 34531 369 45 33 65 80 85 669 13
22JPC 268 8407 2794 2138 404 21962 347 57 8 74 78 90 465 14
22JPC 270 7174 2503 1866 349 20560 307 51 7 71 81 94 399 10
22JPC 272 12488 4123 2874 411 26183 215 50 4 70 83 93 601 15
22JPC 274 11632 3665 2551 398 25214 443 56 10 73 76 95 509 12
22JPC 278 9784 3454 2314 734 24460 353 54 4 72 91 97 536 15
22JPC 282 13559 3923 3048 469 28167 299 51 6 74 88 102 581 17
22JPC 284 14076 4371 3061 769 28344 417 57 12 75 92 114 615 14
22JPC 286 11686 3973 2759 870 27839 350 52 15 74 86 112 618 14
22JPC 288 9518 3063 2461 1132 26124 369 43 13 72 85 110 429 12
22JPC 289 15119 4711 3178 2076 31582 372 53 18 74 93 99 713 15
22JPC 290 14053 5021 2909 1850 27923 242 50 13 67 89 108 623 10
22JPC 292 11774 5505 2641 744 24147 301 44 9 70 93 116 617 13
22JPC 294 9828 4305 2524 636 25053 347 53 9 69 89 119 400 14
22JPC 298 12126 4299 3211 891 35962 305 51 17 64 80 90 495 12
22JPC 302 8656 3148 2432 1292 49035 574 39 68 66 75 87 508 11
22JPC 303 13064 3282 3002 749 32004 276 52 15 76 83 95 564 4
22JPC 304 12792 3369 2978 767 37549 342 45 30 73 82 97 606 9
22JPC 306 12342 3028 2768 481 27016 224 61 4 67 89 103 567 16
22JPC 308 13301 3578 3064 438 26259 272 73 4 73 84 104 619 10
22JPC 310 10206 2787 2496 402 23644 243 57 8 69 80 103 532 13





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
22JPC 314 10129 3559 2643 417 24356 240 58 4 72 86 99 543 19
22JPC 316 9331 3638 2475 443 22534 333 49 4 65 83 100 479 13
22JPC 320 13375 4840 3163 461 25701 230 51 7 70 86 118 622 4
22JPC 322 11261 3793 2788 405 24717 280 49 9 65 102 116 606 4
22JPC 324 11889 3960 2963 453 28185 269 46 8 72 81 110 570 18
22JPC 326 10763 2982 2843 572 30136 332 48 18 62 71 93 673 17
22JPC 330 13264 3544 2950 305 27288 361 54 10 63 71 81 544 10
22JPC 334 12716 3208 3212 886 26922 232 41 14 66 79 109 634 10
22JPC 338 11261 6139 2740 454 25795 331 45 4 65 78 95 560 14
22JPC 342 11411 6389 2697 350 29145 244 44 15 70 87 98 535 23
22JPC 345 12315 6224 3113 439 28604 347 44 14 73 89 110 460 4
22JPC 346 16369 6917 3469 583 33683 334 60 17 78 83 101 585 4
22JPC 347 17169 6432 3335 636 35897 292 57 16 78 81 91 554 9
22JPC 348.25 15038 6109 3206 584 31759 296 45 20 74 85 108 523 11
22JPC 350 11689 5206 2867 653 30939 321 57 21 74 77 102 509 9
22JPC 352.25 13455 5302 2824 1564 32065 288 46 28 69 80 107 599 14
22JPC 353 15159 6399 3202 2356 33694 309 46 24 68 83 111 588 4
22JPC 354 15973 8071 3136 1402 30717 254 43 13 71 97 122 561 20
22JPC 356 12627 6727 2610 1104 28208 264 42 16 70 92 110 504 10
22JPC 358 11943 5699 2811 1321 26903 323 42 13 67 96 126 307 12
22JPC 360 8037 4576 2212 658 30250 311 36 44 60 93 141 429 4
22JPC 362 11547 6232 2875 663 26652 197 31 14 64 96 137 381 11
22JPC 366 11435 6062 2912 1209 30133 333 42 27 61 95 134 455 13
22JPC 370 11772 6387 2843 536 31409 329 37 28 64 96 119 550 4
22JPC 371 7395 4684 2325 511 37446 452 38 65 60 85 111 540 14
22JPC 372 5333 4390 1978 611 49477 663 54 89 67 89 96 438 13
22JPC 373 10256 5569 2419 488 30387 402 53 25 70 91 106 588 4





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
22JPC 378 10664 4819 2425 446 25062 321 48 13 69 96 112 550 10
22JPC 382 10503 5182 2534 416 22926 189 44 8 70 95 116 546 15
22JPC 386 11307 5596 2561 427 23143 282 44 4 73 97 130 498 15
22JPC 390 11628 8042 2512 420 24572 265 45 4 73 104 102 629 13
22JPC 392 13624 11916 2638 473 26395 317 57 12 77 110 95 571 8
22JPC 394 12961 12044 2619 497 27749 309 60 14 72 133 88 723 17
22JPC 396 14825 11943 2740 939 29361 238 45 13 81 119 92 674 10
22JPC 398 13560 6012 3056 684 30507 338 61 14 79 92 97 630 24
22JPC 400 13778 4478 2890 403 30825 449 62 15 81 93 100 653 13
22JPC 402 12925 3867 2991 616 31170 414 61 23 79 97 98 577 12
22JPC 406 13363 4447 2864 456 31413 319 55 14 84 94 105 723 20
22JPC 410 14930 4601 2953 727 33077 326 55 21 80 104 101 753 16
22JPC 414 10625 3344 2201 546 27243 400 57 16 74 94 107 637 16
22JPC 418 9896 3971 2530 417 27683 484 52 21 78 85 112 594 13
22JPC 420 8830 3251 2295 296 23964 404 42 16 68 78 114 441 21
22JPC 422 10699 4147 2718 556 40322 575 45 67 63 77 111 609 13
22JPC 426 14941 4477 3202 278 33973 365 45 32 67 81 126 720 12
22JPC 429 11028 4082 2901 298 32985 337 54 36 72 92 128 562 13
22JPC 430 12834 4907 3150 392 26098 271 53 20 72 99 139 538 12
22JPC 434 12347 4599 2951 504 26473 324 55 7 77 91 106 565 14
22JPC 438 12209 3633 2873 500 27915 368 46 10 77 90 103 614 14
22JPC 442 13878 4268 3050 520 27460 267 55 9 80 97 105 595 15
22JPC 444 11137 4385 2737 579 26853 250 56 4 78 94 102 600 16
22JPC 446 12808 4657 2940 571 28116 354 50 4 76 95 110 597 15
22JPC 448 13839 4534 3047 509 28606 264 43 10 85 98 100 573 15
22JPC 450 14524 4521 3048 553 28828 322 57 12 80 94 103 628 11
22JPC 454 15194 4741 3265 500 30495 363 52 4 78 87 94 708 21





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
22JPC 462 13604 4212 3130 2979 29242 272 50 11 75 91 100 676 10
22JPC 466 11401 4675 2719 5241 31563 332 38 18 67 90 94 649 4
22JPC 470 12996 4193 2921 2411 33884 261 43 15 74 88 103 619 12
22JPC 472 10541 3385 2539 2916 36370 327 43 31 70 77 84 670 20
22JPC 474 10382 3189 2506 1136 38048 313 44 35 72 81 97 717 15
22JPC 478 11011 3961 2655 879 26660 362 56 10 77 90 111 643 19
22JPC 482 11661 3908 2725 1370 27493 329 53 11 80 89 97 694 14
22JPC 486 8493 3424 2334 4727 27624 321 56 12 75 82 99 539 15
22JPC 488 8256 3202 2063 3628 26820 359 45 8 79 91 101 625 14
22JPC 490 8376 3483 2259 2857 27738 452 56 11 72 96 104 635 18
22JPC 492 10603 4668 2692 870 28940 304 56 14 76 88 104 665 11
22JPC 494 12009 5885 2793 849 30848 275 49 15 78 94 101 616 12
22JPC 495 15619 6971 3134 906 32937 274 56 14 80 95 99 715 15
22JPC 498 8696 4284 2293 628 31440 347 59 11 76 93 99 698 16
22JPC 502 15116 7217 3216 918 30356 397 50 8 80 94 97 680 19
22JPC 506 8678 5251 2533 486 25421 320 53 8 75 96 112 372 17
22JPC 508 8799 4105 2397 624 24818 343 51 12 69 91 118 661 14
22JPC 510 11587 4248 2866 553 28136 251 36 13 80 92 126 544 13
22JPC 514 11149 4541 2815 733 28541 414 56 15 69 89 120 629 12
22JPC 518 12676 4025 2902 771 33044 249 45 10 70 83 94 590 17
22JPC 522 9205 3283 2283 569 27728 407 50 11 72 86 101 569 4
22JPC 526 14158 4509 3064 664 31604 358 58 14 74 86 100 630 12
22JPC 530 9286 3257 2535 564 31174 333 47 18 76 94 99 532 16
22JPC 534 10788 3736 2675 612 28760 372 42 12 79 88 94 647 10
22JPC 538 10231 3371 2844 439 30425 416 53 13 75 85 95 642 10
22JPC 542 12086 3722 3228 424 32879 346 47 12 73 83 90 602 12
22JPC 546 13942 3448 3019 446 32348 369 48 13 74 80 96 695 11





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
22JPC 554 13138 3244 2882 302 27438 355 48 4 76 91 103 565 11
22JPC 558 12313 3379 2852 349 27069 249 40 10 76 97 116 616 4
22JPC 562 12445 2925 3011 288 28349 275 48 16 67 115 116 577 12
22JPC 566 14016 3782 3313 322 35022 414 64 18 76 84 100 635 18
22JPC 570 10103 2522 3208 364 30811 355 52 27 70 99 126 551 4
22JPC 572 13278 3236 3551 308 32550 371 45 34 66 122 130 631 11
22JPC 573 14807 3721 3925 348 37129 411 55 39 66 110 136 603 11
22JPC 574 14575 4263 3711 390 35574 387 56 36 70 102 118 735 4
22JPC 578 14788 3847 3830 413 46363 498 59 59 81 88 112 579 5
22JPC 579 17314 4480 3693 1050 49104 527 79 54 84 82 96 822 5
22JPC 582 15718 5574 3191 528 26539 281 64 4 77 84 97 600 18
22JPC 584 15944 10146 3257 493 26724 217 58 4 74 93 96 539 15
22JPC 585 15779 12300 3312 611 26210 345 59 4 73 100 109 560 18
22JPC 586 15476 13664 3168 552 26191 320 53 4 74 100 98 589 15
22JPC 587 16621 13287 3207 503 25691 250 52 4 74 101 104 645 17
22JPC 589 17654 15964 3226 615 27330 315 48 4 75 120 113 723 11
22JPC 590 16790 17399 2964 578 26233 160 63 11 78 115 107 611 10
22JPC 592 18042 20295 2960 621 28772 258 45 9 78 107 97 578 4
22JPC 594 17596 15209 3316 582 33805 442 44 17 81 91 88 501 12
22JPC 596 17366 15648 3149 596 31675 329 60 15 83 93 84 529 4
22JPC 598 17910 14194 3009 1356 33120 437 58 12 78 91 93 593 14
22JPC 602 16880 15478 2922 617 27469 232 63 4 80 98 94 564 27
22JPC 606 17668 15866 3060 443 27338 161 50 4 83 94 100 484 15
22JPC 610 16581 14791 3163 514 26995 238 50 4 78 104 102 554 9
22JPC 614 17511 12040 3344 513 27928 353 60 4 80 102 109 537 18
22JPC 618 16263 13748 3122 354 26361 235 53 9 71 129 121 656 17
22JPC 622 13486 8779 3485 335 26531 286 51 13 65 123 127 440 9





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
22JPC 625 12693 3245 3330 206 27294 324 47 24 60 125 153 577 4
22JPC 626 13562 3403 3121 267 26474 233 38 20 52 132 143 516 14
22JPC 628 16195 5493 3378 532 32962 510 49 9 84 91 106 651 11
22JPC 630 16413 5709 3730 532 33844 484 54 17 68 93 104 654 18
22JPC 632 13955 3279 3824 306 35350 388 54 34 64 118 130 669 9
22JPC 634 12793 3126 3551 250 33719 188 51 33 56 128 151 610 4
22JPC 638 12925 2919 3341 209 29684 197 31 29 59 135 169 727 4
22JPC 639 10968 2975 3511 236 30658 281 42 30 59 134 148 490 5
22JPC 641 14619 3211 3538 272 33344 261 46 32 62 113 122 640 4
22JPC 642 16344 4149 3170 326 32007 384 61 18 78 81 103 734 4
22JPC 646 15895 7104 3287 325 29353 357 56 9 76 87 122 559 9
22JPC 650 15460 11245 3084 340 24993 208 60 4 73 106 114 536 13
22JPC 654 15474 10743 3239 300 28856 359 54 10 77 101 100 531 10
22JPC 656 17353 9742 3184 329 31900 333 48 16 81 97 100 564 5
22JPC 658 17420 6169 3303 337 34311 220 52 17 77 88 106 559 9
22JPC 662 16701 5216 3387 237 28712 230 43 5 77 93 160 671 40
22JPC 663 16323 4940 3432 233 29515 316 51 14 79 90 118 714 12
22JPC 664 14254 4008 3565 286 39633 309 46 33 69 91 103 731 12
22JPC 666 15743 5089 3282 322 37658 388 51 24 71 86 104 749 12
22JPC 669 16875 4915 3545 374 42644 293 47 38 77 78 90 675 4
22JPC 670 16325 4908 3335 364 44294 351 52 34 71 79 90 833 10
22JPC 674 16486 5088 3616 356 33618 280 52 21 73 92 109 606 11
22JPC 676 16168 7756 3184 296 25590 224 43 8 74 108 129 634 9
22JPC 678 13992 3791 3310 246 27976 248 37 20 65 127 168 674 4
22JPC 682 13257 2771 3423 270 35777 368 58 38 65 114 129 674 4
22JPC 686 17034 5202 3581 298 31338 259 64 4 87 90 100 616 13
22JPC 685 12221 3745 3490 269 36434 252 46 44 66 92 130 678 4





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
22JPC 694 15265 3939 3323 281 37105 422 61 22 76 75 92 748 4
22JPC 698 16524 4490 3491 524 38499 383 51 20 83 81 96 737 11
22JPC 700 15591 4070 3327 506 32985 437 56 11 84 81 91 777 12
22JPC 702 16259 4137 3463 289 32684 281 63 12 82 79 93 695 4
22JPC 706 16807 4917 3479 399 31585 293 70 4 80 86 103 617 14
22JPC 710 15772 3625 3396 343 32122 274 60 4 76 80 80 635 13
22JPC 714 16119 3546 3401 274 36525 339 69 14 83 77 82 840 4
22JPC 718 15805 3438 3379 239 31766 355 61 8 80 79 83 701 14
22JPC 722 15309 3760 3293 303 32951 390 80 4 78 79 83 759 12
22JPC 726 15516 4121 3647 307 33724 350 60 10 81 76 82 697 9
22JPC 729 15991 4377 3674 332 34703 306 62 4 70 76 84 634 15
22JPC 732 15481 4742 3528 432 34578 286 63 4 76 85 89 702 12
22JPC 734 14853 5095 3539 421 34329 434 55 11 76 83 90 601 10
22JPC 738 15455 4427 3523 423 34481 293 60 9 74 82 96 613 11
22JPC 742 14781 4114 3149 367 34509 315 56 4 76 81 89 735 13
22JPC 743 15728 4280 3419 441 35343 331 62 4 80 80 92 734 13
22JPC 746 15790 4523 3466 524 34143 250 57 8 78 82 81 568 13
22JPC 750 14595 4138 3264 455 33854 286 54 9 75 73 80 620 11
22JPC 752 14477 3085 3173 385 33976 348 61 9 73 63 78 727 10
22JPC 754 13867 2732 3280 299 33960 265 62 11 71 62 83 619 10
22JPC 756 13500 3232 3160 637 30763 304 57 4 74 82 100 653 13
22JPC 758 13307 5588 2821 460 28646 367 54 4 72 90 118 697 16
22JPC 762 14411 5476 3205 236 26938 321 48 10 73 97 134 581 15
22JPC 766 14804 4520 3229 318 32137 333 66 10 78 97 106 755 16
22JPC 770 14902 3949 3067 384 35307 417 55 15 78 102 104 753 15
22JPC 772 14017 3614 3043 281 31466 339 45 14 77 98 104 625 4
22JPC 774 14227 3967 2958 265 32659 405 60 12 83 97 102 727 11





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
22JPC 782 15992 4646 3041 257 28585 323 70 4 85 104 107 789 14
22JPC 783 15863 5153 3450 578 29064 319 50 15 79 114 110 788 19
22JPC 786 17147 4442 3450 339 32907 348 52 12 80 102 97 622 9
22JPC 790 17192 4561 3667 391 33788 310 60 4 80 89 102 620 12
22JPC 794 15806 3314 3402 389 42209 461 46 29 76 91 98 688 12
22JPC 795 12025 3901 3202 623 75359 674 52 89 66 89 85 731 5
22JPC 796 15072 3499 3251 359 34941 293 46 15 81 98 107 664 11
22JPC 798 14654 3867 3146 279 29013 446 58 8 81 98 109 585 16
22JPC 800 13970 3565 3185 379 28521 256 50 4 78 100 114 646 13
22JPC 804 14964 4252 3211 370 29461 261 64 13 80 99 112 685 12
22JPC 808 14436 4537 3302 311 29434 253 55 4 77 99 108 687 20
22JPC 812 14645 5317 3277 329 31981 367 73 11 81 115 116 724 16
22JPC 816 14919 4178 3272 394 32291 426 52 10 80 103 113 672 21
22JPC 820 15793 4736 3318 385 32430 363 57 11 78 113 122 652 13
22JPC 824 13067 4436 3369 413 34827 333 48 48 78 101 114 610 18
22JPC 829 12559 4327 2921 393 30671 370 49 11 79 99 114 718 21
22JPC 828 10380 3474 2708 314 28249 318 61 4 76 100 112 569 19
22JPC 832 14748 4179 3229 272 28009 350 49 15 79 92 143 835 17
22JPC 836 15937 3943 3377 330 32998 256 60 4 80 83 105 720 12
22JPC 840 14635 3746 3800 313 36297 360 61 13 77 100 111 582 16
22JPC 842 13112 3448 3600 283 37969 312 50 31 67 117 124 622 4
22JPC 844 12780 2864 3755 255 38820 386 70 32 69 111 121 662 12
22JPC 846 14732 3484 3681 229 30998 270 50 18 77 90 131 514 4
22JPC 848 15248 3725 3429 278 37504 361 45 27 69 87 114 693 4
22JPC 850 14724 3755 3226 269 29189 289 63 4 75 91 123 627 12
22JPC 852 16382 4389 3054 285 26896 304 54 4 73 92 129 820 19
22JPC 856 15145 4503 3365 293 37183 367 58 24 75 94 124 587 18





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
22JPC 861 16764 4112 3460 246 32666 372 55 13 81 91 109 715 11
22JPC 863 15889 3806 3522 299 44733 391 48 37 70 84 90 763 5
22JPC 864 16313 3736 3608 282 40421 376 62 28 77 90 102 721 4
22JPC 868 14896 4041 3632 313 40801 401 53 19 80 85 103 486 17
22JPC 872 14299 3486 3442 278 31712 342 58 4 70 77 100 758 11
22JPC 876 13451 8327 3328 896 33292 393 48 8 67 118 91 721 4
22JPC 880 17612 5349 3447 428 32264 310 63 14 81 91 101 831 13
22JPC 883 13642 3641 2990 318 24482 271 47 6 75 109 114 628 16
22JPC 884 14358 4139 3309 569 26378 226 60 8 73 104 117 583 11
22JPC 885 15998 4922 3585 404 28046 303 54 11 77 99 114 620 12
22JPC 887 13556 3869 3227 537 26186 280 48 6 74 99 120 580 14
22JPC 889 13425 3379 3342 337 24668 199 48 8 66 111 136 536 11
22JPC 891 14492 6286 3379 357 27842 252 51 4 74 105 127 630 16
22JPC 892 14900 6482 3446 347 28775 260 55 19 74 107 117 681 11
22JPC 893 15898 8624 3332 365 28712 325 59 8 75 106 118 708 11
22JPC 895 14919 6006 3456 370 28247 306 48 10 78 97 106 673 9
22JPC 897 14062 3421 3482 258 25332 259 51 4 69 125 155 604 12
22JPC 901 12394 2680 3283 198 24231 289 46 10 55 144 137 536 11
22JPC 902 12306 2887 3424 205 25942 249 29 16 58 146 139 466 9
22JPC 903 12212 2894 3137 202 22327 219 37 13 58 150 160 554 4
22JPC 904 12307 2275 3196 201 21889 231 40 8 60 142 153 485 9
22JPC 905 12706 3214 3527 371 25130 262 40 9 56 135 148 687 10
22JPC 906 16005 5392 3588 307 29447 344 55 9 78 97 125 681 9
22JPC 907 16165 5781 3478 304 30719 227 55 8 78 95 118 498 10
22JPC 909 14729 6877 3401 292 28852 464 58 4 76 101 125 429 10
22JPC 913 14375 4475 3275 306 31244 254 58 12 77 89 99 647 10
22JPC 917 13925 5388 3045 446 30079 351 61 4 82 94 94 690 18





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
22JPC 922 13286 6000 3566 363 28985 260 73 9 70 98 114 634 4
22JPC 923 12693 4507 3468 327 28165 232 56 14 56 99 109 695 4
22JPC 924 15031 2792 3755 422 34923 350 73 16 69 86 125 719 5
22JPC 925 11778 1852 2921 292 26894 184 33 17 52 83 114 532 10
22JPC 927 13128 2837 3706 315 33196 500 62 20 61 106 131 687 14
22JPC 928 12656 2263 3485 256 28333 186 42 18 55 114 124 607 4
22JPC 929 12214 2265 3600 258 30796 233 60 23 61 121 136 469 12
22JPC 931 13991 3283 3387 391 29619 281 47 10 71 111 142 627 12
22JPC 933 13042 5416 3370 495 29160 179 56 12 68 122 135 602 12
22JPC 934 16127 13749 3142 389 27273 267 64 4 76 115 117 539 13
22JPC 935 17573 11485 3445 451 30417 309 55 10 74 107 125 656 13
22JPC 937 16396 10779 3271 378 29575 237 53 4 76 105 123 722 21
22JPC 941 16415 7573 3430 291 30273 310 59 4 80 95 122 589 18
22JPC 944 16478 5588 3311 277 28689 345 67 7 74 101 119 629 9
22JPC 945 14876 3973 3569 246 34967 275 62 10 76 91 125 715 14
22JPC 947 15180 4456 3707 266 32169 317 82 18 68 83 114 713 14
22JPC 948 14127 3840 3640 224 29261 365 62 14 68 129 138 726 4
22JPC 949 13499 3517 3374 302 23440 167 45 9 61 148 138 592 4
22JPC 950 12126 2987 3511 301 24412 277 38 10 55 137 140 497 10
22JPC 951 12829 2563 3613 210 25652 254 56 8 67 138 122 579 9
22JPC 952 15539 3961 3492 291 28997 305 51 4 73 103 115 593 11
22JPC 953 14530 4293 3378 285 29908 361 63 9 80 97 112 594 14
22JPC 957 15856 6740 3492 402 30710 292 57 11 80 91 118 603 12
22JPC 959 15025 6021 3465 373 31754 359 56 8 71 93 112 667 13
22JPC 961 13854 8711 3727 694 34596 412 61 15 67 97 118 775 13
22JPC 962 14606 7032 3884 666 31029 293 64 12 68 93 135 757 10
22JPC 963 13159 13281 3399 536 31735 220 66 15 66 130 111 616 10





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
22JPC 965 15465 7157 3471 320 28926 353 42 12 69 106 144 485 11
22JPC 969 15062 7776 3416 610 28090 317 53 24 71 101 155 604 9
22JPC 971 13368 3498 3522 221 23384 226 51 4 67 121 142 599 15
22JPC 972 13944 3310 3397 200 23208 256 33 4 65 127 154 546 18
22JPC 973 15962 5996 3531 224 27106 281 53 4 71 97 153 561 13
22JPC 975 15103 3579 3521 224 30695 304 64 4 65 93 131 797 18
22JPC 977 14100 2994 3848 263 27627 292 45 4 65 101 130 632 10
22JPC 983 16191 8245 3412 282 28222 326 61 4 73 99 140 686 13
22JPC 984 17513 8065 3544 332 29740 294 68 7 78 96 128 596 14
22JPC 985 16681 7983 3366 279 28106 373 52 9 76 109 146 447 9
22JPC 987 15828 7316 3237 264 30085 323 36 10 79 104 136 728 4
22JPC 989 15796 6278 3403 340 33634 419 58 9 78 96 124 682 16
22JPC 993 15712 3247 3491 319 40231 507 68 17 84 90 91 662 18
22JPC 994 16621 3283 3514 318 48400 483 56 26 89 86 93 790 25
22JPC 995 15086 3471 3349 345 58476 719 59 59 79 89 97 995 11
22JPC 997 17294 3475 3482 302 39488 415 66 20 78 89 106 767 13
22JPC 998 16923 3641 3565 284 42377 430 59 23 81 91 94 886 9
22JPC 999 16038 3577 3399 251 37169 475 65 16 83 88 103 728 11
22JPC 1001 15056 3179 3062 264 36568 387 60 19 80 87 102 721 11
22JPC 1004 16926 3492 3458 297 38679 510 59 17 87 94 97 754 11
22JPC 1005 16667 3425 3187 266 36949 485 53 15 82 90 104 837 16
22JPC 1009 17101 3983 3704 248 35316 312 45 17 84 96 99 797 12
22JPC 1012 16163 3878 3172 265 34594 406 64 11 82 88 108 759 16
22JPC 1013 18376 4423 3752 254 33531 364 53 16 82 92 116 616 28
22JPC 1014 17535 4891 3628 297 36382 412 48 17 79 89 107 777 10
22JPC 1015 16507 4941 3617 342 42419 540 67 36 82 88 108 798 12
22JPC 1017 14451 4252 3379 274 33536 506 54 25 79 86 105 533 28





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
22JPC 1023 14612 4126 3480 247 36156 290 51 18 71 86 127 680 15
22JPC 1024 15972 4942 3285 244 29811 277 52 18 74 90 131 559 7
22JPC 1025 15600 5041 3382 245 27869 297 48 7 72 88 136 548 4
22JPC 1029 11429 3252 2904 197 28569 421 37 12 69 86 140 559 4
22JPC 1031 11113 2862 3265 188 33202 366 47 22 69 94 147 708 10
22JPC 1033 12138 2522 3401 200 40618 350 47 38 69 86 139 687 9
22JPC 1035 14434 4049 3078 183 23873 257 47 4 72 86 126 527 12
22JPC 1037 15742 5092 3444 243 26629 281 60 4 78 89 116 611 17
22JPC 1041 15309 4178 3205 207 24068 174 63 4 72 88 126 613 16
22JPC 1045 14301 4460 3163 232 24126 186 38 4 69 90 140 665 16
22JPC 1049 14103 4441 3255 255 26219 311 54 8 75 92 136 649 11
22JPC 1053 13531 5102 3329 268 25665 269 44 4 69 91 143 621 13
22JPC 1057 14905 4358 3189 299 28726 338 55 4 81 86 110 738 18
22JPC 1058 15869 4859 3315 299 27833 294 56 4 76 95 124 735 15
22JPC 1059 15528 4743 3421 281 26317 244 42 9 75 91 124 524 10
22JPC 1061 12877 4958 3118 264 24301 254 60 4 71 96 132 529 17
22JPC 1063 14674 3886 3022 217 28418 227 46 10 73 91 109 909 22
22JPC 1065 14802 3832 3214 246 30127 329 43 4 78 93 116 835 13
22JPC 1069 14341 3078 3110 186 29325 333 51 11 74 98 121 715 46
22JPC 1073 14792 3120 3293 173 27737 224 50 4 71 103 140 602 26
22JPC 1077 11764 2601 2973 211 25976 187 37 14 53 126 153 568 11
22JPC 1079 11867 2212 3455 173 31885 322 44 17 57 113 119 463 10
22JPC 1081 11894 2053 3134 184 32029 310 43 32 58 122 120 535 4
22JPC 1083 10407 2710 3276 211 48495 360 57 51 57 119 117 521 4
22JPC 1085 11278 2441 2758 152 20593 156 36 9 55 138 163 521 10
22JPC 1089 12293 2915 2965 265 20731 242 35 4 54 120 142 615 14
22JPC 1093 12021 3153 3109 447 24276 157 40 4 64 136 158 453 12





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
22JPC 1101 11322 4649 3132 556 26293 246 52 4 58 145 131 586 11
22JPC 1104 10463 5062 2794 530 23988 174 48 3 42 135 118 558 8
22JPC 1105 10130 5377 2751 583 23863 207 47 9 46 161 148 577 4
22JPC 1109 12432 5052 3269 521 23912 200 29 10 54 163 139 455 12
22JPC 1111 11297 4161 3065 538 24743 281 38 10 58 161 129 478 12
22JPC 1113 14905 13995 3096 376 25795 269 55 4 75 116 117 582 12
22JPC 1115 16063 15336 3355 472 28592 362 50 10 75 119 120 614 18
22JPC 1117 16280 10875 3082 362 34360 412 57 9 80 82 89 571 16
22JPC 1119 15946 6488 2961 359 36886 312 49 16 81 75 96 725 13
22JPC 1121 17416 9501 3426 321 33520 336 62 13 86 87 98 514 10
22JPC 1123 16238 4080 3400 264 30556 305 53 4 79 76 106 597 9
22JPC 1125 16294 4643 2975 299 30015 319 61 11 83 78 109 737 26
22JPC 1127 16119 11189 2928 304 27021 414 63 9 80 92 113 738 16
22JPC 1129 14371 7611 2710 258 25726 341 60 4 76 92 121 701 12
22JPC 1133 15566 4125 3336 246 28392 167 54 4 75 104 122 755 4
22JPC 1137 14094 5744 3055 318 24940 159 46 4 69 107 138 579 4
22JPC 1140 15204 4367 3055 235 24449 154 46 8 71 99 148 634 4
22JPC 1141 15493 4207 3117 200 23370 209 38 10 64 130 150 604 4
22JPC 1143 10832 2834 3095 190 22758 224 33 9 52 149 149 455 8
22JPC 1145 11915 3130 3399 252 24635 202 57 4 62 132 177 603 13
22JPC 1149 13293 3447 3403 359 26591 256 44 11 67 121 123 635 4
22JPC 1151 12724 3762 2792 423 15565 168 22 7 63 173 180 422 9
22JPC 1153 12178 5035 2866 715 25491 222 44 7 60 161 156 554 4
22JPC 1157 11556 7807 3130 1019 28065 317 43 8 65 177 131 505 9
22JPC 1159 12074 12220 3103 1049 33439 360 88 17 61 186 108 670 5
22JPC 1161 13667 11848 3106 367 26310 241 66 4 72 106 111 606 16
22JPC 1163 15276 14590 3245 361 27196 227 66 11 79 99 120 677 12





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
22JPC 1167 14480 7130 3787 262 31611 304 55 13 72 86 125 472 19
22JPC 1169 13553 3999 3572 332 33839 231 50 19 64 103 129 729 4
22JPC 1170 15198 5250 3532 301 29957 342 57 6 72 93 117 568 60
22JPC 1172 16069 5811 3623 562 31313 405 42 11 76 112 147 714 22
22JPC 1175 16902 5036 3571 232 32294 336 55 14 70 101 134 614 4
22JPC 1177 15027 4075 3639 244 42073 491 62 30 68 113 118 697 5
22JPC 1179 13391 3440 3545 232 41813 404 59 32 61 129 142 657 5
22JPC 1181 12907 4032 3292 244 47133 381 59 38 59 100 118 767 5
22JPC 1183 15951 3990 3606 193 29604 219 48 16 74 97 156 587 10
22JPC 1185 14867 4008 3350 203 37628 384 47 25 67 87 119 721 10
22JPC 1189 15746 4669 3811 304 28253 373 62 4 71 91 131 662 17
22JPC 1191 15098 5323 3488 318 28595 330 61 8 82 92 114 684 14
22JPC 1193 18097 8521 3375 299 31039 263 64 9 78 99 114 748 50
22JPC 1194 18279 8075 3582 309 30387 204 51 4 79 101 115 690 18
22JPC 1195 17346 7754 3456 297 28901 304 53 8 76 103 125 570 10
22JPC 1197 16485 6784 3589 241 29057 299 41 4 77 91 117 617 18
22JPC 1201 16094 6790 3419 275 28351 296 63 4 74 94 122 626 13
22JPC 1205 14322 4760 3313 214 27925 415 52 11 69 88 129 580 12
22JPC 1209 15191 4307 3481 227 26477 386 52 4 72 102 143 746 16
22JPC 1210 14959 4097 3597 238 28472 334 52 9 66 116 146 653 13
22JPC 1213 14582 4126 3521 229 26332 338 52 4 70 121 134 603 10
22JPC 1217 15707 4749 3531 223 29633 303 54 4 70 115 139 733 14
22JPC 1221 14371 4123 3306 274 28607 274 57 8 69 104 125 695 11
22JPC 1225 15195 4255 3200 256 28382 169 47 9 72 120 138 772 9
22JPC 1229 14736 5289 3047 225 21627 223 46 4 59 152 184 600 4
22JPC 1233 13081 3913 3387 287 26599 273 45 4 68 132 151 613 11
22JPC 1237 15598 5173 3643 257 27759 282 55 11 69 122 144 538 11





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
22JPC 1245 15131 5034 3225 267 25887 186 51 8 68 125 135 742 9
22JPC 1249 14021 4719 3368 337 29598 328 55 35 73 121 136 693 11
22JPC 1250 15401 5716 3625 355 30162 336 57 10 69 120 145 601 10
22JPC 1253 14451 4556 3349 240 26889 320 56 4 68 117 142 509 8
22JPC 1257 15010 4567 3218 230 26135 262 55 4 73 119 144 649 12
22JPC 1261 15428 4962 3451 251 25468 243 50 8 73 134 159 613 9
22JPC 1261 15262 4865 3381 254 25213 231 50 6 75 134 160 624 12
22JPC 1264 15782 5660 3579 249 26073 272 43 8 68 129 164 597 12
22JPC 1269 16035 4745 3471 208 25463 218 55 10 70 119 159 561 4
22JPC 1273 15265 4717 3116 267 26611 191 57 4 71 113 148 769 13
22JPC 1276.5 16954 3486 3701 229 30870 312 43 4 78 84 101 619 15
22JPC 1277 15601 3904 3467 263 32738 240 62 4 77 92 116 702 17
22JPC 1278 15081 3193 3286 213 29172 261 48 4 79 97 120 779 4
22JPC 1281 15529 2876 3176 193 28778 343 52 4 72 98 117 601 21
22JPC 1285 15589 3251 3427 222 29648 307 46 4 76 107 132 644 11
22JPC 1289 12422 3882 3281 309 26236 316 47 7 60 109 118 554 9
22JPC 1291 16122 5118 3345 296 25151 182 46 4 75 133 152 603 16
22JPC 1293 17077 4153 3735 317 31065 332 58 8 83 99 125 761 10
22JPC 1297 15975 4727 3665 476 26034 232 49 4 73 109 161 615 14
22JPC 1299 16244 4665 3668 525 28438 271 48 4 76 95 135 652 17
22JPC 1301 15606 3957 3275 307 32060 210 62 35 76 104 128 740 16
22JPC 1303 16835 4497 3523 364 32808 241 47 10 71 103 125 837 13
P39 3 17443 27169 2983 1477 27952 199 61 19 65 143 97 382 15
P39 5 18271 29005 3199 1322 27912 287 74 16 75 106 117 423 16
P39 5 17015 28922 3101 1286 27884 274 70 20 76 104 116 368 12
P39 7 16692 31395 2977 948 25914 307 74 16 74 104 122 434 13
P39 7 16946 31542 2915 933 26394 290 60 15 76 107 121 436 13





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
P39 9 17468 28523 3117 757 27556 367 57 16 73 105 118 389 9
P39 9 16683 33265 3083 804 28064 279 72 15 76 99 116 350 11
P39 10 16298 33018 2922 680 25330 316 74 20 75 109 122 373 15
P39 11 17471 29222 3039 869 26410 193 65 16 72 104 115 365 14
P39 11 16396 31472 2923 764 25955 333 61 17 68 111 127 347 12
P39 12 15797 25436 2860 1087 25291 280 62 17 74 103 112 379 17
P39 13 16700 25676 3145 1197 26796 263 61 14 79 108 120 361 12
P39 13 15847 25973 2895 1163 25821 338 66 14 72 101 120 355 14
P39 14 16426 31404 3094 1095 25020 275 63 17 68 107 105 367 12
P39 14 16949 34692 2770 1134 25326 287 66 12 73 109 110 379 13
P39 17 17880 7377 3562 284 32388 355 77 22 80 96 131 434 17
P39 18 16824 6138 3300 437 32088 369 77 22 81 92 114 518 15
P39 19 17904 7269 3640 662 31518 350 75 16 83 78 132 428 19
P39 22 15199 27953 3726 856 23528 158 52 10 62 79 167 323 10
P39 24 15401 19448 3556 586 25274 288 64 11 67 77 180 348 19
P39 25 17756 4870 3493 763 30840 296 85 15 88 83 118 484 16
P39 26 19873 5614 3467 526 38179 543 98 22 95 83 106 463 19
P39 27 20919 7636 3980 460 40212 429 87 21 98 91 111 431 20
P39 28 15751 107635 1571 339 18661 235 39 9 46 97 98 192 14
P39 29 15952 106581 1749 334 19408 192 30 15 47 100 103 232 9
P39 29.5 16485 105776 1781 362 18994 152 40 12 46 99 97 195 12
P39 30 17646 88143 2263 456 23485 127 41 16 51 89 103 252 9
P39 32 19071 49531 2667 676 29501 295 69 20 79 130 92 445 9
P39 34 19266 12252 3105 1942 34789 481 81 21 87 94 100 415 13
P39 35 19308 19806 2745 1809 31567 247 62 19 78 90 95 417 17
P39 37 20115 20734 3152 1098 34501 419 82 22 83 104 104 463 16
P39 39 17191 30408 3312 429 28255 293 61 19 66 75 144 361 12





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
P39 43 21147 5529 3353 909 40236 547 87 14 103 86 92 547 16
P39 45 19406 37458 2985 2954 32717 233 65 16 71 132 90 385 22
P39 47 17231 129020 1825 278 21123 192 41 16 51 106 89 257 9
P39 47.5 18121 48724 2551 2337 29180 324 62 18 70 107 97 346 19
P39 48 17508 45518 2309 2191 28496 320 64 16 69 109 96 381 21
P39 50 18246 39005 2588 2446 30746 283 59 17 74 103 91 408 18
P39 52 18977 26258 2805 2641 34186 384 70 19 78 117 80 469 17
P39 54 18624 38927 2909 2579 32699 311 73 24 74 156 86 398 9
P39 56 18864 17884 3154 1674 35971 351 85 16 85 124 93 462 17
P39 58 19771 17192 3337 1484 38325 314 79 18 87 111 89 445 20
P39 59 19418 6634 3200 1045 39688 429 89 17 92 100 95 472 22
P39 62 20747 2893 3773 669 42421 530 80 22 96 83 99 466 19
P39 63 21781 4015 3664 823 41895 423 73 21 94 86 93 406 17
P39 65 21035 3464 3828 798 42729 533 95 22 101 81 99 427 20
P39 67 22039 2988 3481 667 42506 536 90 26 98 84 98 468 13
P39 69 21732 4647 3291 725 42591 456 86 17 100 84 94 479 17
P39 70 20389 5754 3351 984 39265 433 88 25 91 90 101 439 13
P39 73 21099 6115 3644 1163 40430 474 96 24 94 91 101 436 18
P39 74 20815 7833 3457 1074 39073 472 83 26 93 93 98 457 12
P39 75 18513 25720 2989 1400 32167 351 88 24 91 114 98 409 13
P39 78 20027 9518 3761 1246 38075 392 70 24 89 99 107 546 17
P39 80 20585 5875 4107 1224 40305 384 89 29 91 98 105 469 14
P39 81 19245 14842 3204 2122 36711 424 80 27 86 102 93 445 19
P39 82 18104 16154 2732 3916 32786 246 72 28 78 132 92 423 11
P39 83 17498 19164 2915 3492 32558 315 70 20 73 127 89 391 17
P39 85 18857 36165 3059 1765 30205 291 66 20 75 124 104 369 14
P39 87 19644 21278 3414 2316 34972 309 86 21 82 111 101 398 18





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
P39 92 14096 133476 1390 571 14920 79 34 7 37 102 65 143 9
P39 93 17913 31416 2329 1778 29166 246 54 17 73 102 96 351 14
P39 95 19421 40019 2671 1462 29965 255 61 18 76 100 95 315 16
P39 97 15772 144829 1355 466 15781 109 37 11 50 107 74 154 14
P39 98 12838 198441 624 223 9716 100 20 7 30 112 48 75 10
P39 99 14469 128441 1414 409 16693 103 29 12 39 94 49 176 7
P39 100 18118 72599 1913 1225 21179 187 44 14 55 90 80 233 7
P39 101 17049 76198 1635 791 18727 155 28 10 48 85 78 276 9
P39 101.5 19222 10741 3003 834 37451 476 76 14 85 82 78 363 17
P39 103 18001 5310 3165 796 37453 453 74 15 87 73 100 411 13
P39 106 20604 10916 3790 2130 39640 474 90 24 97 116 106 480 22
P39 107.5 20789 19259 3535 3051 37044 350 68 23 81 138 89 472 23
P39 109 18292 14934 3357 2825 36234 432 78 24 81 116 93 398 19
P39 111 19558 18141 3361 2123 36066 307 84 16 87 126 102 423 25
P39 113 19188 17517 3637 2137 36135 502 73 20 86 112 98 405 18
P39 115 19918 20296 3383 1915 36040 311 78 21 87 112 97 407 12
P39 117 18630 42310 2912 2770 30999 326 67 22 72 163 100 375 15
P39 118 18723 51289 2623 1409 29987 361 61 17 75 98 85 322 16
P39 119 15986 116500 1749 302 18014 120 35 14 46 96 92 227 8
P39 119.5 17018 76668 2192 529 24292 269 44 15 62 90 119 288 14
P39 121 19830 15912 3462 2354 36413 497 82 22 87 105 95 435 20
P39 123 19450 14648 3120 3479 37530 356 86 25 86 128 88 483 22
P39 125 18811 29806 3244 3729 34756 369 82 23 79 158 93 402 18
P39 126 20580 30084 3143 1948 34800 173 74 16 77 117 95 394 23
P39 127 19950 38022 3211 3170 33063 185 68 22 70 133 84 317 16
P39 128 19104 37352 3103 4315 33303 235 76 26 71 173 89 411 18
P39 129 20137 18525 3728 1845 36584 383 96 24 89 110 112 355 20





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
P39 133 20649 31566 3680 723 34839 393 84 21 88 111 116 418 23
P39 137 17151 7112 3538 2289 39377 428 71 39 78 101 116 421 16
P39 138 17222 12199 3118 3103 36769 386 83 28 77 113 95 453 21
P39 139 17567 23807 2928 2947 32915 349 63 21 71 114 84 424 18
P39 141 18242 30981 2799 2417 32591 290 70 23 72 114 93 388 19
P39 142 17428 51466 2306 2155 24979 173 49 17 55 120 87 269 9
P39 147 15377 47021 1973 1344 22969 212 53 8 58 93 86 274 20
P39 148 19377 43794 2527 1727 27083 279 62 16 73 101 84 265 15
P39 148.1 18892 41965 2388 1809 26786 275 57 11 70 104 82 311 18
P39 152 16138 45647 2669 629 25170 209 44 20 65 92 124 283 8
P39 154 19103 25403 2869 1502 31717 212 61 20 74 109 95 403 16
P39 156 16716 44275 3043 347 26929 191 50 20 63 80 108 275 8
P39 158 16349 24812 3470 353 30481 334 69 18 67 68 157 347 15
P39 160 15284 80912 1931 369 19729 183 37 16 54 84 83 228 9
P39 161 18091 55545 2469 916 24026 171 42 17 58 79 106 270 8
P39 162 18131 47747 2553 1197 25697 157 60 10 60 91 109 337 15
P39 164 19924 9343 3455 1169 38942 312 82 16 86 78 112 444 27
P39 164.5 19782 5660 3476 1756 39811 430 82 25 93 90 96 530 11
P39 167 19483 22620 3415 2320 35950 378 66 25 74 107 110 395 17
P39 169 19189 31920 3087 1686 35315 170 64 29 68 100 102 398 12
P39 171 19986 35032 3095 1418 32275 329 57 22 64 96 107 394 15
P39 173 19931 29756 3225 2149 33298 333 67 23 66 101 109 377 13
P39 175 18585 23226 3208 2426 35671 371 75 22 92 103 101 454 16
P39 177 18641 23485 3329 1696 35630 431 65 19 83 96 96 401 14
P39 178 18614 17412 3209 1776 36811 428 73 18 87 97 99 428 18
P39 182 20300 5738 3872 969 38860 409 103 25 100 102 121 431 19
P39 184 20901 7156 3777 1011 39473 388 96 21 97 89 106 455 15





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
P39 186 20206 12082 3939 2621 39064 393 75 21 85 112 92 401 15
P39 187 19834 29348 3087 2167 32917 410 72 24 80 126 94 390 16
P39 188 20144 52883 2814 1656 29030 204 65 16 68 134 94 290 16
P39 190 19221 118779 2035 964 22749 133 41 12 59 147 82 235 12
P39 191 21033 37294 2949 1111 33799 355 74 14 76 103 93 420 18
P39 192 19397 25392 2792 1805 32830 350 77 19 85 104 104 408 17
P39 197 19136 23744 2816 1788 32191 241 69 22 75 103 95 448 11
P39 199 15756 8470 2816 2683 33222 307 61 19 67 102 79 414 14
P39 201 17428 16911 3105 2100 32520 307 69 18 70 105 109 408 19
P39 203 18465 16267 3232 1638 33501 352 77 18 72 103 116 405 16
P39 205 15709 17603 3423 573 31977 359 65 26 65 69 140 321 15
P39 207 15871 40366 2978 356 28632 151 52 17 59 68 147 330 10
P39 209 16669 39434 3201 366 29915 277 60 19 67 62 141 311 13
P39 212 19889 10694 3434 968 35334 369 88 19 85 83 108 431 16
P39 213 19891 13353 3191 1662 34969 305 90 15 88 83 97 406 15
P39 214 20584 18299 3159 1458 33841 322 79 12 87 79 96 411 21
P39 216 19217 21873 2839 1499 31472 365 67 16 80 83 92 409 13
P39 218 18783 16643 3541 1037 32375 348 73 20 76 88 116 333 17
P39 219 19295 11803 3507 909 35078 437 72 26 88 88 118 431 14
P39 220 19012 6983 3608 3118 38264 327 84 22 84 99 101 422 25
P39 221 18013 9595 3254 1780 35218 329 86 23 80 97 99 415 17
P39 223 17044 8826 3151 2123 34694 330 75 19 74 90 102 403 19
P39 224 18728 9357 3427 2253 35637 404 76 21 80 88 108 408 22
P39 227 17200 16407 3122 2753 31879 315 65 20 72 93 110 370 13
P39 229 18456 15886 3037 3781 34035 254 74 20 76 110 91 411 24
P39 231 18437 23123 2864 3013 30794 271 58 17 65 97 102 460 18
P39 233 18196 23661 3006 2944 29887 362 70 22 72 92 108 393 14





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
P39 237 18759 30646 2693 1964 27847 318 63 14 73 86 114 342 17
P39 242 20843 42744 2904 1679 28313 233 53 15 69 86 109 330 12
P39 243.5 19700 44174 3078 1513 28343 348 53 14 65 83 107 310 18
P39 244 21917 31725 3425 1925 34778 338 72 16 84 93 109 408 18
P39 245 21211 27894 3535 3685 36145 257 72 21 75 102 99 437 25
P39 247 20673 57462 2636 1368 25348 250 51 15 66 90 107 311 12
P39 248 21789 20058 3672 1535 36767 297 80 21 84 95 110 422 19
P39 249 21853 7602 4498 1015 41062 397 79 20 92 91 113 510 14
P39 251 21325 10118 3628 3828 40761 431 79 25 81 101 95 496 15
P39 253 20187 22491 3476 4274 36215 316 70 20 76 108 107 409 17
P39 257.5 14145 158875 1207 413 12824 97 22 11 34 74 67 143 8
P39 258.5 16607 134401 1748 441 16438 123 29 13 42 86 88 158 8
P39 259.5 19330 53215 2554 1739 25996 206 50 13 64 86 109 362 18
P39 261.5 21354 53765 2563 2088 25231 183 46 8 56 92 100 334 18
P39 263.5 20914 28725 3021 2477 32016 264 64 12 74 91 104 370 17
P39 265.5 19010 35070 3005 1741 28138 332 52 22 59 75 113 324 7
P39 267.5 18089 34612 3342 1004 28631 310 55 20 58 79 133 337 18
P39 268.5 17489 26823 3473 862 30172 310 58 29 56 80 141 421 10
P39 271 22406 8774 3798 3874 42769 433 84 20 89 101 95 412 26
P39 273 21453 8963 2909 1877 40603 495 76 15 84 85 103 481 24
P39 275 21387 7235 3675 1980 41814 505 88 23 93 93 104 474 15
P39 277 21134 7164 3824 1563 39050 476 88 20 92 94 109 371 13
P39 279 22155 8585 3756 2316 39998 447 80 17 83 107 110 510 22
P39 281 20179 8865 3891 2438 38373 397 88 26 82 104 121 427 18
P39 282 22696 8707 4229 2330 41243 459 82 24 89 107 109 446 16
P39 287 18419 23622 3256 2275 33351 367 64 17 69 85 98 379 12
P39 289 20108 19885 3491 2507 35136 350 66 18 79 95 101 398 19





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
P39 293 19515 25214 3204 3112 32819 208 57 19 72 92 107 375 17
P39 295 19181 38697 3145 2082 29263 343 51 20 58 78 101 369 8
P39 297 18389 55375 2768 1074 26802 277 47 14 53 76 99 336 14
P39 301.5 15717 31584 2854 924 26095 234 54 17 54 70 121 319 12
P39 304 20934 9696 3525 3322 37536 410 74 12 83 86 89 441 19
P39 305 21000 5447 3600 3404 39595 353 78 9 86 89 82 416 19
P39 307 20325 7643 3501 3092 39467 360 87 17 85 91 94 470 18
P39 308 19492 10016 3569 4106 38023 356 73 16 75 100 86 454 22
P39 309 19646 16517 3456 3990 36688 280 63 18 70 114 103 429 16
P39 311 18611 29322 3059 3030 31173 356 58 19 73 95 100 353 17
P39 313 19638 30451 3218 1659 34679 262 71 21 74 87 103 425 11
P39 318.5 16506 19322 3068 3043 31964 327 72 17 64 125 93 383 13
P39 320.5 17996 23413 3493 3121 32733 400 58 15 64 130 95 340 12
P39 322.5 18159 25197 3310 2784 31094 287 61 17 62 123 115 363 9
P39 324.5 18558 25181 3248 2478 31161 293 62 18 68 124 104 378 13
P39 326.5 19257 20330 3294 2887 33810 336 75 15 72 107 105 409 18
P39 328.5 19852 17917 3357 1818 35817 353 81 18 84 94 110 470 9
P39 329.5 20527 9996 3757 2523 39291 380 92 16 96 101 102 445 24
P39 333.5 18937 20512 3715 2348 32592 222 64 13 74 105 119 338 15
P39 335 17948 19584 3172 2822 31485 280 65 17 72 89 116 454 19
P39 337 17594 20665 3335 2586 33045 260 63 16 67 81 117 387 20
P39 339 17613 11568 3596 3307 35226 310 66 18 74 83 104 405 14
P39 341 16240 10614 3238 2656 32196 316 74 15 74 82 107 421 15
P39 343 16310 13221 3399 1902 30906 330 52 18 66 74 122 371 13
P39 344 16960 14242 3457 1440 31232 351 75 21 67 73 134 400 12
P39 348 16724 15338 3404 1641 31690 279 49 22 71 76 117 420 13
P39 350 18744 15954 3597 2211 33723 271 67 20 74 81 123 416 8





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
P39 353 17877 14554 3535 1783 33102 304 76 17 76 81 124 461 22
P39 354 17051 21168 3154 2037 28595 335 62 18 62 80 129 343 14
P39 356 15484 21097 3158 1398 27457 267 67 21 60 70 124 327 9
P39 358 17324 15861 3477 980 32488 357 71 21 61 76 117 309 13
P39 359 14723 10115 3023 638 22803 118 55 17 58 71 142 391 7
P39 360 15914 17716 2962 616 25589 286 53 21 51 76 130 363 8
P39 363 16871 32332 2785 2791 28602 136 53 20 50 71 107 424 12
P39 365 16361 41326 2366 1376 21459 179 40 14 45 70 107 311 8
P39 367 15223 38038 2369 2406 24557 134 51 18 44 69 102 285 8
P39 369 16185 35157 2632 1663 24604 229 53 16 48 69 109 355 11
P39 371.5 13664 27219 2588 2018 23111 141 42 19 46 61 102 273 11
P39 373 15177 26422 3081 1627 22758 127 45 14 54 69 126 303 10
P39 375 15603 24469 2574 1634 21723 127 46 8 53 67 115 376 14
P39 379 15448 23979 2781 1956 18626 173 35 8 50 65 128 336 8
P39 381 13880 19079 2804 2392 15524 110 35 8 51 67 107 305 20
P39 382 13766 16064 2651 2285 15920 201 31 7 55 67 112 321 32
P39 383 15952 14746 3073 1688 20962 188 52 9 67 74 122 360 26
P39 384 20964 6566 4197 248 39976 387 90 15 103 80 121 456 8
P39 385.5 17592 5257 4398 200 31977 308 60 10 70 69 133 429 19
P39 386.5 21200 8180 4070 305 41578 433 93 19 98 79 117 508 13
P39 387.5 21234 14864 3956 309 40786 389 78 23 89 83 115 522 10
P39 388 20830 16675 4077 276 37418 353 74 20 95 81 129 413 15
P39 388.75 21023 16649 3952 287 38497 383 79 20 86 72 114 453 14
P39 393 19429 16263 3928 369 37214 378 70 22 83 68 117 372 13
P39 393.5 19216 16207 3821 308 36005 349 77 24 89 76 119 410 18
P39 395 17868 13212 3483 563 35319 405 61 29 80 66 122 405 18
P39 397 18729 13614 3858 371 36974 373 73 26 80 63 127 406 18





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
P39 400.5 17371 13871 3742 357 36089 345 62 23 72 69 120 412 17
P39 404 18248 8875 3616 353 35135 395 67 23 79 72 118 388 9
P39 405.5 19276 9401 3521 434 35093 371 61 20 78 69 109 452 12
P39 407.5 19521 6533 3446 985 36371 372 73 24 84 78 115 419 11
P39 409.5 18052 7355 3376 1007 34774 355 68 18 79 76 111 426 16
P39 411.5 17409 5133 3344 749 35012 295 71 18 78 78 107 361 11
P39 412.5 20247 6294 3856 819 36920 349 75 20 88 82 126 397 12
P39 417.5 19133 7866 3578 1117 36310 421 69 24 84 76 111 387 13
P39 419.25 18564 6102 3348 1198 36834 359 66 18 81 75 103 434 16
P39 420.5 16449 8834 3750 425 30681 317 46 20 65 63 141 382 14
P39 421.5 16476 7026 3542 352 29317 289 59 23 67 67 127 380 11
P39 423.5 16543 5416 3927 964 33458 363 75 30 74 76 150 423 19
P39 424.5 17037 5291 3913 1204 33580 410 70 28 73 77 146 431 21
P39 425.5 16613 6399 3757 576 31170 340 62 27 66 76 135 483 14
P39 427 14510 6105 3259 539 30328 257 61 24 67 73 122 422 14
P39 428.5 17506 4386 3775 1801 34183 350 58 22 70 83 129 451 19
P39 430.5 18282 2324 3641 2758 37690 276 81 17 82 88 96 459 20
P39 432.5 19318 2880 3517 2667 40074 508 75 17 86 88 101 515 14
P39 434.75 17756 3145 3444 3385 35714 392 76 21 79 95 91 377 14
P39 436.5 17327 2929 3583 3158 36333 377 65 16 76 91 103 373 14
P39 438.5 19186 3575 3485 5931 38422 281 74 20 82 102 103 507 17
P39 440.5 18257 3174 3287 3513 37531 308 84 18 83 92 102 501 12
P39 441.5 17802 3105 3451 3966 37645 311 72 18 80 99 112 437 15
P39 446.5 18369 4317 3752 3613 35403 447 69 17 78 103 108 424 18
P39 448.5 17737 3941 3201 3658 35054 406 74 16 75 101 113 520 12
P39 450.5 17436 3693 3485 4255 35983 295 80 17 81 102 107 466 18
P39 452.5 18389 4477 3646 3807 36184 370 82 18 79 103 115 450 19





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
P39 456.5 18178 4724 3421 3946 35218 302 77 23 81 101 111 481 19
P39 458.5 18277 4164 3473 4076 36753 366 75 17 80 97 120 484 16
P39 460 17712 4356 3377 3917 35408 329 72 19 76 102 107 447 20
P39 462 18193 4075 3511 4237 35776 389 78 19 79 99 108 416 16
P39 464 18263 3910 3380 3797 36447 366 72 16 82 96 100 440 20
P39 466.5 17683 3432 3402 4117 37777 233 73 19 81 104 92 459 16
P39 468 17955 3643 3170 4082 36982 350 73 24 84 99 98 507 14
P39 470 18814 3541 3448 4002 37702 404 68 21 83 97 103 402 11
P39 471.5 17290 3253 3118 4150 35253 347 76 19 85 101 98 445 16
P39 475.5 16850 3582 3293 4104 35360 347 84 18 78 100 114 413 15
P39 477.5 17983 3186 3243 4998 37205 328 81 23 86 103 106 460 19
P39 479.5 19209 4228 3577 4183 36321 336 76 21 84 115 118 457 15
P39 481.75 17985 3720 3318 3936 35315 316 77 20 76 112 123 438 16
P39 483.5 18812 4700 3879 3576 34921 338 78 19 80 113 132 414 19
P39 485.5 18700 3045 3358 4245 36748 358 79 22 85 103 119 501 18
P39 487.5 19196 3446 3612 4575 36970 279 67 18 79 109 110 458 19
P39 491 18840 3021 3702 4074 37721 285 66 22 85 104 103 441 20
P39 493 18899 2642 3511 4346 37031 234 79 17 85 100 106 477 14
P39 495 17645 3194 3678 3857 35450 306 69 21 76 104 116 389 15
P39 497 16564 2712 3049 3359 34418 403 78 14 81 101 112 480 21
P39 499 18529 3136 3084 4463 37427 171 87 21 88 107 113 554 11
FL-224 6 53340 497114 15624 12930 114357 569 88 20 80 160 108 473 24
FL-224 11 58676 95169 25680 7280 135997 580 81 30 86 180 162 482 14
FL-224 14 55056 107114 21821 4564 103011 442 57 32 77 198 164 487 11
FL-224 18.5 41680 41674 21892 4798 119400 562 68 21 66 133 124 453 13
FL-224 20.5 34407 37657 17629 2658 78657 334 43 19 62 147 190 305 9
FL-224 22.5 39347 69518 17858 4891 96747 332 51 18 65 82 118 377 15





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
FL-224 26.5 43162 201515 14825 22747 106904 334 59 14 62 122 71 323 16
FL-224 27.5 33783 325665 12776 18237 91931 567 65 16 105 103 91 343 10
FL-224 30.5 38190 151154 13731 23437 112460 491 71 15 64 102 74 331 16
FL-224 32.5 45768 112547 16453 15289 119095 508 70 18 69 132 75 405 13
FL-224 34.5 42643 96861 18429 16356 116950 436 67 19 57 140 76 420 15
FL-224 36.5 49675 56048 21190 15280 131797 530 86 15 65 120 90 540 14
FL-224 38.5 45871 38763 19251 7746 135326 521 76 19 74 100 74 368 13
FL-224 40.5 41564 207276 14840 20530 105761 397 68 18 59 83 78 374 10
FL-224 42.5 38172 224880 15397 11137 106405 466 61 18 69 75 93 229 9
FL-224 45.5 41820 110423 17477 29442 133622 590 74 21 65 120 73 473 20
FL-224 47.5 44880 108056 18276 31878 130934 597 77 20 66 118 69 532 15
FL-224 49.5 44078 126366 18301 29848 124585 310 78 14 65 123 69 386 22
FL-224 51.5 44778 100283 16679 25435 128433 506 72 17 67 122 68 452 15
FL-224 53.5 47504 87079 19584 34243 130301 491 79 17 76 92 79 453 15
FL-224 55.5 44982 119196 18932 22464 129382 482 62 17 67 124 82 470 17
FL-224 57.5 49312 291307 16198 20951 106933 446 55 18 56 131 85 309 8
FL-224 59 37582 462390 8287 14472 60023 247 35 10 41 91 90 249 11
FL-224 62.5 47913 257094 13627 19359 109721 499 61 19 64 120 74 409 12
FL-224 65 46748 147753 15519 16089 126574 564 69 20 69 141 68 417 19
FL-224 67 51443 139526 17596 18791 127317 436 63 14 68 156 78 554 16
FL-224 69 49662 84769 20473 13432 131427 572 86 20 73 134 111 439 18
FL-224 71 49191 146425 17364 8086 125441 594 74 21 71 144 87 584 15
FL-224 73 38579 60363 18524 6475 122696 650 74 16 67 120 107 565 12
FL-224 74 40755 38385 22875 5611 124906 503 68 20 63 106 105 317 9
FL-224 76 37634 39521 22161 4167 116606 433 62 13 65 132 126 383 14
FL-224 78 48980 34825 20557 4754 138848 594 77 18 74 95 93 518 14
FL-224 80 36059 207102 13634 7757 96888 389 63 22 56 147 104 487 16





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
FL-224 84 53614 47933 19755 6218 142987 615 86 18 83 86 79 558 15
FL-224 86 45767 44349 18519 6964 143020 655 88 19 80 86 84 650 19
FL-224 88 52008 70617 19493 12295 144481 660 80 22 79 105 83 587 19
FL-224 89 46233 106074 18618 15001 129830 562 73 16 73 122 80 440 24
FL-224 91.5 47860 206656 13968 18123 110719 408 60 20 64 127 75 390 9
FL-224 93.5 46809 164482 16293 17463 123167 495 68 17 67 110 70 584 18
FL-224 95.5 42386 199092 14825 12630 106824 494 58 18 61 114 76 227 14
FL-224 96.5 44271 225680 13836 20513 100893 372 56 18 57 101 87 495 15
FL-224 101.5 49139 75432 18117 19321 132003 647 76 18 73 114 76 529 20
FL-224 102.5 46725 63495 17267 18644 130770 554 78 18 71 108 77 533 17
FL-224 108 52235 168832 16221 20529 111403 478 73 20 70 90 94 411 13
FL-224 110 54597 153409 18891 16002 124522 409 69 20 70 89 98 429 12
FL-224 112 45480 92019 16311 17286 125026 514 70 21 75 95 82 589 14
FL-224 114 39495 49094 16363 16039 131925 590 74 18 68 100 77 490 19
FL-224 116 53307 64914 19834 22044 142778 562 76 21 79 101 87 642 17
FL-224 118 46804 82713 16970 22206 123732 532 70 18 71 94 83 542 13
FL-224 120 39780 75260 14873 22464 117279 455 61 21 62 86 76 509 11
FL-224 126 41667 213347 11845 11112 78159 407 34 15 48 72 93 326 11
FL-224 128 42844 186932 14276 8875 89493 418 46 16 59 77 105 224 11
FL-224 130 43738 229938 12849 11518 90399 308 61 15 62 80 85 322 8
FL-224 132 50644 111724 18752 9616 126540 563 76 15 71 83 90 468 16
FL-224 135 44997 139622 16610 10862 112101 548 72 16 68 84 89 458 17
FL-224 140.5 46543 411619 9957 7750 65679 242 46 8 57 92 104 262 9
FL-224 142.5 53631 281924 11595 8045 82244 308 53 11 56 91 98 376 13
FL-224 146.5 50265 153744 19585 14495 133673 545 97 25 82 96 114 501 16
FL-224 150.5 58804 79299 24483 11891 163404 777 109 27 95 114 110 728 16
FL-224 156.5 48083 108302 18561 13336 118186 519 55 18 67 78 91 303 10





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
FL-224 160.5 43533 140064 18237 5925 117387 523 64 15 69 79 100 311 10
FL-224 163.5 42166 271877 14432 5089 94758 434 45 16 54 69 102 371 14
FL-224 164.5 31875 263687 12129 3185 76269 395 41 19 44 62 102 263 7
FL-224 165.5 32679 297208 11339 3160 66343 269 40 16 47 69 104 230 4
FL-224 167.5 40249 308040 14721 3231 92162 342 49 19 50 67 106 280 7
FL-224 170 41071 312799 15189 12140 88948 259 51 15 50 67 95 264 8
FL-224 172 37297 258500 13516 13688 90090 322 58 15 54 71 107 328 7
FL-224 174 47988 191028 17309 12771 108252 327 65 16 61 82 89 387 16
FL-224 176 46789 146145 17353 9942 110945 400 61 15 62 77 91 463 18
FL-224 178 48422 106391 17612 7046 120611 488 67 19 68 89 97 529 12
FL-224 180 41012 257059 16741 5461 99093 361 55 17 55 71 122 275 11
FL-224 183 45469 313277 14732 4052 91470 264 45 12 51 68 98 447 14
FL-224 186 48142 55460 20322 11483 139641 660 87 16 78 112 83 461 14
FL-224 188 50806 42587 20909 9759 140574 671 83 13 77 105 91 414 15
FL-224 190 49371 64856 18568 10935 132062 494 82 14 79 109 99 620 12
FL-224 192 49158 59239 19011 9951 135153 522 76 16 79 104 85 461 14
FL-224 194 44766 70197 17577 13581 129923 550 72 18 73 105 93 542 16
FL-224 197 49039 58114 19896 12464 130070 475 68 15 79 100 93 351 12
FL-224 205.5 49172 50980 17401 9724 126902 449 61 14 71 85 85 466 9
FL-224 207.5 47534 31930 19052 8074 131427 486 69 19 84 103 94 632 16
FL-224 209.5 44950 34006 19346 11249 136746 603 72 17 77 99 94 506 18
FL-224 211.5 45822 42510 20571 12274 130887 537 67 22 75 100 95 495 16
FL-224 213.5 44568 52119 16717 12982 126556 562 65 22 71 89 94 573 23
FL-224 219.5 48035 108070 20291 8528 123295 464 66 22 75 84 122 461 21
FL-224 224.5 53825 126882 18144 6799 129297 655 75 20 81 90 109 619 17
FL-224 226.5 42587 102873 17045 3687 113552 528 74 18 63 83 114 447 16
FL-224 237.5 55950 170401 21467 6797 125119 553 83 22 72 96 142 521 16





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
FL-224 244 46651 255324 16187 4924 101911 363 60 18 58 83 121 365 23
FL-224 249 39259 196975 13201 7460 110135 405 70 28 57 79 98 587 24
FL-224 251 34099 145643 10339 4375 73743 351 42 18 55 71 103 398 15
FL-224 254 29474 93865 11905 3080 58022 285 41 11 52 73 103 364 13
FL-224 259.5 58579 61035 24765 5968 159887 594 89 24 96 105 117 420 25
FL-224 263 49784 34335 21208 5671 137103 594 79 20 74 84 96 391 16
FL-224 265 52293 32946 20901 6053 137953 627 75 19 82 93 117 539 13
FL-224 267 53770 25688 21989 6807 146984 582 75 20 82 88 101 576 18
FL-224 269 52594 27375 21617 8875 142835 633 70 17 77 87 99 494 18
FL-224 271 54267 32021 20910 8505 143527 652 69 21 77 85 103 624 17
FL-224 273 48926 36211 21955 8321 136469 552 85 16 75 81 104 505 19
FL-224 274 45715 40319 21872 9975 136166 669 67 20 73 79 109 538 12
FL-224 280.5 64743 21617 24917 11983 173115 619 109 23 106 118 131 650 24
FL-224 282.5 61545 27030 25939 13826 172617 562 101 22 100 114 135 643 17
FL-224 284.5 66338 22809 26790 14288 182082 689 106 24 116 118 133 688 21
FL-224 286.5 59694 32099 25107 11152 162633 655 99 24 98 109 126 631 16
FL-224 288.5 63750 38324 26758 11419 169059 641 69 24 99 101 128 885 12
FL-224 294 53609 59367 22753 7563 137235 583 82 29 81 89 143 749 16
FL-224 296.5 44404 36111 20992 6165 145959 440 66 26 74 76 123 815 25
FL-224 299 44400 36579 18465 6031 113129 447 62 22 74 79 131 556 18
FL-224 301 52123 19642 20882 5734 143428 624 84 24 87 105 124 687 24
FL-224 304 70043 17395 27522 7632 179158 767 104 21 106 122 135 675 16
FL-224 309 51660 15394 21065 10528 145029 694 73 14 80 98 99 625 16
FL-224 311 48923 16613 21364 12143 139274 588 86 19 75 93 100 513 13
FL-224 313 45049 15323 20536 11107 133849 699 81 14 77 97 101 510 19
FL-224 315 47158 17108 20706 11380 137527 535 75 14 71 96 104 627 14
FL-224 317 52177 15019 21877 11485 147595 525 74 20 76 93 106 614 10





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
FL-224 321 47445 13969 19071 11188 135656 646 84 14 75 92 103 702 23
FL-421 1 64336 476283 22390 20293 140290 551 104 36 101 269 119 542 30
FL-421 2 65851 468245 21651 21410 145958 648 108 35 106 271 121 695 23
FL-421 3 71703 540424 20566 18797 133155 607 91 32 102 276 119 540 27
FL-421 4 71279 524927 21981 19813 140625 609 94 26 98 266 115 616 32
FL-421 5 70705 513177 21962 20381 143241 457 103 38 106 257 118 571 21
FL-421 6 63830 721098 20024 20989 130116 452 91 34 87 312 113 727 29
FL-421 7 70110 533512 22565 26467 149899 431 91 39 95 267 121 606 28
FL-421 8 58239 152135 23068 7929 124357 508 87 49 85 241 195 604 17
FL-421 11 53944 55872 21439 4426 120126 624 73 37 77 182 156 602 20
FL-421 12 56552 341951 20169 11713 123087 625 75 30 74 163 110 643 23
FL-421 13 67776 234699 25344 11825 159236 714 110 36 109 175 130 599 28
FL-421 14 62241 331951 22446 12562 151292 602 97 38 103 207 112 670 15
FL-421 15 70562 298572 26551 17680 163355 584 103 33 114 211 127 461 28
FL-421 16 68974 311849 24417 17499 161586 623 88 34 107 210 116 626 24
FL-421 17 65769 351179 21663 20127 144775 675 97 33 101 191 156 602 25
FL-421 18 58977 290977 26400 27810 173897 446 91 25 64 115 153 524 16
FL-421 21 53717 496940 14981 10783 97167 306 48 20 61 160 96 466 14
FL-421 22 54863 414452 17810 11941 108494 500 60 24 67 162 88 389 15
FL-421 23 54891 335825 18212 12819 115407 502 59 24 68 155 96 529 15
FL-421 24 56966 266416 18015 14480 121128 484 80 24 76 149 89 594 16
FL-421 25 55530 229305 20522 18148 130163 500 70 24 75 152 92 554 19
FL-421 26 58604 253797 20310 19221 129720 546 73 27 78 157 102 525 18
FL-421 27 57045 264610 19143 18752 128234 458 69 27 74 156 88 400 16
FL-421 28 52207 413415 17238 15607 118317 474 79 25 72 141 89 478 15
FL-421 29 50863 406455 19171 18083 118726 566 64 21 74 154 96 418 21
FL-421 30 53314 583186 17759 15595 107407 493 79 24 73 145 94 305 17





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
FL-421 32 53778 375223 19191 16266 111919 482 71 24 71 139 87 351 17
FL-421 33 56399 267264 19856 18018 119801 390 65 22 68 141 91 386 15
FL-421 34 60028 243095 18253 17894 122656 469 68 25 73 143 94 600 17
FL-421 36 62131 344602 20468 12908 119580 492 72 25 82 169 117 539 17
FL-421 37 55562 524582 17628 11649 110198 400 70 20 79 174 106 387 15
FL-421 38 48500 922658 13514 8655 86026 377 55 22 70 162 103 235 11
FL-421 39 47379 704354 15077 9660 89971 394 51 20 68 175 108 244 18
FL-421 40 46254 674581 17024 7098 85931 399 66 22 67 167 116 116 13
FL-421 41 52141 684010 15932 8402 92757 524 72 15 68 174 97 441 23
FL-421 42 48177 564632 17467 9211 88892 400 65 20 71 163 112 299 16
FL-421 43 39569 840687 12800 5991 69589 336 54 15 60 164 109 292 12
FL-421 44 45452 663537 14049 7222 82749 338 53 17 67 170 103 403 17
FL-421 45 47308 740264 16008 7985 85405 341 51 18 68 177 98 114 14
FL-421 46 50416 781690 14115 8555 84249 397 55 21 65 178 105 368 14
FL-421 46.5 51814 686600 15628 10543 91242 461 64 15 65 169 124 295 21
FL-421 51 68987 562894 23868 12313 131856 513 82 32 94 215 133 500 23
FL-421 52 64063 433024 24686 12776 133266 491 97 31 94 222 135 404 20
FL-421 53 62369 358634 23336 11170 131860 619 82 29 93 217 138 433 21
FL-421 54 67236 246247 25711 12706 153438 617 76 34 106 188 160 682 22
FL-421 55 65457 166578 24994 9559 143655 585 87 37 99 181 150 565 12
FL-421 56 62248 138598 24526 10220 136233 634 90 36 99 187 151 657 18
FL-421 57 58349 151035 20663 9249 116828 430 77 35 89 182 155 616 13
FL-421 58 61673 398298 22119 9318 133425 713 88 29 98 220 135 571 22
FL-421 59 63581 355173 22822 8387 128265 667 90 29 98 230 144 564 22
FL-421 60 55613 174936 21726 6952 109132 495 73 30 89 198 162 266 19
FL-421 61 56108 95421 20343 6207 109257 495 81 24 90 178 164 394 24
FL-421 62 62209 184692 20311 6041 119740 560 79 36 94 186 152 640 16





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
FL-421 66 56617 35786 21438 4556 121470 551 82 34 89 153 151 493 15
FL-421 67 47834 15358 18123 2511 97801 451 52 20 74 143 156 468 16
FL-421 68 51779 14718 20146 2156 102437 486 60 19 70 143 174 391 12
FL-421 69 47840 16197 19269 3146 106582 449 53 22 77 137 158 422 13
FL-421 70 47616 16451 20735 3787 113224 397 61 26 71 128 132 418 13
FL-421 71 43554 15782 16930 2734 105732 489 54 25 68 132 144 440 13
FL-421 72 43903 14885 17744 2049 96217 421 52 23 69 144 152 436 13
FL-421 73 46619 15947 19940 1907 98515 436 54 21 69 141 156 522 13
FL-421 74 49565 14595 20118 12247 103824 481 56 25 68 146 145 450 14
FL-421 75 49045 21465 20281 3641 107515 417 62 21 74 140 152 501 14
FL-421 76 51366 24331 21535 2341 103778 498 68 22 77 141 155 515 14
FL-421 77 48672 21218 21735 2130 104296 372 65 22 73 143 150 405 15
FL-421 81 49255 17126 22063 2319 112028 481 79 18 75 146 158 447 17
FL-421 82 47967 15773 20856 2287 102013 356 49 13 61 115 107 345 11
FL-421 83 48191 20645 19621 3683 107555 413 73 20 73 134 151 627 14
FL-421 84 47244 19492 24045 2971 113538 457 62 16 77 140 151 420 15
FL-421 85 49236 15387 20031 2358 110998 468 63 18 73 137 146 433 13
FL-421 86 51072 21131 20353 2729 113363 521 60 15 76 137 156 394 16
FL-421 87 49943 19118 20920 3594 118046 544 71 21 79 126 142 566 14
FL-421 88 49914 20139 22592 2985 113035 515 64 15 72 131 154 476 15
FL-421 89 48296 18610 18684 2751 104035 454 63 20 75 130 183 461 18
FL-421 90 52056 16840 19681 3313 109121 459 65 20 77 135 142 414 10
FL-421 91 49201 18019 21655 3134 106943 412 58 15 75 126 151 458 18
FL-421 92 51443 20431 21416 2707 108377 453 60 15 75 136 155 475 20
FL-421 93 50161 28856 20664 2147 105427 529 65 19 76 146 139 478 17
FL-421 96 53856 23071 25211 4077 130165 664 81 21 86 143 139 454 13
FL-421 97 49933 19024 24279 3643 112825 445 68 18 80 142 174 353 17





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
FL-421 99 49842 21062 22770 4236 121407 454 67 16 86 145 159 628 13
FL-421 100 55497 24316 25416 4375 136125 606 89 21 88 129 176 584 13
FL-421 101 58604 26072 24647 3806 131845 514 78 23 88 144 172 622 17
FL-421 102 56404 27543 24774 2755 119808 571 66 25 84 164 182 584 21
FL-421 103 53202 29390 23516 3167 125493 570 79 25 84 163 153 513 15
FL-421 104 49557 23278 20325 3960 118007 543 63 27 69 150 155 575 12
FL-421 105 57310 34800 23364 3954 121136 615 82 23 81 155 154 535 20
FL-421 106 60412 40431 23674 5234 128254 585 86 28 94 171 176 498 19
FL-421 107 63068 34122 26278 4578 135175 634 86 30 86 175 165 533 24
FL-421 111 62212 163401 23788 9471 168770 718 85 28 86 129 155 779 18
FL-421 112 63040 162562 23012 12198 145504 443 82 20 92 138 100 510 23
FL-421 113 62380 210883 22842 13049 141066 607 74 20 81 150 102 495 24
FL-421 114 60212 228236 20763 12861 134719 686 76 20 92 160 108 552 20
FL-421 115 61124 192578 23429 13195 146775 664 75 23 92 143 107 464 18
FL-421 116 61255 171926 22131 14136 141228 665 89 20 89 145 102 436 20
FL-421 117 52513 219997 18888 12064 122998 605 70 20 86 148 117 489 18
FL-421 118 54338 249347 20825 10955 126129 559 73 19 82 149 104 488 16
FL-421 119 56666 235914 19765 11216 126412 484 79 20 83 151 111 434 24
FL-421 120 56488 209182 20813 4973 110574 569 71 21 86 145 139 428 18
FL-421 121 54898 237304 22733 4986 117190 583 71 16 87 144 126 395 14
FL-421 122 56606 193787 25184 3292 120743 575 68 22 84 151 141 366 10
FL-421 123 45410 106625 20603 3847 106297 463 59 19 71 108 162 594 12
FL-421 126 35976 20822 17497 1605 87039 505 50 21 63 78 160 378 9
FL-421 127 45041 40355 23184 1488 107048 508 70 23 69 87 164 380 13
FL-421 128 39394 80593 17289 1777 87627 380 50 21 63 80 164 344 9
FL-421 129 39592 35685 19089 3110 99162 489 59 20 64 81 160 465 13
FL-421 130 38326 29345 18798 2643 92774 345 55 20 61 75 169 345 15





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
FL-421 132 45000 53367 20641 5484 124480 525 66 23 67 91 123 532 13
FL-421 133 53158 119942 20058 19007 136782 571 78 26 86 129 103 675 18
FL-421 134 57092 155847 20239 21437 134066 430 93 22 91 129 105 513 23
FL-421 135 61531 105733 23476 24551 148349 650 77 26 93 127 115 635 21
FL-421 136 57245 153227 22540 17607 130272 488 82 24 83 122 134 485 16
FL-421 137 57051 173970 22429 16121 131803 572 79 21 86 117 128 475 19
FL-421 138 64375 139309 22982 19752 143908 701 94 23 93 120 121 596 20
FL-421 141 60929 102598 21832 23649 145411 555 78 19 90 134 98 582 25
FL-421 142 57950 81285 22862 21442 146943 583 82 25 89 124 101 501 20
FL-421 143 54500 93594 19750 21034 141859 544 71 25 90 120 109 622 16
FL-421 144 57127 99029 23636 15719 144292 649 77 19 86 114 113 493 20
FL-421 145 58253 66111 24768 19674 141072 407 62 20 80 111 121 522 18
FL-421 146 50378 91408 20528 31299 128869 399 70 20 72 111 108 439 18
FL-421 149 52079 87224 18572 17193 123639 586 76 26 83 124 123 460 18
FL-421 150 50019 104697 20609 10033 118969 496 76 23 76 109 121 369 18
FL-421 151 43352 85189 17891 6850 104643 440 63 22 68 99 148 403 16
FL-421 152 33696 61521 15725 2664 84756 291 54 18 55 75 139 390 13
FL-421 156 53171 292161 13402 7437 87991 428 48 14 61 94 100 402 16
FL-421 157 55287 225448 17188 8336 105705 532 65 20 74 112 119 388 17
FL-421 158 52067 437970 16881 14375 112996 454 61 20 85 115 95 354 17
FL-421 159 56952 314485 16551 19205 120963 485 70 19 83 117 100 478 19
FL-421 160 44751 632726 14752 17071 98690 457 66 21 72 115 96 386 14
FL-421 161 51076 595549 14939 13335 103877 440 67 16 74 112 94 426 15
FL-421 162 50041 364980 14996 12298 98554 486 50 19 72 108 98 422 14
FL-421 163 47331 302035 14840 13506 93660 328 51 15 66 106 100 352 19
FL-421 164 49067 193365 16892 11263 104081 303 60 18 72 101 116 413 14
FL-421 165 49178 271480 14465 7668 90161 362 56 18 67 103 105 344 9





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
FL-421 167 56860 114518 19696 9484 118378 427 64 18 76 113 114 440 11
FL-421 171 59928 122916 23512 14773 147891 473 85 27 88 118 98 558 17
FL-421 172 65615 101517 23368 21481 155481 688 81 27 85 134 114 648 20
FL-421 173 55577 130876 21600 15502 134927 576 76 26 81 137 112 552 17
FL-421 174 49006 170280 18306 5523 103792 471 65 24 73 140 136 588 11
FL-421 175 45783 210504 18610 5295 96855 304 49 19 68 153 142 391 10
FL-421 176 52109 150493 19744 20279 132489 500 64 23 83 128 104 619 18
FL-421 177 56424 130523 20359 19335 135217 599 76 26 83 123 102 675 16
FL-421 178 53711 110316 21017 18126 140507 703 72 23 85 124 106 602 15
FL-421 179 58083 90891 21962 10921 134791 554 69 24 90 118 114 465 14
FL-421 180 54596 95740 19893 10679 130520 543 71 21 86 120 116 619 16
FL-421 181 52194 98963 19962 7126 123144 556 69 19 83 116 108 468 17
FL-421 182 53950 89324 19382 7817 118327 515 69 23 78 108 124 443 15
FL-421 186 34777 48954 18209 5685 85944 332 46 22 51 83 127 338 12
FL-421 187 45324 83496 18330 13903 107394 500 68 21 69 104 114 603 21
FL-421 188 42084 277690 15487 14541 93290 305 56 11 67 115 118 331 21
FL-421 189 43313 518667 16988 10426 101358 515 69 17 74 112 105 368 20
FL-421 190 50339 183895 20717 8974 116609 555 68 19 74 106 109 349 19
FL-421 191 50103 120240 19648 9451 115155 478 66 18 76 106 124 391 19
FL-421 192 49112 234183 16889 6670 106902 466 58 19 78 104 124 385 17
FL-421 193 48861 135018 19589 5659 115784 607 64 18 80 107 120 505 12
FL-421 194 52557 55495 21472 5710 134324 573 80 22 84 114 114 526 13
FL-421 195 35468 43231 18165 2662 78091 367 44 20 52 80 171 307 7
FL-421 196 35932 30629 16481 3809 75312 355 48 16 54 82 191 361 11
FL-421 197 53152 66906 22098 4823 134046 662 85 15 85 110 107 429 14
FL-421 201 42096 82111 22653 22560 124917 230 62 28 58 113 156 535 14
FL-421 202 44604 52868 23039 5206 116240 432 49 24 66 95 138 428 14





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
FL-421 204 56219 114985 21920 11942 133860 601 88 29 94 130 134 538 15
FL-421 205 58432 151559 21800 18204 135968 662 80 29 99 145 127 511 21
FL-421 206 61243 139303 22063 18474 144571 594 73 27 97 143 114 631 18
FL-421 207 60107 150785 22498 20050 139546 544 85 23 98 146 130 484 18
FL-421 208 61260 223803 23939 19749 148734 622 84 21 98 161 115 564 21
FL-421 209 63616 163448 24067 22818 156212 625 103 27 97 163 119 546 18
FL-421 210 67489 172670 23628 25421 157846 579 73 23 100 163 114 569 21
FL-421 211 64434 202831 22346 23430 159447 585 101 26 107 170 117 651 21
FL-421 216 58434 174146 22508 21199 145187 577 81 22 92 138 106 437 17
FL-421 217 55373 120364 22829 18462 139786 631 78 23 85 130 117 607 20
FL-421 218 56146 99559 21595 14472 134360 583 67 21 88 123 108 494 21
FL-421 219 46581 68220 21981 7913 117379 492 62 21 69 102 122 412 18
FL-421 220 54223 81822 20712 11425 135834 608 74 25 80 108 118 554 14
FL-421 221 54212 62044 21383 13079 141821 507 70 22 87 114 104 638 17
FL-421 222 52802 76321 20794 12703 137515 567 75 30 84 122 109 511 10
FL-421 223 50773 58299 21389 9766 128798 562 77 22 84 109 114 406 21
FL-421 224 51401 46287 21895 8140 123446 524 71 24 81 109 125 576 16
FL-421 225 45592 42600 19230 6320 108376 451 57 20 68 91 149 589 16
FL-421 226 54005 30873 21184 7732 131521 560 72 16 88 111 119 561 18
FL-421 227 50566 32460 21116 8311 130478 536 70 17 82 106 111 728 16
FL-421 231 63830 56052 24661 17021 159945 702 87 21 98 127 121 564 22
FL-421 232 60526 76724 23857 17853 154608 573 79 29 97 129 116 648 15
FL-421 233 61505 74253 26562 19049 161875 546 97 25 100 134 131 649 17
FL-421 234 64506 63706 25091 18270 159829 679 81 26 101 139 114 667 22
FL-421 235 63593 72019 26092 18126 156428 640 86 31 94 129 130 566 17
FL-421 236 58937 114450 21546 18115 140735 588 78 24 93 133 123 669 24
FL-421 237 58915 110906 22551 19138 139822 613 86 26 97 140 126 557 20





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
FL-421 241 51886 99699 20944 7093 123133 571 76 23 83 103 138 470 17
FL-421 242 47623 52498 25248 6086 125461 516 68 31 68 91 139 492 12
FL-421 243 58472 92876 24985 6932 141315 660 92 28 89 114 138 551 14
FL-421 244 54292 153959 20451 13026 125402 518 85 31 83 109 127 674 20
FL-421 245 56227 179084 20271 11087 130022 583 87 34 75 108 122 599 18
FL-421 246 54884 185583 18771 6431 118597 578 80 30 81 112 131 508 22
FL-421 250.5 32834 186454 10733 3140 63028 269 35 5 40 66 89 317 93
FL-421 252.5 32397 194406 12552 5162 70130 253 60 20 50 78 95 428 10
FL-421 253.5 37391 147626 12916 5076 74616 263 48 18 49 68 100 420 10
FL-421 254 45766 90625 19213 5391 108303 367 50 19 62 87 122 490 14
FL-421 254.5 55432 35864 21693 4023 122119 486 75 22 83 109 156 430 17
FL-421 255.5 54934 40376 22832 4976 131427 647 72 17 82 105 129 509 23
FL-421 256.5 53350 37783 22359 5449 127693 484 67 16 78 109 138 538 19
FL-421 257.5 47708 32881 20773 5971 115123 500 62 22 79 103 139 391 20
FL-421 258.5 59625 36790 23644 6408 139526 580 77 18 89 111 118 458 20
FL-421 259.5 57462 37435 22076 6747 136165 665 82 22 94 119 129 451 18
FL-421 260.5 54924 36222 21523 6677 129150 597 82 21 92 119 126 534 22
FL-421 261.5 58794 33311 22250 6820 142332 533 71 20 90 116 115 469 16
FL-421 264.5 56514 69047 23513 11336 141904 686 78 27 96 130 122 614 19
FL-421 265.5 59668 71360 23280 12969 145486 537 83 25 96 124 119 512 20
FL-421 266.5 62805 40201 25493 13609 157480 703 98 27 104 132 122 501 19
FL-421 267.5 66061 44238 24148 13488 153304 686 103 21 103 139 120 544 24
FL-421 268.5 63483 53978 22002 10762 143448 744 78 24 95 136 125 516 18
FL-421 269 65746 59481 25511 11363 152015 597 83 24 97 125 116 603 17
FL-421 269.5 62711 51589 25096 12479 150977 612 83 23 95 134 129 477 13
FL-421 270.5 64823 47033 24220 13498 151877 602 88 23 98 127 129 613 19
FL-421 271.5 59769 43808 23623 11361 144010 618 85 24 99 128 126 554 18





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
FL-421 273.5 56120 37417 22617 7123 136662 646 78 18 97 127 134 458 18
FL-421 274.5 63204 40243 24550 7163 147757 786 77 22 98 137 132 606 21
FL-421 275.5 64740 32393 25064 10847 150978 598 84 22 103 134 125 493 17
FL-421 276.5 64666 30468 24604 9660 156539 656 92 20 103 130 125 669 19
FL-421 280 61122 22856 23752 13143 158071 646 83 20 100 128 118 678 21
FL-421 281 62050 21988 23012 13952 156786 693 83 26 97 135 126 618 19
FL-421 282 64173 33493 25680 14208 160492 658 86 22 101 126 118 628 20
FL-421 283 65111 38466 23516 16594 160595 598 82 28 93 119 115 791 12
FL-421 284 64744 30589 23536 18250 156941 711 88 24 100 133 119 687 20
FL-421 285 62632 29552 23836 14054 155663 609 105 26 100 125 125 714 18
FL-421 286 61498 38713 23748 11717 160008 626 71 25 97 125 126 712 21
FL-421 287 54202 34935 25890 9860 150630 629 93 21 91 114 128 440 15
FL-421 288 56792 35263 23888 13863 146751 655 82 29 94 113 135 652 18
FL-421 289 50658 47894 23818 7458 136172 678 78 24 87 95 143 674 17
FL-421 290 51923 41170 24022 6801 130230 666 91 25 94 114 147 536 17
FL-421 291 52251 46469 20483 5168 120219 480 81 25 80 98 124 541 14
FL-421 292 51838 36625 22149 5542 130418 692 85 23 91 114 129 576 19
FL-421 292.5 57528 24203 23818 9774 146904 710 86 20 99 121 127 658 16
FL-421 295 63840 18098 26546 11141 159324 608 99 25 96 132 126 504 16
FL-421 296 65380 20163 25708 10753 161579 717 94 22 100 138 137 623 23
FL-421 297 60245 23244 24015 14382 163712 703 82 23 100 132 115 843 15
FL-421 298 63565 21211 24122 15054 160004 679 86 19 100 133 125 762 22
FL-421 299 63057 23615 25477 26368 168398 709 97 26 104 135 121 646 16
FL-421 300 64818 22298 26136 20881 167717 636 88 23 100 138 122 713 20
FL-421 302 61860 18845 23779 26054 162398 422 101 31 101 138 122 786 17
FL-421 304 63558 22141 26857 22591 164339 499 83 23 99 138 131 622 20
FL-421 306 63462 18877 24569 19439 157975 690 96 23 102 139 128 585 18





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
FL-421 310 49205 20104 21550 6951 133866 632 80 17 77 112 120 522 18
FL-421 312 48925 17803 24657 5835 135467 638 86 20 80 114 115 458 15
FL-421 314 50847 18765 23168 9011 139408 634 80 21 85 113 109 494 14
FL-421 316 51689 15996 22736 14304 142082 788 85 23 85 110 111 532 15
FL-421 318 53017 19512 22576 10262 146838 729 83 20 86 110 105 625 20
FL-421 320 54154 58833 21447 13088 147034 612 83 22 92 110 106 700 23
FL-421 322 54769 32295 21977 12649 144093 633 80 17 87 108 97 448 19
FL-421 322.5 53933 70792 21255 17715 138950 568 86 19 90 115 103 612 19
FL-421 325 52231 19280 19842 7132 135059 543 77 18 90 121 109 659 14
FL-421 327 56505 18799 21477 5891 143300 581 72 17 90 110 112 539 17
FL-421 329 57396 22508 21907 15103 150879 744 77 23 90 115 103 700 16
FL-421 331 56431 18031 20413 16295 147678 635 88 21 84 122 100 539 18
FL-421 333 54856 17141 20499 15927 144710 576 80 20 87 113 100 526 15
FL-421 335 58305 22350 20776 13134 142038 557 72 20 87 124 101 471 15
FL-421 337 58255 25380 21725 7950 137675 534 82 21 89 129 116 528 8
FL-421 340 57763 19588 22720 20821 150491 623 78 21 96 128 105 543 21
FL-421 342 55177 20641 23283 36404 159502 552 78 26 85 133 100 501 25
FL-421 344 51234 16334 22304 20148 148312 666 72 23 88 123 111 578 20
FL-421 346 59540 16236 24780 32724 164195 690 66 32 89 131 103 475 20
FL-421 348 59956 19189 24395 17154 155601 535 72 20 87 114 111 511 15
FL-421 350 55400 16892 21720 19417 150127 637 79 21 90 119 104 609 15
FL-421 352 52365 31906 22145 20890 143950 644 79 29 91 125 114 470 20
FL-530 1 45875 278089 15867 8756 97775 518 59 22 60 121 101 441 11
FL-530 2 41269 369213 13564 9593 95617 383 56 21 61 141 95 450 13
FL-530 3 39746 207594 15850 6674 92747 440 53 18 65 119 129 377 18
FL-530 4 34168 174443 13811 7319 94230 353 60 27 58 125 112 373 13
FL-530 5 46816 179711 19506 15936 120696 454 64 24 69 159 82 356 15





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
FL-530 7 50269 258134 17864 17779 116106 457 61 23 65 147 84 417 17
FL-530 8 50429 314252 16642 18020 110735 467 67 22 65 157 79 429 13
FL-530 9 48943 352688 17333 16305 109358 534 70 23 63 152 79 341 13
FL-530 10 51383 516010 15515 12618 98103 334 53 18 59 151 84 326 9
FL-530 11 42983 511467 13150 9464 88017 348 50 17 52 149 73 373 7
FL-530 12 45844 544108 13062 9777 91453 327 50 21 57 147 84 394 12
FL-530 16 35872 301939 13543 8091 97023 492 57 16 64 139 80 371 22
FL-530 17 42118 158027 17399 8471 115711 495 63 25 64 131 108 565 9
FL-530 18 41912 154810 18356 8443 119396 569 68 24 66 138 95 428 14
FL-530 19 37182 148483 15350 8207 112348 556 65 23 72 130 96 449 17
FL-530 20 39261 140366 16219 7888 113246 490 70 24 71 128 96 426 14
FL-530 21 39015 122962 17524 6824 111102 557 63 26 67 133 102 422 13
FL-530 22 38684 125998 17238 6928 104583 545 62 25 62 130 97 372 13
FL-530 23 40674 159422 16273 9042 106091 397 54 22 64 139 98 373 13
FL-530 24 40234 149585 14664 6113 106901 490 58 26 67 146 117 641 18
FL-530 25 41315 175772 17156 6782 107681 431 63 23 69 118 101 397 12
FL-530 26 41007 109323 18169 6641 116499 524 64 22 71 107 100 395 16
FL-530 27 45102 105804 18838 6905 120546 662 69 28 68 103 105 430 13
FL-530 28 45757 128846 20130 7161 116125 586 64 22 74 104 110 447 20
FL-530 30 56036 188683 21578 12639 142182 680 76 27 79 134 102 631 18
FL-530 31 54326 178821 19388 12925 135816 685 75 25 77 133 90 543 18
FL-530 32 54506 182667 21608 13704 144622 571 75 22 75 133 88 427 16
FL-530 33 59351 206228 21448 12197 140112 672 68 20 73 142 95 499 15
FL-530 34 51276 353339 19204 9757 125608 649 67 18 71 137 91 361 11
FL-530 35 52157 349390 18320 10389 119156 587 66 17 64 142 93 325 22
FL-530 36 52719 348246 17314 10124 114259 364 57 21 67 152 81 293 17
FL-530 37.5 48782 481940 14088 9772 103229 469 58 17 58 148 73 362 13





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
FL-530 39 47856 513477 16529 8729 103032 461 51 19 68 139 96 268 12
FL-530 40 47123 331548 15485 7963 108010 349 58 20 69 132 99 460 15
FL-530 41 42607 328113 15194 7025 105245 461 53 20 61 214 91 341 10
FL-530 42 47273 297973 17431 6624 107019 489 60 23 71 133 111 302 22
FL-530 45 46260 212330 16414 5976 106039 369 62 24 66 112 145 511 16
FL-530 46 46150 209740 19049 5354 108724 485 62 22 66 115 128 339 12
FL-530 47 41662 115601 21116 4032 94227 308 51 19 59 90 141 370 13
FL-530 48 44073 118144 20988 5728 114148 436 56 23 58 87 104 330 11
FL-530 51 43994 126070 23241 6428 117816 470 66 22 60 99 118 386 13
FL-530 52 41099 124299 19765 5780 104993 561 72 21 55 99 118 345 13
FL-530 53 40641 147807 16807 4920 92694 482 52 25 58 104 141 378 12
FL-530 54 42062 159345 16583 3968 87240 375 51 17 54 100 133 390 12
FL-530 55 37782 136814 17649 4959 94174 413 53 16 57 100 135 447 13
FL-530 61 54699 167462 20577 15735 136978 455 76 20 81 127 100 559 21
FL-530 62 58634 160716 21015 16783 142394 569 69 19 82 117 115 499 18
FL-530 63 56732 132015 20601 17365 142312 683 75 25 81 120 109 562 22
FL-530 64 58014 153315 23471 14517 141128 621 77 25 84 121 103 339 18
FL-530 65 55742 231871 22297 12015 134917 514 62 22 79 121 107 439 15
FL-530 66 56664 259921 21091 10239 126301 484 60 25 79 131 108 431 13
FL-530 67 52812 489297 16282 8370 98242 310 56 21 64 143 103 388 15
FL-530 68 45765 800543 14675 5934 82823 253 57 21 48 152 88 256 10
FL-530 69 48480 860439 13646 6366 77293 339 53 18 53 153 86 225 15
FL-530 70 46660 733313 13491 7883 82352 300 55 15 52 149 80 248 10
FL-530 71 49097 442053 15869 8946 102715 427 66 24 65 129 99 395 16
FL-530 72 47758 194015 18756 9781 117714 432 65 22 64 105 100 476 12
FL-530 76.5 38551 123328 17512 5069 94749 377 48 19 50 85 130 440 8
FL-530 77.5 40307 112075 19330 4799 111002 427 59 22 58 90 117 474 11





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
FL-530 79.5 36363 61273 23287 3619 114802 483 65 23 64 86 140 354 10
FL-530 80.5 36780 106959 19010 3735 102944 439 52 23 56 86 131 370 11
FL-530 81.5 36343 92094 19793 4303 96542 442 39 21 51 85 127 397 10
FL-530 82.5 38377 203732 15409 6173 89710 293 45 14 60 86 104 282 12
FL-530 83.5 39781 162965 14862 9480 99474 437 54 17 67 96 97 317 11
FL-530 84.5 41533 157602 17077 9245 107501 535 64 16 71 108 99 318 13
FL-530 85.5 32574 114042 14844 9872 102971 534 54 16 68 100 115 351 16
FL-530 86.5 42020 122111 16527 9411 110782 405 61 20 63 97 111 454 15
FL-530 87.5 40285 105710 17479 7360 110647 493 51 31 65 94 122 427 10
FL-530 88.5 41488 97476 19566 5306 99603 469 51 18 63 92 128 342 14
FL-530 92 57197 198505 19339 8387 111689 384 53 21 73 106 119 417 14
FL-530 93 49980 132741 19634 8577 115650 461 58 17 70 102 119 591 19
FL-530 94 39349 88116 17852 5871 94497 412 46 19 54 87 118 377 14
FL-530 95 60557 122710 23669 12835 154923 602 69 23 85 116 106 442 13
FL-530 96 58132 103829 23632 13058 155689 753 76 24 87 115 114 380 23
FL-530 97 58480 120652 24413 13323 155180 607 80 27 90 122 115 458 15
FL-530 98 57257 117216 23217 12231 145020 554 83 28 81 103 111 492 14
FL-530 99 57795 111992 22772 13398 144936 623 79 21 89 114 118 625 16
FL-530 100 61280 110217 20513 12946 147719 587 72 25 79 120 119 691 15
FL-530 101 54905 101726 22789 10867 137463 504 79 24 81 116 119 377 16
FL-530 102 52541 107055 21650 14955 128071 667 84 23 78 110 129 444 17
FL-530 103 46372 105998 21088 11432 121979 516 60 26 75 109 130 404 14
FL-530 107 41161 167926 15301 3315 77970 369 43 14 58 92 154 266 12
FL-530 108 38664 139913 17380 3773 84553 411 39 17 57 87 164 247 12
FL-530 109 31399 75397 18929 3550 95453 308 37 16 44 67 117 394 9
FL-530 110 44372 166636 18780 6513 114358 503 65 18 76 112 116 431 15
FL-530 111 45067 145341 17664 7346 112110 393 72 17 72 110 122 398 17





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
FL-530 113 37894 73438 15764 7728 109085 509 59 20 61 104 114 412 16
FL-530 114 37839 62400 17361 6523 98555 392 51 17 61 92 100 423 16
FL-530 115 36033 56913 16851 5173 96789 466 46 18 53 84 115 435 11
FL-530 116 36923 74133 20291 4832 102914 466 58 20 58 90 110 219 9
FL-530 117 28453 78428 15564 3458 79507 326 38 16 45 71 114 289 7
FL-530 118 31607 44087 16649 2808 75959 285 44 14 43 74 123 309 9
FL-530 122.5 40715 108755 17368 4026 98682 418 55 16 61 83 136 417 11
FL-530 123.5 40847 121817 17299 3939 89284 374 38 17 58 83 139 397 9
FL-530 124.5 43849 181026 17737 4575 97892 422 54 11 62 81 114 389 15
FL-530 125.5 39162 130731 20173 5203 105625 399 57 17 60 87 122 387 17
FL-530 126.5 51051 92797 20887 9667 133108 537 73 22 77 104 108 487 19
FL-530 127.5 50526 90657 20778 10806 129345 578 73 21 76 107 116 351 17
FL-530 128.5 51903 99695 20509 10566 133019 544 62 23 75 107 108 608 17
FL-530 129.5 46658 96252 21411 9834 123443 472 59 22 73 99 106 495 13
FL-530 130.5 50210 102512 21233 12532 132977 604 77 20 76 119 104 392 19
FL-530 131.5 50793 152725 20272 13434 130518 523 67 19 72 132 95 349 18
FL-530 132.5 48017 170444 19760 15374 128060 517 66 22 77 136 101 435 19
FL-530 133.5 51784 137548 16231 12689 131690 435 64 19 80 130 90 554 15
FL-530 134.5 51149 118549 19813 13895 135877 556 67 18 82 124 95 496 16
FL-530 138 37958 89933 14780 10102 118024 502 53 21 63 92 89 537 9
FL-530 139 41632 79834 16834 9644 119166 403 52 17 60 98 86 442 12
FL-530 140 45328 85383 18827 9608 122393 573 69 19 75 103 106 427 11
FL-530 141 45575 87948 20585 8147 120150 561 61 21 72 100 112 319 13
FL-530 142 40941 80252 18106 6748 116371 489 66 19 71 100 102 472 13
FL-530 143 43284 86665 21009 9370 125053 494 55 17 67 95 100 449 14
FL-530 144 46380 78960 18341 9562 123434 486 65 18 69 99 95 486 16
FL-530 145 42399 87218 17885 8972 121311 498 57 24 73 107 97 468 14





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
FL-530 147 38403 87502 17802 7817 112832 542 60 25 69 105 114 393 10
FL-530 148 33008 80121 19051 5776 108755 513 59 17 57 92 118 332 16
FL-530 149 35369 63100 17983 5058 116498 515 60 24 65 96 115 383 13
FL-530 150 36230 75905 17231 4329 99042 538 62 20 62 88 120 391 11
FL-530 151 35358 70495 18034 3590 90920 487 51 17 59 79 146 372 10
FL-530 153 44046 52606 22902 5333 121651 585 50 21 69 87 131 447 12
FL-530 154 45566 46216 21652 6761 121810 534 51 17 66 84 122 444 10
FL-530 155 42965 45629 20768 8375 120578 611 66 22 71 100 111 412 14
FL-530 156 43796 37587 18679 10529 126502 524 62 22 72 93 92 464 13
FL-530 157 47452 37007 20374 10665 128426 559 58 22 66 92 111 513 13
FL-530 158 40611 40403 18651 10114 124037 506 60 19 67 94 110 461 16
FL-530 159 37200 33701 17862 9526 120946 452 62 21 73 95 96 409 9
FL-530 160 41274 44575 20688 9252 124853 582 66 22 69 95 107 472 13
FL-530 161 44362 42059 20833 8780 121923 517 63 21 65 95 112 373 13
FL-530 162 35765 44567 17438 8869 120860 599 58 24 67 96 104 495 9
FL-530 163 34924 45426 18516 8438 110103 491 63 21 69 92 111 238 10
FL-530 164 30302 46042 16025 7757 107366 506 63 21 61 92 119 390 15
FL-530 165 36962 55118 20034 6608 110446 391 62 22 58 87 132 472 11
FL-530 168 38983 113213 19332 4385 104919 516 52 23 59 106 136 342 9
FL-530 169 36266 62256 22156 3648 103534 481 52 19 56 91 138 343 14
FL-530 170 33989 46105 23087 3042 96412 421 47 20 50 77 131 368 14
FL-530 171 29461 47458 17782 2032 82001 279 43 18 45 72 126 345 6
FL-530 172 30384 88539 17713 2662 83706 357 44 19 48 105 130 402 7
FL-530 173 33208 115307 18071 3946 93098 433 52 24 52 100 116 249 10
FL-530 174 32325 146812 15241 3761 89350 359 48 21 51 112 114 499 14
FL-530 175 36592 53069 21853 3014 113932 477 65 23 59 91 113 299 17
FL-530 176 35593 51913 17561 3436 107398 421 49 22 55 81 130 570 12





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
FL-530 178 33845 27454 19687 2999 99301 354 51 20 54 72 139 430 3
FL-530 179 29720 32257 19150 2884 97996 419 60 16 59 60 139 363 10
FL-530 180 35769 30178 18976 2906 88707 421 42 17 54 67 146 344 11
FL-530 181 34331 31750 18912 3221 90209 409 55 12 60 74 155 403 13
FL-530 183 40649 78032 18787 4780 120420 487 65 22 73 82 129 440 10
FL-530 184 37276 54358 18391 4024 111962 432 62 21 62 75 142 419 15
FL-530 185 31844 48680 18697 2757 91844 355 51 19 53 81 139 287 3
FL-530 186 29932 41939 18118 2423 92135 386 48 23 49 78 134 467 9
FL-530 187 28776 109028 13900 3372 83436 350 50 22 53 70 130 269 8
FL-530 188 31591 136414 13087 4256 88161 456 52 18 52 75 101 422 11
FL-530 189 33353 140169 13140 4718 90647 388 57 18 56 79 99 477 11
FL-530 190 25434 97506 10930 3476 87514 434 62 17 61 84 104 398 13
FL-530 191 32200 147139 13151 3322 89424 346 46 13 54 73 98 324 12
FL-530 192 34952 141414 14317 3946 89758 364 53 18 52 73 99 327 10
FL-530 193 30438 192041 9781 2949 74217 401 44 14 52 70 106 507 11
FL-530 194 26271 155701 9969 3392 68019 309 36 17 44 73 92 345 8
FL-530 195 35101 124781 15329 2951 75970 340 54 19 51 72 154 375 11
FL-530 198 33665 45564 17413 2347 82426 456 50 20 60 83 157 399 12
FL-530 199 23659 51618 11680 1800 58874 219 32 18 45 76 151 295 7
FL-530 200 34774 69685 15698 2373 81150 342 46 20 53 90 155 404 11
FL-530 201 38224 68585 16968 3342 96259 471 54 21 66 97 145 370 12
FL-530 202 30710 50949 14732 2035 74560 301 41 17 51 73 155 359 11
FL-530 203 31366 67517 14390 1917 74599 346 46 21 52 78 166 304 9
FL-530 204 37961 60871 16567 3459 91280 476 43 14 64 88 128 371 10
FL-530 205 36182 51111 16500 3021 89748 458 47 22 64 90 134 474 12
FL-530 206 29368 42254 13094 2018 69945 353 40 16 51 77 145 381 12
FL-530 207 44447 59802 18853 4007 110486 502 67 17 84 103 132 499 18





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
FL-530 213 51626 84289 21656 9771 124973 728 79 20 81 106 104 411 17
FL-530 214 52897 73735 21116 10893 128015 540 73 18 86 99 104 260 12
FL-530 215 52486 47372 20842 7321 126714 603 68 20 81 108 103 452 16
FL-530 216 54187 46909 19700 7585 129124 518 72 18 78 101 106 504 16
FL-530 217 51845 44465 20933 6645 127197 592 64 20 79 99 109 398 10
FL-530 218 55849 49218 18600 6465 133811 683 64 17 78 104 107 633 13
FL-530 219 51357 40373 20565 5978 127698 614 64 18 83 104 108 417 8
FL-530 220 51402 40087 21006 6955 133457 567 77 16 79 105 102 564 15
FL-530 221 50706 35134 19626 8239 133468 639 73 18 80 100 104 596 17
FL-530 222 45680 36051 19259 5891 123993 567 62 20 71 98 106 405 13
FL-530 223 43184 37767 18144 4750 110508 550 65 22 74 101 133 539 13
FL-530 224 37996 33069 18993 3735 95172 467 52 18 58 84 128 338 9
FL-530 225 32350 28149 15669 3090 76141 360 44 17 47 70 130 408 11
FL-530 228 54038 28276 22012 7366 147379 695 70 16 93 122 134 560 21
FL-530 229 63270 28745 23511 8139 151598 579 78 23 97 123 124 484 22
FL-530 230 61099 31989 24015 11588 162111 717 84 24 95 114 118 721 20
FL-530 231 61832 34045 26945 11005 160299 631 93 22 93 120 122 575 15
FL-530 232 55668 30457 22351 10867 147865 612 84 23 95 127 126 602 16
FL-530 233 50764 30529 21917 8391 136981 552 84 21 84 125 118 656 16
FL-530 234 52300 31503 22242 9652 141568 730 91 20 88 116 124 684 23
FL-530 235 57051 36511 22873 10539 146474 630 92 24 89 119 124 706 23
FL-530 236 59264 39430 24776 14065 151168 702 82 23 92 120 119 539 22
FL-530 237 59074 80635 22336 8273 139818 668 84 16 91 112 125 572 18
FL-530 237.5 55078 120571 24023 8895 139801 613 77 18 98 93 125 500 12
FL-530 238 61176 128456 23564 8953 138179 587 82 22 94 89 138 509 13
FL-530 239 51548 45363 22864 7294 128548 602 65 22 85 107 134 503 18
FL-530 240 50648 38399 23085 6618 123934 656 64 22 82 109 141 599 21





Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
FL-530 245 50794 40954 20315 8903 132270 607 74 19 78 101 106 494 27
FL-530 247 50750 41949 19477 8172 132909 556 79 21 81 106 106 567 17
FL-530 249 50737 36555 19198 4278 128208 541 70 14 83 109 102 555 16
FL-530 251 47092 49128 19445 6963 124345 541 75 13 77 102 101 422 18
FL-530 253 53492 112586 23209 7546 132170 652 74 23 91 85 118 446 4
FL-530 255 54227 65132 22087 10944 140258 508 71 17 79 102 111 405 19
FL-530 258 55088 61492 21612 8069 143466 723 80 15 87 124 109 482 27
FL-530 260 55969 40668 21708 9179 146719 598 76 20 88 113 107 659 17
FL-530 262 58911 40725 22340 10790 154093 643 72 20 89 119 106 494 17
FL-530 264 57035 41024 22965 8988 145268 610 69 18 82 124 109 506 17
FL-530 266 56870 41096 20647 6360 142907 632 73 17 88 130 122 608 17
FL-530 268 58315 37556 21231 6420 147504 598 81 17 92 124 115 541 13
FL-530 270 56200 37354 21965 7922 138254 657 73 20 86 122 115 493 13
FL-530 271 60473 42450 23710 12298 154917 523 82 17 86 115 107 580 23
FL-530 273.5 48864 30268 18796 6028 116641 587 65 18 79 106 118 489 14
FL-530 275.5 54989 32600 18826 11471 138268 667 68 23 84 105 104 638 13
FL-530 277.5 55487 35338 21224 11427 147394 668 75 23 79 109 95 541 13
FL-530 279.5 51148 34268 22552 9810 137400 536 68 21 85 108 114 492 18
FL-530 281.5 41323 32258 19228 8309 110662 454 54 19 68 93 130 404 16
FL-530 283.5 37486 40076 20352 5679 98292 518 54 21 65 85 132 345 12
FL-530 284.5 37780 36691 19119 5009 94325 418 42 19 64 91 136 317 12
FL-530 285.5 44988 32615 19708 13498 116735 614 71 25 76 109 106 454 19
FL-530 288.5 33512 15905 18400 4153 83345 448 46 19 57 83 155 401 11
FL-530 290.5 56255 20324 20557 9109 139265 750 80 23 92 111 120 588 18
FL-530 292.5 54554 27399 24025 9237 147702 588 84 22 90 110 113 481 17
FL-530 294.5 58220 26072 22736 9848 152292 728 91 26 89 114 121 698 13






Core No. Depth K Ca Ti Mn Fe Co Zn As Rb Sr Zr Ba Pb 
FL-530 298.5 59129 22004 23085 9683 154642 772 88 31 100 118 122 664 16
FL-530 300.5 59281 22415 22523 10572 153477 628 87 26 95 112 116 754 20
Depth in cm 
Red Values – Mean of duplicate measurements 






BULK DENSITY AND 
MAGNETIC SUSCEPTIBILITY DATA 
 
P39, 06JPC, 09JPC, 10JPC, 
11JPC, 12JPC, 13JPC, 14JPC, 
15TC, 17JPC, 20JPC and 22JPC 
 
Depth values in cm, Density (ρ) in gm/cc 






06JPC     06JPC     06JPC     06JPC     
Depth ρ ms Depth ρ ms Depth ρ ms Depth ρ ms 
2 1.36 8.78 51 1.45 13.92 99 1.48 16.93 147 1.55 16.03 
3 1.30 9.97 52 1.45 13.49 100 1.51 17.25 148 1.53 15.16 
4 1.31 10.77 53 1.45 13.50 101 1.51 17.26 149 1.51 15.17 
5 1.33 11.72 54 1.46 13.94 102 1.46 16.84 150 1.50 14.31 
6 1.27 11.78 55 1.45 13.94 103 1.50 15.56 151 1.49 13.88 
7 1.27 11.79 56 1.45 14.38 104 1.54 14.72 152 1.49 13.45 
8 1.30 11.80 57 1.47 14.38 105 1.56 13.86 153 1.48 13.46 
9 1.30 11.81 58 1.43 14.38 106 1.57 13.42 154 1.47 13.47 
10 1.33 12.69 59 1.44 14.82 107 1.56 13.85 155 1.48 13.91 
11 1.39 12.69 60 1.46 15.25 108 1.56 13.86 156 1.48 13.90 
12 1.42 13.13 61 1.39 15.25 109 1.59 14.30 157 1.49 14.35 
13 1.40 13.56 62 1.43 15.68 110 1.57 15.17 158 1.48 13.92 
15 1.34 14.88 63 1.53 15.25 111 1.58 16.03 159 1.50 13.91 
16 1.41 14.88 64 1.51 15.69 112 1.55 16.47 160 1.55 13.48 
17 1.47 15.75 65 1.51 15.69 113 1.52 16.48 161 1.53 13.04 
18 1.42 15.75 66 1.50 15.25 114 1.52 16.48 162 1.60 13.04 
19 1.45 15.31 67 1.51 14.82 115 1.51 16.92 163 1.60 13.05 
20 1.46 15.31 68 1.50 14.82 116 1.54 16.91 164 1.48 12.62 
21 1.46 15.31 69 1.55 14.81 117 1.58 16.91 165 1.47 13.06 
22 1.44 15.76 70 1.52 14.80 118 1.54 15.61 166 1.46 13.06 
23 1.51 16.20 71 1.49 15.23 119 1.50 17.35 167 1.46 13.06 
24 1.60 17.07 72 1.51 15.21 120 1.53 17.79 168 1.46 13.49 
25 1.58 17.95 73 1.44 15.20 121 1.54 18.22 169 1.46 13.49 
26 1.54 18.39 74 1.44 16.07 122 1.50 18.22 170 1.46 13.93 
27 1.46 17.97 75 1.44 15.63 123 1.50 18.65 171 1.45 14.80 
28 1.40 17.11 76 1.44 15.64 124 1.52 18.23 172 1.45 15.24 
29 1.41 16.23 77 1.44 15.63 125 1.55 17.36 173 1.45 16.12 
30 1.41 15.36 78 1.45 15.19 126 1.55 17.36 174 1.48 17.86 
31 1.41 14.92 79 1.43 15.19 127 1.55 16.49 175 1.49 19.17 
32 1.43 14.48 80 1.44 15.19 128 1.55 16.49 176 1.51 20.06 
33 1.45 14.04 81 1.45 14.77 129 1.52 16.49 177 1.55 20.06 
34 1.44 14.04 82 1.44 14.33 130 1.50 16.49 178 1.51 20.06 
35 1.45 13.59 83 1.44 14.33 131 1.49 16.06 179 1.52 19.61 
36 1.45 13.15 84 1.43 14.33 132 1.52 14.32 180 1.49 19.18 
37 1.45 12.70 85 1.43 14.76 133 1.52 16.06 181 1.47 19.18 
38 1.46 13.12 86 1.55 15.20 134 1.55 15.62 182 1.46 18.74 
39 1.65 12.67 87 1.64 15.64 135 1.50 16.05 183 1.47 18.31 
40 1.72 12.22 88 1.54 16.07 136 1.50 16.48 184 1.45 17.87 
41 1.73 12.21 89 1.48 16.06 137 1.50 17.35 185 1.45 16.97 
42 1.74 10.45 90 1.47 15.63 138 1.48 18.65 186 1.44 16.52 
43 1.69 11.75 91 1.46 15.62 139 1.46 19.08 187 1.45 16.08 
44 1.59 12.18 92 1.45 15.61 140 1.48 19.49 188 1.45 16.08 
45 1.49 12.62 93 1.44 15.17 141 1.47 19.49 189 1.45 16.08 
46 1.47 12.62 94 1.44 15.60 142 1.50 19.06 190 1.46 16.53 
47 1.45 13.05 95 1.42 16.00 143 1.50 18.19 191 1.46 16.97 
48 1.45 13.05 96 1.43 15.52 144 1.50 17.76 192 1.46 16.97 
49 1.45 13.49 97 1.41 16.38 145 1.48 17.33 193 1.47 17.41 






    06JP
C
    06JPC     06JPC     
Depth ρ ms Depth ρ ms Depth ρ ms Depth ρ ms 
195 1.47 16.97 222 1.48 15.66 249 1.50 8.66 276 1.51 14.77 
196 1.48 16.10 223 1.48 16.10 250 1.53 8.14 277 1.51 14.77 
197 1.49 15.67 224 1.48 15.66 251 1.54 8.02 278 1.51 14.77 
198 1.48 15.23 225 1.48 15.23 252 1.57 8.16 279 1.51 14.77 
199 1.49 15.23 226 1.49 14.79 253 1.59 8.22 280 1.51 14.77 
200 1.49 14.80 227 1.51 13.92 254 1.58 8.22 281 1.50 15.20 
201 1.48 14.80 228 1.51 13.05 255 1.61 8.23 282 1.50 15.20 
202 1.48 14.79 229 1.51 12.18 256 1.59 8.66 283 1.50 15.20 
203 1.49 14.36 230 1.52 11.74 257 1.51 9.11 284 1.49 15.20 
204 1.48 14.35 231 1.53 11.31 258 1.48 9.98 285 1.49 15.64 
205 1.48 13.91 232 1.51 10.87 259 1.50 10.85 286 1.51 15.65 
206 1.48 13.48 233 1.47 10.87 260 1.50 11.28 287 1.50 15.22 
207 1.45 13.48 234 1.46 10.87 261 1.49 11.71 288 1.50 14.78 
208 1.46 13.48 235 1.52 10.88 262 1.55 12.58 289 1.53 14.34 
209 1.47 13.05 236 1.54 10.44 263 1.52 12.58 290 1.52 14.34 
210 1.45 13.05 237 1.47 10.44 264 1.50 13.01 291 1.51 13.90 
211 1.46 13.05 238 1.49 10.87 265 1.51 13.01 292 1.50 14.34 
212 1.46 13.48 239 1.50 10.44 266 1.52 13.44 293 1.51 14.34 
213 1.45 13.92 240 1.51 10.43 267 1.52 13.01 294 1.52 14.78 
214 1.45 13.92 241 1.49 10.43 268 1.52 13.44 295 1.53 15.65 
215 1.45 13.92 242 1.52 10.43 269 1.52 13.45 296 1.54 16.07 
216 1.45 14.36 243 1.50 10.00 270 1.52 13.46 297 1.53 17.38 
217 1.46 14.36 244 1.48 10.00 271 1.53 13.89 298 1.51 17.37 
218 1.47 14.79 245 1.50 9.56 272 1.55 14.32 299 1.51 17.81 
219 1.47 15.23 246 1.52 9.56 273 1.53 14.32 300 1.49 18.25 
220 1.48 15.66 247 1.53 9.11 274 1.52 14.76  





09JPC     09JPC     09JPC     09JPC     
Depth ρ ms Depth ρ ms Depth ρ ms Depth ρ ms 
2 1.54 10.54 112 1.66 10.52 315 1.66 19.30 434 1.65 19.54 
4 1.58 14.09 116 1.46 7.70 317 1.70 24.13 436 1.66 26.35 
6 1.64 16.83 120 1.45 6.32 319 1.65 27.55 440 1.68 24.24 
8 1.63 18.24 122 1.42 7.01 321 1.63 20.02 444 1.71 24.22 
10 1.65 18.25 188 1.58 13.20 323 1.60 19.34 448 1.70 22.13 
12 1.67 17.54 192 1.59 13.87 327 1.60 20.02 452 1.71 20.75 
14 1.66 16.82 196 1.59 13.86 329 1.63 21.40 456 1.75 18.69 
16 1.61 16.09 200 1.60 14.56 331 1.66 24.86 458 1.74 17.97 
18 1.55 14.65 204 1.65 18.02 333 1.90 40.36 460 1.71 17.30 
20 1.54 13.96 206 1.63 18.02 335 1.62 32.77 462 1.69 17.35 
22 1.55 13.96 208 1.69 17.39 339 1.63 25.19 464 1.72 17.36 
25 1.59 16.84 210 1.66 19.51 343 1.63 21.75 466 1.82 17.37 
28 1.63 19.67 212 1.64 20.96 347 1.64 19.59 468 1.76 16.68 
32 1.70 23.21 214 1.72 20.97 351 1.66 20.28 472 1.82 17.37 
34 1.74 24.61 216 1.76 23.07 355 1.75 22.37 474 1.76 16.68 
36 1.69 25.29 218 1.89 25.17 357 1.72 31.58 476 1.72 17.38 
38 1.73 23.18 219 1.91 27.95 359 1.68 27.40 478 1.73 17.38 
39 1.75 22.48 220 1.86 29.41 363 1.86 23.19 480 1.77 17.38 
40 1.70 21.79 221 1.72 29.41 367 1.73 27.38 482 1.69 20.84 
41 1.65 21.79 222 1.66 28.01 369 1.68 25.98 484 1.65 25.77 
42 1.61 20.39 223 1.62 25.92 371 1.66 23.10 488 1.63 25.83 
44 1.54 14.06 224 1.62 24.52 373 1.65 22.98 492 1.64 25.14 
48 1.48 11.26 225 1.62 21.72 375 1.64 23.58 496 1.68 24.46 
52 1.48 7.74 226 1.61 19.61 377 1.67 24.27 498 1.71 21.69 
54 1.49 7.74 227 1.60 18.21 379 1.64 24.94 500 1.69 21.69 
56 1.52 7.74 228 1.62 16.11 383 1.63 20.06 502 1.67 21.02 
58 1.60 7.74 232 1.67 15.42 387 1.61 18.68 504 1.66 23.14 
60 1.76 8.45 236 1.69 16.12 391 1.63 18.07 508 1.65 23.14 
64 1.65 7.69 240 1.54 16.78 393 1.72 18.10 510 1.67 21.70 
68 1.57 6.96 244 1.60 17.49 395 1.80 19.49 512 1.71 19.55 
72 1.55 7.65 248 1.60 16.79 397 1.89 22.30 514 1.73 19.52 
76 1.60 9.75 252 1.61 16.81 399 1.88 24.40 516 1.72 18.62 
80 1.59 12.59 254 1.66 17.50 401 1.82 25.82 518 1.76 18.71 
84 1.65 11.88 256 1.75 16.77 403 1.73 23.67 520 1.71 19.41 
88 1.71 13.29 260 1.76 16.77 405 1.77 22.95 522 1.71 20.07 
92 1.60 14.72 264 1.66 16.78 407 1.70 23.64 524 1.72 20.08 
96 1.60 15.44 268 1.56 13.99 411 1.69 24.36 526 1.72 20.76 
98 1.62 14.71 272 1.47 10.48 415 1.70 23.74 528 1.74 20.76 
100 1.60 14.02 287 1.70 15.88 419 1.71 23.73 530 1.72 20.05 
101 1.65 14.01 291 1.71 16.57 421 1.87 23.73 532 1.74 18.70 
102 1.65 13.99 295 1.67 17.24 422 2.03 23.01 534 1.77 16.64 
103 1.66 13.30 299 1.66 18.62 423 2.02 23.01 536 1.78 15.94 
104 1.68 13.28 303 1.69 19.31 424 1.90 23.69 538 1.75 14.55 
105 1.67 12.58 305 1.68 20.69 425 1.81 25.81 540 1.78 14.57 
106 1.66 11.89 307 1.63 20.00 426 1.75 25.18 542 1.73 13.83 
107 1.64 11.89 309 1.63 18.61 427 1.75 23.04 544 1.76 13.13 
108 1.64 11.90 311 1.65 18.61 429 1.72 20.81 546 1.78 12.45 




09JPC     09JPC     09JPC     09JPC     
Depth ρ ms Depth ρ ms Depth ρ ms Depth ρ ms 
550 1.82 12.44 562 1.78 11.73 576 1.76 16.58 591 1.73 18.29 
550 1.83 11.75 564 1.78 13.80 578 1.77 17.93 593 1.73 19.94 
552 1.87 11.05 566 1.76 15.17 580 1.77 17.73 595 1.73 20.63 
554 1.87 11.05 568 1.76 16.58 582 1.70 18.30 597 1.72 21.99 
556 1.87 10.36 570 1.77 17.93 587 1.70 18.30 599 1.77 21.28 
558 1.90 10.36 572 1.77 17.73 587 1.71 17.75 






10JPC 10JPC 10JPC 10JPC
Depth ρ ms Depth ρ ms Depth ρ ms Depth ρ ms 
4 1.79 18.42 58 1.72 19.93 119 1.79 23.47 178 1.77 19.93 
6 1.68 19.14 60 1.68 19.94 120 1.75 24.89 180 1.78 19.23 
7 1.59 18.46 62 1.72 19.94 122 1.75 24.88 181 1.79 19.26 
8 1.62 18.46 64 1.74 21.37 124 1.73 24.17 182 1.79 19.27 
10 1.50 17.74 65 1.74 22.08 126 1.72 24.17 184 1.80 19.26 
11 1.75 18.47 66 1.72 22.08 128 1.74 23.45 186 1.82 19.97 
12 1.79 18.47 67 1.72 22.08 129 1.74 22.74 187 1.79 20.66 
14 1.82 18.47 68 1.71 22.08 130 1.75 22.02 188 1.79 20.66 
15 1.81 19.98 69 1.71 22.08 131 1.75 22.02 190 1.80 21.36 
16 1.72 19.97 70 1.71 22.08 132 1.76 21.30 192 1.78 21.35 
18 1.72 19.97 72 1.73 22.81 134 1.77 21.30 193 1.80 20.63 
20 1.69 19.25 74 1.70 23.48 136 1.75 19.89 194 1.80 20.63 
22 1.75 19.30 76 1.72 24.18 138 1.74 19.92 196 1.79 20.72 
24 1.75 19.30 79 1.76 23.45 140 1.72 19.92 197 1.81 22.16 
26 1.73 20.02 80 1.70 26.35 142 1.74 19.98 198 1.81 22.17 
28 1.73 20.02 82 1.74 26.37 144 1.74 20.71 199 1.80 24.31 
29 1.71 20.01 83 1.77 24.26 146 1.77 22.06 200 1.80 25.74 
30 1.69 20.72 84 1.81 22.82 148 1.80 22.12 202 1.76 26.47 
32 1.68 21.40 86 1.74 22.78 149 1.78 22.10 204 1.77 26.47 
34 1.69 22.10 87 1.82 22.35 150 1.80 22.13 206 1.78 24.35 
36 1.72 24.24 88 1.71 21.64 152 1.79 21.38 208 1.79 22.89 
36 1.78 25.69 89 1.48 21.80 153 1.76 19.96 210 1.79 21.45 
37 1.78 25.69 92 1.64 21.35 154 1.76 19.27 212 1.78 20.72 
38 1.83 27.13 94 1.97 26.13 156 1.75 18.59 214 1.79 20.00 
39 1.86 27.13 95 1.83 24.78 158 1.75 17.20 216 1.80 18.58 
40 1.84 27.87 96 1.87 24.08 160 1.74 16.46 218 1.79 18.57 
42 1.84 27.85 98 1.82 24.08 162 1.75 15.75 220 1.78 18.57 
44 1.75 27.07 100 1.77 21.96 163 1.75 15.05 222 1.76 19.28 
45 1.77 25.64 102 1.79 21.26 164 1.81 14.34 223 1.78 20.05 
46 1.75 24.90 104 1.73 21.26 165 1.83 14.35 224 1.78 20.05 
47 1.72 24.19 106 1.72 20.56 166 1.83 14.35 225 1.78 20.78 
48 1.73 23.52 108 1.71 19.87 166 1.75 14.34 226 1.78 21.48 
49 1.74 22.83 110 1.70 19.21 167 1.75 14.34 228 1.78 21.48 
50 1.70 22.04 111 1.86 19.21 168 1.76 15.05 230 1.78 21.43 
51 1.68 22.06 112 1.73 19.21 169 1.76 16.43 232 1.82 22.15 
52 1.75 21.34 114 1.73 19.20 170 1.78 17.13 233 1.82 22.67 
54 1.86 21.34 116 1.76 19.20 172 1.78 17.82 234 1.76 21.50 
55 1.70 20.63 117 1.80 21.33 174 1.77 19.25 





11JPC     11JPC     11JPC     11JPC     
Depth ρ ms Depth ρ ms Depth ρ ms Depth ρ ms 
2 NR  12.01 51 1.76 24.22 101 1.80 23.68 151 1.82 21.43 
3 1.64 13.43 52 1.75 24.22 102 1.82 23.68 152 1.83 21.43 
4 1.66 15.55 53 1.76 23.50 103 1.80 22.96 153 1.82 22.15 
5 1.68 15.60 54 1.75 22.08 104 1.80 22.98 154 1.81 22.15 
6 1.70 17.03 55 1.77 22.08 105 1.79 23.00 155 1.84 22.87 
7 1.75 17.74 56 2.07 21.37 106 1.79 23.00 156 1.86 23.58 
8 1.77 19.87 57 2.11 20.66 107 1.79 22.28 157 1.86 23.58 
9 1.83 21.28 58 1.91 19.94 108 1.78 23.00 158 1.86 23.58 
10 1.62 22.70 59 1.77 19.94 109 1.79 23.00 159 1.86 24.30 
11 1.60 24.12 60 1.75 19.95 110 1.82 22.98 160 1.85 23.59 
12 1.67 24.12 61 1.81 19.25 111 1.82 23.47 161 1.84 23.59 
13 1.68 24.83 62 1.83 19.96 112 1.80 22.44 162 1.84 23.60 
14 1.69 24.83 63 1.79 19.26 113 1.78 21.71 163 1.83 22.89 
15 1.69 24.83 64 1.74 19.26 115 1.78 20.22 164 1.83 22.18 
16 1.71 24.12 65 1.71 19.27 116 1.78 20.85 165 1.83 21.48 
17 1.68 24.12 66 1.70 17.85 117 1.78 20.89 166 1.82 20.78 
18 1.69 24.12 67 1.72 17.85 118 1.79 20.92 168 1.79 18.64 
19 1.73 24.12 68 1.73 17.85 119 1.77 20.95 172 1.79 17.24 
20 1.75 24.12 69 1.75 17.13 120 1.76 20.92 176 1.80 15.82 
21 1.71 24.12 71 1.74 17.13 121 1.78 20.16 180 1.79 15.12 
22 1.71 24.12 72 1.74 17.19 122 1.78 20.13 181 1.82 15.12 
23 1.71 23.41 73 1.74 16.45 123 1.78 19.38 182 1.92 14.40 
24 1.71 23.41 74 1.77 16.45 124 1.77 20.07 183 2.01 13.67 
25 1.72 24.12 75 1.76 17.17 125 1.77 20.08 184 1.91 12.95 
26 1.70 24.83 76 1.77 17.18 126 1.78 19.36 185 1.83 12.96 
27 1.69 24.86 77 1.79 16.49 127 1.77 20.09 186 1.81 13.68 
28 1.71 24.88 78 1.83 15.79 128 1.74 20.81 187 1.80 14.40 
29 1.79 25.61 79 1.83 15.81 129 1.77 20.82 188 1.80 16.56 
30 1.69 27.07 80 1.84 15.12 130 1.76 20.82 192 1.80 20.17 
31 1.69 27.10 81 1.86 15.13 131 1.75 20.81 196 1.80 20.20 
32 1.66 27.10 82 1.90 15.85 132 1.77 21.52 200 1.81 20.89 
33 1.77 27.83 83 1.89 15.85 133 1.78 21.52 204 1.79 19.99 
34 1.83 28.57 84 1.89 17.30 134 1.76 22.23 208 1.78 19.88 
35 1.67 27.87 85 1.87 18.02 135 1.71 22.93 212 1.78 19.88 
36 1.65 27.87 86 1.85 19.46 136 1.68 22.93 216 1.78 19.88 
37 1.66 28.59 87 1.83 20.90 137 1.70 23.64 220 1.81 19.18 
38 1.66 28.59 88 1.82 23.05 138 1.70 23.64 224 1.80 19.90 
39 1.68 29.28 89 1.81 23.76 139 1.73 23.63 228 1.84 20.62 
40 1.71 29.21 90 1.80 24.44 140 1.74 22.91 232 1.80 23.49 
41 1.73 27.07 91 1.80 25.14 141 1.78 22.20 236 1.79 24.92 
42 1.73 26.35 92 1.83 25.12 142 1.80 21.48 240 1.81 22.77 
43 1.72 25.64 93 1.80 25.12 143 1.79 20.77 244 1.80 21.31 
44 1.83 25.64 94 1.80 25.84 144 1.81 20.04 248 1.83 22.72 
45 1.86 24.92 95 1.80 24.41 145 1.80 20.04 252 1.81 25.56 
46 1.79 25.63 96 1.78 24.41 146 1.80 20.03 256 1.83 24.85 
47 1.78 24.92 97 1.79 24.40 147 1.80 20.74 260 1.81 22.69 
48 1.83 24.89 98 1.79 23.68 148 1.80 20.72 264 1.80 20.83 
49 1.77 24.90 99 1.80 23.68 149 1.80 20.72 
50 1.76 24.92 100 1.79 22.96 150 1.80 21.43 




12JPC     12JPC     12JPC     12JPC     
Depth ρ ms Depth ρ ms Depth ρ ms Depth ρ ms 
2 1.72 15.91 66 1.74 25.34 139 1.74 20.46 186 1.78 20.81 
4 1.70 15.91 68 1.77 24.62 140 1.73 20.46 187 1.78 20.82 
5 1.74 15.18 70 1.70 23.17 142 1.75 21.17 188 1.77 20.78 
6 1.83 14.46 72 1.74 22.45 144 1.77 21.87 189 1.77 20.78 
7 1.86 14.46 74 1.72 22.32 146 1.76 22.58 190 1.77 20.82 
8 1.85 13.74 76 1.76 22.32 148 1.76 22.58 191 1.77 20.09 
9 1.85 13.74 78 1.78 22.32 149 1.77 22.58 192 1.78 20.10 
10 1.82 14.46 80 1.76 23.05 150 1.78 22.58 193 1.79 20.10 
12 1.83 16.63 82 1.80 23.07 152 1.77 22.58 194 1.78 20.12 
14 1.86 18.80 84 1.82 23.07 153 1.77 21.87 195 1.79 19.39 
16 1.88 20.97 86 1.87 23.78 154 1.77 21.87 196 1.80 20.02 
18 1.74 22.42 88 1.87 25.22 155 1.77 21.87 197 1.80 19.28 
20 1.74 22.44 90 1.81 26.66 156 1.77 21.17 198 1.80 19.98 
22 1.73 22.44 92 1.81 25.22 157 1.75 20.46 199 1.81 19.94 
24 1.74 22.45 94 1.79 24.50 158 1.76 19.76 200 1.81 19.19 
26 1.74 22.45 96 1.78 23.77 160 1.74 19.05 201 1.79 19.87 
28 1.75 22.45 98 1.76 24.48 160 1.76 17.64 202 1.80 19.81 
30 1.75 22.45 100 1.78 23.03 161 1.74 17.64 203 1.80 19.81 
32 1.75 21.73 102 1.76 21.58 162 1.73 17.64 204 1.80 20.52 
33 1.74 21.73 104 1.77 19.41 163 1.75 16.94 205 1.81 21.24 
34 1.75 22.45 106 1.78 19.40 164 1.75 16.96 206 1.79 21.25 
35 1.80 23.18 108 1.82 19.38 165 1.76 16.28 207 1.79 21.31 
36 1.80 23.90 109 1.81 19.35 166 1.74 16.29 208 1.79 22.03 
37 1.84 23.90 110 1.78 19.31 167 1.74 15.59 209 1.78 22.72 
38 1.86 24.63 111 1.78 19.18 168 1.73 14.90 210 1.77 23.43 
39 1.87 24.63 112 1.76 18.18 169 1.73 14.92 211 1.76 23.38 
40 1.86 23.90 113 1.78 18.17 170 1.73 14.93 212 1.77 24.14 
41 1.88 23.90 115 1.88 16.76 171 1.73 14.24 213 1.78 24.85 
42 1.86 23.18 116 1.91 16.87 172 1.75 13.54 214 1.79 25.55 
43 1.83 22.45 117 1.92 18.30 173 1.81 13.56 216 1.79 23.41 
44 1.82 22.45 118 1.82 19.72 174 1.85 13.57 218 1.79 21.99 
46 1.81 23.18 119 1.76 21.14 175 1.91 13.59 220 1.80 21.34 
48 1.81 23.90 120 1.76 22.55 176 1.79 14.32 222 1.76 21.26 
50 1.83 24.64 121 1.78 23.96 177 1.77 15.76 224 1.76 22.69 
52 1.79 25.36 123 1.75 23.26 178 1.77 15.77 226 1.71 23.42 
53 1.80 26.09 125 1.74 21.85 179 1.79 17.21 228 1.76 24.10 
54 1.85 26.81 127 1.71 21.87 180 1.79 17.93 230 1.74 24.07 
56 1.83 28.26 129 1.73 21.87 181 1.80 19.36 232 1.76 24.09 
58 1.75 26.07 131 1.73 21.17 182 1.79 19.37 234 1.76 22.67 
60 1.77 24.63 133 1.74 20.46 183 1.80 20.08 
62 1.77 23.92 135 1.79 20.46 184 1.79 20.09 





13JPC     13JPC     13JPC     13JPC     
Depth ρ ms Depth ρ ms Depth ρ ms Depth ρ ms 
3 1.77 14.59 80 1.83 25.67 128 1.76 21.55 177 1.74 20.16 
4 1.77 15.29 81 1.81 26.38 129 1.76 21.55 179 1.73 19.48 
5 1.82 14.60 82 1.83 27.04 130 1.75 21.55 181 1.75 20.17 
7 1.85 13.21 83 1.72 26.36 131 1.75 21.56 183 1.76 20.15 
9 1.85 12.52 84 1.70 24.97 132 1.75 21.55 185 1.78 20.16 
11 1.87 12.53 85 1.70 22.89 133 1.74 22.26 187 1.78 20.84 
13 1.92 11.84 86 1.71 22.21 134 1.73 22.27 189 1.79 20.83 
16 1.84 13.23 87 1.72 21.52 135 1.77 21.59 191 1.78 21.52 
17 1.88 13.93 88 1.73 20.83 136 1.76 20.87 193 1.77 21.54 
19 1.88 13.24 89 1.71 20.83 137 1.75 20.20 195 1.78 21.54 
21 1.84 11.83 90 1.74 20.83 138 1.78 19.48 197 1.79 22.24 
23 1.80 10.46 91 1.73 21.53 139 1.77 18.78 198 1.79 22.24 
25 1.82 10.46 92 1.75 21.51 140 1.79 18.09 199 1.79 20.86 
27 1.81 12.54 93 1.76 21.53 141 1.78 18.11 201 1.79 20.19 
29 1.87 13.92 94 1.76 22.20 142 1.82 17.42 203 1.78 18.79 
31 1.88 13.91 95 1.75 22.91 143 1.82 18.09 205 1.77 17.41 
33 1.88 15.33 96 1.75 22.21 144 1.80 18.11 206 1.78 16.73 
35 1.80 15.32 97 1.74 22.23 145 1.85 17.42 207 1.78 16.04 
37 1.85 16.01 98 1.73 22.92 146 1.86 18.11 208 1.77 16.03 
39 1.85 18.11 99 1.73 22.22 147 1.82 17.41 209 1.78 16.03 
41 1.79 20.23 100 1.75 21.53 148 1.78 17.41 210 1.78 15.32 
43 1.70 21.60 101 1.73 20.81 149 1.78 17.40 211 1.76 15.34 
45 1.71 20.20 102 1.74 20.81 150 1.81 16.70 212 1.74 15.30 
47 1.71 19.52 103 1.76 20.83 151 1.81 16.67 213 1.73 14.61 
49 1.73 18.80 104 1.76 20.14 152 1.81 16.71 217 1.87 12.39 
51 1.71 18.81 105 1.80 20.14 153 1.83 16.71 219 1.88 11.80 
53 1.71 18.81 106 1.82 19.44 154 1.80 16.72 220 1.93 11.81 
55 1.72 18.81 107 1.86 18.75 155 1.79 16.72 221 1.85 13.19 
57 1.75 18.80 108 1.86 18.74 156 1.81 17.42 222 1.82 14.57 
59 1.74 18.80 109 1.87 18.74 157 1.87 16.72 223 1.81 16.64 
61 1.83 18.08 110 1.87 19.44 158 1.95 16.71 224 1.81 18.04 
63 1.87 17.28 111 1.89 20.13 159 1.95 16.01 225 1.83 19.43 
64 1.86 16.42 112 1.88 20.83 160 1.95 16.72 226 1.82 19.42 
65 1.83 17.21 113 1.92 21.52 161 1.89 17.40 227 1.81 19.42 
66 1.81 17.61 114 1.98 22.90 162 1.79 18.80 228 1.81 20.10 
67 1.79 18.01 115 1.80 22.93 163 1.78 20.89 229 1.81 20.10 
68 1.78 18.02 116 1.80 22.92 164 1.78 22.29 231 1.79 20.11 
69 1.79 18.73 117 1.84 22.95 165 1.77 22.27 233 1.78 19.43 
70 1.81 18.72 118 1.79 23.63 166 1.75 22.27 235 1.80 19.43 
71 1.82 18.73 119 1.82 23.63 167 1.74 22.26 237 1.81 19.46 
72 1.82 19.43 120 1.84 24.32 168 1.73 21.57 239 1.80 19.46 
73 1.82 20.12 121 1.86 23.63 169 1.73 21.56 241 1.79 19.46 
74 1.85 20.80 122 1.86 23.65 170 1.73 20.85 243 1.81 20.16 
75 1.90 21.50 123 1.83 23.63 171 1.72 20.85 245 1.81 21.58 
76 1.80 22.18 124 1.86 22.93 172 1.71 20.87 247 1.79 22.28 
77 1.80 23.57 125 1.87 22.94 173 1.72 20.87 249 1.81 22.96 
78 1.74 24.27 126 1.82 22.26 174 1.73 20.17 251 1.82 22.24 





13JPC     13JPC     13JPC     13JPC     
Depth ρ ms Depth ρ ms Depth ρ ms Depth ρ ms 
255 1.81 21.57 267 1.78 21.56 279 1.82 17.42 291 1.79 20.93 
257 1.81 22.97 269 1.79 21.54 281 1.77 17.44 293 1.76 22.28 
259 1.80 24.37 271 1.79 20.87 283 1.79 18.13 295 1.76 23.03 
261 1.79 25.07 273 1.77 20.19 285 1.76 18.12 297 1.78 23.69 
263 1.77 23.65 275 1.77 18.79 287 1.76 19.51 299 1.77 23.69 





14JPC     14JPC     14JPC     14JPC     
Depth ρ ms Depth ρ ms Depth ρ ms Depth ρ ms 
2 1.71 9.78 49 1.73 18.88 99 1.72 24.44 147 1.75 20.24 
4 1.73 13.26 50 1.76 19.58 101 1.69 25.83 149 1.77 20.25 
5 1.69 13.97 51 1.75 20.30 103 1.69 25.81 151 1.78 20.26 
6 1.72 14.66 52 1.69 20.99 105 1.69 23.72 153 1.76 20.95 
7 1.76 13.96 53 1.68 21.68 107 1.72 23.02 155 1.76 21.67 
8 1.81 13.98 54 1.68 22.38 109 1.71 22.32 157 1.75 21.66 
10 1.84 13.29 56 1.69 23.09 111 1.73 21.63 159 1.74 22.36 
12 1.87 13.31 58 1.69 23.79 113 1.74 21.63 161 1.76 22.34 
14 1.91 13.32 60 1.67 24.51 115 1.74 20.93 163 1.78 22.31 
16 1.90 13.33 62 1.70 23.79 117 1.73 20.93 165 1.75 22.31 
18 1.83 13.32 64 1.74 24.51 119 1.73 20.23 167 1.75 22.31 
20 1.84 13.32 66 1.82 25.19 121 1.73 19.53 168 1.75 23.01 
21 1.85 14.02 68 1.77 26.58 123 1.72 18.84 169 1.74 24.41 
22 1.86 14.72 70 1.80 30.11 125 1.72 16.74 171 1.74 23.71 
23 1.87 15.40 71 1.83 32.21 127 1.73 16.74 175 1.74 21.60 
24 1.82 16.09 72 1.83 35.01 128 1.72 16.05 179 1.73 20.21 
26 1.81 18.19 74 1.97 38.51 129 1.70 15.35 183 1.75 18.14 
28 1.80 20.97 76 1.80 37.11 130 1.75 14.65 187 1.77 16.73 
29 1.82 22.37 78 1.73 30.11 131 1.78 13.95 191 1.71 18.83 
30 1.72 24.47 80 1.70 25.21 132 1.83 12.56 195 1.73 20.92 
31 1.71 26.56 82 1.78 22.43 133 1.83 11.86 199 1.72 22.31 
32 1.71 27.96 84 1.77 19.57 134 1.83 11.17 203 1.73 23.02 
34 1.68 26.56 86 1.79 18.75 135 1.83 11.17 207 1.74 22.31 
36 1.71 23.75 89 1.59 17.05 136 1.81 11.86 211 1.77 21.61 
38 1.71 22.37 91 1.77 17.45 137 1.84 11.87 215 1.79 20.93 
40 1.76 20.98 93 1.88 16.77 138 1.85 13.27 219 1.74 20.25 
41 1.75 19.58 94 1.93 16.76 139 1.77 14.66 223 1.77 20.95 
42 1.80 19.60 95 1.94 17.46 140 1.77 16.05 227 1.74 22.34 
44 1.80 18.90 96 1.84 18.16 141 1.77 18.14 231 1.77 21.70 
46 1.79 18.88 97 1.82 20.25 143 1.77 20.24 235 1.73 21.40 





15TC     15TC     15TC     15TC     
Depth ρ ms Depth ρ ms Depth ρ ms Depth ρ ms 
1 1.77 NR  48 1.70 23.05 95 1.86 21.73 144 1.90 13.30 
2 1.79 NR  49 1.70 23.05 96 1.85 20.19 145 1.89 11.90 
3 1.79 NR  50 1.71 23.05 97 1.79 19.40 146 1.89 11.90 
4 1.84 NR  51 1.73 23.05 99 1.71 17.50 147 1.92 11.90 
5 1.76 NR  52 1.73 23.73 100 1.82 17.96 148 1.82 13.30 
6 1.74 NR  53 1.72 23.75 101 1.82 18.08 149 1.79 14.00 
7 1.84 NR  54 1.72 23.75 102 1.81 18.79 150 1.79 16.10 
8 1.84 NR  55 1.79 23.76 103 1.81 18.79 151 1.79 16.82 
9 1.83 NR  56 1.73 23.78 104 1.79 20.21 152 1.78 18.20 
10 1.73 NR  57 1.69 23.80 105 1.77 19.52 153 1.77 18.90 
11 1.75 NR  58 1.69 23.80 106 1.81 19.52 154 1.77 19.60 
12 1.82 26.44 59 1.69 23.79 107 1.83 18.84 155 1.78 19.60 
13 1.82 25.05 60 1.70 23.77 108 1.81 18.14 156 1.79 20.30 
14 1.73 23.66 61 1.72 23.76 109 1.81 17.44 157 1.80 19.60 
15 1.71 22.96 62 1.74 23.07 110 1.81 16.75 158 1.80 19.59 
16 1.71 22.27 63 1.74 22.37 111 1.79 16.75 159 1.80 20.29 
17 1.70 21.57 64 1.75 22.37 112 1.77 16.75 160 1.79 19.59 
18 1.69 20.88 65 1.78 22.36 113 1.77 17.45 161 1.77 20.29 
19 1.70 20.88 66 1.79 23.06 114 1.79 17.45 162 1.76 20.30 
20 1.68 21.58 67 1.81 23.06 115 1.82 18.17 163 1.76 20.31 
21 1.69 20.90 68 1.85 24.46 116 1.83 18.16 164 1.76 21.02 
22 1.69 20.90 69 1.85 25.85 117 1.78 18.86 165 1.77 21.72 
23 1.71 20.92 70 1.89 27.95 118 1.79 19.57 166 1.78 21.72 
24 1.75 20.92 71 1.88 28.65 120 1.78 18.86 167 1.77 22.42 
25 1.74 20.23 72 1.93 30.05 121 1.78 19.55 168 1.78 22.42 
26 1.76 19.54 73 1.81 29.35 122 1.89 19.56 169 1.78 22.42 
27 1.79 18.86 74 1.80 29.35 123 1.85 18.86 170 1.79 22.42 
28 1.81 18.86 75 1.84 28.65 124 1.81 18.86 171 1.78 23.12 
29 1.79 18.17 76 1.89 27.95 125 1.79 18.86 172 1.79 22.42 
30 1.83 17.49 77 1.84 28.65 126 1.79 18.86 173 1.76 22.42 
31 1.82 17.50 78 1.87 27.95 127 1.82 18.86 174 1.76 22.42 
32 1.80 17.50 79 1.76 27.25 128 1.89 18.86 175 1.76 22.42 
33 1.83 17.50 80 1.70 25.16 129 1.90 18.86 176 1.75 23.12 
34 1.89 17.50 81 1.68 23.76 130 1.82 18.86 177 1.74 22.42 
35 1.85 18.20 82 1.74 22.36 131 1.81 18.86 178 1.74 23.12 
36 1.83 18.19 83 1.84 22.36 132 1.77 18.87 179 1.71 21.71 
37 1.81 19.58 84 1.96 23.06 133 1.75 18.17 180 1.72 21.01 
38 1.84 20.97 85 2.02 23.76 134 1.75 17.48 181 1.72 20.31 
39 1.78 21.67 86 2.01 23.76 135 1.81 16.78 182 NR  NR 
40 1.78 22.37 87 2.01 24.48 136 1.81 16.78 183 NR  NR 
41 1.72 23.07 88 2.01 25.21 137 1.84 16.78 184 NR  NR 
42 1.72 22.37 89 2.01 25.21 138 1.85 16.44 185 NR  NR 
43 1.71 22.37 90 1.99 25.23 139 1.86 16.09 186 NR  NR 
44 1.69 21.67 91 1.93 25.94 140 1.96 16.09 187 NR  NR 
45 1.71 22.37 92 1.87 25.25 141 2.00 15.39 188 NR  NR 
46 1.71 23.04 93 1.82 24.54 142 1.91 14.69 
47 1.71 23.04 94 1.78 23.16 143 1.88 13.99 




17JPC     17JPC     17JPC     17JPC     
Depth ρ ms Depth ρ ms Depth ρ ms Depth ρ ms 
1 1.69 13.33 79 1.78 23.09 143 1.74 19.75 191 1.77 19.75 
2 1.74 15.43 81 1.73 23.12 144 1.72 19.72 192 1.76 20.44 
3 1.74 15.43 83 1.76 23.12 145 1.73 19.02 193 1.76 19.74 
4 1.73 16.14 85 1.81 23.83 146 1.70 19.73 194 1.76 19.75 
5 1.71 14.74 87 1.81 23.14 147 1.69 19.73 196 1.79 19.76 
6 1.69 13.34 89 1.80 23.17 148 1.69 19.72 198 1.77 20.46 
8 1.84 13.34 91 1.78 23.17 149 1.69 19.71 200 1.80 20.47 
10 1.83 12.65 93 1.73 23.17 150 1.70 19.72 202 1.79 21.90 
12 1.84 11.95 95 1.69 23.18 151 1.69 19.02 204 1.78 22.58 
14 1.84 11.26 97 1.71 23.18 152 1.69 19.03 206 1.77 21.76 
16 1.80 11.27 99 1.74 22.48 153 1.76 19.04 207 1.75 21.58 
18 1.79 11.98 101 1.75 20.38 154 1.73 19.03 210 1.75 21.72 
19 1.77 11.98 103 1.75 18.27 155 1.73 18.33 212 1.78 21.12 
20 1.78 12.68 105 1.79 18.28 156 1.72 17.62 214 1.78 21.83 
22 1.78 14.09 107 1.75 18.30 157 1.72 16.91 216 1.75 22.54 
24 1.82 14.12 109 1.76 18.30 158 1.72 16.90 218 1.76 23.96 
26 1.83 14.83 110 1.79 18.30 159 1.72 16.19 220 1.77 25.37 
28 1.85 15.51 111 1.81 17.60 160 1.72 15.51 222 1.75 25.39 
30 1.85 16.21 112 1.85 16.89 161 1.71 16.20 224 1.75 24.66 
32 1.64 17.62 113 1.79 16.89 162 1.71 15.50 226 1.77 23.93 
34 1.69 18.29 114 1.75 17.61 163 1.71 15.48 228 1.75 23.27 
36 1.70 19.69 115 1.76 17.60 164 1.72 15.49 230 1.76 22.56 
38 1.70 19.67 116 1.80 16.90 165 1.69 14.79 232 1.75 22.44 
40 1.73 18.95 117 1.85 16.90 166 1.68 15.49 234 1.74 21.76 
41 1.72 18.95 118 1.76 17.61 167 1.71 14.81 236 1.73 21.09 
42 1.76 18.25 119 1.77 16.91 168 1.71 14.79 238 1.74 19.70 
43 1.83 18.24 120 1.80 16.91 169 1.75 14.06 240 1.76 19.03 
44 1.83 17.54 121 1.94 16.92 170 1.79 13.39 242 1.80 18.29 
46 1.81 17.53 122 1.91 16.92 171 1.84 13.38 244 1.76 19.00 
48 1.76 17.53 123 1.92 16.21 172 1.85 12.67 246 1.75 19.70 
49 1.75 18.23 124 1.86 17.62 173 1.87 12.69 248 1.74 20.41 
50 1.74 18.92 125 1.80 18.32 174 1.86 12.67 249 1.74 21.09 
52 1.80 20.32 126 1.73 19.74 175 1.86 13.38 250 1.76 21.11 
54 1.80 21.71 128 1.72 23.26 176 1.76 14.11 251 1.75 21.10 
56 1.77 23.12 129 1.72 23.25 177 1.76 16.23 252 1.76 21.80 
57 1.81 23.82 130 1.70 23.97 178 1.76 17.65 253 1.76 21.80 
58 1.70 24.52 131 1.70 23.96 179 1.78 19.07 254 1.75 21.81 
60 1.68 21.69 132 1.71 23.25 180 1.79 19.06 255 1.76 21.79 
62 1.68 20.18 133 1.70 22.54 181 1.78 19.76 256 1.75 22.50 
63 1.69 20.12 134 1.69 22.55 182 1.77 20.47 257 1.73 22.54 
65 1.71 22.16 135 1.69 21.84 183 1.77 21.16 258 1.73 23.19 
67 1.71 22.76 136 1.64 21.14 184 1.78 20.47 260 1.75 23.90 
69 1.68 22.78 137 1.66 21.17 185 1.78 20.45 262 1.77 23.92 
71 1.70 22.89 138 1.66 20.46 186 1.75 20.46 264 1.77 23.92 
73 1.73 23.00 139 1.63 20.46 187 1.74 19.76 266 1.76 23.94 
75 1.74 22.35 140 1.65 19.76 188 1.76 19.76 268 1.75 23.90 
77 1.78 22.37 141 1.69 19.75 189 1.76 20.45 270 1.77 23.21 





17JPC     17JPC     17JPC     17JPC     
Depth ρ ms Depth ρ ms Depth ρ ms Depth ρ ms 
274 1.80 22.58 278 1.82 22.57 282 1.77 21.88 286 1.78 20.48 





20JP     20JP     20JP     20JP     
Depth ρ ms Depth ρ ms Depth ρ ms Depth ρ ms 
3 1.82 11.21 51 1.84 14.80 99 1.76 14.94 147 1.73 19.52 
4 1.85 11.94 52 1.85 14.80 100 1.82 14.94 150 1.85 18.20 
5 1.87 11.25 53 1.86 14.79 101 1.83 16.36 151 1.90 17.64 
6 1.90 11.27 54 1.87 14.77 102 1.83 15.65 152 1.88 16.24 
7 1.89 10.58 55 1.88 15.43 103 1.85 16.36 153 1.87 16.24 
8 1.91 9.88 56 1.86 15.46 104 1.83 16.36 154 1.86 16.25 
9 1.90 10.59 57 1.88 14.73 105 1.83 15.64 155 1.85 15.54 
10 1.92 10.59 58 1.90 14.71 106 1.83 14.92 156 1.85 16.25 
11 1.91 11.30 59 1.90 14.70 107 1.79 14.15 157 1.87 16.95 
12 1.91 11.30 60 1.90 14.05 108 1.81 14.85 158 1.86 17.68 
13 1.90 11.30 61 1.92 13.34 109 1.80 14.86 159 1.64 18.40 
14 1.90 11.30 62 1.91 12.62 110 1.79 14.86 160 1.62 19.10 
15 1.90 12.00 63 1.90 11.90 111 1.81 15.57 161 1.61 20.51 
16 1.88 12.00 64 1.87 11.19 112 1.82 16.29 162 1.65 21.93 
17 1.88 12.00 65 1.88 10.51 113 1.83 17.00 163 1.71 23.34 
18 1.85 12.70 66 1.84 10.50 114 1.69 17.70 164 1.73 24.76 
19 1.70 13.40 67 1.80 10.49 115 1.61 17.71 165 1.75 25.46 
20 1.64 14.10 68 1.72 9.78 116 1.59 18.43 166 1.75 26.18 
21 1.64 14.10 69 1.72 10.53 117 1.62 19.16 167 1.75 26.19 
22 1.67 14.81 70 1.77 11.22 118 1.63 19.87 168 1.73 26.21 
23 1.70 15.51 71 1.61 11.94 119 1.71 19.87 169 1.76 26.24 
24 1.76 15.50 72 1.64 13.34 120 1.67 20.60 170 1.74 26.24 
25 1.79 15.48 73 1.69 14.03 121 1.64 20.60 171 1.75 25.54 
26 1.82 15.48 74 1.77 14.74 122 1.62 20.55 172 1.75 25.55 
27 1.70 15.47 75 1.80 14.74 123 1.63 19.84 173 1.73 25.53 
28 1.80 15.46 76 1.78 14.03 124 1.63 19.84 174 1.66 24.82 
29 1.82 14.75 77 1.82 14.03 125 1.64 19.15 175 1.65 24.82 
30 1.85 14.75 78 1.70 14.03 126 1.61 19.15 176 1.72 24.11 
31 1.81 14.73 79 1.72 14.73 127 1.63 17.74 177 1.66 23.39 
32 1.78 15.51 80 1.72 14.02 128 1.64 17.74 178 1.74 21.27 
33 1.82 16.24 81 1.73 14.02 129 1.64 17.75 179 1.87 20.54 
34 1.82 16.96 82 1.81 13.32 130 1.64 17.76 180 1.87 19.84 
35 1.74 16.97 83 1.85 12.62 131 1.66 17.77 181 1.91 18.41 
36 1.84 16.98 84 1.86 11.94 132 1.61 17.78 182 1.91 17.70 
37 1.82 16.27 85 1.89 11.95 133 1.67 17.09 183 1.92 17.69 
38 1.82 16.28 86 1.85 11.25 134 1.65 17.11 184 1.93 16.97 
39 1.81 16.28 87 1.87 11.27 135 1.76 17.09 185 1.93 16.96 
40 1.82 15.57 88 1.87 11.29 136 1.75 17.09 186 1.89 17.65 
41 1.86 15.57 89 1.89 11.31 137 1.66 17.09 187 1.91 17.64 
42 1.81 15.57 90 1.90 12.03 138 1.71 17.77 188 1.91 18.34 
43 1.85 14.86 91 1.90 12.04 139 1.57 19.19 189 1.90 18.35 
44 1.85 15.57 92 1.88 11.34 140 1.58 19.92 190 1.90 19.06 
45 1.83 15.57 93 1.90 11.34 141 1.59 20.55 191 1.91 19.12 
46 1.83 14.85 94 1.91 11.36 142 1.62 19.81 192 1.92 19.83 
47 1.83 14.85 95 1.90 12.07 143 1.63 20.49 193 1.91 20.54 
48 1.84 14.84 96 1.90 12.08 144 1.75 20.44 194 1.91 21.95 
49 1.83 14.12 97 1.86 13.51 145 1.89 20.54 195 1.91 22.65 





20JP     20JP     20JP     20JP     
Depth ρ ms Depth ρ ms Depth ρ ms Depth ρ ms 
197 1.89 24.73 245 1.66 20.52 293 1.80 8.52 342 1.69 18.37 
198 1.87 24.69 246 1.65 19.83 294 1.81 8.51 343 1.69 18.35 
199 1.89 24.66 247 1.65 19.83 295 1.82 8.51 344 1.63 18.35 
200 1.90 24.63 248 1.69 19.84 296 1.82 8.51 345 1.62 18.35 
201 1.90 24.58 249 1.73 21.26 297 1.82 8.43 346 1.62 18.34 
202 1.91 23.84 250 1.82 21.26 299 1.85 8.70 347 1.60 18.34 
203 1.90 23.19 251 1.73 22.68 300 1.92 10.42 348 1.62 17.62 
204 1.90 23.11 252 1.67 23.39 301 1.93 12.65 349 1.63 18.30 
205 1.90 22.43 253 1.63 24.10 302 1.82 14.78 350 1.62 18.99 
206 1.89 22.47 254 1.64 24.80 303 1.74 17.62 351 1.62 20.36 
207 1.89 21.77 255 1.67 25.48 304 1.84 19.74 352 1.68 22.55 
208 1.87 21.75 256 1.67 25.42 305 1.86 21.14 353 1.62 24.58 
209 1.88 22.44 257 1.71 26.83 306 1.88 22.54 354 1.66 28.79 
210 1.88 22.42 258 1.72 27.54 307 1.82 22.55 355 1.77 32.91 
211 1.89 22.50 259 1.75 29.66 308 1.83 21.85 356 1.71 38.03 
212 1.89 22.48 260 1.76 31.05 309 1.86 21.23 357 1.74 40.82 
213 1.89 22.52 261 1.78 33.14 310 1.86 21.23 358 1.66 40.10 
214 1.91 22.54 262 1.84 33.81 311 1.87 21.23 359 1.68 36.55 
215 1.90 22.52 263 1.85 34.52 312 1.88 21.94 360 1.70 32.29 
216 1.91 22.50 264 1.77 33.81 313 1.86 22.65 361 1.75 28.02 
217 1.91 22.49 265 1.79 30.29 314 1.87 24.07 362 1.78 24.56 
218 1.91 21.75 266 1.83 26.77 315 1.87 25.49 363 1.79 21.73 
219 1.91 22.45 267 1.88 22.54 316 1.89 25.49 364 1.77 21.02 
220 1.88 22.40 268 1.89 21.14 317 1.82 26.91 365 1.77 18.89 
221 1.91 22.37 269 1.89 19.75 318 1.76 26.92 366 1.78 18.87 
222 1.92 22.35 270 1.87 19.06 319 1.76 29.04 367 1.78 18.84 
223 1.95 21.77 271 1.84 19.07 320 1.76 30.45 368 1.78 18.84 
224 1.81 21.80 272 1.84 20.51 321 1.88 31.86 369 1.75 18.85 
225 1.67 21.79 273 1.85 22.67 322 1.84 33.27 370 1.75 18.83 
226 1.65 21.76 274 1.84 24.08 323 1.85 33.26 371 1.75 18.79 
227 1.66 21.09 275 1.82 25.49 324 1.83 32.54 372 1.72 18.85 
228 1.67 20.39 276 1.83 26.21 325 1.76 31.83 373 1.69 19.52 
229 1.66 19.67 277 1.83 26.93 326 1.80 31.83 374 1.68 20.20 
230 1.65 19.67 278 1.84 26.21 327 1.82 31.83 375 1.67 20.91 
231 1.61 19.00 279 1.83 24.79 328 1.84 31.83 376 1.66 21.67 
232 1.61 18.31 280 1.85 21.24 329 1.86 31.83 377 1.68 22.39 
233 1.65 18.32 281 1.84 18.42 330 1.86 31.82 378 1.70 23.09 
234 1.67 18.34 282 1.80 16.30 331 1.85 31.83 379 1.73 23.08 
235 1.69 18.34 283 1.76 13.47 332 1.84 31.15 380 1.73 23.10 
236 1.70 19.02 284 1.75 12.05 333 1.84 29.73 381 1.74 22.41 
237 1.76 19.72 285 1.78 11.34 334 1.68 27.60 382 1.76 22.45 
238 1.79 21.13 286 1.81 9.92 335 1.67 24.76 383 1.74 21.76 
239 1.80 21.85 287 1.79 9.23 336 1.64 22.64 384 1.76 21.82 
240 1.80 21.17 288 1.80 9.24 337 1.63 21.23 385 1.73 21.87 
241 1.79 21.90 289 1.80 9.24 338 1.61 19.81 386 1.67 21.87 
242 1.79 21.21 290 1.80 8.53 339 1.60 19.08 387 1.65 21.87 
243 1.75 21.22 291 1.80 8.54 340 1.67 19.08 388 1.74 21.87 





20JPC     20JPC     20JPC     20JPC     
Depth ρ ms Depth ρ ms Depth ρ ms Depth ρ ms 
390 1.75 21.88 438 1.84 24.80 487 1.66 19.70 536 1.93 25.51 
391 1.76 21.17 439 1.84 24.82 488 1.68 19.69 537 1.93 26.21 
392 1.77 21.89 440 1.83 24.83 489 1.69 19.71 538 1.95 26.91 
393 1.79 21.20 441 1.84 24.85 490 1.69 20.43 539 1.92 26.91 
394 1.79 21.21 442 1.82 24.80 491 1.69 20.46 540 1.92 26.91 
395 1.80 21.92 443 1.79 23.34 492 1.69 20.46 541 1.97 27.62 
396 1.81 21.92 444 1.79 23.42 493 1.70 20.45 542 1.99 29.70 
397 1.80 21.92 445 1.74 22.68 494 1.73 21.14 543 1.99 33.22 
398 1.80 21.92 446 1.71 22.50 495 1.72 21.13 544 1.99 34.61 
399 1.82 21.93 447 1.59 19.87 496 1.74 21.84 545 2.01 31.09 
400 1.81 21.93 449 1.71 21.38 497 1.77 21.79 546 1.97 27.57 
401 1.81 21.93 450 1.67 21.67 498 1.77 22.47 547 1.94 26.88 
402 1.79 21.95 451 1.61 22.47 499 1.82 21.74 548 1.83 25.45 
403 1.83 21.28 452 1.55 21.80 500 1.85 22.39 549 1.80 24.72 
404 1.81 22.70 453 1.50 21.81 501 1.84 22.38 550 1.82 24.00 
405 1.82 21.99 454 1.48 21.82 502 1.80 21.66 551 1.82 23.30 
406 1.79 21.98 455 1.49 21.12 503 1.78 20.98 552 1.82 22.59 
407 1.78 21.26 456 1.48 21.12 504 1.68 18.85 553 1.82 22.59 
408 1.76 21.95 457 1.44 20.42 505 1.55 17.46 554 1.81 23.30 
409 1.73 21.93 458 1.44 19.71 506 1.52 15.36 555 1.81 22.60 
410 1.74 21.93 459 1.45 19.01 507 1.49 13.96 556 1.81 22.62 
411 1.71 21.93 460 1.49 19.01 508 1.50 13.27 557 1.81 22.62 
412 1.72 21.20 461 1.59 19.01 509 1.48 12.58 558 1.81 22.62 
413 1.71 21.88 462 1.60 19.01 510 1.47 12.58 559 1.83 22.62 
414 1.69 21.87 463 1.62 18.31 511 1.48 12.60 560 1.81 23.35 
415 1.67 21.87 464 1.62 19.03 512 1.47 12.61 561 1.84 23.30 
416 1.69 21.86 465 1.63 18.33 513 1.47 13.32 562 1.84 23.32 
417 1.71 21.86 466 1.68 19.04 514 1.56 14.01 563 1.82 23.24 
418 1.73 21.87 467 1.67 19.04 515 1.67 15.43 564 1.81 23.26 
419 1.76 21.88 468 1.68 19.04 516 1.73 16.17 565 1.80 23.27 
420 1.79 21.91 469 1.66 19.04 517 1.80 17.58 566 1.82 23.27 
421 1.81 22.63 470 1.65 19.75 518 1.78 18.30 567 1.80 22.57 
422 1.82 23.35 471 1.66 19.75 519 1.71 19.03 568 1.81 22.58 
423 1.81 23.36 472 1.66 19.04 521 1.67 19.07 569 1.79 22.58 
424 1.82 23.36 473 1.66 19.04 522 1.73 19.78 570 1.79 22.58 
425 1.83 23.37 474 1.66 19.75 523 1.77 20.49 571 1.83 22.59 
426 1.83 24.08 475 1.66 19.04 524 1.79 20.49 572 1.81 22.60 
427 1.83 24.09 476 1.66 19.03 525 1.79 21.18 573 1.81 22.61 
428 1.84 24.06 477 1.66 19.05 526 1.82 21.20 574 1.81 21.91 
429 1.85 24.76 478 1.67 19.05 527 1.82 21.21 575 1.80 22.62 
430 1.85 24.76 479 1.67 19.05 528 1.82 21.23 576 1.81 21.91 
431 1.86 24.78 480 1.66 19.03 529 1.83 21.24 577 1.81 22.62 
432 1.85 24.72 481 1.66 19.73 530 1.86 21.96 578 1.83 22.62 
433 1.86 24.72 482 1.67 19.02 531 1.88 22.68 579 1.80 22.64 
434 1.86 24.73 483 1.68 19.02 532 1.91 23.39 580 1.82 23.39 
435 1.84 24.73 484 1.66 19.72 533 1.94 24.10 581 1.84 23.32 
436 1.85 24.74 485 1.66 19.71 534 1.92 24.10 582 1.82 23.36 





20JPC     20JPC     20JPC     20JPC     
Depth ρ ms Depth ρ ms Depth ρ ms Depth ρ ms 
584 1.79 22.43 589 1.63 20.93 593 1.67 21.60 597 1.70 18.81 
586 1.60 19.77 590 1.66 20.91 594 1.64 21.60 598 1.77 18.11 
587 1.65 20.15 591 1.66 20.91 595 1.64 20.90 599 1.79 16.02 






22JPC     22JPC     22JPC     22JPC     
Depth ρ ms Depth ρ ms Depth ρ ms Depth ρ ms 
1 NR  13.51 49 1.77 34.09 97 1.97 51.14 146 1.89 46.32 
2 NR  11.81 50 1.75 33.16 98 1.91 50.18 147 1.89 47.28 
3 NR  11.63 51 1.79 34.11 99 1.88 48.28 148 1.91 48.24 
4 NR  11.25 52 1.81 33.18 100 1.87 45.44 149 1.92 48.25 
5 NR  10.36 53 1.81 33.19 101 1.89 42.60 150 1.94 48.25 
6 NR  10.41 54 1.81 33.21 102 1.88 38.84 151 1.95 47.32 
7 NR  10.44 55 1.82 34.17 103 1.87 36.95 152 1.95 44.48 
8 NR  10.46 56 1.83 35.13 104 1.87 35.99 153 1.92 43.54 
9 NR  10.48 57 1.83 35.16 105 1.87 34.09 154 1.89 41.64 
10 NR  10.48 58 1.82 37.06 106 1.88 33.14 155 1.88 40.68 
11 NR  11.44 59 1.77 38.02 107 1.90 35.02 156 1.90 39.75 
12 NR  10.49 60 1.86 38.97 108 1.89 34.07 157 1.89 36.91 
13 NR  11.44 61 1.88 39.95 109 1.93 35.02 158 1.91 35.02 
14 NR  12.39 62 1.85 40.93 110 1.92 35.95 159 1.93 32.18 
15 NR  13.34 63 1.85 41.85 111 1.92 35.94 160 1.95 29.35 
16 NR  14.29 64 1.86 41.85 112 1.92 35.93 161 2.04 26.51 
17 1.52 15.26 65 1.89 41.85 113 1.85 35.93 162 2.12 24.62 
18 1.52 17.17 66 1.86 42.79 114 1.81 35.93 163 2.16 23.66 
19 1.60 18.14 67 1.97 42.78 115 1.83 34.99 164 2.19 22.71 
20 1.64 19.08 68 1.97 42.74 116 1.82 34.04 165 2.20 22.71 
21 1.66 20.99 69 1.97 43.69 117 1.81 34.04 166 2.19 23.64 
22 1.67 21.94 70 1.94 42.70 118 1.83 35.00 167 2.23 23.64 
23 1.67 22.89 71 1.93 43.62 119 1.86 36.90 168 2.19 23.63 
24 1.68 23.86 72 1.92 42.64 120 1.88 37.85 169 2.15 24.59 
25 1.68 23.86 73 1.90 40.79 121 1.89 39.74 170 2.15 24.58 
26 1.67 24.82 74 1.89 38.88 122 1.87 39.76 171 2.13 27.42 
27 1.68 23.86 75 1.89 36.99 123 1.89 40.74 172 2.07 30.25 
28 1.67 24.81 76 1.87 35.08 124 1.89 40.74 173 1.94 33.08 
29 1.66 24.79 77 1.87 33.18 125 1.89 41.70 174 1.93 36.84 
30 1.67 25.74 78 1.89 33.19 126 1.90 40.80 175 1.90 40.60 
31 1.68 25.73 79 1.92 36.02 127 1.89 42.72 176 1.93 42.48 
32 1.69 25.73 80 1.96 37.92 128 1.91 43.66 177 1.92 44.36 
33 1.63 25.72 81 1.99 42.66 129 1.92 43.60 178 1.95 45.30 
34 1.56 25.71 82 1.99 46.46 130 1.91 43.41 179 1.94 44.34 
35 1.66 25.70 83 1.97 50.24 131 1.92 42.26 180 1.94 44.34 
36 1.59 26.64 84 1.99 52.14 132 1.91 38.92 181 1.95 42.46 
37 1.66 27.59 85 1.98 54.94 133 1.75 36.21 182 1.95 40.56 
38 1.69 27.58 86 1.97 55.89 134 1.91 30.14 183 1.94 40.56 
39 1.71 29.45 87 1.97 56.84 135 1.79 31.13 184 1.95 40.57 
40 1.75 30.40 88 1.97 56.84 137 1.94 39.79 185 1.95 39.61 
41 1.75 31.33 89 1.98 56.84 138 1.92 41.75 186 1.95 39.63 
42 1.78 31.31 90 1.98 56.82 139 1.90 41.79 187 1.95 38.69 
43 1.79 32.25 91 1.95 56.79 140 1.89 42.68 188 1.92 38.69 
44 1.80 32.23 92 1.97 56.77 141 1.87 42.60 189 1.85 37.73 
45 1.80 33.15 93 2.02 55.82 142 1.86 42.56 190 1.85 37.75 
46 1.81 33.08 94 1.99 54.86 143 1.86 43.50 191 1.86 37.75 
47 1.81 33.08 95 1.97 53.95 144 1.87 43.48 192 1.87 37.76 





22JPC     22JPC     22JPC     22JPC     
Depth ρ ms Depth ρ ms Depth ρ ms Depth ρ ms 
194 1.90 38.68 242 1.93 38.73 290 1.89 34.56 338 1.89 26.16 
195 1.90 38.69 243 1.91 37.79 291 1.92 35.41 339 1.89 27.86 
196 1.90 38.68 244 1.92 37.79 292 1.90 35.41 340 1.89 28.71 
197 1.91 37.77 245 1.91 37.79 293 1.90 35.41 341 1.88 29.58 
198 1.91 38.69 246 1.93 37.79 294 1.92 35.41 342 1.88 30.42 
199 1.90 37.75 247 1.92 37.79 295 1.90 36.28 343 1.88 29.57 
200 1.91 38.68 248 1.93 38.72 296 1.90 36.28 344 1.87 30.42 
201 1.90 38.69 249 1.93 39.68 297 1.90 37.14 345 1.88 32.11 
202 1.87 38.68 250 1.93 39.66 298 1.90 38.05 346 1.87 31.24 
203 1.88 38.69 251 1.94 39.66 299 1.88 38.90 347 1.88 32.09 
204 1.92 38.69 252 1.96 39.66 300 1.87 38.90 348 1.87 32.10 
205 1.88 38.69 253 1.95 40.61 301 1.86 39.75 349 1.87 32.11 
206 1.90 38.69 254 1.94 40.61 302 1.87 38.90 350 1.86 32.11 
207 1.94 38.69 255 1.94 39.66 303 1.83 38.05 351 1.87 31.26 
208 1.96 38.72 256 1.94 39.66 304 1.83 37.22 352 1.87 31.24 
209 1.94 36.83 257 1.96 38.73 305 1.81 36.37 353 1.87 31.24 
210 1.93 35.90 258 1.96 38.73 306 1.86 35.53 354 1.88 32.10 
211 1.97 34.00 259 1.97 38.74 307 1.87 34.68 355 1.93 32.96 
212 1.89 32.13 260 1.97 38.73 308 1.86 33.82 356 1.95 33.82 
213 1.89 30.24 261 1.98 38.73 309 1.88 32.97 357 1.95 34.66 
214 1.88 29.29 262 1.96 37.80 310 1.88 32.12 358 1.97 35.50 
215 1.91 28.35 263 1.92 36.86 311 1.89 30.42 359 1.93 36.35 
216 1.90 29.29 264 1.91 35.92 312 1.92 30.42 360 1.95 36.35 
217 1.93 30.26 265 1.88 34.96 313 1.89 30.42 361 1.96 38.07 
218 1.91 32.15 266 1.87 34.96 314 1.86 30.41 362 1.97 38.08 
219 1.90 33.06 267 1.89 34.01 315 1.86 31.26 363 1.99 38.08 
220 1.89 33.05 268 1.90 34.02 316 1.89 31.27 364 2.03 38.09 
221 1.87 33.98 269 1.92 33.09 317 1.89 32.97 365 2.01 38.11 
222 1.87 34.92 270 1.93 33.09 318 1.88 32.97 366 1.98 38.09 
223 1.86 34.93 271 1.91 33.06 319 1.88 33.82 367 1.95 38.08 
224 1.90 35.87 272 1.91 34.02 320 1.90 34.66 368 1.97 38.92 
225 1.90 35.89 273 1.91 34.04 321 1.93 34.66 369 1.99 38.04 
226 1.89 36.85 274 1.91 34.04 322 1.93 34.66 370 1.99 38.05 
227 1.90 27.41 275 1.92 33.11 323 1.99 34.66 371 1.94 37.21 
228 1.92 36.85 276 1.92 34.08 324 2.15 32.97 372 1.92 36.36 
229 1.92 36.84 277 1.91 35.03 325 2.00 32.12 373 1.91 37.21 
230 1.91 36.84 278 1.91 35.01 326 1.91 31.28 374 1.90 36.37 
231 1.87 36.84 279 1.92 34.03 327 1.90 30.42 375 1.92 36.40 
232 1.90 36.83 280 1.92 33.89 328 1.90 28.73 376 1.92 36.40 
233 1.90 35.89 281 1.93 32.78 329 1.87 27.03 377 1.91 36.40 
234 1.91 35.89 282 1.94 30.59 330 1.83 26.18 378 1.91 36.40 
235 1.92 36.84 283 1.88 18.63 331 1.79 24.49 379 1.93 35.55 
236 1.93 36.84 284 1.91 24.05 332 1.78 23.61 380 1.92 35.55 
237 1.91 37.79 285 1.90 28.53 333 1.80 22.78 381 1.94 34.70 
238 1.88 37.79 286 1.94 31.10 334 1.83 22.79 382 1.94 33.83 
239 1.91 36.84 287 1.91 32.81 335 1.84 22.78 383 1.93 32.13 
240 1.92 37.79 288 1.91 34.53 336 1.87 23.63 384 1.95 32.13 





22JPC     22JPC     22JPC     22JPC     
Depth ρ ms Depth ρ ms Depth ρ ms Depth ρ ms 
386 1.94 36.33 434 1.98 45.33 482 2.00 43.40 530 1.94 46.04 
387 1.96 38.03 435 2.00 46.30 483 1.98 43.41 531 1.94 46.02 
388 1.97 38.88 436 2.00 46.29 484 1.98 43.43 532 1.96 46.91 
389 1.96 39.69 437 1.98 47.26 485 1.98 44.40 533 1.95 46.91 
390 1.96 40.48 438 1.97 47.28 486 1.98 45.34 534 1.95 46.88 
391 1.95 39.65 439 1.98 48.21 487 1.99 45.37 535 1.95 46.89 
392 1.94 40.47 440 1.97 48.19 488 1.99 46.29 536 1.95 46.89 
393 1.91 39.64 441 1.98 48.18 489 1.98 47.25 537 1.93 46.89 
394 1.88 40.51 442 1.99 48.15 490 2.00 47.26 538 1.94 46.91 
395 1.88 39.67 443 1.97 48.12 491 1.99 47.26 539 1.92 46.92 
396 1.88 40.52 444 2.00 48.12 492 2.00 48.19 540 1.92 46.92 
397 1.88 41.36 445 1.99 48.13 493 2.00 48.21 541 1.92 46.95 
398 1.89 41.35 446 1.99 48.15 494 2.02 48.22 542 1.92 46.92 
399 1.88 41.36 447 1.99 48.15 495 1.99 48.22 543 1.92 46.87 
400 1.89 41.36 448 2.00 47.22 496 2.00 49.15 544 1.93 46.48 
401 1.89 41.37 449 1.98 46.27 497 2.01 49.15 545 1.93 46.39 
402 1.91 42.18 450 1.98 45.33 498 2.04 49.15 546 1.92 45.48 
403 1.90 42.19 451 1.98 45.33 499 1.99 56.72 547 1.92 44.65 
404 1.91 42.21 452 1.99 45.34 500 1.99 59.55 548 1.93 43.75 
405 1.90 41.37 453 1.99 44.40 501 2.00 62.39 549 1.94 42.85 
406 1.91 41.35 454 1.97 44.40 502 2.01 63.27 550 1.94 41.96 
407 1.92 42.19 455 1.97 44.40 503 2.02 63.27 551 1.93 41.08 
408 1.91 41.35 456 1.95 43.45 504 2.02 61.44 552 1.94 40.20 
409 1.91 41.34 457 1.96 42.51 505 2.01 61.46 553 1.95 40.21 
410 1.92 41.34 458 1.97 42.51 506 2.03 61.46 554 1.94 39.34 
411 1.91 41.31 459 1.98 42.51 507 2.02 61.44 555 1.96 38.48 
412 1.92 39.63 460 1.99 43.45 508 2.03 60.53 556 1.95 37.57 
413 1.92 39.67 461 1.99 43.43 509 2.06 58.72 557 1.95 36.69 
414 1.94 38.82 462 2.00 43.43 510 2.07 56.84 558 1.96 35.79 
415 1.91 37.97 463 1.99 44.37 511 2.05 54.94 559 1.98 34.90 
416 1.91 37.97 464 1.98 45.30 512 2.05 53.08 560 1.98 33.13 
417 1.94 36.29 465 1.97 46.24 513 2.06 52.10 561 1.98 33.15 
418 1.96 35.44 466 1.96 46.24 514 2.03 48.53 562 2.04 32.23 
419 1.93 34.60 467 1.99 46.29 515 2.03 47.72 563 2.05 31.32 
420 1.94 32.93 468 1.98 46.27 516 1.99 46.88 564 2.09 31.31 
421 1.93 32.12 469 1.96 44.37 517 1.96 46.91 565 2.16 30.42 
422 1.93 30.42 470 1.95 45.30 518 1.93 46.98 566 2.20 29.52 
423 1.93 29.56 471 1.94 46.26 519 1.94 47.88 567 2.13 30.41 
424 1.93 28.72 472 1.91 46.27 520 1.93 47.01 568 1.94 30.39 
425 1.93 28.68 473 1.90 46.27 521 1.94 46.12 569 1.91 31.28 
426 1.96 27.83 474 1.93 46.27 522 1.92 45.19 570 1.93 31.28 
427 1.95 28.63 475 1.96 47.20 523 1.94 44.29 571 1.97 31.28 
428 1.96 29.63 476 1.96 47.20 524 1.93 44.29 572 2.00 31.28 
429 2.00 37.77 477 1.96 46.23 525 1.94 44.28 573 2.05 31.30 
430 2.01 39.44 478 1.98 45.33 526 1.95 43.41 574 2.11 31.31 
431 2.00 41.53 479 1.99 45.30 527 1.96 44.27 575 2.15 31.31 
432 2.02 43.43 480 1.99 44.33 528 1.98 44.27 576 2.08 31.32 





22JPC     22JPC     22JPC     22JPC     
Depth ρ ms Depth ρ ms Depth ρ ms Depth ρ ms 
578 2.09 33.13 626 2.23 38.72 674 2.02 37.86 722 1.91 32.48 
579 2.09 32.21 627 2.27 39.62 675 2.01 37.86 723 1.91 32.49 
580 2.05 31.31 628 2.30 39.62 676 2.08 36.96 724 1.92 33.42 
581 2.00 30.26 629 2.12 39.62 677 2.13 36.06 725 1.93 34.33 
582 2.03 30.20 630 2.03 39.62 678 2.11 36.06 726 1.93 34.33 
583 1.92 24.61 631 2.03 39.62 679 2.12 36.06 727 1.93 35.20 
584 2.05 26.34 632 2.04 37.80 680 2.18 34.26 728 1.92 35.10 
585 1.91 29.46 633 2.15 36.89 681 2.22 33.32 729 1.92 34.99 
586 1.91 31.42 634 2.19 35.10 682 2.18 31.51 730 1.92 34.95 
587 1.92 34.14 635 2.26 35.10 683 2.12 30.61 731 1.93 35.37 
588 1.94 35.96 636 2.24 34.21 684 2.19 29.72 732 1.94 37.54 
589 1.96 38.66 637 2.25 34.19 685 2.19 30.63 733 1.95 38.50 
590 2.08 40.47 638 2.22 33.30 686 2.22 30.63 734 1.95 39.41 
591 2.00 42.28 639 2.26 32.40 687 2.04 31.54 735 1.94 40.32 
592 1.98 44.08 640 2.24 30.59 688 1.97 33.34 736 1.94 40.32 
593 1.95 44.99 641 2.20 29.70 689 1.96 35.16 737 1.95 40.33 
594 1.96 45.00 642 2.22 28.79 690 1.98 36.97 738 1.95 40.33 
595 1.94 45.93 643 2.05 26.98 691 2.03 38.78 739 1.95 42.16 
596 1.92 45.05 644 1.98 26.09 692 2.08 38.78 740 1.96 44.87 
597 1.90 44.19 645 1.98 24.30 693 2.12 38.78 741 1.94 49.37 
598 1.93 44.19 646 2.00 24.31 694 2.01 37.87 742 1.93 52.13 
599 1.93 43.28 647 2.02 25.21 695 1.96 38.76 743 1.93 51.24 
600 1.93 42.38 648 2.02 26.13 696 1.95 37.85 744 1.92 46.76 
601 1.95 43.27 649 2.00 27.94 697 1.94 38.76 745 1.93 44.08 
602 1.95 43.27 650 2.04 29.74 698 1.94 38.75 746 1.92 40.47 
603 1.94 41.46 651 2.06 33.35 699 1.95 38.75 747 1.91 40.48 
604 1.96 41.48 652 2.09 36.93 700 1.94 38.75 748 1.90 38.67 
605 1.95 39.66 653 2.09 41.49 701 1.94 37.85 749 1.90 38.68 
606 1.94 38.76 654 2.03 44.20 702 1.97 38.75 750 1.90 37.78 
607 1.93 37.87 655 2.04 45.10 703 1.96 38.76 751 1.89 36.88 
608 1.96 37.87 656 2.04 46.91 704 1.95 38.76 752 1.88 37.78 
609 1.95 37.87 657 2.06 46.91 705 1.96 37.86 753 1.87 39.58 
610 1.95 38.78 658 2.07 46.00 706 1.96 37.86 754 1.89 44.98 
611 1.93 39.68 659 2.09 46.91 707 1.95 36.97 755 1.94 51.27 
612 1.95 40.58 660 2.07 46.00 708 1.96 36.97 756 2.01 58.47 
613 1.97 42.38 661 2.11 44.19 709 1.96 36.97 757 2.08 62.07 
614 1.99 42.38 662 2.13 44.17 710 1.95 36.97 758 2.06 62.07 
615 1.99 43.28 663 2.13 43.27 711 1.95 36.97 759 2.08 60.27 
616 2.00 44.19 664 2.12 41.47 712 1.94 36.07 760 2.10 57.57 
617 2.01 43.28 665 2.10 41.48 713 1.96 36.07 761 2.12 55.77 
618 2.02 43.28 666 2.03 41.48 714 1.95 35.17 762 2.08 54.87 
619 2.04 43.28 667 2.02 40.60 715 1.95 35.17 763 2.04 54.87 
620 2.04 41.48 668 2.01 40.60 716 1.93 35.17 764 2.02 54.87 
621 2.06 41.48 669 1.96 40.60 717 1.93 34.28 765 2.04 53.07 
622 2.07 40.57 670 1.94 40.57 718 1.94 34.27 766 2.04 52.17 
623 2.09 38.76 671 1.95 40.55 719 1.94 33.37 767 1.99 49.47 
624 2.08 38.73 672 1.97 39.65 720 1.93 33.37 768 1.98 47.65 





22JPC     22JPC     22JPC     22JPC     
Depth ρ ms Depth ρ ms Depth ρ ms Depth ρ ms 
770 2.04 45.85 818 2.06 53.24 866 1.98 38.83 914 2.02 55.89 
771 2.02 45.85 819 2.08 53.22 867 1.98 37.03 915 2.02 57.69 
772 2.00 44.05 820 2.06 54.10 868 2.02 35.22 917 2.01 62.20 
773 2.02 43.15 821 2.06 54.07 869 2.03 23.48 918 2.03 61.30 
774 1.99 41.35 822 2.06 54.09 870 2.00 29.81 919 2.05 58.60 
775 1.99 41.35 823 2.07 54.09 871 1.95 27.10 920 2.09 54.09 
776 2.00 39.56 824 2.06 53.19 872 1.97 26.20 921 2.09 47.76 
777 2.03 39.56 825 2.06 54.09 873 1.95 25.30 922 2.16 41.46 
778 2.01 39.56 826 2.05 53.17 874 1.96 25.33 923 2.21 36.95 
779 2.03 39.52 827 2.06 53.17 875 1.95 26.24 924 2.30 33.34 
780 2.04 41.35 828 2.07 52.29 876 1.95 28.95 925 2.26 31.53 
781 2.02 43.16 829 2.06 52.25 877 1.97 31.65 926 2.20 30.63 
782 2.04 44.95 830 2.06 50.42 878 2.00 36.80 927 2.19 30.63 
783 2.03 45.86 831 2.10 49.52 879 2.00 40.27 928 2.16 31.52 
784 2.01 46.75 832 2.09 48.60 880 2.01 40.57 929 2.19 32.40 
785 2.00 46.76 833 2.07 45.88 881 1.68 40.02 930 2.16 35.98 
786 2.00 46.76 834 2.01 43.18 882 2.07 48.37 931 2.22 39.59 
787 1.99 46.78 835 2.04 41.39 883 2.07 55.69 932 2.22 45.92 
788 2.01 46.78 836 2.02 39.60 884 2.07 62.93 933 2.10 52.22 
789 2.00 45.90 837 2.03 38.72 885 2.07 66.52 934 2.06 58.54 
790 1.97 45.95 838 2.05 37.82 886 2.07 64.75 935 2.09 61.24 
791 1.96 45.95 839 2.04 36.03 887 2.08 62.09 936 2.10 63.97 
792 1.97 45.03 840 2.05 35.13 888 2.12 61.19 937 2.10 68.47 
793 1.98 45.02 841 2.11 33.33 889 2.11 64.79 938 2.08 72.10 
794 1.96 43.20 842 2.13 31.53 890 2.11 70.19 939 2.09 72.12 
795 1.96 41.40 843 2.12 30.62 891 2.08 74.68 940 2.11 73.94 
796 2.01 39.60 844 2.10 29.72 892 2.08 74.71 941 2.15 77.55 
797 2.01 36.92 845 2.11 30.62 893 2.09 69.37 942 2.17 82.88 
798 2.02 36.03 846 2.11 31.51 894 2.09 61.26 943 2.25 89.16 
799 2.02 36.03 847 2.07 32.42 895 2.07 53.19 944 2.33 92.71 
800 2.02 36.95 848 2.07 34.22 896 2.12 46.88 945 2.22 93.64 
801 2.03 39.65 849 2.07 34.23 897 2.18 43.27 946 2.20 89.16 
802 2.02 42.37 850 2.06 35.14 898 2.24 39.68 947 2.26 82.83 
803 2.02 45.09 851 2.09 36.04 899 2.22 36.97 948 2.27 74.73 
804 2.03 45.99 852 2.20 37.84 900 2.22 36.09 949 2.26 66.63 
805 2.03 48.66 853 2.24 39.64 901 2.21 35.19 950 2.14 60.32 
806 2.04 49.60 854 2.15 40.57 902 2.24 36.09 951 2.05 54.97 
807 2.04 51.38 855 2.13 40.60 903 2.32 37.90 952 2.04 51.37 
808 2.05 53.22 856 2.05 40.62 904 2.24 39.71 953 2.04 50.48 
809 2.05 55.04 857 2.08 39.71 905 2.09 41.51 954 2.05 51.38 
810 2.06 56.88 858 2.07 38.81 906 2.09 45.12 955 2.06 52.30 
811 2.07 59.55 859 2.05 37.90 907 2.09 46.00 956 2.09 53.22 
812 2.07 59.52 860 2.04 37.91 908 2.06 46.91 957 2.10 55.04 
813 2.05 58.61 861 2.01 38.81 909 2.03 47.78 958 2.13 55.94 
814 2.07 56.81 862 2.01 39.73 910 2.02 48.66 959 2.16 58.69 
815 2.07 55.01 863 2.02 39.73 911 2.02 49.57 960 2.21 61.39 
816 2.06 54.17 864 2.02 40.65 912 2.02 50.47 961 2.15 65.03 





22JPC     22JPC     22JPC     22JPC     
Depth ρ ms Depth ρ ms Depth ρ ms Depth ρ ms 
963 2.15 74.06 1011 2.02 35.43 1059 2.07 46.00 1107 2.33 67.29 
964 2.15 77.67 1012 2.04 35.46 1060 2.05 46.88 1108 2.33 66.38 
965 2.18 76.77 1013 2.05 35.48 1061 2.03 47.72 1109 2.34 62.86 
966 2.14 72.25 1014 2.04 37.35 1062 2.02 47.72 1110 2.33 58.38 
967 2.16 65.93 1015 2.03 37.38 1063 2.03 46.84 1111 2.19 53.92 
968 2.17 59.61 1016 2.01 39.21 1064 2.00 46.82 1112 2.11 50.37 
969 2.25 55.09 1017 2.01 39.15 1065 2.01 46.82 1113 2.11 47.75 
970 2.24 51.48 1018 2.03 39.82 1066 2.01 45.95 1114 2.05 46.00 
971 2.24 49.67 1019 2.01 38.75 1067 2.03 45.95 1115 2.02 46.00 
972 2.20 50.58 1020 1.99 37.45 1068 2.03 45.02 1116 2.00 46.00 
973 2.21 52.37 1021 1.87 35.27 1069 2.05 44.13 1117 2.01 45.11 
974 2.15 53.27 1022 2.08 36.64 1070 2.04 44.13 1118 1.98 45.11 
975 2.18 53.28 1023 2.06 38.54 1071 2.07 43.26 1119 2.00 44.21 
976 2.19 51.48 1024 2.06 38.57 1072 2.10 42.42 1120 2.01 44.20 
977 2.17 49.67 1025 2.06 38.98 1073 2.13 40.68 1121 2.03 43.32 
978 2.17 47.90 1026 2.08 37.91 1074 2.16 38.93 1122 2.03 41.55 
979 2.16 47.01 1027 2.08 36.75 1075 2.17 37.13 1123 2.05 39.78 
980 2.18 46.07 1028 2.09 36.49 1076 2.23 36.27 1124 2.04 38.01 
981 2.17 46.07 1029 2.06 35.51 1077 2.22 34.52 1125 2.00 38.01 
982 2.12 46.98 1030 2.05 34.64 1078 2.19 34.51 1126 2.00 37.13 
983 2.08 46.09 1031 2.13 34.67 1079 2.17 34.48 1127 2.03 37.13 
984 2.09 46.09 1032 2.05 34.63 1080 2.19 33.59 1128 2.07 36.24 
985 2.08 46.09 1033 2.03 33.75 1081 2.17 33.58 1129 2.13 36.24 
986 2.10 46.10 1034 2.05 31.97 1082 2.19 32.68 1130 2.13 36.24 
987 2.08 47.02 1035 2.03 30.20 1083 2.21 31.80 1131 2.12 36.24 
988 2.03 48.83 1036 2.01 28.40 1084 2.28 31.80 1132 2.14 36.26 
989 2.00 49.75 1037 2.01 29.28 1085 2.27 31.80 1133 2.13 37.14 
990 2.00 49.76 1038 2.02 30.17 1086 2.30 31.80 1134 2.12 38.02 
991 1.99 49.78 1039 2.05 32.82 1087 2.27 32.69 1135 2.14 39.79 
992 1.98 49.83 1040 2.04 36.37 1088 2.32 33.57 1136 2.19 42.45 
993 1.98 49.79 1041 2.03 41.67 1089 2.32 35.34 1137 2.27 45.10 
994 1.98 48.89 1042 2.02 48.74 1090 2.32 35.31 1138 2.23 48.63 
995 2.00 48.90 1043 2.04 54.06 1091 2.31 36.21 1139 2.22 50.40 
996 2.00 48.00 1044 2.08 57.57 1092 2.30 37.99 1140 2.29 50.40 
997 2.00 48.00 1045 2.02 58.47 1093 2.31 38.86 1141 2.26 46.87 
998 2.02 47.08 1046 2.06 57.57 1094 2.31 39.73 1142 2.25 44.21 
999 2.02 46.17 1047 2.04 54.94 1095 2.30 39.74 1143 2.28 41.56 
1000 2.02 45.27 1048 2.03 53.09 1096 2.29 41.48 1144 2.39 38.93 
1001 2.01 45.27 1049 2.04 51.30 1097 2.32 42.43 1145 2.29 37.16 
1002 2.01 44.38 1050 2.01 49.53 1098 2.33 45.98 1146 2.17 36.29 
1003 2.01 43.47 1051 2.04 48.68 1099 2.36 50.39 1147 2.15 34.52 
1004 2.02 42.56 1052 2.05 48.66 1100 2.35 53.94 1148 2.17 32.75 
1005 2.02 41.67 1053 2.10 49.56 1101 2.36 58.38 1149 2.27 30.09 
1006 2.04 40.75 1054 2.10 48.72 1102 2.32 60.98 1150 2.37 29.20 
1007 2.02 38.97 1055 2.04 47.78 1103 2.34 63.65 1151 2.34 29.22 
1008 2.01 38.08 1056 2.00 46.02 1104 2.38 64.53 1152 2.27 28.33 
1009 2.04 37.19 1057 2.00 46.02 1105 2.36 65.42 1153 2.29 29.23 





22JPC     22JPC     22JPC     22JPC     
Depth ρ ms Depth ρ ms Depth ρ ms Depth ρ ms 
1155 2.29 31.00 1167 2.26 40.81 1180 2.19 44.09 1192 2.06 42.42 
1156 2.32 31.00 1168 2.23 41.65 1181 2.15 42.33 1193 2.07 45.07 
1157 2.18 32.77 1169 2.19 42.30 1182 2.16 39.70 1194 2.10 47.72 
1158 2.19 33.64 1170 2.18 42.25 1183 2.11 37.05 1195 2.09 52.14 
1159 2.07 36.31 1171 2.13 42.81 1184 2.13 34.40 1196 2.12 57.44 
1160 2.10 38.98 1172 2.01 39.32 1185 2.13 32.65 1197 2.10 63.63 
1161 2.12 40.76 1174 2.15 42.88 1186 2.12 31.77 1198 2.13 68.05 
1162 2.16 42.54 1175 2.18 43.96 1187 2.15 31.77 1199 2.11 66.28 
1163 2.18 42.56 1176 2.18 44.91 1188 2.10 32.65 1200 2.13 64.53 
1164 2.18 42.59 1177 2.18 45.81 1189 2.11 36.20 
1165 2.16 42.60 1178 2.18 45.83 1190 2.07 38.87 
1166 2.17 41.73 1179 2.14 44.96 1191 2.07 41.54 








ISOPACH SEDIMENT THICKNESS DATA 
 
FOR SLUs F – L 
From Core Logs Housed at Byrd Polar Research Center, The 






Clark et al. (1980) SLU Thicknesses (cm) 
F G H I J K L 
03JPC 40 30 15 30 10 10 35 
06JPC 12 86 22 44 8 20 36 
09JPC 20 56 14 49 36 94 76 
10JPC 3 38 8 20 10 21 24 
11JPC 6 78 12 26 10 20 7 
12JPC 5 42 11 26 15 20 15 
13JPC 6 46 7 47 11 21 17 
14JPC 8 25 8 21 13 11 6 
15TC 13 34 9 13 13 25 6 
17JPC 7 36 6 33 7 29 9 
88-4         53.8 60.2 49.5 
88-5         60.2 64.5 122.6 
FL-011 7 52 20 16 17 32 32 
FL-012 20.5 43.5 23 17 9.5 29.5 25.5 
FL-013     20 25 27.5 16.5 45.5 
FL-014  21 53.5 18.5 24 16.5 32 16.5 
FL-015 12.5 57.5 16 25 16 32 11 
FL-019 12 60 9 31 22.5 33 17 
FL-087         49 80 15 
FL-116             32.5 
FL-121           7 16.5 
FL-131             40 
FL-138             31.5 
FL-143             26 
FL-164             47.5 
FL-168             55 
FL-169             52.5 
FL-170             34.5 
FL-173           22.5 23 
FL-178             37 
FL-182         25.5 16.5 32.5 
FL-183         15.5 50 28 
FL-184         15.5 50 28 
FL-187           35 47.5 






Clark et al. (1980) SLU Thicknesses (cm) 
F G H I J K L 
FL-193 7.5       21.5 31.5 43 
FL-194         18 46.5 18.5 
FL-197         23.5 70.5 39 
FL-198             41 
FL-199         23.5 74.5 50 
FL-200         25 59 45.5 
FL-203         25.5 57.5 44.5 
FL-204           61.5 50.5 
FL-205       12 19 63 40 
FL-206         25.5 69 46.5 
FL-208     6   20.5 72 44.5 
FL-224 29 37 6 41 20 34 28 
FL-225 12.5 125.5 13.5 51 21 35 26 
FL-227 33 69 15.5 30 20 50 28.5 
FL-228       31 23 48 30 
FL-269 17 39.5           
FL-270 15.5 59.5 14.5 31 16 38 21.5 
FL-271       28 19 31 12 
FL-272 12 37.5 13.5 26 38 25.5 14.5 
FL-283 14.5 48 10         
FL-284 15 48.5 10.5 29.5 13.5 23.5 18.5 
FL-285 15.5 44 12.5 27.5 13 32 14 
FL-286 15 30.5 13 30 14 25 12 
FL-287 13 49 10 31 15 27 12 
FL-288 10.5 51.5 13 36 15 34 13 
FL-289         12 20.5 20 
FL-292 8 50 13 34 16 29 20.5 
FL-293 6 60 9 32 12 23 9 
FL-294 6 52.5 12.5 34.5 11 30.5 18 
FL-295 8 54 12 33 17 30 20 
FL-296       30.5 13.5 26.5 9.5 
FL-297 7.5 45.5 11.5 33 12 28 4.5 
FL-298 7.5 45 10 29.5 15 25 8 
FL-300 8 55 12 39 14 27 27.5 








Clark et al. (1980) SLU Thicknesses (cm) 
F G H I J K L 
FL-303 7.5 58.5 13 42.5 21 34.5 23.5 
FL-304 6.5 58.5 14 43 17.5 38 20.5 
FL-305 6.5 56.5 11.5 41.5 15 39 26.5 
FL-306 5.5 54 10.5 3.5 51 34.5 14.5 
FL-308 7 62 12 42 20 41 30 
FL-309 5.5 57.5 9.5 44 15.5 41 41.5 
FL-310 5.5 63 11.5 50 18.5 41 37.5 
FL-311 6 58.5 12.5 49 19 41 40 
FL-314 7.5 58 12 39 17 31 19 
FL-315 10.5 47 10.5 36.5       
FL-316       33 16 22 25 
FL-318 9.5 51.5 12 37 20 43 23 
FL-319 9 50.5 11.5 35.5 15.5 32.5 13.5 
FL-320 11             
FL-322 12 44 11 31 14 15 5.5 
FL-323 16 54 16 29.5 13 32 17 
FL-324 18.5 47 19.5 4.5 12.5 29.5 17 
FL-325 15 39.5 44 17.5 13.5 29 22.5 
FL-326 13.5 55 17 31 12.5 28.5 27 
FL-327 15 48 10 39 13.5 31.5 16 
FL-328 21 45 9 38 14.5 24.5 26 
FL-329 17.5 42.5 15.5 28 13 25 26.5 
FL-332 14 58.5 14.5 28 15.5 28 26.5 
FL-333 17 48 15 26 11 32 17 
FL-335 10.5 36.5 9.5 23.5 15 21.5 11 
FL-336 11.5 47 9 29 14.5 27.5 18.5 
FL-337 15.5 46.5 13 26.5 10 31 19.5 
FL-338 12 42 21.5 28.5 14.5 24.5 16 
FL-339 9.5 48.5 9 12.5 30.5 30.5 16 
FL-340 10 39.5 9.5 32 13 29 21 
FL-341 14 48.5 18.5 28.5 15 32.5 16 
FL-342 11 28.5 8.5 25 7 24.5 2.5 
FL-343 10 39.5 10.5 26 11.5 23 14 
FL-344 8.5 37 9.5 25 11 22.5 7 
FL-345 10.5 46.5 11.5 31.5 18.5 28 18 








Clark et al. (1980) SLU Thicknesses (cm) 
F G H I J K L 
FL-347 10.5 56.5 8.5 31 14.5 34.5 14.5 
FL-348 11.5 49.5 11.5 29.5 14 35.5 11 
FL-349 19 49 15 24.5 15.5 33 9 
FL-350 14.5 50.5 16.5 26.5 22 22.5 22.5 
FL-352 16.5 49.5 15.5 26 13 32 11.5 
FL-353 13.5 48 9.5 30.5 14 31 22 
FL-354 12 49.5 10 28.5 16 32.5 24.5 
FL-355 10.5 45 12 28 9 25 13.5 
FL-356 11 45.5 12 29.5 15.5 31.5 20.5 
FL-358 12 50 14.5 25.5 17.5 29.5 20 
FL-359 12.5 50.5 11 29 17.5 27.5 20 
FL-361 15 49.5 12.5 31 8.5 35 14.5 
FL-363 11.5 54 11 30.5 10 35 33 
FL-364 16.5 36.5 12.5 29 6 2.5 6 
FL-365 11 33 11 23.5       
FL-366 18.5 50 14 29 11 39 10.5 
FL-370 14.5 46.5 10 30.5 12.5 35.5 7.5 
FL-371 11.5 45.5 15 27.5 14.5 38 8 
FL-372 14 50.5 11 29 14 20.5 24.5 
FL-373       31 16 32 5 
FL-374 15 46 12 30 14.5 28.5   
FL-375 11.5 41.5 11.5 26.5 11 16.5 30.5 
FL-376 19 39.5 28 11.5 12 19.5 28 
FL-377 12.5 49 12.5 28 15 32 19 
FL-378       27 13 38 12 
FL-382 11 47 6.5 30.5 11.5 28 41 
FL-383 9.5 49.5 10.5 26 12 29 18 
FL-384 14.5 52 11 27.5 13 32.5 7 
FL-385             31.5 
FL-386 13 46.5 8 28 11 34 27 
FL-387 15.5 47 17.5 25.5 12 34.5 30.5 
FL-388 12 49.5 11.5 28.5 14.5 35 27.5 
FL-389     10.5 25 15 34 14.5 
FL-395         11 50 108 
FL-396 15.5 51 11 31 19.5 43.5 68 







Clark et al. (1980) SLU Thicknesses (cm) 
F G H I J K L 
FL-398 12.5 53.5 11.5 37 18 53.5 55.5 
FL-400 13.5 54.5 11 30 16 39 11 
FL-401 15.5 57 12.5 33 18 37 72 
FL-402 13 35 9 15 6.5 13 4 
FL-403 11.5 44.5 11.5       69 
FL-404 8.5 45 10.5 29.5 12 36   
FL-405 13.5 46 12.5 29.5 11 40.5 34.5 
FL-406 9 41.5 12 27.5 13 34.5 28.5 
FL-407 17 56 12 36.5 14.5 29.5 73.5 
FL-408 14.5 56 14.5 34 19 33 93.5 
FL-409 12.5 63 13.5 39.5 18 46 111 
FL-410 10.5 56.5 14 33 18 38 127.5 
FL-411 20.5 62.5 13.5 34.5 17.5 37.5 62 
FL-412 11 47 11 35 19 33 73.5 
FL-413     9.5 27 15.5 38 129.5 
FL-414             24.5 
FL-415 20 56.5 21 37 14 26 67 
FL-417 15 50.5 10 34 16 46 75 
FL-418 12 36.5 11 26 16 34 73.5 
FL-419 10.5 38.5 11 26.5 19 39 53.5 
FL-420 11 9 10 35.5 17.5 47 45.5 
FL-421 12 37 9 30 14 21 79 
FL-423 17 16 10.5 29.5 6.5 17 9.5 
FL-424             21.5 
FL-425 13.5 62.5 12 38 16 39 32 
FL-427 4 60.5 13 47 20 31 29 
FL-428 7 60.5 12.5 46 28.5 18 33 
FL-429 5 62.5 14 44 24.5 23.5 31.5 
FL-430 4.5 29.5 9 32.5 12 17.5 28.5 
FL-431 5 40.5 8.5 41.5 12.5 11 22 
FL-432 3.5 39.5 6.5 31.5 11 20 30 
FL-433 3.5 22.5 8.5 27 9.5 19.5 17.5 
FL-434 7 43.5 9 31 36 5 25.5 
FL-435 4.5 47 8.5 35.5 17 28 32 
FL-436 4 38 7 26 18 18 24 







Clark et al. (1980) SLU Thicknesses (cm) 
F G H I J K L 
FL-439 5.1 45.6 10.3 29.7 14.3 30.1 28.6 
FL-440 5.6 54.5 10.5 34.7 17.5 33.9 25 
FL-442 6 62 7.5 42.5 19.5 50 33 
FL-445 9.1 39 6 29.4 11.2 42.3 26.4 
FL-450 6 69 11 42 2 58.5 15 
FL-451   31.5 7 55.5 17.5 60.5 17.5 
FL-452     9 26 17 59.5 24.5 
FL-453 6 75 8.5 39 15 48.5 26 
FL-455           46 8.5 
FL-456           32.5 11.5 
FL-459         8.5 31.5 18.5 
FL-460         20.5 39 16 
FL-461 6 29.5 6.5 16 7.5 28.5 19.5 
FL-462 6.5 25.5 4.5       24.5 
FL-463   16 4 11.5 16 26.5 27 
FL-470             8 
FL-471             26 
FL-473             75.8 
FL-475         12 14.5 130.5 
FL-476   39.1 4.7 32.1 9.4 26.4 95.1 
FL-477     10 55 10 41.5 83.5 
FL-478             71.5 
FL-482 11 31 7 37 9 18.5 7 
FL-483 5.5 24.5 4.5 47.5 2.5 16 6.5 
FL-484 26 32.8 10.9 51.6 9.9 31.9 5.3 
FL-489 45.5 56.5 16.5 58 11 33 16 
FL-493       46.5 9.5 31.5 14.5 
FL-494 42 37.5 11 46 23.5 54.5 4 
FL-495 38 31 14.5 46 10 33.5 7 
FL-496   36 9.5 56 10 57.5 26 
FL-502 45.5 34 15 48.5 9.5 55 26.5 
FL-503 34 40 9.5 50 11.5 30.5 9 
FL-504 45.5 32 11.5 44 11.5 32 1.5 
FL-505 40.5 30 13 45 10.5 33.5 5.5 
FL-506 39.8 36.3 14.2 50.8 10.6 34.2 8.8 







Clark et al. (1980) SLU Thicknesses (cm) 
F G H I J K L 
FL-509 34.5 31.5 7.5 40.5 10 28 8.5 
FL-510       39.5 12 55.5 33.5 
FL-511 6 34.5 11 80.5 13 33.5 14 
FL-513 34 9 6.5 62.5 16 25.5 2 
FL-516             2.5 
FL-522 36.2 32.1 7.9 36.1     7.3 
FL-528 45.1 33.4 2.7 26.8 11.2 37.8 6.5 
FL-530 22 86 8 19 7 5 18 
FL-533   49.5     9 40.5 10.5 
FL-534             3 
FL-536 52     21.5 3.5     
FL-537 40.5             
FL-545     5.5 64 23.5 59 17.5 
FL-552         11 57.5 10 
FL-556 28.5 17.5 5 65 8     
FL-557 17.5 40.5 13.5 51.5 5.5     
FL-560 25.5     50 7 52 14 
FL-561 18 14.5     11.5 73.5 4.5 
FL-563   13.5 11.5 34.5 9.5   3.5 
FL-565     7.5 29.5 2.5 53 9.5 
FL-566   19.5 4.5 25.5 14 53 5 
FL-567           53 48 
FL-568     8.5 38.5     8.5 
FL-569         19 49 31 
FL-570 22.5 8     3.5 39.5 11.5 
FL-571       65 12.5 55 25 
FL-573         9 61.5 31 
FL-575           79 53.5 
FL-576           56 19 
FL-578             20.5 
FL-580   15 10 33.5 13.5 55 95 
GreenIce-10             50.5 
NP-26 5/32 4 9 15.5 21.5 6 9.5 16.5 
NWR-5       69 37 63 183 
P21 20 70 12 23 10 15 55 







Clark et al. (1980) SLU Thicknesses (cm) 
F G H I J K L 
P27       70 65 95 112 
P39 24 39 51 48 8 26 36 
PS51/030-1 2           51 
PS51/034-4 14 49 12 32 9 32 12 
PS51/038-4 4         20 41 
PS72/392-5 22 34 11 28 15 31 24 
PS72/396-5 17 40 12 23 16 36 7 
PS72/399-4 23 49 9 24 10 58 29 
PS72/413-5 3 86 4 50 40 39 24 
Units in cm 











XRF ELEMENTAL DATA FOR FACTOR ANALYSIS 
AND MANOVA – UNIT F, PW-1 AND PW-2 
 
P39, 06JPC, 09JPC, 10JPC, 11JPC,  
12JPC, 13JPC, 14JPC, 15TC and 17JPC 
 







No. Ca Ti Mn Fe Rb Sr Zr 
1 P-39 30981 2799 2417 32591 72 114 93
1 P-39 51466 2306 2155 24979 55 120 87
1 P-39 47021 1973 1344 22969 58 93 86
1 P-39 43794 2527 1727 27083 73 101 84
1 P-39 41965 2388 1809 26786 70 104 82
1 P-39 45647 2669 629 25170 65 92 124
1 06JPC 68444 1826 1282 21051 51 122 84
1 06JPC 89586 1359 692 14408 39 115 74
1 06JPC 56384 1632 771 18628 55 86 90
1 09JPC 27669 2584 2441 28843 60 120 78
1 09JPC 45711 2159 2134 24472 55 116 81
1 09JPC 54854 1815 1628 21338 55 107 81
1 09JPC 52469 1640 1569 20381 47 96 68
1 09JPC 66460 1517 1143 17459 42 81 64
1 09JPC 90288 1159 725 13563 37 75 66
1 09JPC 76181 1470 720 14294 40 78 76
1 09JPC 65546 1292 680 14906 42 72 66
1 09JPC 102714 1056 675 12439 25 78 36
1 09JPC 59636 1654 1277 18858 44 85 60
1 09JPC 31765 2301 2379 28889 65 107 75
1 10JPC 59897 1854 1405 22139 53 121 85
1 10JPC 106258 1328 889 16083 40 104 73
1 10JPC 54492 2470 1635 26517 60 145 91
1 10JPC 70498 1962 1388 19530 50 123 77
1 10JPC 41145 2369 1829 25539 58 148 94
1 11JPC 14901 2919 1339 30272 79 111 110
1 11JPC 11577 2910 947 28974 71 122 110
1 11JPC 16668 2964 1566 29330 69 138 110
1 11JPC 21791 3013 1504 29428 66 151 112
1 12JPC 61806 1593 1183 19659 47 111 72
1 12JPC 84360 921 967 15771 40 130 61
1 12JPC 52071 1613 1300 20935 50 124 72
1 12JPC 72018 1531 1262 20115 50 130 71
1 12JPC 123364 1367 1245 17251 42 148 66
1 13JPC 68883 1819 1866 22497 50 127 72
1 13JPC 70754 1143 1315 17654 44 144 73
1 13JPC 118290 1194 1073 16593 39 132 62
1 13JPC 137636 1285 1010 16301 41 138 66
1 13JPC 38249 1797 2190 21113 49 124 77
1 13JPC 56267 2692 2010 28737 58 138 104
1 14JPC 75699 2198 2058 21650 53 131 87
1 14JPC 76249 1839 3585 21255 42 176 63
1 14JPC 93650 2140 1854 22110 50 143 75









No. Ca Ti Mn Fe Rb Sr Zr 
1 14JPC 86242 2038 1334 22851 55 142 97
1 14JPC 32901 2596 1647 26400 61 153 104
1 15TC 43720 2045 2154 23069 54 126 94
1 15TC 47691 1606 1957 18951 52 141 78
1 15TC 77447 1498 1998 17293 42 151 71
1 15TC 30960 579 972 10594 39 128 71
1 15TC 42349 682 751 10041 40 133 65
1 15TC 63948 821 859 11781 36 132 70
1 15TC 75141 1019 1411 14587 42 124 73
1 15TC 53008 542 796 10852 36 138 71
1 15TC 47071 561 706 8757 35 119 65
1 15TC 50608 1312 1119 16148 45 131 77
1 15TC 77628 1009 924 12488 35 158 62
1 15TC 33466 2161 1118 23165 55 129 98
1 17JPC 67025 2237 2774 24645 54 164 82
1 17JPC 53985 2338 3729 25661 50 152 78
1 17JPC 71217 2297 2553 24357 51 146 79
1 17JPC 72581 2558 2016 25137 47 144 80
1 17JPC 48867 2588 1831 27742 58 134 85
1 17JPC 50945 2605 1685 26853 61 135 98
1 17JPC 23121 3186 1908 31102 65 130 108
2 P-39 21873 2839 1499 31472 80 83 92
2 P-39 16643 3541 1037 32375 76 88 116
2 P-39 11803 3507 909 35078 88 88 118
2 P-39 6983 3608 3118 38264 84 99 101
2 P-39 9595 3254 1780 35218 80 97 99
2 06JPC 20230 3065 1423 32752 80 105 93
2 06JPC 75305 1996 1119 20887 53 109 88
2 09JPC 41122 1987 741 18843 46 66 101
2 09JPC 33777 1694 708 17780 57 68 110
2 09JPC 19872 2284 1123 26781 72 82 96
2 09JPC 12581 2905 1808 32464 72 86 102
2 09JPC 17427 2442 2304 27914 64 78 88
2 09JPC 7188 3264 1516 34372 76 92 101
2 09JPC 6416 2586 2265 31701 74 83 96
2 09JPC 27275 2550 1925 27069 60 86 91
2 09JPC 72155 1504 1018 17817 49 79 76
2 09JPC 108868 1248 651 14729 37 79 56
2 09JPC 80427 2016 797 18882 51 77 88
2 09JPC 46743 2342 1068 23100 61 80 91
2 09JPC 47537 2182 738 24164 65 82 95
2 09JPC 23864 2933 1331 30001 65 84 101
2 09JPC 13832 2862 1634 32234 72 86 96









No. Ca Ti Mn Fe Rb Sr Zr 
2 09JPC 12285 2153 1044 26256 66 77 99
2 10JPC 22835 2581 1557 26906 69 99 112
2 10JPC 108510 1621 941 18071 45 112 74
2 10JPC 116067 1218 474 13931 44 112 91
2 10JPC 27871 2233 913 24771 69 93 104
2 10JPC 25372 2516 748 26132 76 99 119
2 11JPC 10352 2829 1089 26810 67 96 137
2 11JPC 13649 3014 830 24713 65 109 148
2 11JPC 11843 2815 1000 26905 68 102 135
2 11JPC 23544 3049 850 26909 62 97 121
2 11JPC 25617 2819 661 27262 65 82 116
2 12JPC 15255 3002 1184 30431 72 94 103
2 12JPC 15413 2721 1095 29142 70 93 107
2 12JPC 16508 3172 1263 30393 64 100 104
2 12JPC 19217 2427 1598 27793 62 99 100
2 12JPC 19416 2391 899 27117 70 90 103
2 13JPC 78526 1938 1350 20839 51 126 93
2 13JPC 102814 1455 1166 19580 50 118 83
2 13JPC 97226 1423 1108 18259 46 116 85
2 13JPC 80630 1060 716 14975 46 116 77
2 13JPC 87853 1654 1408 18859 46 112 88
2 13JPC 38845 1624 812 20332 55 89 102
2 14JPC 32922 2662 1009 26629 72 91 111
2 14JPC 91154 1881 1152 21028 53 107 89
2 14JPC 120845 1729 1157 19300 54 125 86
2 14JPC 142893 1247 745 14833 41 116 60
2 14JPC 53878 2289 974 22539 64 100 101
2 14JPC 19428 2913 1055 28187 70 99 115
2 15TC 22152 2366 1445 23459 63 92 110
2 15TC 28635 2388 1030 21815 59 86 115
2 15TC 23555 1713 771 17287 52 75 114
2 15TC 31177 1914 823 18014 53 79 116
2 15TC 13789 794 365 10828 42 72 98
2 15TC 26910 1990 623 20324 57 81 114
2 15TC 41436 1855 1188 19355 48 88 90
2 15TC 12849 1000 1129 14443 46 101 88
2 15TC 10659 846 825 13210 56 90 100
2 15TC 10492 594 428 9616 50 86 95
2 15TC 46733 2197 885 21482 57 91 102
2 15TC 34951 2426 755 22507 51 88 115
2 17JPC 17425 2232 1544 26324 67 98 94
2 17JPC 19884 1546 862 21159 66 92 100
2 17JPC 14711 2858 961 29619 76 106 119









No. Ca Ti Mn Fe Rb Sr Zr 
3 P-39 41326 2366 1376 21459 45 70 107
3 P-39 38038 2369 2406 24557 44 69 102
3 P-39 35157 2632 1663 24604 48 69 109
3 P-39 27219 2588 2018 23111 46 61 102
3 P-39 26422 3081 1627 22758 54 69 126
3 P-39 24469 2574 1634 21723 53 67 115
3 P-39 23979 2781 1956 18626 50 65 128
3 P-39 19079 2804 2392 15524 51 67 107
3 P-39 16064 2651 2285 15920 55 67 112
3 P-39 14746 3073 1688 20962 67 74 122
3 06JPC 14975 2996 1587 30300 73 77 116
3 06JPC 13916 3150 473 28326 60 73 125
3 06JPC 15432 2712 2060 26466 57 74 125
3 06JPC 16232 2773 887 26690 61 74 119
3 06JPC 19653 2700 1157 26408 56 74 120
3 06JPC 17578 2573 1046 25599 57 70 118
3 06JPC 21928 2917 733 26100 58 70 115
3 06JPC 26932 2807 666 24466 51 72 114
3 06JPC 25511 2738 745 24074 55 67 120
3 06JPC 25023 2615 418 22207 47 66 116
3 06JPC 22366 2617 480 22918 56 66 116
3 06JPC 19930 2494 711 21678 52 64 113
3 06JPC 13026 2609 818 18873 48 64 108
3 06JPC 8611 3103 421 30803 71 71 109
3 06JPC 5141 3279 527 33515 83 89 116
3 06JPC 5996 3384 553 34045 84 93 122
3 06JPC 5478 3672 809 34878 86 97 126
3 09JPC 15613 2813 1032 28080 56 68 111
3 09JPC 11755 2657 671 25648 59 65 117
3 09JPC 15006 2908 2026 26281 56 73 104
3 09JPC 19021 2693 1166 25372 54 72 108
3 09JPC 17870 2590 503 24853 50 63 115
3 09JPC 22454 2367 604 22965 47 65 109
3 09JPC 22535 2316 1258 24403 48 62 99
3 09JPC 20819 2515 914 20942 47 61 103
3 10JPC 17488 2539 1139 25331 56 74 109
3 10JPC 20539 2092 528 21339 48 65 108
3 11JPC 9770 1581 627 20258 57 74 118
3 11JPC 19525 2209 427 21582 49 67 111
3 11JPC 11634 2500 340 20497 57 67 105
3 12JPC 15869 2661 965 26569 56 67 105
3 12JPC 22396 2263 667 22475 47 68 103
3 12JPC 18287 2181 500 21732 51 64 110









No. Ca Ti Mn Fe Rb Sr Zr 
3 13JPC 25083 2296 846 24003 48 67 99
3 13JPC 20739 2655 695 23615 42 59 83
3 13JPC 17799 2583 359 20907 43 65 96
3 14JPC 21736 2349 479 21693 50 70 116
3 14JPC 26615 2072 440 19988 47 66 104
3 14JPC 23178 2214 972 20418 46 65 107
3 14JPC 23468 2164 909 21733 48 58 105
3 14JPC 18390 2434 839 22326 49 65 105
3 14JPC 19261 2503 657 21065 46 63 100
3 15TC 12254 2628 880 23802 61 87 117
3 15TC 16655 2108 557 18800 52 79 132
3 15TC 22691 2033 476 16363 46 77 175
3 15TC 23981 2172 731 20473 50 65 105
3 15TC 25278 1986 501 17496 46 65 102
3 15TC 21580 1683 360 18462 40 60 96
3 17JPC 14639 2986 851 28516 62 75 115
3 17JPC 26632 2628 607 25240 52 73 110
3 17JPC 21534 2932 598 28113 53 67 101
3 17JPC 30816 2578 682 22609 50 66 98
3 17JPC 20177 2953 709 28316 63 77 119
3 17JPC 20638 2614 538 21119 53 65 110
Unit 1 – PW-2 
Unit 2 – PW-1 








IRD DATA – UNIT F EVALUATION 
 







No. cm Carbo Chert CS-SS Qtz-Xals 
P39 318.0 21.87% 2.83% 9.38% 64.29%
P39 328.0 19.40% 1.08% 10.34% 68.75%
P39 336.0 21.95% 1.63% 20.00% 54.63%
P39 344.0 17.60% 0.41% 23.60% 57.97%
P39 349.0 20.39% 0.73% 19.42% 58.50%
P39 353.0 19.48% 1.43% 21.11% 57.14%
P39 355.0 22.35% 1.12% 5.03% 71.51%
P39 360.5 22.74% 1.62% 3.02% 72.39%
P39 364.0 29.82% 1.85% 6.07% 62.01%
P39 370.0 31.07% 2.04% 1.22% 64.99%
P39 375.5 31.73% 2.60% 3.34% 62.34%
P39 380.0 28.57% 3.14% 4.87% 62.95%
P39 384.0 25.89% 3.04% 7.68% 63.21%
P39 388.0 26.02% 2.03% 9.45% 62.50%
P39 390.5 22.52% 1.20% 27.03% 49.25%
P39 392.0 17.80% 0.49% 27.32% 54.39%
P39 399.0 16.12% 0.78% 24.50% 58.60%
P39 405.0 13.43% 0.71% 33.57% 51.94%
P39 409.0 13.56% 1.69% 23.16% 61.39%
P39 411.0 11.02% 0.65% 24.64% 62.40%
P39 415.0 15.31% 0.63% 23.59% 59.60%
P39 419.0 13.33% 1.56% 28.00% 54.44%
P39 425.0 7.73% 4.12% 19.59% 67.01%
P39 428.0 12.22% 3.02% 11.75% 72.38%
P39 433.0 9.03% 3.72% 7.43% 79.12%
06JPC 180.0 9.27% 1.32% 3.53% 31.79%
06JPC 182.0 8.25% 0.73% 28.64% 40.05%
06JPC 186.0 10.58% 0.00% 3.85% 15.38%
06JPC 190.0 14.20% 2.78% 3.40% 33.33%
06JPC 196.0 13.65% 0.93% 7.87% 53.94%
06JPC 200.0 12.59% 1.32% 4.97% 46.03%
06JPC 204.0 17.51% 0.00% 5.06% 42.02%
06JPC 208.0 1.43% 0.47% 3.55% 5.69%
06JPC 214.0 2.78% 0.00% 0.56% 10.56%
06JPC 216.0 3.04% 0.34% 0.34% 7.43%
06JPC 220.0 3.70% 0.79% 0.26% 11.61%
06JPC 222.0 5.93% 0.85% 2.26% 28.81%
06JPC 224.0 12.14% 0.87% 4.34% 41.33%





No. cm Carbo Chert CS-SS Qtz-Xals 
06JPC 230.0 20.05% 0.95% 1.91% 71.60%
06JPC 232.0 22.99% 1.22% 7.09% 66.50%
06JPC 236.0 25.31% 0.62% 2.28% 70.54%
06JPC 240.0 23.24% 1.24% 6.22% 61.41%
06JPC 242.0 28.77% 1.16% 1.39% 64.73%
06JPC 246.0 20.65% 2.36% 6.19% 70.80%
06JPC 250.0 19.50% 1.87% 2.70% 75.52%
06JPC 252.0 27.81% 2.81% 1.09% 68.13%
06JPC 254.0 34.33% 3.00% 1.91% 60.49%
06JPC 256.0 38.71% 3.23% 1.08% 56.27%
06JPC 258.0 25.27% 1.51% 2.38% 69.33%
06JPC 259.0 21.23% 1.02% 12.53% 59.08%
06JPC 261.0 16.06% 1.46% 46.35% 32.48%
06JPC 262.0 25.13% 1.07% 18.18% 52.67%
06JPC 264.0 11.57% 1.55% 9.33% 21.76%
06JPC 266.0 27.10% 3.12% 4.98% 64.80%
06JPC 268.0 13.08% 1.25% 15.26% 28.66%
06JPC 274.0 5.49% 0.00% 3.66% 22.13%
06JPC 278.0 10.97% 1.00% 10.72% 27.18%
06JPC 282.0 7.41% 0.00% 12.22% 20.00%
06JPC 286.0 14.37% 0.90% 22.16% 52.69%
06JPC 290.0 11.59% 0.87% 16.52% 50.43%
15TC 134.0 17.20% 1.06% 9.55% 69.64%
15TC 135.0 23.64% 1.28% 5.43% 65.50%
15TC 136.0 22.19% 2.61% 4.18% 70.50%
15TC 137.0 25.74% 1.14% 4.10% 67.65%
15TC 138.0 22.78% 0.83% 5.28% 70.83%
15TC 139.0 14.92% 1.62% 5.32% 76.66%
15TC 140.0 19.20% 1.20% 3.73% 75.73%
15TC 141.0 18.34% 0.99% 1.38% 78.90%
15TC 142.0 18.35% 1.62% 1.25% 78.53%
15TC 143.0 24.44% 1.72% 1.72% 72.12%
15TC 144.0 24.96% 2.05% 0.68% 72.31%
15TC 145.0 21.82% 2.97% 1.27% 73.94%
15TC 146.0 29.10% 2.41% 0.48% 68.01%
15TC 147.0 29.90% 5.15% 0.34% 64.60%
15TC 148.0 31.73% 4.81% 0.00% 63.46%
15TC 149.0 31.13% 4.47% 0.99% 63.41%





No. cm Carbo Chert CS-SS Qtz-Xals 
15TC 151.0 15.40% 1.90% 9.07% 73.42%
15TC 152.0 13.15% 1.64% 17.26% 67.95%
15TC 153.0 15.14% 2.11% 21.13% 61.62%
15TC 154.0 15.98% 1.64% 18.03% 64.34%
15TC 155.0 16.80% 1.60% 7.20% 74.40%
FL-530 155.0 10.88% 2.08% 3.24% 83.80%
FL-530 158.0 6.40% 0.97% 1.74% 90.89%
FL-530 162.0 7.44% 0.55% 1.65% 90.08%
FL-530 165.0 8.66% 0.90% 2.39% 87.76%
FL-530 168.0 11.63% 1.55% 3.36% 80.10%
FL-530 171.0 6.80% 1.18% 0.59% 91.42%
FL-530 174.0 9.87% 1.32% 2.30% 86.35%
FL-530 177.0 8.40% 1.08% 2.17% 87.80%
FL-530 180.0 9.72% 1.67% 0.56% 88.06%
FL-530 183.0 11.32% 1.65% 2.12% 83.49%
FL-530 186.0 8.07% 1.82% 0.78% 89.32%
FL-530 188.5 12.76% 2.30% 1.02% 83.67%
FL-530 193.0 21.38% 2.04% 1.02% 75.15%
FL-530 195.0 19.55% 2.23% 0.74% 77.23%
FL-530 198.0 18.52% 2.28% 1.99% 69.80%
FL-530 201.0 10.60% 2.17% 0.96% 86.27%
FL-530 205.0 10.58% 0.96% 1.15% 87.12%
FL-530 207.0 5.26% 1.14% 0.46% 92.91%
FL-530 209.0 8.38% 0.73% 2.00% 88.89%
FL-530 213.0 9.02% 2.06% 3.35% 84.79%
FL-530 216.0 16.19% 2.61% 6.53% 74.15%
FL-530 219.0 13.92% 1.42% 3.54% 75.00%
FL-530 222.0 11.42% 0.70% 1.17% 86.01%
FL-530 225.0 4.41% 0.38% 1.15% 93.87%
Carbo – Carbonates Grains 
CS-SS – Sum of Claystones + Siltstones + Sandstones Grains 







IRD DATA MANOVA – UNIT F 
 







No. cm Carbo Chert CS-SS Qtz-Xals 
P39 355.0 22.35% 1.12% 5.03% 71.51%
P39 360.5 22.74% 1.62% 3.02% 72.39%
P39 364.0 29.82% 1.85% 6.07% 62.01%
P39 370.0 31.07% 2.04% 1.22% 64.99%
P39 375.5 31.73% 2.60% 3.34% 62.34%
P39 380.0 28.57% 3.14% 4.87% 62.95%
P39 384.0 25.89% 3.04% 7.68% 63.21%
P39 388.0 26.02% 2.03% 9.45% 62.50%
06JPC 224.0 12.14% 0.87% 4.34% 41.33%
06JPC 226.0 12.44% 1.52% 3.55% 56.09%
06JPC 230.0 20.05% 0.95% 1.91% 71.60%
06JPC 232.0 22.99% 1.22% 7.09% 66.50%
06JPC 236.0 25.31% 0.62% 2.28% 70.54%
06JPC 240.0 23.24% 1.24% 6.22% 61.41%
06JPC 242.0 28.77% 1.16% 1.39% 64.73%
06JPC 246.0 20.65% 2.36% 6.19% 70.80%
06JPC 250.0 19.50% 1.87% 2.70% 75.52%
06JPC 252.0 27.81% 2.81% 1.09% 68.13%
06JPC 254.0 34.33% 3.00% 1.91% 60.49%
06JPC 256.0 38.71% 3.23% 1.08% 56.27%
06JPC 258.0 25.27% 1.51% 2.38% 69.33%
15TC 134.0 17.20% 1.06% 9.55% 69.64%
15TC 135.0 23.64% 1.28% 5.43% 65.50%
15TC 136.0 22.19% 2.61% 4.18% 70.50%
15TC 137.0 25.74% 1.14% 4.10% 67.65%
15TC 138.0 22.78% 0.83% 5.28% 70.83%
15TC 139.0 14.92% 1.62% 5.32% 76.66%
15TC 140.0 19.20% 1.20% 3.73% 75.73%
15TC 141.0 18.34% 0.99% 1.38% 78.90%
15TC 142.0 18.35% 1.62% 1.25% 78.53%
15TC 143.0 24.44% 1.72% 1.72% 72.12%
15TC 144.0 24.96% 2.05% 0.68% 72.31%
15TC 145.0 21.82% 2.97% 1.27% 73.94%
15TC 146.0 29.10% 2.41% 0.48% 68.01%
15TC 147.0 29.90% 5.15% 0.34% 64.60%
15TC 148.0 31.73% 4.81% 0.00% 63.46%
15TC 149.0 31.13% 4.47% 0.99% 63.41%






No. cm Carbo Chert CS-SS Qtz-Xals 
15TC 151.0 15.40% 1.90% 9.07% 73.42%
FL-530 171.0 6.80% 1.18% 0.59% 91.42%
FL-530 174.0 9.87% 1.32% 2.30% 86.35%
FL-530 177.0 8.40% 1.08% 2.17% 87.80%
FL-530 180.0 9.72% 1.67% 0.56% 88.06%
FL-530 183.0 11.32% 1.65% 2.12% 83.49%
FL-530 186.0 8.07% 1.82% 0.78% 89.32%
FL-530 188.5 12.76% 2.30% 1.02% 83.67%
FL-530 193.0 21.38% 2.04% 1.02% 75.15%
FL-530 195.0 19.55% 2.23% 0.74% 77.23%
FL-530 198.0 18.52% 2.28% 1.99% 69.80%
FL-530 201.0 10.60% 2.17% 0.96% 86.27%
FL-530 205.0 10.58% 0.96% 1.15% 87.12%
FL-530 207.0 5.26% 1.14% 0.46% 92.91%
Carbo – Carbonates Grains 
CS-SS – Sum of Claystones + Siltstones + Sandstones Grains 
Qtx-Xal – Sum of Quartz + Colored Mineral Grains 
